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A Fully Automatic 

CAPACITANCE BRIDGE 

You Just Insert a Capacitor 

and Read the Answer 

In~ Second or So 

New T ype 1680- A 
Automatic 
Capacitance B r idge 
. .. $4850 in U.S.A. 

Type 1680-PI Test F ixture ... $ 7 5 in u.s.A. 

RANGES 

Frequency 120c/s 400c/s 1 kc/s 

Capacitance lOOcfiF to 0 .0\~F to 0.018.F to 
10 OµF 10 µF 10 µF 

4 ranges 7 ranges 7 ranges 

Conductance l,.u to lu O.lnutolu O.lnu to l u 
4 ranges 7 ranges 7 ranges 

Dissipation Factor: 0.0001 to 1.0 in one range 

Easy to Use: Direct reading in C and D (or G) 
... in-line readout locates decimal points and pre
sents correct units of measurement. 

Wide Range: Measures up to IOOOµF; resolu
tion is 0.0 I pF on lowest range. 

Accurate: ±0.1% of reading for C and G; ±1% 
of reading for D. 

Fast: Balance is completed in a fraction ofa second
less than Vi second at I kc/ s. Both capacitance and 
loss are measured simultaneously. 

Stable: The instrument is a true bridge, not a fussy 
modified digital voltmeter. Accuracy is completely 
independent of generator voltage variations and 
phase-sensitive detector stability. Stability is depend
ent only upon passive standards and fixed trans· 
former ratios. 

Three Terminal: Stray capacitance from con
necting cables is automatically eliminated from the 
measurement. Ideal for remote measurements and 
environmental testing. 

Versatile: Choice of operating mode to suit the 
measurement . . . high-volume capacitor measure
ments, sorting components close in value, tracking 
changing capacitance, comparisons, reliability studies, 
and environmental testing. 

BCD Output: Binary coded decimal output for 
data transmission to printers, limit comparators, and 
to converters for tape and card punches. 

Tests Itself: Built-in test program locates most 
instrument malfunctions without auxiliary test equip
ment. All circuit boards are plug-in types and can be 
easily replaced. 

Please write for complete information 

IN CANADA: Toronto 247-2171, Montreal (MI. Royal) 737-3673 
IN EUROPE: Zurich, Switzerland - London, England 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
WEST C 0 NC 0 RD, MAS S AC HUSE TT S 

BOSTON NEW YORK, N. Y., 964-2712 CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON, D.C. SYRACUSE DALLAS SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES ORLANDO, FLA. CLEVELAND 
~- Concord) 646-0550 (Ridgefield, N. J.) 943-3140 (Oak Park) 848-9400 (Fl. Washinglon) 646-8030 \Rockville. Md.) 946-1600 454-9323 FL 7-4031 (Los Altos) 948-8233 469-6201 425-4671 · 886-0150 
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Test shows Moseley AUTOGRIP• in action . Paper is pulled 
by a 4 lb. weight without tearing, slipping or wrinkling. 

Circle 1 on reader service card 

AUTOGRIP* i$ a significant breakthrough in chart paper 
hold-down systems. Eliminated are all moving or me
chanical parts, no clips, no fans, no pumps, no motors. 
Uses an electrical principle with specially constructed 
platen. Quiet with full gripping efficiency even with 
paper smaller than platen . 
Standard on the following Moseley recorders : Models 7000A, 7030A, 20, 
2DR, 20-2, 2DR-2, 2D-2A, 2DR-2A, 2D-2M , 2DR-2M, 2D-2AM , 2DR-2AM, 
20-3, 2DR-3, 2D-3M , 2DR-3M , 2FRA, 2FRAM , 135, 135R, 135A, 135AR, 135M, 
135MR, 135AM, 135AMR, ·136A. 136AR. Available as an option at $95 addi
tional on Models 7050A, 135C, 135CR, 135CM, 135CMR,·2D-4,2DR-4, 2D-4M, 
2DR-4M , 7590A, 7590AR. Call your Moseley/ Hewlett-Packard field engineer 
or wr ite : Moseley Divis ion , Hewlett-Packard , 433 N. Fair Oaks Avenue , 
Pasadena, Cal ifornia 91102. 'Trade Mark Pat. pend. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD .._npj MOSELEY 

- DIVISION 



Solid-State Counters 
whose ''extras'' 

are not 
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Value !s the big benefit delivered to the user with every 
Hewlett-Packard solid-state counter ... and in the "low
frequency" instrumentation area, no other company 
offers so much performance for so little money with 
such a wide variety of counters. 

performance, input circuitry, maximum frequency 
range, display storage, BCD output, automatic decimal 
positioning, display of measurement units, convenient 
packaging, ease of operation, ease of reading, back-up 
service, built-in quality. 

Seven counters to choose from, ranging in maximum 
counting rate from 300 kc to 2 me, all with solid-state 
reliability, all offering display storage, all offering BCD 
output and a variety of other features you get only as 
extra-cost "options" with other counters. 

You'll see why your best buy is from Hewlett-Packard. 

Comparison is the key to your best counter buy. Com
pare specs on time base performance. temperature 

Call your hp field engineer for a demonstration of the 
counter to serve your needs best. Or write for complete 
information, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California, 
94304, Tel., (415) 326-7000; Europe: 54 Route des 
Acacias, Geneva; Canada: 8270 Mayrand St., Montreal. 

Counter 

521 lA Counter 

52118 Counter 

5512A Counter 

5212A Counter 

5214L Preset 
Counter 

5223 L Counter 

5532A Counter 

5232A Counter 

5233L Counter 

Primary Uses 

Measure frequency, ratio, 
speed with proper transducers 

Frequency Range 

300 kc maximum 
counting rate 

Characteristics 

4-digit resolution in neon columnar 
display; gate time 0 .1 sec, 1 sec; 

power line time base (typically 0.1 %) 

Same as 5211A, except offers additional gate time of 10 sec 

Measure frequency, period, 
multiple period average, 

ratio, multiple ratio 
300 kc maximum 

counting rate 
5-digit resolution in in-line display; 
time base stability < 2/10•/week 

Same as 5512A except offers neon columnar display 

Measures rate, time, totalizes; 
measures normalized rate, normal 

ized time, counts N events 

Measure frequency, period, 
multiple period average, time 
interval, ratio, multiple ratio 

Measure frequency, period, 
multiple period average, 

ratio, multiple ratio 

300 kc maximum 
counting rate 

300 kc 

1.2 me maximum 
counting rate 

5-digit resolution in in-line display; 
preset N number, from 1 to 100,000; 

locally or program remotely 

5-digit resolution in in-line 
display; time base 

stability < 2/10• /week 

6-digit resolution in in-line 
display; time base 

stability < 2/10' /month 

Same as 5532A except offers neon columnar display 

Measure frequency, period, 
multiple period average, time 
interval, ratio, multiple ratio 

2 me maximum 
counting rate 

6-digit resolution in 
in -line display; time base 
stability <2/10'/month 

Price 

$600 

$725 

$1050 

$925 

$1475 

$1325 

$1450 

$1300 

$1750 

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f. o. b. factory. 

~ An <>tr• m•~r< of qualit• 
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Readers Comment 

Traffic jam 

To the Editor: 
On reading the story "Northeast 

Passage" [May 3, p. 30], I recalled a 
project I worked on several years 
ago. \Ve considered developing an 
electronic device which would au
tomatically compute the distance 
between vehicles, then control their 
velocities to preven t a collision. \Ve 
planned to use doppler radar, and 
to control carburetor fu el input and 
braking by a precalculated sched
ule. 

At the time, we found the equip
ment to do this would take up 
about the same space as a large 
two-way communications set. \Vith 
today's technology, however, the 
equipment would be no larger than 
a football. 

The project collapsed not on 
technical grounds but because our 
client found that auto manufac
turers did not like the idea at all. 

Although I like the idea of elec
tric autos to reduce the noxious 
gases that almost asphyxiate a 
driver in heavy traffic, I can't help 
picturing a gigantic traffic jam of 
bhousands of stalled vehicles dur
ing a severe electrical storm or icing 
situation. The only alternatives 
would be to supply power by in
duction or some system of stored 
energy. 

I believe that a system could be 
built to operate properly, but the 
cost would probably run closer to 
$3 billion or $4 billion than the $500 
million estimated. 

S. Hamilton McNeill 
Guarantee Engineering 
Enterprises, Inc. 
Addison, Ill. 

Blurred color 

To the Editor: 
The editorial "Facing color tv 

problems" [March 22, p. 15] is a 
strong and undeserved disservice 
to the American tv industry. It may 
do great damage to world color 
television unless the false impres
sion it creates is corrected. The 
American public is now buying 
color TV sets as fast as they are 
made. Is Electronics trying to save 
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Now from Spra1uel 

LOW-COST, HERMETICALLY-SEALED 
® 

SILICON EPITAXIAL PLANAR TRANSISTORS 

TYPE NO. APPLICATION BVceo BVCEO hFE fr T0-5 CASE T0-18 CASE 
2 

TN53 TN54 High Voltage Switch, Amplifier, Gen. Purpose 75V 45V SO min. lOOMc 
T0-5 CASE TN55 TN56 Low-level, Low-noise 40V JOV 60min. 30Mc T0-18 CASE 

TN59 TN60 
High Speed Switch 40V JOV lOOmin. lOOMc 

TN61 TN62 40V 30V SO min. 100 Mc 
TN63 TN64 

High Speed Amplifier 
20V 20V 25min. 20Mc 

For complete information, write to Technical 
Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company, 
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 01248 

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS 

TRANSISTORS 

CAPACITORS 
PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS 

RESISTORS PULSE-FORMING NETWORKS 

INTEGRATEO CIRCUITS TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS 
4SS·5US 

Electronics I May 17, 1965 

CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS 

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES 

BOBBIN and TAPE WOUND MAGNETIC CORES 

SILICON RECTIFIER GATE CONTROLS 

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

· O 
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llew front Spraguel 

FILMITE® 'K' 
POLYCARBONATE FILM 

CAPACITORS 

The tu bular polycarbonate film 
capacitor and the rectangular 

oil-impregnated paper 
capacitor are both rated 

10 pf, 100 VAC, 400 cycles. 

• More than 13 times smaller than 
paper capacitors of equivalent rating. 
• Unusually high capacitance stabil
ity over entire temperature range. 
• Low dissipation factor - extremely 
desirable where high current capabil
ities are required. 
• Low dielectric absorption over a 
broad frequency / temperature spectrum. 
• Extremely high insulation resistance 
- superior to many commonly-used 
film dielectrics. 
• Capacitance tolerances to ± 0.25 % . 
• For critical applications such as 
tuned circuits, analog computers, digi
tal circuits, etc. 

For complete technical data, write for 
Engineering Bulletins 2700 and 2705 to 
Technical Literature Service, Sprague 
Electric Company, 35 Marshall Street, 
N orth Adams, Massachusetts. 

SPRllGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

'Spr11ue' 1nd ·@· ere re11sterea tr1oem1rks of the Spr11ue Electric Co. 
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the rest of the world from tihe same 
fate? 

The editorial is strongly anti
NTSC. It ascribes to NTSC diffi
culties whioh apply equally well to 
Secam and PAL, yet it says nothing 
of the far more serious defects of 
Secam, among which are: lower 
color resolution, poorer compatibil
ity, breakup of horizontal detail, in
ability to handle weak signals, seri
ous shifts in saturation, inability to 
provide practical hue and chroma 
controls, and higher cost of re
ceivers. 

Referring now to specific errors 
in the editorial: 

• The change in color in the foot
ball game, due to changes in cam
eras and lighting, would also occur 
with Secam and PAL, because th ey 
use the same cameras and the same 
sunlight; it was the original color 
that changed. In the case of sun
down, the viewer no longer liked 
the true color and wished to change 
it to something more pleasing. 

NTSC receivers can easilv cor
rect for these changes becaus~ they 
have manual hue and chroma con
trols. 

Secam receivers cannot correct 
for these changes because they 
have no color controls. Moreover, 
even the vaunted color stability of 
Secam did not hold in side-by-side 
demonstration of six Secam receiv
ers which differed appreciably from 
each other in hue and chroma, but 
had no means of correction. Secam 
cannot provide hue and chroma 
controls which are both inexpensive 
and mutually independent. For that 
reason, Secam proponents claim 
that such controls are unnecessary. 

Color controls must be used to 
compensate for camera and lighting 
ohanges, ambient lighting in the 
home, individual color preferences, 
and differences in color vision; in 
other words, to compensate for 
causes which apply to all systems 
equally. These controls are as nec
essary as the volume control in an 
audio system. 

• NTSC receivers do have an au
tomatic hue control; it is inherent 
in the NTSC signal specifications. 
These call for a color phase-refer
ence burst having the phase of the 
color subcarrier when it transmits 
(B-Y). The continuous wave color
reference signal (3.58 megacycles 
in the U. S.), generated in the re
ceiver, is phase-locked to the burst 

by an automatic phase control loop. 
It is then used to extract the video 
color signals by synchronous de
modulation. The hue is then auto
matically controlled and maintained 
by the color reference burst. 

However, no automatic hue con
trol can correct for changes in cam
era characteristics and lighting 
which affect the color at its point 
of origination. The phase of the 
color-reference signal can be 
shifted manually from its locked 
value to provide any desired cor
rection in hue. The corrected hue is 
then maintained automatically by 
the reference burst. 

• Poorly registered color tubes 
produce edge effects which resem
ble single-sideband distortion , but 
are much more frequent. Since 
NTSC, Secam, and PAL use the 
same color tu be, they are subject 
to the same misregistration. Single
sidcband distortion docs not occur 
in an NTSC receiver designed to 
make full use of the signal. Such a 
receiver is illustrated on page 100 
of the March 22 issue of Elec
tronics. Commercial color receivers, 
whioh for reasons of economy pro
vide equal bandwidths for the two 
components of chrominance, are 
designed so that the advantages of 
economy and grea ter bandwidth 
are obtained without excessive sin
gle-sideband distortion. 

• Since hue is determined by the 
phase of the su bcarrier, it is tme 
that unwanted phase shifts can pro
duce unwanted hue shifts. These 
can be and now are effectively 
controlled. Thus, a round-trip net
work transmission of 3,000 miles of 
the NTSC color signal shows no 
discernible difference between the 
output and input color. 

Charles J. Hirsch 
Radio Corp. of America 

• In his zeal to defend the NTSC 
system, reader Hirsch missed the 
point of the editorial-that propo
nen ts of NTSC are not willing to 
face up to the limitations and prob
lems of their system. Secam advo
cates admit weaknesses. But he re
iterates a point tihat annoys a lot of 
color tv set owners when he blames 
broadcasters for some of the trou
ble. The broadcasters arc quick to 
rebut the charge by blaming the 
setmakers, leaving the poor owner 
still with a bleary picture and a 
sense of frustration. 

Electronics I May 17, 1965 
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NOW you can obtain the advantages of high reliability and small 
size inherent in monolithic diffused integrated circuits and still 
get an output voltage swing of 20 volts. This and other important 
parameter limits given below are all available - from stock -
in the A13-251. The budget saving price is $44.50 for small 
quantities and $35.50 for 100 or more. 

+12V 
12 

• -12v 

CASE INTERNALLY CONNECTED TO ·12V 

II 

SPECIFICATIONS 
A OUTPUT SWING= 20 volts 
A INPUT IMPEDANCE= 1 Meg 
& GAIN= 20,000 
A BANDWIDTH= 10 Mc 
A OFFSET= 5 mV (UNTRIMMED) 
A DRIFT= 25 µ.V/°C & 5.0 nA/°C 
A CMR = 80 db 
A TEMPERATURE RANGE 

-55°C to + 125°C 

AM ELCO 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
DIVISION OF TELEDYNE, INC. 
1300 TERRA BELLA AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 

Mill Address: P. 0. Box 1030, Mountain View, Calif./Phone: (415) 968-9241/TWX: (415) 969-9112/Telex: 033-914 
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People 

The nomination of retired Air 
Force Gen. William F. McKee 
as Federal Aviation Agency Ad
ministrator en
sures that if the 
U.S. decides to 
build a super
sonic transport 
(SST), it will 
have an able 
administrator 
and a supporter 
in a top devel
opment position. 

The Senate is expected to give 
quick approval to the appointment. 

McKee is a close associate of 
Defense Secretary Robert S. Mc:\fa
mara, who heads a cabinet-level 
Presidential committee to study the 
SST's potential. Although McKee 
won't talk about his job until he 
gets Senate confirmation, the word 
in Washington is that both he and 
McNamara favor building the SST 
quickly, since they think it will be 
economically profitable. 

McKee was vice chief of staff of 
the Air Force until a year ago. 
Since his retirement from the Air 
Force, he has worked as assistant 
administrator of the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration. 

Gifford Johnson, the new president 
of the nonprofit Graduate Research 
Center of the Southwest, is neither 
an educator nor 
a scientist. The 
46 - year - old 
Johnson is a 
hard-driving in
dustrialist who 
served as presi
dent of Ling
Tcmco - Vought, 
Inc., from 1961 
until he resigned last year. His 
goal, he says, is to further the cen
ter's aim of becoming the "MIT of 
the Southwest." 

The major job, he explains, is to 
lure more top researchers to the 
center. The institution currently 
has 70 researchers with doctorates. 

Johnson is known by his col
leagues as a man who gets a job 
done, and in doing that job, one 
associate concedes, "He can be 
rather snappy with those who work 
for him." 

Electronics I May 17, 1965 
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TVTransmitting Tube 
For CHANN·EL MOON, 
On Target, 
On Frequency 

The ML-7855 frequency stable 
Machlett UHF planar triode 
transmitted all of the moon 
pictures-sharp and clear-
for Rangers 7, 8, and 9, On 

frequency, and at full power within 
seconds, the ML-7855 powered 
TV transmitters have been an 
outstanding success, In space, in 
the military service, in the nation's 
airliners-wherever the highest 
reliability and performance is 
required, use of Machlett planar 
triodes demonstrates the continuing 
confidence in the capability of the 
Machlett organization, Whether 
you require high power / high 
voltage triodes or tetrodes, UHF 
planar triodes, X-ray tubes, 
vidicons, or need assistance in 
research or design development, 
write: The Machlett Laboratories, 
Inc., Springdale, Conn. 
06879, An affiliate of ~(H LETt 
Raytheon Company. ~ 

ELECTRON TUBE SPECIALIST 
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measurement by comparison 
up to· 1,200 me 

NEW 

JERROLD 
SOLID-STATE 
3-POSITION 

COAXIAL SWITCHER 
Model TC-3 $29500 

Turn any single-trace oscilloscope 
into a 4-trace scope ; insert two refer
ence traces automatically in addition 
to test trace and baseline. These 
references have advantage of per
manent relative accuracy over 
scribed or painted lines. 

Results are repeatable , as accurate 
as your reference attenuators. Gen
erator and scope drift do not affect 
accuracy of measurements . Fre 
quency from de to 1,200 me extends 
usefulness of comparison technique 
well into the UHF band . The TC-3 
Coaxial Switcher can save you thou 
sands of dollars in speed and accu
racy. Write for literature. 

JERROLD 
ELECTRONICS 

Industrial Products Division, 
Philadelphia , Pa . 19132 
In Canada: Jerrold Electronics, 
60 Wi ngold Ave ., Toronto 19, Ont. 
Export: Rocke International, 
13 E. 40th St., New York, N.Y . 10016 

SWEEP GENERATORS • AMPLIFIERS 
PRECISION ATTENUATORS• COMPARATORS 
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Meetings 

Design Engineering Conference, ASME; 
Coliseum, New York, May 17-20. 

Society of Photographic Scientists and 
Engineers Annual Conference, SPSE; 
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel, Cleveland, 
May 17-21. 

Aerospace Fluid Power Systems and 
Equipment Conference, SAE; 
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles, 
May 18·20. 

Digital Equipment Computer Users 
Society Spring Technical Meeting, 
DECUS; William James Hall, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Mass .. 
May 20-21. 

Electronic Reliability Conference, 
Metropolitan group on Reliability, IEEE; 
Carnegie Foundation Building, N.Y.C., 
May 21. 

Advances in Computing, NYU, ACM, 
IBM; NYU L. I. Campus, Stony Brook, 
L. I., May 21. 

Microelectronics Annual Symposium, 
St. Louis Section of IEEE: Chase Park 
Plaza, St. Louis, Mo .. May 24-26. 

International Television Symposium, 
IEEE/SEV I ASE; Pavilion of Montreux, 
Montreux, Switzerland, May 24-29. 

International Federation for Information 
Processing Congress '65, IFIP/IEEE; 
New York Hilton, N.Y.C .. May 24-29. 

Armed Forces Communications and 
Electronics Association Annual 
Convention, AFCEA; Sheraton-Park 
Hotel , Wash., May 25-27. 

Bicentennial Space Symposium and 
National Conference, NASA, St. Louis 
Bicentennial Commission ; Chase-Park 
Plaza Hotel, St. Louis, May 26-28. 

Symposium on Analysis Instrumentation, 
ISA; Sheraton-Mt. Royal Hotel, 
Montreal , May 26-28. 

Cybernation, Automation and Human 
Responses Annual Conference, ICR; 
Americana Hotel, N.Y.C., May 27-29. 

Biomedical Computer Applications 
Conference, BIO/New York Academy 
of Sciences; Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.C., 
June 3-5. 

IEEE Annual Communications 
Convention (Including GLOBECOM VII), 
CTG/IEEE; University of Colorado, 
Boulder, Colo ., June 7-9. 

National Electronic Packaging and 
Production Conference (NEP/CON'65), 
EPP; Long Beach Arena, Long Beach, 
Calif .. June 8-10. 

Broadcast and TV Receivers 
Conference, G-BTR/IEEE; O'Hare Inn, 
Des Plaines, Ill. , June 14-15. 

Midwest Symposium on Circuit Theory, 
G-CT /IEEE; Colorado State University, 
Ft. Collins, Colo., June 14-15. 

Ocean Science and Ocean Engineering 
National Conference/Exposition, ASLO, 
MTS; Washington Hilton Hotel , 
Washington , June 14-17. 

Solid State Device Research Conference. 
IEEE; Princeton Univ., Princeton, N.J .. 
June 21-23. 

Aerospace Technical Conference and 
Exhibit, PTGAS/IEEE; Shamrock-Hilton 
Hotel , Houston , Tex ., June 21-24. 

Joint Automatic Control Conference 
(JACC), ASME, IEEE, ISA, AIAA, AICE; 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, 
N.Y., June 22-25. 

Electronic Standards Committee F-1 
Meeting, ASTM ; Randolph House, 
Syracuse, N.Y., June 23-24. 

Fluid Mechanics & Heat Transfer 
Symposium, USAF, Lockheed Co.; 
Lockheed Research Labs, Palo Alto, 
Calif ., June 24-25. 

Summer Power Meeting, G-P/IEEE; 
Detroit, Mich ., June 27-July 2. 

Electromagnetic Compatibility National 
Symposium, G-EMC/IEEE; Waldorf
Astoria Hotel, New York, June 28-30. 

Physics of Quantum Electronics 
Conference, ONR; San Juan , Puerto 
Rico, June 28-30. 

International Data Processing 
Conference and Business Exposition, 
DPMA; Benjamin Franklin Hotel and 
Convention Hall, Philadelphia, June 29-
July 2. 

Microwave Applications of 
Semiconductors Meeting, IERE-IEE; 
University College, London, June 30-
July 2. 

Call for papers 

Engineering in Medicine and Biol
ogy, IEEE, ISA; Sheraton Hotel, 
Philadelphia, Nov. 10-12. August 15 
is deadline for submission of 1200-
word abstracts to Dr. Peter D. Ed
monds, Moore School of Electrical 
Engineering, Univ. of Penn. , Phila
delphia 19104. 
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Rechargeable battery or llne powered 

100 µv full scale null senslUvlty 
1 PPM resolution for all Input ranges 

Large, six-digit readout, automatic declmal 
Universal package for bench or rack mounting 

Stability and temperature coefficient of reference 
element and precision resistors are often the "hid
den" parameters of voltmeter design. 

For Models 881AB and 883AB, Fluke processes 
each zener diode reference to prove ± 0.00153 per 
year stability; ratio stability of critical Fluke
manufactured resistors is ± 0.0013 per year. Tem
perature coefficient of the reference and critical 
resistors is ± 0.00023 /°C and ± 0.000153/°C, re
spectively. This provides more than ample mar
gin for long-term driftand temperature deviations 
within the overall DC accuracy of ± 0.013 of in
put plus 5 µv for the 881AB and 883AB. 

"B" suffix of model number indicates operation 
from either rechargeable batteries (30 hours on 
full charge) or AC line (50-440 cps). Severe com
mon mode problems are eliminated by battery 
operation, as unit is completely isolated from 
line. 

j 

. 
\ ,Oto• •WKE M•G -- ' ( . ·~i 

MOOfllllU 
CO • INC AC OC Olf',.l!Al!..:::'TIAL V0LTM8T8ft 

• 
Null detector maximum sensitivity is 100 µv 

full scale, and maximum meter resolution is 1 
ppm of range for all input voltages. Six-digit in
line readout is obtained by four decade switches 
plus high-resolution interpolating vernier. Input 
ranges are 1, 10, 100, and 1000 volts, with 103 
overranging for 0-1100 volts overall capability. 

Stable, solid-state AC to DC converter of 
Model 883AB is specified from 20 cps to 100 KC, 
with basic accuracy of ± 0.13 of input + 25 µv 
applicable from 1 mv to 1100 VAC and 30 cps to 
5 KC. 

A single mechanical configuration is ideal for 
portable field use, bench mounting (tilt-up bale), 
half-rack mounting (7-inch panel) , or side-by
side rack mounting. Mil-spec shock, vibration, 
and temperature testing were included in devel
opment, assuring years of dependable perfonn~ 
ance under adverse conditions. 

The industry's most complete line of differential voltmeters 

SEE OUR 
SPECIFICATIONS IN 

MICROFILM CATALOG 

FILE 

JOHN FLUKE MFG. co., INC., Box 7428, Seattle, Wash. 98133. I FLUKE I 
Telephone 206-776-1171; TWX 910-449-2850; Cable: FLUKE. 
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Scope. 
Jn electronics, 

industrial application, 

medical or computer work: 

there's an hp scope 

for your every need! 



Performance, value from your Hewlett-Packard Oscilloscope: 
4000 me bandwidth-' 'State-of-the-art'' band
width is yours with the hp 1858 Sampling Scope. 
With 1858 bandwidths to 4000 me (90 psec rise 
time) at sensitivities to 1 mv/cm, more than any 
other scope offers, you can measure fast switch
ing characteristics or cw signals directly. The 
hp-developed bridging sampler lets you measure 
signals in your circuit without disturbing the sig
nal. With the 1858, you get plug-in versatility, 
too. The specs tell the story. 
Dual-beam versatility-With two completely inde-

gendent horizontal deflection systems, the 132A 
ual-8eam Scope lets you view signals on dif

ferent sweep speeds for measuring fast and slow 
phenomena simultaneously or observe phase on 
one channel while looking at a rate function on 
the other. Add to this unique capability 100 
µV/cm sensitivity vertical amplifiers with 92 db 
common mode rejection, plus a 5 mv/cm hori
zontal amplifier. Or look at the hp 1208, 122A 
or 130C. The 1208 and 122A, with 10 mv/cm 
sensitivity, are ideal for production, systems or 
lab work where high reliability and low cost are 
important. The 130C, with 200 µV/cm identical 
vertical and horizontal amplifiers, permits phase 
measurements of small signals, plus a host of 
other uses. 
Time domain reflectometery, 20 me bandwidth, 
or 10 µV/cm sensitivity-These are performance 
capabilities of the hp 140A Scope ... all of them 
possible with 140A plug-ins. Here's the most ver
satile scope available today, offering the ability 
to use either two single-size plug-ins or one 
double-size. With the 1415A Time Domain Re-

flectometer, a double-size plu~-in, you can locate 
and analyze discontinuities in cables, connec
tors and other broadband devices, saving time 
and providing more information than with the 
vswr approach; with single-size plug-ins you can 
have 20 me bandwidth with 5 mv/cm sensitivity 
or 10 µV/cm sensitivity at 400 kc bandwidth. 
Other plug-ins available, too. 
Dual-channel, 1 mv/cm, 50 me, recorder plug-in 
-Exclusive performance features make the l 75A 
your best high-frequency scope buy. With the 
new 1755A plug-in, you can have 1 mv/cm dual
channel performance with 20 me bandwidth or 
50 me bandwidth at 10 mv/cm and up. Or where 
more channels are needed, consider the 1754A 
Four-Channel Plug-in, with 40 me bandwidth. The 
1784A Recorder Plug-in simplifies trace record
ing by providing a strip-chart record of the crt 
trace, simply by pushing a button. Other unique 
plug-ins include a trace scanner for driving an 
external x-y recorder, sweep delay generator with 
mixed sweep, and time mark generator. 

Hewlett-Packard has a scope just right for your 
needs. Check the performance and price in the 
table, then call your hp field engineer for com
plete information. Or write for data to Hewlett
Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304, Telephone 
(415) 326-7000; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, 
Geneva; Canada: 8270 Mayrand St., Montreal. 

HEWLETT ' 
An extra measure of quality 

Sensitivity 
0 

Model 
1208 

G122A 
913oc 

one 10 mv/cm to 10 v/cm 

•
132A 
140A • 1400A 

1401A 
1402A 
1403A 
1405A 

Ql75A 

17508 
1751A 
1752A 
17528 
1754A 
1755A 

91858 

187C 
188A 

.1968 

91708 
162C 

two 10 mv/cm to 10 v/cm 
one 200 µ.v/cm to 20 v/cm 

two (dual beam) de to 500 kc 100 µ.V/cm to 20 v/cm 
Versatile plug-in scope; accepts either two single-size or one double-size plug-in; regular time base 
available at $325; $625 with sweep delay; also accepts 1415A Time Domain Reflectometer for 
analyzing discontinuities in cables, connectors, strip lines, other broadband devices, $1050 

one de to 400 kc 100 µ.v/cm to 20 v/cm 
two de to 450 kc 1 mv/cm to 10 v/cm 
two de to 20 me 5 mv/cm to 10 v/cm 
one 0.1 cps to 400 kc 10 µ.v/cm to 100 mv/cm 
two de to 5 me 5 mv/cm to 10 v/cm 

50 me plug-in scope accepts vertical and time base plug-ins; regular sweep plug-in $25; sweep 
delay, $325; other plug-ins include strip-chart recorder, trace scanner and time mark generator 

two de to 50 me 50 mv/cm to 20 v/cm 
one de to 50 me 50 mv/cm to 20 v/cm 
one de to 22 me 5 mv/cm to 20 v/cm 
one de to 40 me 5 mv/cm to 20 v/cm 
four de to 40 me 50 mv/cm to 20 v/cm 
two de to 50 me, 10 mv/cm to 5 v/cm 1 mv/cm to 5 v/cm 

de to 20 me, 1 mv/cm 
Sampling plug-in scope; Model 186A Switching Time Tester plug-in for diode and transistors 
also available at $1700; Model 1103A Trigger Countdown extends 1858 triggering to 10 gc 

two de to 1000 me (0.35 nsec rise time) 1 mv/cm to 200 mv/cm 
two de to 4000 me (90 psec rise time) 1 mv/cm to 200 mv/cm 

Oscilloscope camera for photographing botfl internal and external graticule 
crt, 196A for external graticule crt's only, $395 
Rugged, militarized scope; regular sweep plug-in, $35; sweep delay, $435 

two de to 22 me 20 mv/cm to 20 v/cm 
Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory. 

r ; ... _,_ , ? ................... ...1 .................. . : ......... ___ .... 

$ 210 
$ 375 
$ 550 
$ 475 
$ 325 
$1325 

$ 325 
$ 160 
$ 225 
$ 285 
$ 595 
$ 575 

$2000 

$1250 
$1500 
$ 445 

$2350 
$ 420 



HOW MANY SCOPES CAN THIS ONE REPLACE? 

A sizeable number, depending upon the range of applications. For this is the Fairchild 777-the most versatile 
of all industrial scopes. The 777 is a dual beam, dual trace scope in which any four of 20 plug-ins are com
pletely interchangeable in both X and Y cavities. These are the same plug-ins that fit all Fairchild 765 Series 
scopes. They include DC-100 me bandwidth, spectrum analyzer and raster display capabilities, sensitivity to 
500 µ.v/cm, risetime to 3.5ns. Other features of the 777 include 6 x 10 cm display area for each beam with 
5 cm overlap between beams for optimum resolution ... unique 13 kv CRT with four independent deflection 
structures ... solid state circuitry (with all deflection circuitry in the plug-ins) ... light weight (44 lbs.). Environ
mentalized for rugged applications. Price of the 777 main frame: $1,600. The 777 illustrates the Fairchild 
concept of value through versatility. It helps you beat the high cost of T.0.-Technological Obsolescence. 
One scope doing many tasks is only part of it. Future state-of-the-art capability is equally important. And 

other oscilloscope manufacturer. Ask your Fairchild F ~I~ CH IL.CJ 
Field Engineer in your area for details on this and other I"""'- ~ 

• 

service. Fairchild has more service centers than any 

new generation Fairchild scopes. Or write for technical 
data sheet to Fairchild Scientific Instrument Dept., 750 OU MONT LABORATORIES 
Bloomfield Avenue, Clifton, N.J. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DEPARTMENT 

•rechnolog1cal Obsolescence 
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Editorial 

Confidence 
in Defense? 
When President Johnson went before Congress to 
ask for an additional $700 million appropriation 
to finance the fighting in Vietnam, he confirmed 
what almost all the experts in Washington have 
been saying [Electronics, May 3, p. 17]. The excep
tion has been Defense Secretary Robert S. Mc
Namara. 

Asked at a press conference on April 26 if 
more equipment would be bought for the stepped
up fighting in Vietnam, Mc amara's answer was 
unequivocal. "vVe don't have plans to increase 
procurement above the previously established 
level," he said. 

Eight days later, the President asked for the 
additional $700 million "for this fiscal year" and 
laid out a program that indicated that the Penta
gon had done considerable homework. 

Either the defense secretary was uninformed, 
or he was lying. In either case, the incident again 
raises a ques tion that has bothered people in and 
out of government since McNamara was first 

Early Bird's song 
Ever since the Communications Satellite Corp. 
started commercial operations with its Early Bird 
Satellite a few weeks ago, the world has been 
treated to a powerful demonstration of what this 
method of communications can do. And the sur
face has just been scratched. It now seems clear 
that communications satellites will untie the bonds 
that have held back some other electronic de
velopments , such as facsimile. 

Early Bird has supplied anyone within its trans
mission area a front row seat on the world. 

A New Yorker has watched, from his living 
room, East German Vopos hunt a would-be emi
grant who tried to cross the Berlin wall. The 
unscheduled escape was seen live, as it unfolded. 
A Londoner has turned on his "telly" and watched 
a policeman patrol the crime-ridden subways of 

1ew York. 
Seeing the news happen can increase its impact. 

More significantly, reliable communications be-

sworn in: is this pompous egomaniac qualified 
to be a cabinet officer? 

It is becoming increasingly obvious that our 
government has not been telling us everything. 
Less than two years ago, McNamara was issuing 
statements of confidence on Vietnam. He even 
predicted that our troops would be out of that 
jungle country in 18 months. These rosy state
ments don 't mesh with the increased How of troops 
into Vietnam these days or the losses of aircraft 
and life we keep reading about. 

Mc amara has certainly been one of the most 
publicized defense secretaries, partly because he 
is a controversial figure and partly because he has 
the biggest staff of public relations agents. 

Certainly he has imposed his will on the Penta
gon, picking projects that he wanted and con
tractors that he favored ; but the jury is still out 
on how much he has saved-or cost-the tax
payers in dollars and military strength. Indications 
from Vietnam are that our troops there have had 
mediocre communications equipment and out
moded aircraft. The mounting casualty list is in
deed a high price to pay for statistically-controlled 
economy. 

The difficult Vietnam '~ar is complicated by 
political considerations. To bring the fighting to a 
satisfactory conclusion, the President needs the 
support of Congress, industry, and the taxpayers. 

We wonder if they can give their full support 
if their confidence in the secretary of defense is 
shaken. 

tween opposing sides could prevent a confrontation 
which could destroy civilization. 

Each of these contributions is wonderful enough 
to jus tify communications satellites, but to the 
electronics engineer, the most significance may lie 
in the unlocking of res trictions on some other de
velopments. 

For example, for years people have been pre
dicting a bright future for facsimile, and its use is 
indeed growing. But since facsimile requires 
tremendous bandwidth , it is expensive to trans
mit over long distance telephone lines or cables. 
The satellite may resolve that problem. 

To take advantage of these capabilities will re
quire a stepup in the development of facsimile 
equipment. Better and more compact transmitters 
and receivers are required, for noise can make 
facsimile copy unreadable. The cost of the terminal 
equipment has to be reduced, too. 

With such improvements, mail will be trans
mitted overseas by facsimile, and important busi
ness mail will be moved that way in the U.S. 
Most people agree that conventional mail is too 
slow these days , when events move so quickly 
and decisions are made so fast. 
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that 

itself 

System Accuracy: 
± 0.0713 RMS 

Total Rotor Null: 
0.2 mv/volt 

Signal to Noise 
Ratio : 7 4 db min. 

Components 
Interchangeable 
without losing system accuracy 

Clifton AmPlilier-Resolver combination 
Let's skip the hot air and talk about 
the performance of this "state-of-the
art" Amplifier- Resolver Combination 
built for military airborne use. 

This Combination is designed for sys
tems requiring interchangeability of 
resolver or amplifier without adjust
ment or trimming. System accuracy of 
±0.071 % RMS is obtained under any 
combination of voltage, temperature, 
and frequency within the given ranges. 
Voltage range is 0 to 26 VRMS. Fre
quency range: 380-420 cps. Tempera-

ture range -25°C to +95°C. Input 
impedance is 100 k ohms ± 1 % . 
Total rotor null is 0.2 mv /v of input 
and fundamental nulls are .05 mv /v. 
lnteraxis error is 3 minutes maximum. 
Calibration error, 2.5 minutes max. 
The ratio of the actual output voltage 
to the undesired output voltage at 
20 volts level is 74 db min. 

The Resolver is a compensated Clifton 
Size 11 with the stator as the primary 
winding. Stator tuned impedance 
13.8 k ohms. Stator nominal Q-6.1. 
Rotor peaking frequency: 40 kc mini
mum . Weight is 5.5 oz. maximum. 
Temperature range -55°Cto +125°C. 

The Dual Channel Booster Amplifier 
is 1.84" x 1.63" x .75". Power require
ments +30 voe ±2 voe @ 25 ma. 
max.; -30 voe ±2 voe @ 35 ma. 
max. Ripple 10 mv max. Weight 2.5 oz. 
Temp. range -55°C to +125°C. A 
single channel amplifier 1" x 1.63" x 
.75" is also available. 

'Nuff said? For price and delivery con
tact any of our sales offices or repre
sentatives. Clifton Precision Products, 
Division of Litton Industries, Clifton 
Heights, Pa., Colorado Springs, Colo. 

ii ell FTON PRECISION ICE 
PRODUCTS 

DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES 
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Ground stations 
at half price 

Epitaxial process 
may shrink 

computer modules 

Color tv: demand 

outstrips supply 

6-wheel GI truck 

runs by electricity 

Electronics Newsletter 

May 17, 1965 

Successful satellite communications are opening a multimillion-dollar 
market in ground stations for countries that aren't ready to build their 
own. In a move to tap this new market, Page Communications Engineers, 
Inc., a subsidiary of the Northrop Corp., has introduced a $500,000 
ground station that's a bobtailed version of the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Corp.'s huge station at Andover, Maine. 

Page says stations of comparable signal-receiving ability cost about 
$1 million. 

A new epitaxial process for making ferromagnetic oxide films may sharply 
shrink designs of microcircuit computer modules. With the process, devel
oped by the Autonetics division of North American Aviation, Inc., com
puter memory banks can be designed to operate at lower power levels 
than ever before. The memories can be driven directly by integrated 
circuits; unlike most computers, they won't need power amplification. 

In the Autonetics process, single crystals can be grown around a poly
crystalline conductor for the first time. Autonetics engineers have been 
able to grow a crystal five mils thick with a gold wire running through 
its center. There is perfect contact between the current-carrying element 
and the magnetic material. Since this also results in a completely closed 
flux loop between them, lower switching currents and higher signal out
puts are possible. 

Within 18 months, Autonetics expects to batch-fabricate epitaxial fer-
rite memory devices in subsystems. · 

Despite sharp gains in production, about 300,000 people who want to 
buy color television sets this year won't be able to get them. The Radio 
Corp. of America says the industry's production of color tubes is expected 
to fall that far short of the demand. Earlier this year, sales of color tv 
sets was estimated at 2.6 million in 1965. 

RCA, which produced 85% of the color tubes in the United States last 
year, announced early this month that it will start to ration color tubes 
to other set makers, because its own needs have outpaced production. 

The other tube manufacturers-the National Video Corp.; Sylvania 
Electric Products, Inc., a subsidiary of the General Telephone and Elec
tronics Corp.; and Rauland Corp., a subsidiary of the Zenith Radio Corp. 
-are not expected to be able to make up the difference. 

Other companies are getting ready to enter the field. The General 
Electric Co. announced recently that it was going to begin manufacturing 
tubes. The Admiral Corp. said it was building a $12-million plant, and 
production should begin by year's end. 

An electrically powered 6-by-6 truck that may be the forerunner of a new 
breed of quiet, exhaust-free commercial vehicles will be unveiled later 
this month by the Army. Each of the truck's six wheels is driven by a 
small 20-horsepower a-c motor. The Army says the vehicle consumes 
33% less fuel than comparably sized conventional trucks. 

Power to the wheels can be adjusted independently for speed and 
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Orbiting sph~re 
is radar standard 

Army testing 50 kw 
solid state radio 

Better laser for 

communications 

18 
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torque, so the truck can be maneuvered like a tractor through mud or 
over rough terrain. The driver adjusts wheel power through silicon con
trolled rectifier static converters. The truck has been under test for a year 
by the Army's Tank Automotive Command and by Lear Siegler, Inc. 

Although elechicity for the test model is generated by a gasoline en
gine, an Anny team at Fort Belvoir is experimenting with hydrocarbon
air fuel cells, which may save even more fuel. 

A large, hollow aluminum ball was fired into orbit last week to finely 
calibrate high-power ground radars and satellite communications ter
minals. The 75-pound sphere, 44112 inches in diameter, soared into space 
on a Titan 3-A rocket. It rode piggyback with an 80-pound experimental 
military communications satellite, called LES-2, designed by the Lincoln 
Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

LES-2, an acronym for Lincoln Experimental Satellite, is almost a 
duplicate of LES-1, which was orbited earlier this year [Electronics, Feb. 
22, p. 50] , but accidentally ended up in the middle of the Van Allen radi
ation belt. LES-2's experiments will test the effectiveness of communica
tions in the X-band frequencies, 8,000 megacycles. 

Radar equipment on earth sees the sphere as a target with an area of 
one square meter, the conventional unit for measurement of radar back
scattering cross-section. It is, therefore, a radar measurement standard in 
orbit, the first of its kind. Because of its shape, it reflects radar echoes uni
formly. All other satellites now in orbit are nonspherical and produce 
echoes that fluctuate widely in strength. 

The sphere is also expected to provide additional information about 
the shape of the earth's gravitational field. 

I 

Next week, the Army will begin tests on the· most powerful solid state 
radio transmitter and receiver system ever built. The transmitter, which 
produces 300 kilowatts peak and 50 kilowatts average output, is the first 
system of its kind to meet the stiff specifications of the Defense Com
munications Agency. The system is fully transistorized except for the final 
amplifier. 

Comparably powered vacuum-tube radios were about twice the size of 
the new gear, which was developed by the Westrex Communications 
division of Litton Industries, Inc. 

The Westrex equipment, which broadcasts at 2 to 30 megacycles, is 
versatile as well as powerful. It can simultaneously transmit up to 64 
teletype channels; or it can simultaneously send 16 teletype channels, a 
facsimile channel, a voice channel and 2,400 digital bits of data. 

Scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories are said to have produced a 
gas laser with an output of more than 1.5 watts at a wavelength between 
10.5 and 10.7 microns. The wavelength is called ideal for communica
tions, because it's attenuated relatively little by water vapor or other 
elements in the atmospl'tere. 

This month, la Societe Anonyme de Telecommunications in France 
announced it had produced an output of 1.5 watts in about the same 
wavelength. Alan P. Truffer, head of their laser project, said larger 
versions of the laser should produce IO watts soon. The tube contains 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, argon and oxygen. 
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Look to Deeco for fast service on 
these new small-signal Tl semiconductors 

[
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Now - complementary transistors 
in flat package 
A new dual silicon transistor offers 
complementary NPN and PNP active 

elements in a single flat package. The 
new device, known as the 2N3838, 
is now carried in stock. It makes 
possible smaller high-reliability cir
cuitry including complementary ftip
ftops and complementary amplifiers. 

This new device is one of a rapidly
expanding line of "compatible com
ponents" - especially designed to be 
electrically and mechanically com
patible with integrated circuits*. Ask 
us for a file of compatible compo
nent data sheets in a miniature form. 

N-channel FET's provide low-noise amplification beyond 200 me 
You can improve RF amplifier per
formance by using new TI N-chan
nel field-effect transistors. Two 
2N3822's, used in the 200 me cas
code amplifier shown above, gave 
J 2 db gain and only 2.5 db noise 
at 200 me. Cross-modulation was 
less than one percent when a 1000 
µv, 200 me ignal and a 200,000 µv , 
150 me signal were combined. 

The new series, numbered 2N382 l , 

22 and 24, offers yrs as high as 3000 
min at 100 me. Noise figure is typi
cally 3 db at IO cps. Gate leakage 
current is typically 10 pa, and maxi
mum input capacitance is less than 
6 pf. Other advantages include zero 
offset voltage (in chopper applica
tions) and high input impedance. 

We have just received a shipment 
of these new devices and can offer 
immediate delivery. Call us. 

New solid-state light source combines 
small size and high reliability 
The new TIXLOl planar gallium arsenide 
light emitter gives users of silicon light 
sensors high efficiency, long life and free
dom from the catastrophic failures charac
teristic of incandescent lamps. 

As shown above, the TIXLOl measures 
only 1I 16-inch diameter by 1/ 10-inch 
high. Emitters may be mounted directly 
in 1 I 16-inch printed circuit boards, sim
plifying assembly. 

We have added these new devices to our 
stock, ready for immediate delivery. Call us. 

Get your new TI Communications 
Handbook from Deeco 
We have a new shipment of the late t com
munications handbook available - a set of 
two 6- by 9-inch paperback volumes that 
total 366 pages and contain 417 illustrations. 
Special price for the set is only $3.50. 
Order from us and get immediate delivery. 

Tl cannot assume anJ1 respo ,,sibility for DllJ' circuits shown •Patented by Tl 
ar represent that theJ' are free from plllent infringement. 

CEEC0.1nc. 
AUTHORIZED J,\o 

Tf)§~7!fjl!JJ{j]71J!Jj 'fl 
DISTRIBUTORS-SERVING INDUSTRIALS EXCLUSIVELY 

618 FIRST STREET N . W . • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • PHONE 365-7751 
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TIGER TALE #3 

Don't just Talk about 
Cutting Distribution Costs ... 

Let Tiger Know-How ShowYou How! 

No matter how you ship now, you owe it to your 
company to investigate Tigerfreight. Tigers cut total 
distribution costs and it's the total that counts. 

Tigers' fleet of CL-44s fly daily coast-to-coast 
nonstop. This kind of fast service means: reduced 
need for inventories, less capital tie-up, lower taxes 
on unsold stocks, and savings on financing and 
handling costs. Entire warehousing operations can 
even be eliminated. 

As these expenses are cut, so is pilferage, theft and 
spoilage-all related to length of time in transit. 

Tigers even help you slash costly packaging 
procedures. Our Swingtail CL-44s easily accommo
date cargo without special crating. Tare weight is less . 
Labor expense of crating and uncrating is cut. 

Tigers offer you all these benefits plus low rates. 
Our new wholesale "Blocked Space" rates can 
save you an additional 15%. 

So don't just talk about cutting distribution costs. 
Cut 'em! Call "The Airfreight Specialist." We've 
got the proof. You can't afford not to ship Tigers. 

I 

I 
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When you need 
entertainment grade electrolytics 
... Look at the Mallory line! 
Here's what you'll find. Premium performance in step with-or even 
ahead of-your own tightened specifications for component quality. 
Practical designs and low costs that anticipate your own value 
analysis programs. A broad selection of ratings, sizes and mounting 
methods are offered and are constantly expanded to keep pace with 
your requirements. 

New molded case Type MTA ... miniature tubulars with out
standing stability and moisture resistance. Now in three case sizes, 
with ratings from 20 mfd., 50 VDC to 175 mfd., 3 VDC. 

Famous FP . .. the original 85°C electrolytic is now better than ever, 
with higher ripple ratings, lower DCL limits. Sealed aluminum case 
with vertical twist-prong m~unting. Printed circuit Type PFP. 
Scores of values in singles, duals, triples, quads. 

Type TC metal tubulars ... axial lead type, rated at +85°C opera
tion. New TCW types have improved all-welded construction for 
low voltage applications. 

Miniature metal tubulars ... Type TT now is available with new 
electrolytes that extend temperature range to -55°C with good 
retention of capacitance and ESR values. Ratings from 620 mfd., 
3 VDC to 17 mf d., 150 VDC. 

Cardboard tubulars ... a complete line including new CVM vertical
mount type that snaps into place .•. plus printed circuit types. 

For facts and figures, write or call Mallory Capacitor Company, a 
division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. 

MALLORY 
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CONSIDER YOUR HARNESSING OPERATION ••• . . 



Mr. Executive ... Would you like to 

save money while improving the product? 

(Take only a minute to read this unique, no cost offer of a survey and report) 

There is available at Gudebrod a wealth 
of experience, gained in a specialized 
attention to the harnessing of wire cables 
since the earliest days of electronic equip· 
ment. Gudebrod has the latest informa· 
tion on tools and techniques, the latest 
information on materials and layout, the 
latest information on government re· 
quirements and industry trends. There is 
no comparable source for such informa· 
tion in the industry. Some companies, in 
the course of normal business have taken 
advantage of this Gudebrod experience 
and knowledge. You, too, can benefit from 
them. We can recommend ways in which 
to improve the operation of your harness 
room-and ways to save money at the 
same time. Here is what we propose
there are three parts. 

First, we arrange, at your convenience, to 
have a Gudebrod representative make a 

thorough survey of your harness operation 
-specifications, methods, materials. 

...11!.!:.n, this survey is sent to the Gudebrod 
Home Office for review by an experienced 
consultant. 

, Finall,r (and most important), a Consult· 
ant's Report (as illustrated on the left 
hand page) is delivered to you. This will 
contain special, written, confidential rec· 
ommendations on how your harnessing 
can be improved, how you can save money. 

With self-inte.rest, Gudebrod believes that 
by improving the state of the art through· 
out the industry, they will also improve 
their own business atmosphere. In your 
own concern for your company, why not 
talk to us about a survey of your harness 
operation-to improve it-to save 
money? To repeat-you will be involved 
in no cost or obligation. 

UDEBRDD BROS. SILK C0.1 INC. 

~J)~ 
12 SOUTH 12th STREET, PHILADELPHIA , PENNSYLVANIA 19107 

Area Code 215, WA 2-1122 
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What do you need-
a status symbol or a scope? 

I 

~=· ·· 0 I 
... Q. ( • 

,,.,,., ... ............ did 

Now you have a choice-Data Instruments S43. For those who 
do not need the extras but who require reliability and perform
ance in the essentials, it is the finest scope available. True, it 
concedes something to the glamor versions in the number of 
knobs-but it concedes nothing in way of performance or engi
neering. The main frame features a 4 inch precision flat face tube 
in a variety of phosphors with controlled edge lighting. A built-in 
time base provides sweep speeds up to 1 p.sec/ cm with hori
zontal amplifier and trigger providing 10 X expansion to 400kc. 
Five plug-in amplifiers, ranging in price from $80 to $160, give 
the unit broad operating capabilities: 23 nanosecond rise time; 
sensitivities of 100mv/ cm with 15mc bandwidth and ± 5% accu
racy. Narrow band and wide band differential amplification as 
well as tuned bandwidth to 32mc are also available. 

There are two models in the 43 Series-the Single beam S43 at 
$365 and the Dual beam D43 at $399. Each instrument is fully 
guaranteed for one year, and complete servicing is provided . 

.If you don' t need a status symbol but do require performance 
and reliability in the essentials, the S43 is the finest scope 
available. And at $365 it is very available. 

Data Instruments Div. • 7300 Crescent Blvd. • Pennsauken, N.J. 

Circle 24 on reader service card 
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Space electronics 

No vidicon tube 
A matchbook-size solid state tele
vision camera may be handling 
some of the photo assignments 
when United States astronauts 
make their trip to the moon. The 
miniature camera will contain no 
vidicon tubes and is expected to 
produce pictures with resolution 
comparable to that of commercial 
tv systems. 

Crude pictures of moving ob
jects have already been taken with 
the camera, according to Carl T. 
Huggins, of the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration. 
However, says the NASA engineer, 
who is in charge of the project, 
an operational version is probably 
still a few years off. The Aerospace 
division of the Westinghouse Elec
tric Corp. is developing the camera 
for the space agency. 

2,500 elements. The system de
veloped thus far uses a thin silicon 
wafer of less than one square inch 
as a mosaic sensing device. The 
wafer replaces the vidicon tube of 
conventional tv cameras and con
tains 2,500 sensing elements that 
are switched on digitally by simple 
counting logic. 

Each element is made up of a 
three-layer phototransistor that 
controls a current which runs 
through it. The current, in turn, is 
modulated by the light that hits 
each element. Output from each 
of the elements is stepped up by 
a video amplifier before transmis
sion. 

All the circuitry is in micro
miniaturized wafers or chips and 
the power input is four watts and 
up. 

More sensors, less space. Even
tually, Westinghouse researchers 
say, a wafer of about the same size 
will contain 40,000 sensing ele
ments on its surface. The small 
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Tiny television camera developed without vidicon tube 
uses 2,500 phototransistors as mosaic sensor 

number, comparatively, of sensing 
elements now on the surface leaves 
wide spaces between each; this is 
one reason for the crude pictures 
so far, the engineers explain. The 
fully developed camera will oper
ate on only 1/2 watt from a 28-volt 
power supply and weigh about a 
third of a pound, including all as
sociated electronics . 

Instead of an electron beam to 
scan each row of sensors, digital 
logic circuits scan the wafer at 60 
frames per second. The scan rate is 
expected to be slowed eventually 
to 30, the speed at which com
mercial tv scans. 

Better image. The system pro
duces tv pictures composed of a 
series of dots rather than lines. 
With the 2,500-element system, the 
engineers calculate that the resolu
tion is comparable to a crude 50-
line tv system. When the 40,000-
element system is perfected, they 
believe, resolution will be equiva
lent to 200 lines, about the same 
as in commercial tv. 

Major obstacles will confront 
the researchers. For one, higher
powered transmitters must be de-

signed to send high-resolution sig
nals over long distances in space. 
Also, new production techniques 
must be developed to squeeze the 
40,000 elements onto the wafer. 

NASA's Marshall Astrionics La
boratory initiated the development 
of the camera three years ago. 

Wanted: Fireflies 

A couple of thousand 4-H Club 
members in Florida are out catch
ing fireflies for the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration 
and shipping them to the agency's 
Goddard Space Flight Center in 
Greenbelt, Md. 

Scientists at Goddard are de
veloping a life-detection system 
that uses luciferin, the extract from 
the tails of :fireflies, as the chief 
ingredient. A big problem, which 
the Florida youngsters are solving, 
was the shortage of the extract. 

The system works by lighting 
up when luciferin comes in contact 
with a compound found in all liv
ing things, adenosine triphosphate 
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(ATP), the same principle that 
lights a firefly's tail. In a first ex
periment, the instrument will be 
sent 100 miles into space with the 
firefly extract. Energy converted 
to light and transmitted back to 
earth will indicate to scientists the 
presence of microorganisms. NASA 
scientists believe there are micro
organisms at that altitude. 

A sensitive photoelectronic sys
tem will sense and amplify the 
light during flight and radio it back 
to earth. Goddard scientists say 
the instrument will be able to de
tect as little as a quadrillionth of 
a gram of ATP, and evenually 
hope to reach a sensitivity of one
hundredth of that. 

Computers 

Self-d iag nos is 
Computers, which are highly com
petent at finding defects and pre
scribing remedies in other systems, 
are now going in for self-analysis. 
Circuitry and programing modifi
cations in the newest lines make it 
possible for a machine to report on 
a breakdown, say, in a particular 
printed circuit card-and even sug
gest the cure, such as replacement 
of the card. 

Such self-diagnosis is being built 
into computers made by the Inter
national Business Machines Corp., 
the Burroughs Corp. and the Sperry 
Rand Corp. The savings, for either 
the customer who owns a machine 
or the producer who rents it out, 
can be substantial, because down 
time for a computer that costs sev
eral hundred thousand dollars 
amounts to a few hundred dollars 
an hour. 

In the IBM System/360 and the 
Burroughs BSSOO, a small amount 
of additional circuitry has been in
stalled, and special programs writ
ten to speed up the process of 
finding and correcting a defect. 
Sperry's Univac ll08 accomplishes 
similar results with programing 
techniques only and no additional 
hardware. 
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Isolated areas. In principle, the 
techniques for self-diagnosis utilize 
special test programs that put the 
computer through all its paces. 
Each part of the program is de
signed to test generally isolated 
areas of the computer. If an area 
is found to contain a defect, the 
computer is told to look with more 
detail until the specific faulty cir
cuit card or component is pin
pointed. 

In the System/360 the objective 
was to reduce unscheduled mainte
nance time. The design requires 
that at least 3% to 10% of the com
puter be working properly for it 
to report back the nature and loca
tion of its fault. In the BSSOO, how
ever, at leas t 15% to 20% of the 
computer must be functioning cor
rectly for it to act as its own doctor. 
In both cases, the diagnostic tes ts 
are run only when the operator gets 
a clue that something is wrong. 

Sperry, which was concerned 
with preventive maintenance time, 
took a slightly different approach. 
The Univac ll08 executive pro
gram runs a confidence check on 
circuits whenever the machine has 
a few seconds to spare-for in
stance, while a tape is being 
changed. 

If a defect is detected, the com
puter tries the circuit a second 

.. ........ 
.. .. 

time the next chance it gets. If the 
fault is still there, the machine 
stops and reports the defect to the 
operator. But if the defect isn't 
found on the second check, the 
computer notifies the operator to 
analyze the transient fault later. 

Solid state 

An aid for radar 
Solid state delay lines may soon 
be in radar systems if the rapid 
pace of their development con
tinues. The devices could eliminate 
bulky coiled-up coaxial cable in 
some instances, or they might re
place special circuits that intro
duce delays by lowering microwave 
frequency to an intermediate fre
quency. 

When the Sperry Rand Research 
Center in Sudbury, Mass., last 
month announced a device that 
amplifies as well as delays [Elec
tronics, Apr. 19, p 17], one reaction 
was: "It would be fine if it weren't 
restricted to X band and didn ' t 
need a cryogenic environment." 

A bit warmer. This month, at 
the Sperry center, researchers did 
succeed in getting amplification 

"The computer says it has a hysterical paralysis in 
circuit 403B2X, brought on by an Oedipal fixation on a 
vacuum tube. It wants an analyst who knows Fortran." 
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plus delay at frequencies below X 
band and without the cryogenic 
temperatures. In separate experi
ments reported last week, they 
found a technique to make signal 
delay continuously variable from 
zero to 50 microseconds-without 
net gain in this case, but without 
attenuation either; this work was 
done at X band, using a liquid 
helium environment. 

Signal delay is an essential fea
ture of some radars. In doppler 
systems, for example, a delay line 
momentarily remembers the orig
inal, or reference signal. In elec
tronic countermeasures, a variable 
delay line in a warhead generates 
phantom radar echoes to mask its 
true signature, or the warhead's 
delay line remembers the frequency 
at which it was detected and shifts 
the frequency of the return signal. 
And the pulse-compression tech
nique developed in the 1950's re
quires delay lines to make the 
broad frequency-modulated return 
signal appear at the receiver as a 
narrow pulse. 

Too big. Delay lines, however, 
are big and bulky. They attenuate 
signals at the higher frequencies. 
Usually, the signals are so severely 
attenuated in the delay process 
that they must be reamplified to 
usable levels. 

In the Sperry device, the delay 
function is accomplished with a 
half-inch-long crystal of yttrium 
iron garnet. The slowed-down sig
nals are not attenuated by the YIG 
crystal; the device, in fact, ampli
fies them while performing the 
delay function. The solid state unit 
is a combination of variable delav 
device and parametric amplifier. , 

Richard'"· Damon and Herman 
van de Vaart, the developers, have 
begun testing similar devices for 
lower frequencies in L and S bands. 
Only preliminary work has been 
done at the lower frequencies, but 
it appears that liquid helium tem
peratures aren't needed. The liquid 
helium cooled X band delay line 
produced a 35-decibel net gain of 
delayed signals at 8,700 mega
cycles. The low-power X-band in
put to the YIG rod was pumped 
with a signal at twice the frequency 
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-17,400 megacycles. 
A big boost. In the initial experi

ments, a pulsed X-band signal in 
the nanowatt range was put into 
the YIG rod. Acting as its own 
transducer, the YIG converted the 
X-band input into magnetoelastic 
waves-a combination of spin 
waves and sound waves. At the 
opposite end of the rod the Ku
band pump signal was applied at 
approximately 100 watts of power 
to amplify the slow waves para
metrically. Delayed 5 to 15 micro
seconds by the rod, the waves 
were converted again to X-band 
pulses and displayed on an oscil
loscope with a trillionfold ampli
fication. 

The Sperry scientists reported 
that the device demonstrated at 
least 4 to 5 Mc bandwidth at the 
peak X-band amplificaion. 

A magnetic field almost parallel 
to the axis of the YIG rod deter
mined the length of the delay. A 
change of 20 gauss in the field re
sulted in a one microsecond change 
in delay. In the more recently de
veloped technique, delay is varied 
by changing the time interval be
tween the input pulse and the 
pump pulse. The delay time of the 
echo is always twice the delay be
tween the input pulse and the 
pump pulse. There is no net gain 
of the delayed signal. Damon and 
van de Vaart point out that this 
behavior is quite different from 
that of parametrically pumped 
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magnetoelastic waves, for which 
the delay time is determined by the 
applied magnetic field strength. 
They attribute the recently ob
served behavior to parametric ex
citation of traveling spin waves. 

Advanced technology 

Laser radar 

A new type of laser amplifier, 
which boosts the power of a laser 
pulse four times by a factor of 50, 
for a total amplification of 61/4 mil
lion, and then adds even further 
amplification, will be tested this 
summer by the Air Force. It will 
form part of the first high-powered, 
coherent optical radar system, 
which will go into operation in 
about two years. 

The amplifier is contained in a 
system called MOPA by its design
ers, Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., 
of Pasadena, Calif. MOPA, an 
acronym for Master Oscillator 
Power Amplifier, is made up of a 
continuous-wave laser oscillator, a 
modulator, and optical circulators 
and amplifiers. The Air Force will 
add a final amplifier to the system. 

The first two amplifiers are dou
ble-pass and will produce the 61/4 
million amplification. Two more 
single-pass amplifiers will be 
added; final output power and 

VERTICALLY POLARIZED 
RETRO-DIRECTED BEAM __ _ 

60° CALCITE 
PRISM 

~----+1-----
ENTRANCE ) 
APERTURE 

SOLEIL-CABINET 
COMPENSATOR_-. 

QUARTZ 
DEROTATOR 

HORIZONTALLY 
POLARIZED ENTERING 
LIGHT BEAM 

Optical circulator will be used in high-powered laser radar system 
developed by Electro-Optical Systems, Inc. 
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range are classified. The Air Force 
will add a fifth amplifier later. 

The second two amplifiers are 
not double-pass because the beam's 
amplitude is so great by the time 
it reaches them that they become 
saturated, and would not amplify 
on a second pass. 

Because the optical radar will 
operate at a frequency about 1,000 
times as high as microwave radar, 
its resolution will be higher. A mi
crowave antenna array the size of a 
football field has only one tenth the 
directivity of a four-inch lens or 
mirror for a laser radar. 

Back and forth. MOPA's oscilla
tor output is pulsed by a Kerr cell 
modulator. The pulsed beam enters 
a circulator that directs it through 
an amplifying laser. As the beam 
leaves the laser, it is turned around 
and sent through again. On each 
pass, the pulses are amplified 50 
times. The beam then goes to a 
second circulator-amplifier combi
nation, which performs another 
double pass. 

The oscillator is an yttrium-alu
minum garnet rod doped with neo
dymium. It is pumped by two io
dine-cycle tungsten-filament lamps, 
in an elliptical cavity with reflect
ing walls. The laser's output wave
length is 1.06 microns, or 3 x 1014 

cycles per second. 
The modulator, a nitrobenzene 

Kerr cell with crystal polarizers, 
shapes the output into pulses that 
are nearly square. A fast-rising 
pulse with a Hap top is best for ob
taining range and doppler range
rate data with the radar, according 
to EOS. 

Optical Circulator. The key to the 
amplification technique is the op
tical circulator (see diagram, p. 27). 
The horizontally polarized beam is 
deflected by the first prism into the 
Faraday rotator, which turns the 
polarization 45° clockwise. When 
the beam leaves the rotator, it is 
slightly elliptical. This is corrected 
by the Soleil-Babinet compensator. 
The derotator restores the beam's 
horizontal polarization, and it goes 
through the second prism into the 
amplifier. On the return trip from 
the amplifier, it retraces its steps 
through the rotator. The changes 
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in beam polarization add up in
stead of canceling each other out. 
Polarization becomes vertical, so 
that the beam is deflected by the 
right-hand prism to a new direc
tion, and goes into the second cir
culator. 

The beam strikes a Brewster an
gle on the entrance end of the am
plifying rod and is turned to travel 
parallel to the rod's centerline. As 
it traverses the rod, it is pumped 
up by xenon Hashtubes. The ampli
fied beam exits perpendicular to a 
mirror, which reflects the beam 
back into the rod for further am
plification on a second pass. 

Manufacturing 

Crystal gazing 
When a semiconductor processing 
line starts turning out too many de
fective devices, the technicians 
start muttering about "black mag
ic"-their term for gremlins. It's 
probably wishful thinking, for it 
would almost be easier to call in a 
magician than to go through the 
necessary painstaking analysis of 
why the devices fail. 

One tool for analyzing defects 
hidden in the semiconductor crystal 
is x-ray topography-recording an 
x-ray picture. Such a method, how
ever, may require days to produce 
a precision topograph of a large 
slice of silicon on which planar de
vices and integrated circuits are 
made. 

G. H. Schwuttke, a scientist with 
the International Business Ma
chines Corp., has developed under 
an Air Force contract an x-ray 
technique that provides such topo
graphs of large areas within a few 
hours, making it practical for use 
in quality control or process evalua
tion. The method does not damage 
the devices and can be used before 
and after any processing step, in
cluding metallization. 

Eyestrain. Conventional x-ray 
microscopy is so slow because the 
slice must be minutely examined by 

a finely focused beam. It takes 20 
hours to scan an area 12 millime
ters in diameter. Schwuttke's x-ray 
beam is a narrow band which 
makes topographs of 31-mm slices 
in three hours. 

The crystal cannot be examined 
all at once by a strong x-ray beam 
because strains in semiconductor 
crystals reflect x-rays so intensely 
that they mask the less prominent 
defects. There is no such thing as 
a strain-free slice of silicon-strains 
are introduced as the crystal is 
grown, during every processing 
step and even when the slice is 
mounted for x-ray analysis. Local 
variations in crystal orientation also 
appear as strains which reflect 
x-rays greatly. 

Extinction contrast. At the Elec
trochemical Society meeting in San 
Francisco May 10, Schwuttke was 
scheduled to explain how his "ex
tinction contrast" method enables 
him to obtain clear x-rays of defects, 
including the tiny strains called 
microstrains, caused by variations 
in the amount of doping impuri
ties diffused into different devices 
on a slice. X-ray analysis can be 
correlated with electrical tests of 
the same devices or of integrated 
circuits. 

The radiation from a standard 
x-ray source is cut down to a nar
row band, 50 mm high by 1h mm 
wide, by passing the beam through 
slits before it reaches the crystal. 
As the beam passes through the 
crystal, part of the beam glances 
off dislocations or other variations. 
The horizontal divergence of the 
beam is controlled by adjusting the 
slits, so that the beam is of just 
the right intensity to bring out the 
type of imperfections that are be
ing studied. 

The reflections strike an x-ray 
film placed behind and to one side 
of the crystal. The film and the 
crystal are mounted on a holder 
that moves them back and forth to
gether, so that film exposure is 
regulated by the number of times 
the beam scans the crystal. Scan
ning also averages out fluctuations 
in beam intensity, producing a 
more accurate picture. 

An alternate scanning technique 
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Ultra Carbon's flat glass package 
can make your dreams a reality. 
ULTRA/FGPE>is here ... ready to 
protect your integrated circuits 
with a hard, monolithic glass and 
Kovar* alloy body. A compatible 
lid can be fused in place with exist
ing sealing equipment without heat 
damage to the delicate circuitry. 
Molecular adhesion gives the re
quired seal hermeticity ... is ac
complished right in your own plant 
to assure proprietary rights. Several 
sizes are already in production ... 
will be stocked as soon as our cur
rent order backlog is filled. 

Yes, ULTRA/FGP is here today 
... why not investigate, now? Then, 
you'll also be ready for the ULTRA 
shapes of tomorrow! Post Office 
Box 747, Bay City, Mich. 48709. 
*TM of Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
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was devised by Schwuttke to han
dle situations where varying angles 
of incidence are needed to obtain 
reflections from a series of defects. 
The crystal and x-ray film are oscil
lated back and forth in front of the 
beam, as though they were on a 
pendulum. 

Industrial electronics 

Green lights for New Yorkers 
Ask a New Yorker the fastest way 
to go crosstown on 42nd Street, 
and he'll probably tell you: "Walk! 
It's twice as fast as taking a cab." 

Late this fall , though, New York's 
traffic-weary drivers may start see
ing green at the intersections in
stead of red. If all goes according 
to plan, the Sperry Gyroscope Co., 
a subsidiary of the Sperry Rand 
Corp., will start installing a com
puter-operated traffic-control sys
tem for southern and midtown 
Manhattan and scattered areas of 
Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens. 

Keep it moving. Under a $5.5-
million contract, Sperry is develop
ing a system that will monitor 
traffic flow at every major inter
section and feed the data into a 
Univac computer. The computer 
will then calculate the best traffic
light pattern. 

Sperry will get its first chance 
to test its system any day now. 
The first test was scheduled to be 
conducted on April 26, but a strike 
at its Great Neck, L. I., plant 
forced a postponement. The test 
will be conducted at the Sperry 
labs, using simulated signals. 

Financially, the test means a lot 
to Sperry Gyroscope. About two 
months ago, the company, hard-hit 
by a sharp decline in defense or
ders, laid off some 150 engineers. 
But if the city decides to install 
Sperry's system, the company will 
have the inside track on a $100-
million order for additional equip
ment. 

Standing on the corner. Sperry 
is to install 1,000 radar units on 
street-corner posts. The radar will 
count the number of cars and their 

speed, and transmit the information 
to the Univac. The master com
puter will make major decisions on 
general traffic patterns and trans
mit those decisions to 19 control 
systems strategically located 
around the city. These submaster 
controllers will make on-the-spot 
decisions for small traffic areas, 
taking into consideration the over
all traffic pattern. This data, then, 
will be fed into 2,693 intersection 
controller units, which will operate 
the traffic lights. 

In the event the radar system 
proves unsatisfactory for sensing, 
Sperry is also developing a sonic 
detector. Both electronic systems 
will use all solid state equipment. 

Triple control. The system will 
be able to adjust the traffic-light 
pattern in three ways: cycle length 
(the total "red" and "green" time); 
split (the ratio of "red" to "green" 
time); and offset, or progression 
(the staggering of "red" to "green," 
which would allow cars to travel 
down a street at a fixed speed 
without hitting a red light). 

According to New York's Traf
fic Department, the system will be 
the most versatile one ever de
veloped- more sophisticated than 
traffic-control setups in Toronto or 
Baltimore. Neither, of those sys
tems, the department explains, can 
react to unexpected changes in 
traffic patterns and adjust isolated 
areas of traffic lights. 

For an idea of the foreign ap
proach to computerized traffic con
trol, see the story on page 162 
about the system Munich will in
stall next year. 

Instrumentation 

The untouchables 
In industry, it's often necessary to 
detect minute variations in dimen
sions without making physical con
tact. Such problems occur in vi
bration analysis in checking the 
tolerance of a precision part under 
environment stress. In recent 
weeks, scientists at opposite ends 
of the United States have devel-
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oped two different ways to do this 
safely. 

One instrument, developed by 
the W einschel Engineering Co. of 
Gaithersburg, Md., uses a micro
wave signal to detect small 
mechanical displacements in sta
tionary or moving objects. The 
second device, basically a ca
pacitance sensor, was developed 
by Turbo-Machine, Inc., of Mon
rovia, Calif. It uses the sensor as 
one plate of a capacitor and de
tects changes in capacitance as the 
distance from the sensor varies. 

High resolution. Weinschel says 
its instrument can measure dis
placement to one millionth of an 
inch; resolutions are one micro
inch for stationary objects and 10 
microinches for moving objects. A 
portable sensing head aims a mi
crowave signal at the target 
through a waveguide on the head. 
For targets more than two feet 
away, an 11-inch elliptical antenna 
can be attached to the sensor head. 
The device detects changes in 
phase of a reflected 35-gigacycle 
signal. 

Because the device is designed 
to operate with low levels of re
flected signals and is insensitive to 
magnitude, it can be used for both 
metallic and dielectric targets. The 
standard for calibration is a micro
meter-driven phase shifter attached 
to one arm of a reference bridge. 

Carl F. Augustine, chief devel
oper of the $12,000 instrument, 
emphasizes that its high resolution 
is achieved without the use of ex
pensive phase-locking equipment. 
Also, all the microwave plumbing 
is milled in a continuous solid 
brass piece; this eliminates micro
phonic and temperature-expansion 
problems. 

Change in phase. The Turbo
Machine device is a proximity de
tector; it uses a high-frequency 
reference oscillator that is elec
tronically coupled to a tuned quad
rature circuit 90° out of phase. 
'Vhen an object is brought near 
the tuned circuit sensor, it "loads" 
the sensor and causes a change 
in its frequency that is phase-pro
portional to the distance of the 
mass. The tuned circuit controls 
the grid of a gated beam tube 
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you are looking at 
the state-of-the-art 

in resolver/synchro testing 
These two instruments provide the widest measurement capability available today 
for resolver/synchro testing. Each is a dual-mode unit, measuring both resolvers 
and synchros. Series 530 Simulators are ideal transmitters, and Series 540 Bridges 
are ideal receivers. 

In addition to their dual-mode capability in 31/2'' of panel space, both series provide 
in-line decimal readout continuously switched through 360°, 2 second accuracy at 
any angle, and input/output isolation. 

SERIES 530 SIMULATORS FEATURE 

•Resolution 0.001°, 1°, or 5° 

• Dual 26/ 115 volt excitation 

SERIES 540 BRIDGES FEATURE 

•Resolution 0.0001°, 1°, or 5° 

• SOOK input impedance 

•Switch selected line-line voltages • Constant null-voltage gradient at 
11.8, 26, 90, and 115 volts afl line-line voltages 

•Low matched output impedance • Unaffected by null detector loading 

Prices range from $1480.00 to $2680.00 

The flexibility of these instrum.ents meets every need for rapid and accurate testing 
in the engineering laboratory, in production, and in ground support equipment. Used 
with a Phase Angle Voltmeter, they provide a complete facility for component or 
system test. 

Programmable models with decade or binary input are also available. Your North 

Atlantic representative will be glad to arrange a demonstration. 
Call or write him today. 

NORTH ATLANTIC industries, inc. 
TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, L. I., NEW YORK • OVerbrook 1·8600 
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Just Published 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
Design Principles 
and Fabrication 

Prepared by the Engineering Staff, 
Semiconductor Products Div .• Motorola 
Inc. 

ProYid e s valuable information on 
how to put integrated circuits to 
work for you in a wid e range of 
practical application s . From initial 
mnterial process ing through cl e\'lce 
packaging and reliability tes ting, 
all pha ses and a s pects of integrated 
circuits are treat ed . Accepto r dop-
ing ... hol e-elec tron s pin as:o.ym-
metry . . . recombination ancl genera-
ti on .. . the g ausslan di stribution ... 
diffusion t ime . . . sh eet r es is tance 
... and many o ther s ubjec t s are 
co,·e r ed . 370 Pl•·· 298 illus.. $12 .50. 
Payable $6.50 in 10 days, anti $6 in 
one month 

OPTOELECTRONIC 
DEVICES AND CIRCUITS 

Just Out. Treats th e t heo ry, opera
tion , and application of op t oelec
troni c sys tems. By S. \Veber, Elec
tronics. 368 pp., 473 illus.. $15 .00. 
Payable $7 in 10 days, $8 in one 
m onth 

MATHEMATICAL BAFFLERS 
An e ntertaining and stimulating col
lection of 125 r ecr eational problems. 
Includes the best from Litton Indu s
tries' Problematical R ecreation 
Seri es. By A. Dunn, Litton Indus
tries. 200 pp., Illus., $6.50 

MICROWAVE FILTERS, 
IMPEDANCE-MATCHING 

NETWORKS, AND 
COUPLING STRUCTURES 

Just Out. Shows how to design 
microwave devices for a wide variety 
of prac tical uses . By G. Matthaei, L . 
Young & E. Jones. 1079 pp., illus., 
$22.50. Payable $8.50 in 10 day s, and 
$7 for 2 months 

McGraw-Hill Book Co .. 05-FL5 
327 W. 41st St. , New York. N. Y. 10036 
Send me book (s) checked below for 10 da.ys on 
a.ppro,•al. Tn 10 clays I wHI rem it fo r book( s) l 
l1:eep plus few cents for delivery costs, and return 
unwanted book (s) Postpa id. (If you remit wit h 
coupon . plus local tax. we PM' delil1er.r costs-full 
!'efund and return privilege.) 
O l\fotorola- lnteg rated Circuits, $12. 50 
D 'Veber-Optoelec. Devices & Circs., $15.00 
D Dunn-Mathematical Bafflers, $6.50 
D Matthaei-Microwave Filters, Impedance -Match . 

Ntwkrs. & Coup. Struc., $22. 50 
O Check here if you wish to pay on terms 

Kame .•••••••. •• ••••• • •..••••••••••••••• • •••••• 

Address ••..•.. • ••.••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••• 
Zip 

City ... . . ...... . ...... . State ...... . . Code ..... . 

Con1pany . • ....• •. ...•..• •• • •••••• • .•. .• •.. ... . 

Posit ion •.. . .. . . .... . . . .. ... . .....• .. .. .. ... ... . 
For price and terms outside U.S 
write McGraw-Hill lnt'I., N. Y. 10036 05-FL5 
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that emits electrons for a time that 
is proportional to the phase shift. 
The amount of electron emission 
is then integrated and displayed 
as a d-c voltage output, which pro
duces a reading of the distance be
tween the object and the sensor. 

Since all metals affect the tuned 
circuit to the same degree, a cali
bration for one metal is good for 
all. Nonmetallic objects require dif
ferent calibrations. 

Although it's not a capacitance 
sensor in the strict sense, the de
vice is affected by a change in 
capacitance or inductance. For 
metals, it operates more like a 
change in inductance; for non
metals, a change in capacitance. 

Many uses. Turbo-Machine plans 
to sell its proximity detector to the 
metalworking, packaging and hy
draulics industries, among others. 
Makers of rotating machinery, par
ticularly gyros and turbines, are 
Turbo-Machine's prime market 
targets. 

Five of the $995 devices have 
been delivered to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration for use as airborne tachom
eters. 

Military electronics 

That $700 million 

The extra $700 million voted for 
this year by Congress to support 
the Vietnam fighting means some 
new business for electronics manu
facturers-but not a great deal. The 
industry's principal beneficiaries 
will be producers of avionics equip
ment and radar and communica
tions gear. 

Fixed-wing aircraft ·and helicop
ters will account for $180 million 
of the new funds, and electronics 
companies will receive some fallout 
from this area. The $100 million 
budgeted for construction of new 
harbors and airfields will stimulate 
orders for radar, communications 
gear and traffic-control devices. 

Replace planes. An estimated $30 
million of the aircraft money will 
go toward buying about 100 heli
copters, primarily the UH-lB made 

by the Bell Helicopter division of 
Textron, Inc. The U.S. has lost 152 
helicopters in Vietnam in the past 
41/2 years. 

The rest of the aircraft funds will 
go for about 40-fixed-wing planes, 
mainly fighters and fighter-bomb
ers. In the past 18 months, 43 
planes have been lost in Southeast 
Asia. 

The mix of new planes to be 
bought hasn't been fixed yet. But 
the choice narrows down to the 
McDonnell Aircraft Corp.'s F-4; 
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.'s F-8, or 
its follow-on, the A-7; the Grum
man Aircraft Engineering Corp.' s 
A-6, and the Northrop Corp.'s F-5, 
The F -5 is a simple jet attack craft 
that has never been adopted by 
U.S. forces, but has been sold ex
tensively to allies. The Air Force is 
currently evaluating it, along with 
others, for use in providing close 
support to ground troops. 

The F -4, F -8 and F -5 all carry 
Sidewinder air-to-air missiles made 
by the Philco Corp. The F-4 is 
armed with the Raytheon Co.'s air
to-air Sparrow and the F-5 with 
the Martin Co.'s air-to-ground Bull
pup. 

Consumer electronics 

Video on records 
Phonograph records have withstood 
the incursions of tape recordings 
because the disks are easier to 
store and operate. Now they can 
also "play" pictures together with 
sound. The Westinghouse Electric 
Corp. has developed Phonovid, a 
system that uses standard phono
graph-record blanks to reproduce 
still television pictures as well as 
sound. 

Phonovid provides up to 400 
video pictures on any tv receiver 
in 40 minutes, using two sides of 
a 12-inch record, called a Video
disc, that plays at 33113 revolutions 
per minute. Westinghouse project 
manager Copthorne Macdonald 
says the images are equal in resolu
tion to home tv reception; he ex
pects the principal applications to 
be multiclassroom instruction, 
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commercial and industrial training 
and sales presentation, military 
training and recording of tv docu
mentaries. The system costs $10,-
000. The disks can be pressed and 
mass-produced at much lower cost 
than tape recordings or slides, he 
adds. 

Slow scan. Instead of scanning a 
complete pichire in l/30th of a 
second per frame as in an ordinary 
tv system, Phonovid scans the pic
ture more slowly-six seconds per 
frame. Hence video information, 
which is usually in the three
megacycle range, is brought down 
to the audio frequency range of 
20,000 cycles per second, which can 
be recorded on an ordinary sound 
record. 

This slow scanning is a common 
method for transmitting still pic
tures over low-frequency telephone 
lines. With Phonovid, a complete 
picture appears every six seconds 
on an ordinary tv receiver. This is 
achieved by using two specially 
designed scan-converter tubes as 
memory devices. A scan converter 
is a two-gun electron tube in which 
one gun "paints" video information 
on a target that retains its elec
tronic charge, and the other gun
operating at a different rate-scans 
the same target area and picks up 
this information. 

In ordinary scan converters, 
which transcode video information 
from one scanning standard to 
another, the two guns work simul
taneously. 

In the Phonovid converter, one 
gun "paints" the complete picture 
in six seconds, then the other elec
tron beam is switched on. It scans 
the picture nondestructively at the 
conventional rate of l/30th of a 
second per frame, and feeds this 
information to an ordinarty tv re
ceiver. 

Picture storing. Phonovid uses 
two such scan converters. vVhile 
one converter is presenting a pic
ture to the tv receiver, the other is 
storing the next picture to be 
shown. 

Macdonald says Westinghouse 
did not consider a stero-type re
cording-with audio on one chan
nel and video on the other-because 
of the large amount of cross-talk 
between channels. 
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~ STOCK MODEL 
POWER SUPPLIES 

ARE ENGINEERED TO 
CUSTOM DESIGN Pf Rf ORMAN CE 

Acme Electric magnetically regulated power supplies were designed 
for industrial control and systems applications where high reliability 
of performance is of prime importance. 

Simplicity of design, employing a minimum of components, ovoids 
the possibility of foilure present in more complex circuits. Components 
ore conservatively roted for continuous duty at full output under 
conditions of industrial use. 

FEATURES 
All solid state components for stability and reliability. Convection 
cooled - no fan or other moving ports. Available for operation on 
50 cycles as well as standard 60-cycle frequency. Moy be paralleled. 
in operation for multiplying current capacity. Fast response to ijne 
and load changes. 

REGULATION 
Line: ± l % for ± 13% line voltage change. Load: ±2% for any 
load change between ~ load and full load. Ripple: l % RMS maximum. 
Operating temperature range: 0 ° C. to 50°C. 

PARTIAL LISTING OF STOCK MODELS AVAILABLE 
SINGLE PHASE, 100-130 VOLTS; INPUT, 60 OR 50 CYCLES 

CATALOG D.C. OUTPUT CATALOG D.C. OUTPUT 

NUMBER Volts Amps Watts NUMBER Volts Amps Watts 

PS-47509 10 4 40 PS-47638 28 8 224 
PS-47508 15 2 30 PS-47712 28 25 700 
PS-41422 24 2 48 PS-41424 48 4 192 
PS-41423 24 6 144 PS-47519 48 10 480 
PS-47125 24 15 360 PS-47718 100 4 400 
PS-47173 24 25 600 PS-41425 125 2 250 
PS-1-47127 24 50 1200 PS-47457 125 6 750 
PS-1-47461 24 75 1800 PS-41426 150 2 300 
PS-1-47200 24 100 2400 PS-41427 200 1 200 
PS-47202 26 4 104 PS-41428 250 1 250 
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• 
... making motors and transformers 

in Pakistan, in the modern factory 

shown below. We also make 

S 
cables in India, generators in 

I Spain, telephones in Argentina. 

We manufacture in 28 countries 

and erect, service and repair 

• our installations in almost 

Is every country in the world. 

Of the 240,000 in the Siemens 

family, 40,000 are employed abroad • 

1emens 
Everywhere, they provide 

imaginative planning, high-quality 

equipment, skilled and rapid 

construction and reliable service. 
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~ 
SIEMENS 

Siemens MKH 
metallized film capacitors 
Small size and high reliability are new standards set by Siemens capacitors. Twenty 

years' experience in making metallized capacitors has resulted in advanced pre· 
cision techniques which closely control every capacitor property, making them 
1000/o "foolproof" in service. "Self-healing" is an automatic reaction, eliminating 
the possibility of any voltage breakdown. 

Two-way self-healing gives double protection. Internal voltage breakdown very rarely 
occurs. If it does, the thin metal coatings at the breakthrough point, act as a fuse 
and immediately vaporize, eliminating the breakthrough point within microseconds. 

Electrochemical self-healing is the second protective process. It starts whenever and 
wherever insulation resistance decreases in the dielectric material. This process 
operates at any voltage, even as low as 10 mV, changing the metal coating at the 
point of lowest insulation resistance to a non-conductive oxide-thus eliminating 
the point electrically. 

Less than one breakdown (self-healing) per year and per mF-that is the consistent aver
age shown by tests at nominal voltage. This value, which is for the first year, is 
even less for succeeding years. 

Highly stable capacitance. Overload tests (at 2.2 nominal voltage and at 85°C) show 
that decrease in capacitance as a result of self-healing is negligible, even after 
several years. 

Small size-low cost. Intricate manufacturing techniques enable MKH (metallized poly· 
ester) capacitors to be produced to unvarying standards. They are available with 
axial or radial leads, in flat compact form. Leads soldered to metallized ends 
ensure reliable contact. The dielectric is polyester film, widely used for capacitors. 

MKH properties. Operating temperatures : -40° to + 125°C. Insulation resistance: 
minimum 20,000 megohms for normal capacitance up to .022mF at +20°C. For 
higher capacitance values : 10,000 megohms X mF (typical values). Temperature 
coefficient: approx .. 04%/C 0 between 0° and 70°C. Dissipation factors : 0.50/o at 
1 kc ; 1.50/o at 10 kc (typical values) . 

Immediate shipment. Substantial stocks are held in White Plains, N. Y. 

Write now for full information on Metallized Film Capacitors. 

SIEMENS AMERICA INCORPORATED 
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 

A Corporation of THE SIEMENS GROUP IN GERMANY 
Berlin • Munich • Erlangen 

In Canada: 

SIEMENS HALSKE SIEMENS SCHUCKERT (CANADA) LTD. 
407 McGill Street, Montreal l, P.Q. 
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Something really new 
from 

Union Carbide Electronics 

A 100,000-picofarad ultra-stable film capacitor, 
1 /20th the size of glass, mica or porcelain for 
less than $1.00 ... the KEMET Flat-Kap. 

KEMET Flat-Kap capacitors are produced from a 
remarkable thin film plastic known as polyparaxy
lylene. Through Union Carbide research, a unique 
vapor deposition process (patent pending) has 
been developed that utilizes this ultra-stable film 
to produce a film dielectric with properties supe
rior to polystyrene, polycarbonate and similar 
plastics. Some of the extraordinary Flat-Kap prop
erties are: 

Capacitance stability better than 0.1% ... repro
ducible temperature coefficient of -200 PPM/°C 
from -55to +125°C. .. insulation resistance greater 
than 100,000 megohm microfarads .. . dissipation 

factor less than 0.1%-to mention only a few. 

Extended foil design Flat-Kaps are coated with 
moisture-proof materials and encapsulated in 
rectangular-shaped epoxy cases that conserve 
printed circuit board space. They can be matched 
with inductors, wire wound resistors, and other 
inexpensive components to provide stable per
formance over a wide temperature range in fil
ters, integrators and timing circuits. 

Want more on KEM ET Flat-Kaps? Write or call 
our Kemet capacitor Sales Representative in your 
area or your local Kemet Department Regional 
Sales Office. If you have an application in mind, 
we'll be glad to send you a Flat-Kap to test ... free. 
Union Carbide Corporation, Kemet Department, 
11901 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44101 . 

• ELECTRONICS 
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R&D bill sailing 

through Capitol 

Early Bird: better 

than anticipated? 

Washington Newsletter 
May 17, 1965 

The Defense Department's $6.6-billion request for research and 'develop
ment funds seems sure of sailing through Congress nearly intact. The 
Senate is going along with Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara's 
$6.6-million budget, and the House has narrowed its reduction to only 
$114 million from the $500 million it threatened to slice off earlier. It's 
likely, however, that some reductions will be restored when House and 
Senate conferees meet soon to work out a final bill. 

Although pleas from the Pentagon induced the House to go easier on 
cutting, Armed Services Committee members zeroed in on two electronics 
programs. They sliced $3.7 million from funds asked by the Navy for air
craft development and recommended that the cut be applied to the In
tegrated Light Attack Avionics System (ILAAS). The panel fears dupli
cation of effort between ILAAS, the Integrated Helicopter Avionics 
System (IHAS) and the Mark II avionics system being developed for the 
F-111 fighter-bomber. 

The House also sliced $10 million from missile development funds 
and recommended that the cut be applied to the $12-million that the 
Navy wanted for the advanced surface-to-air missile system (ASMS) 
planned by the Navy. House military experts decided some of this work 
could be put off for a year in view of efforts under way to improve the 
Terrier, Tartar and Talas missiles, and of plans to complete development 
of an interim missile to be used until ASMS is availabl~. 

Both the Senate and House are needling McNamara to move faster on 
a manned bomber to replace the B-52. The House wants him to get into 
project definition this summer so a contractor can be picked next sum
mer, and is providing $7 million extra for that purpose. McNamara plans 
to spend $29 million next year on advanced avionics and new engines, 
but he is resisting project definition, because this comes too close to a 
commibnent to a new bomber. 

While lawyers for the Communications Satellite Corp. are preparing to 
file proposed rates with the Federal Communications Commission for 
the public's use of Early Bird, based on the satellite's design capability 
for 240 voice channels, Comsat engineers are discovering that the switch
board in space may be able to transmit twice that many voices simul
taneously. 

The engineers aren't disclosing details of their recent experiments with 
a prototype Early Bird, but sources close to the tests indicate the follow
ing: 

Under ideal conditions, it may be possible to transmit as many as 500 
two-way conversations via the satellite; instead of the designed 10 watts 
of radiated power, the engineers are getting closer to 12 watts from Early 
Bird; instead of requiring the full statellite capacity for television trans
mission, they can transmit tv and still have 60 channels available for 
voice communications. Color-tv transmission tests also are said to have 
been successful. 

The lab results, plus some tests with the orbitfug satellite, will not 
necessarily be duplicated in full-time service on Early Bird. But engi
neers do think they show that Early Bird has a more versatile capability 
than was originally believed. 
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Navy discloses 

3 weapons studies 

Lobbyists promote 

accelerator sites 

Civilian role gains 

in military buying 

McNamara hears 

industry gripe, but ... 

38 

Washington Newsletter 

Three new programs foi; weapons systems have been disclosed by Robert 
W. Morse, assistant Navy secretary for research and development, in 
heavily censored testimony before the House Armed Services Committee. 

• The Navy is studying guidance and technical characteristics for a 
versatile submarine-launched torpedo. 

• Development is under way to reduce substantially the complexity 
of large fixed-antenna shipboard radars used for air search and height 
determination, and to improve their operations. The Navy wants to use 
a single antenna with two related radars, to reduce vulnerability to elec
tronic countermeasures, and to provide what Morse called "a means of 
developing a radar system that may automatically adjust its operational 
characteristics to [detect and track] targets simultaneously." 

•The Navy also hopes to develop a new rapid-reaction, lightweight 
surface-to-air missile system for ships that cannot accommodate the 
Terrier and Tartar defensive missiles. Possible alternatives being ex
plored: adaptation of air-to-air missile systems for shipboard use, and 
use of technology from the Army's Mauler missile program. 

A political tug-of-war is shaping up over the choice of a site for a pro
posed $300-million proton accelerator. The battle promises to dwarf the 
stir caused when Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D., Mass.) snagged the 
Space Electronics Center for Boston. 

More than two dozen communities have already begun to lobby in 
Congress, because they recognize that the locality selected will probably 
become the focal point for research into high-energy physics. 

The Atomic Energy Commission has asked a panel of the National 
Academy of Sciences to recommend a site by June 15, and the agency 
plans to make a final selection by year's end. 

The Pentagon is building up the role of civilians, at the expense of the 
military, in selecting manufacturers of military equipment. The hope is 
to avert another public controversy like the long, bitter struggle between 
Defense Secretary McNamara and Sen. John L. McClellan (D., Ark.) 
over the award of the F-111 fighter-bomber contract. McClellan received 
much of his verbal ammunition indirectly from the military source-selec
tion board that recommended the Boeing Co.; McNamara, however, 
overruled the board in favor of the General Dynamics Corp. 

A directive by Deputy Defense Secretary Cyrus R. Vance curtails · the 
authority of military technical officers to make final recommendations 
for awards. It places civilian technicians and policy makers at each stage 
of evaluation and selection. 

Defense Secretary McNamara is turning a sympathetic ear to a persistent 
complaint from the electronics industry. He acknowledged that there is 
"considerable merit" in the claim that companies doing research and 
development for the government should get more than only recovering 
costs. 

He also told the House Armed Sen.ices Committee, in testimony just 
made public, that he remains unyielding on the government's right to 
own developments it finances. 
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SYSTEMS OR PRODUCTS / DEi has full capability for quick reaction 

... 

f 
I 

,~ 

I 

I 

. ' 

Surveillance, RFI and Intercept Instrumentation •.• Laboratory, 
mobile van, airborne or shipboard, the complete installation 
from antenna to data storage, decoding and processing can 
be provided . 

.. . -••• I 
• 

r 1111111111111111 l J 1111111111111111 ·: 

RF data acquisition Products and Systems • • • From 
VLF to 30 gc. DEi RF Products and Systems satisfy 
complex acquisition or communication requirements. 

When system problems 
arise, consider the 
following .... 

Data Processing Products and Systems ••• Real time processing pre-detection recording 
or dynamic signal simulation from off-the-shelf hardware. 

DEi designs, manufactures and continues to improve a wide range of modu
lar receiving systems and ancillary products including special phase 
tracking demodulators, pre-detection recording ·units; formatting and data 
reduction products. 
For product or system, QRC or normal cycle, _this balanced capability has 
proved its value in solving difficult problems including design and delivery 
on major programs for both government and industry. Our Engineering 
staff would be- pleased to discuss the specifics of your requirements. 
These products are in continuous manufacture under rigid quality and pro
duction control. For further information write for DEi product catalog and 
capabilities brochure. 

Defense Electronics, Inc. 
Rockville, Maryland 

DEi 
RESEARCH 

DEVELOPMENT 
MANUFACTURIN6 

ROCKVILLE, MD. (301) 762-5700, TWX: 302-427-4660; SHERMAN OAKS, CAUF. (213) 872-2870, TWX: 213-783-2742; COCOA, FLA. (305) 632-5400; 
TWX: 305-632-5442; HUNTSVILLE, ALA. (205) 881-5139; WILLOW GROVE, PA. (215) 659-5051; DALLAS, TEXAS (214) EM 3-7263; INT'L, 
ROCKVILLE, MD.; CABLE: DEIUSA; EXPORT (212) Circle 6-2133, TELEX: TRIL 224326, N.Y., N.Y.; OTTAWA, ONT. EMISCO Ltd. (613) CEntral 6-0811, 
Cable: EMISCO 
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SEQUENTIAL SWITCHING
Compact, Efficient, Low Cost with 

CLARE STEPPING SWITCHES 
Counting· Totalizing• Sequence Control • Monitoring 
• Where circuit requirements call for selecting, interrupting, or changing connections in 
response to momentary impulses of current, CLARE's full line of rotary stepping switches 
provides exactly the device you need. 

Compact and ruggedly built, CLARE Stepping Switches have many new, improved features 
which contribute to longer service life, greater capacity and unusual freedom from 
maintenance. Contacts are bifurcated for maximum operating reliability. They may be 
gold plated for low-level switching, with consistently low contact resistance. Your choice of 
terminals: taper tabs, solder, or plug-in. Special units available to meet airborne 
shock and vibration requirements. 

teee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
teee ee 
tee e ONLY CLARE 

eeeeeeeeee 
GIVES YOU ALL THIS: - e e e e 

t 
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Special Purpose Shorting 
Switches ... for Test and 
Encoding Circuits 

11 All but one" 
Ideal for the classic "mul t i
conductor cable" test for leaks, 
shorts, continuity, et c. Shorts all 
circuits except one together, 
making possible sequent ial test
ing of each circuit individually. 

11Progressive" 
Useful for location of trouble 
sources in test circuits. Provides 
incremental increases and de
creases in power as required by 
some control systems. With self
interruption, can effectively 
provide bi-directional cont rol. 

11 Alternate'• 
An excellent code conversion 
device, generating a wide vari
ety of coded control outputs. 
Useful in transmitting special 
coding in sequential repetition. 
Readily adaptable to binary 
coded decimal encoding. 

ee 
2 High Voltage Sequential 

Control Capacity 
CLARE will provide special stepping 
switches to stand off voltages up to 2500 
volts. Number of switch levels available 
depends upon voltage. 

3 Special Enclosures 
for Adverse 
Environments 

CLARE Stepping Switches are 
available in dust covers or 
hermetically-sealed in nitrogen 
or fluid to minimize undesir-

able effects of tam
pering, shock, or vi
bration, as well as 
salt air, humidity, 
fungus, corrosive 
atmosphere, sand 
and dust. 

ee 
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----------------- Type 26 :· Up to 624 contact points 
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Type 210 : Up to 150 contact points eeee 
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~ Custom-Designed Functional Sequence Control Units ... 
CLARE engineering can provide functional assemblies 
incorporating such features as variable time delay 
pulse generators. Combining stepping switches with 
solid state (for time delay and pulse generation) and 
relays (Tor switch-over between stepper levels), these 
assemblies expand the capabilities of Clare Stepping 
Switches. 

5 Easy Installation with 
New Plug-in Connector for 
Type 211 Stepping Switches 

Faster, easier assembly and replacement. Con· 
nectar contacts, crimped to lead wires, snap 
into connector frame. Plated contact areas (tin 
or gold over nickel) for contact reliability. 

Electronics I May 17, 1965 

Typical Clare-designed sequential switching unit: 104 point 
seguence scanner. Solid State pulse generator, driving 
10-level, 52-point stepping switch, provides predeter
mined t ime interval at each position-and pulse repeti
tion rate from 6 per second to 6 per minute. 

For information 
write: 

C. P. CLARE & CO. 
Group 05~rn . 

3101 Pratt Boulevard, 
Chicago, Illinois 

60645 

® relays and 
related control 
components 
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You are looking at an exact-size photograph 
of a new kind of precision laboratory recorder
the new Lockheed 417C. 

It's the only laboratory instrument of its 
type that is truly portable. 

In the lab it operates from llOV AC
and outperforms all but the most sophisticated 
and costly rack jobs. 

In the field it gives the precision and 

capability of a large, fixed installation recorder
yet weighs only 25 pounds including its own 
built-in rechargeable battery. 

You can even tuck it under an airplane seat 
on trips. Its price is small, too-as little as $7 ,000. 

The new 417C is built by the same engineers 
who design Lockheed ultra-precision, low-power 
recorders for space and undersea use. 

Exclusive, rugged, low-mass differential 



capstan drive assures precision operation 
under vibration in any position. Other features: 

Simplified transport mechanism 
Phaselock servo motor control 
Frequency response: 100 kc direct/10 kc FM 
Up to 7 tracks, FM or Direct in any 
combination (IRIG compatible) 
Power consumption only 6 watts 
Battery, AC or DC powered 

Weighs only 25 pounds including battery 
For a free specification folder on the 

Lockheed 417C recorder/reproducer, write on 
company letterhead to Mr. Bernard Mayer, 
Lockheed Electronics Company, National 
Road, Edison, N. J. 

LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
·Edison, New Jersey • A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 



GOOD NEWS REPORTS: 

This reliability and fine performance is typical of the 
solid-state Beckman Type S-II Dynograph Recorder. 
Representatives all over the country report the same 
thing, again and again. 

Just as importantly, users find recorded data is the most 
accurate and best recorded of any direct-writing 
oscillograph. Servo feedback from every pen tip gives a 
locked-in trace. Between-channel time comparisons are 
of the highest accuracy - across 8 channels pen traces 
are within .010" of a straight line. Type S-II specs 
assure sensitivity of lmv/div to 5v /div; differential and 

MARIETTA, GEORGIA: 

"Two IO-channel, 
type S-11 Dynograph® recorders 

operating continuously since 
installed, May, 1964. 

No difficulties." 

SCOVILLE, IDAHO: 

"Fourteen six-channel 
Type S-11 instruments, used on 

24-hour-day basis on tests 
up to eight weeks, provide most 
accurate data. No test data lost. 

No problems." 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA: 

"Eighty channels 
on Type S-11 Dynograph recorders 

operating perfectly. 
No artifacts evident in six months 

on high sensitivity product 
check-out certification tests. 

Customer delighted." 

floating input; system accuracy to 0.25 % ; and linearity 
of ± 0.25 % full scale. The zero weave paper and the 
pressurized ink supply assure fine readability and no 
paper drift at all speeds. 
Over 30 input couplers allow the conditioning of virtually 
any input signal, so you can adapt the Dynograph 
Recorder to your changing requirements at very little cost. 

This combination of reliability, accuracy and flexibility 
comes only with a Beckman Dynograph Recorder. For 
more information contact your local Offner Division Sales 
Engineering Representative, or write for Data File 722. 

Beckman ' INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
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OFFNER DIVISION 

SCHILLER PARK, ILLINOIS· 60176 

1NTERNATIONAL SUBSI DI ARIES: GENEVA, SWI TZERLAND; MUN ICH, GERMANY; 

GLENROTHES, SCOTLAN D; PARI S, FRANCE; TOKYO, JAPAN; CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA 
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Perhaps you 
didn't realize 

thatCTS 
• 1sa 

CERMET Trimmers 

Series 171* 
W' Square 

•m 
Series 180PC* 

I W' x .325 x .295 
Rectilinear 

Series 660PC 
%" dia., single turn 

Series 630 
W' dia., single turn 

Series 385'" 

tV4T~iH 

nntu~" . 

11;32" dia., single turn ------

Wirewound Trimmers 
Series K35~ 

Yz" dia., knob operated, 
single turn 

major supplier 'I Series 350-
Yz'' dia., single turn 

Series 110* 
W' dia., single turn 

Series 112" 
Y." dia., single turn 

of trimmers 
Look at the versatility of 

the CTS Trimmer Line 

• Broadest line of CERMET™ trimmers in the 
world 

e Wide range of most popular styles of wire
wound and carbon trimmers 

• Unexcelled resistance materials technology 

• Broad choice of resistance elements best 
suited to your applications 

• Unsurpassed tooling and high volume pro
duction capability 

• Complete capability for military, industrial 
and entertainment applications 

• From 10¢ production quantity types to highly 
sophisticated types 

* immediate availability from distributor stocks 

Note the wide range of types and sizes. However, if you don't 
see what you need, we can design one to your exact specification. 

Electronics\ May 17, 1965 

Series Cl40* 
1 W' x .325 x .295 

Rectilinear 

Series 330 
Yz" dia., single turn 

Series P115* Series 115 
Y." dia ., single turn Y." dia., single turn 

Carbon Trimmers 

Series 160 
l" x .320 x .180 

Rectilinear 

Series 220• 
7;\6" x Yz" single turn 
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Made 
for 
each 
other ... 
AE's new 
dry-reed switches 
and standard 
printed-circuit boards 

That's because PC CORREEDS* are 
specifically designed for direct inser
tion into standardized grids. Terminals 
are located on multiples of 0.200-inch 
centers. And all terminals are de
signed to fit standard 0.062-inch 
holes; permit the use of small wiring 
pads. Standardized terminal size and 
spacing also allow for greater packag
ing density. 

In addition to this feature, PC Cor
reeds have separate terminals to 
eliminate strain on the glass capsule. 

*Patent applied for. 

46 Circle 46 on reader service card 

These terminals are "ribbed" for added 
strength and rigidity, and are welded 
... not soldered ... to the capsule 
leads. Individual capsules can be re
moved without having to remove the 
entire package. The bob
bins are made of glass
filled plastic for greater 
strength and to eliminate 
breakdown due to moisture 
absorption . 

For the full facts on how 

Circuit Correeds meet the require
ments of modern electronic circuitry, 
write to the Director, Electronic Con
trol Equipment Sales, Automatic 
Electric , Northlake, Illinois 60164 . 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC 
GEN

1

ERRAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GT&E 
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• THESE 9 MAJOR FEATURES OF 

MODEL520 
X-Y RECORDER 

FROM 
ELECTRO INSTRUMENTS 

THAT MAKE IT 

THE WORLD'S 

MOST 
PRACTICAL 

.· 

TRUE DIFFERENTIAL INPUT-permits measurements from grounded 
or ungrounded sources. 

." .· 

HIGH SENSITIVITY-to 100 microvolts per inch ... eliminates need for preamplification. 
HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE-from potentiometric in microvolt ranges to 
10 megohms ... prevents source loading. 

TIME BASE-on both axes ... for maximum flexibility. 
QUIET VACUUM HOLDDOWN-holds paper securely, does not attract dust, contaminants. 
TABLE OR RACK MOUNTING-without need for modification kits or adapters. 
SINGLE SWING-OUT CIRCUIT BOARD-for easier maintenance, 
eliminating problems caused by plug-in circuit board connectors. $

20 
I 

5 BUil T-IN EVENT MARKER-for event time recording 
on both axes. 
REAR INPUTS AND REMOTE OPERATION-at no additional cost. Priced Only 

[3 Electro Instruments, Inc. 

I 
8611 Balboa Avenue, San Diego, California 92112 
Electro lnten;1ational, Inc., Annapolis, Md. 
Electro Instruments s. a., 512 rue de Geneve, Brussels 3, Belgium 



TIMESAVERS, 
PURE AND SIMPLE 

Ferrite Pot Core Hardware Cuts Assembly T ime 50 3 
A one-piece spring steel housing snaps the core 
assembly into place, secures it to the chassis or 
printed circuit board, whittles minutes out of each 
production hour. In applications involving high 
quality inductors for filters , the trimming device has 
been simplified for hairline adjustment. 

In addition to saving time, our ferrites give you 
extra design advantages with their high Q values 
and low disaccommodation factors. vVe guarantee 
permeability over a wide temperature range 
(-55°C to +70°C), and precision-gTOund air gaps 

assure uniformity of inductance throughout each 
production lot. 

~Ianganese zinc ferrite cores are furnished in 
permeabi lities of 650; 900, 1300 and 2000 for fre
quencies up to 2 MC. A 100 perm nickel zinc core 
covers frequencies up to 10 MC. There are 13 
different sizes, including the International Electro
technical Commission sizes-over 200 cores in all! 
For more information, write Nlagnetics, Inc. Dept. 
31, Butler, Pa. 

mRIJRET/CS inc. 
® 
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The Type 5458 is an improved version of the Type 545A, which has proved itself 

of great service to a multitude of laboratories and industries throughout the years 

and has been considered a standard by which other oscilloscopes can be judged. 

• Internal no-parallax 
illuminated graticule 

• Bright 6-cm by 10-cm 
display area 

• Small spot size, 
uniform focus 

• Fixed-tuned delay 
line 

• Trigg ering beyond 
30 Mc 

• Sweep Delay 
• Single Sweep 
• Sweep Magnifier 

plus plug-in unit adaptability 
1 accepts one of 17 letter-series plug-ins 

for differential , multi-trace , sampling, 
other laboratory applications, or 

2 accepts one of many new spectrum ana
lyzer plug-ins (L-10A, L-20, L-30, others) 
for frequency-based displays, or 

J accepts one of 2 new dual-trace plug-ins 
(1A1 or 1 A2) for 50 mv/cm at dc-to-33 Mc 
-with the Type 1A1 also offering 5 mv/cm 
at dc-to-23 Mc dual-trace, and approxi
mately 500 µv/cm at 2 cps-to-14 Mc, 
single trace. 

Price at $1550 is the same as the Type 545A and includes two probes. 

Full field-engineering services back up every instrument. 

But to hear the complete story, call 
your Tektronix Field Engineer. He will 
know if a Type 5458 offers the best 
solution to your measurement problem. 
If the Type 5458 appears to be the 
answer, try it. Use it in your own 
application-with one of your letter
series plug-ins or one of the new 
spectrum analyzer or dual-trace 
plug-in units. 

Type 5456 Oscilloscope 
(without plug-ins) .. 

Type L-20 Spectrum Analyzer 
Plug-In Unit . . 

. $1550 

. $1995 

Rack Mount Model Type RM545B .. $1650 
Type 1 A2 Dual-Trace Plug-In Unit . $ 325 
Type 1A1 Dual-Trace Plug-In Unit . $ 600 

U.S. Sa "S Prices f.o.b. Br>a.,..non. Ore~or. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
P 0 BOX 500 • BEAVERTON. OREGON 97005 • Telex 036·691 
TWX 503-291-6805 · Phone (Area Code 503) 644-0161 · Cable: 
TEK TRONIX· OVERSEAS OISTRIBUTORS IN OVER 30 COUNTRIES 
TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES 1n prmClpaf cities m Umtcd States. 
Consult Telephone Directory . 
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You may never need Heinemann 
circuil breakers overnight. 

Bui now you can gel delivery lhal rast 
on one or one hundred. 

Effective immediately, a phone call to any of twenty-two hand-picked distributors will get you the 
Heinemann circuit breaker you want-and the quantity you want it in-at off-the-shelf speed. Each 
electrical- and electronic-equipment distributor listed here has a good stock of the most popular breakers 
in the Heinemann line ... breakers you're likely to specify often and want in a hurry. o Want to know 
precisely what Heinemann models are offered in this new, nationwide set-up? The authorized distributor 
nearest you will be happy to furnish a complete list. Overnight, if you need it. 

50 

California 
State Electric Supply 
Oakland (4 15) 836-1717 
Fisher Switches Inc. 
Palo Alto (415) 321-4080 
Wesco Electronics 
Pasadena (213) TE 3-9405 

Kentucky 
E & H Electric Supply Co. 
Louisville (502) 587-0991 
Marine Electric Co. 
Louisville (502) 587-6511 

AUTHORIZED HEINEMANN DISTRIBUTORS 

Maryland 
0 & H Distributing Co. 
Baltimore (301) 727-5100 

Massachusetts 
Apparatus Service Co. 
Allston (617) 782-7440 
Electrical Supply Corp . 
Cambridge (617) 491 -3300 
T. F. Cushing Inc. 
Springfield (413) 788-7341 
Alpha Electronics Service 
Wellesley Hills (617) 235-6710 

New Jersey 
Alpha Electronics Service 
Pennsauke~ (609) NO 2·1310 

New York 
F edera I Electronics 
Binghamton (607) Pl 8-8211 

Ohio 
The Midwest Equipment Co. 
Cincinnati (513) 821-1687 

Pennsylvania 
West Chester Electric Supply Co. 
West Chester (215) 696-7500 

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
' Trenton, New Jersey 08602 
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Texas 
G. E. Jones Electric Co. 
Amarillo (806) DR 2-5505 
Warren Electric Co. 
Beaumont (713) TE 3-9405 
Nelson Electric Supply Co. 
Dallas (214) RI 1-6341 
Hall-Mark Electronics 
Garland (214) 276-8531 
Hall-Mark Electronics 
Houston (713) 781-0011 
Warren Electric Co. 
Houston (713) CA 5-0971 
The .Perry Shankle Co. 
San Antonio (512) CA 3·1801 
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Is your line going critical? 

New Radiation Digital Distortion Monitor 
offers visual readout, operates automatically ! 
Why pay $4,000 or more for a digital analyzer, 
when you need a distortion monitor? Radiation's 
new Model 7525 is specifical ly designed to measure 
distortion on telegraph lines and data links. It 
costs only $1,195, yet offers unique operational 
features which were previously unavailable! 

This solid state unit is engineered for simplicity of 
operation, and may be used for 24-hour unattended 
surveillance of lines if desired. Numerical readout of 
peak distortion is indicated with an accuracy of± 2%. 
Speed, display time, and distortion levels from 
0 to 50% are all selected from the front panel. 
Another feature is its alarm output, which actuates 
recording or counting equipment when distortion 
levels reach a pre-selected point. 

Model 7525 is supplied with standard speeds of 
45.5, 50, 55.6, 75 and 150 bauds. However, any 
speed from 0 to 4,800 bits can be added at any time 
by using Radiation plug-in crystals. The unit requires 
only 3.5" of vertical rack or panel space, and 
weighs only 14 pounds. 

Radiation Model 7525 Digital Distortion Monitor 
may be used alone or in conjunction with other 
equipment such as the Model 7210 Automatic 
10-Line Scanner. Write for details. Radiation 
Incorporated, Products Division, Department EL-05, 
Melbourne, Florida. Phone: (305) 723-1511. 

Dle.-LAV TlM• e.-a&O •tONAL 

~ 
--- ~-~.---

~- ~ ... . . -, , .... ~RADIATION 
...... T --
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INCORPORATED 
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man son 
frequency 
standards 
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CFS-180A 

CFS-180A 
Stability (Aging Rate) l to 2 parts in 10•0 per day. 
Output Frequencies 1 Mc and 100 Kc . 

*Optional Output 5 Mc and spectrally 
Frequencies pure 5 Mc. 

Input Power (Power 115 V AC, 50-400 cps. Supply self-contained) 
Battery Operating 35 hours normal operation. Time 
Size (including power 

3''2" H x 161'2" W x 16''2" D. supply & battery pack) 

WHERE PRECISE FREQUENCY CONTROL IS Vil AL The 
Manson CFS-180A Crystal Frequency Standard, with an ultra
high stability of 1 to 2 parts in 1010 per day, has a well-earned 
reputation for accuracy and reliability. Mean Time Between 
Failure (MTBF) of this unit is well over 11,000 hours. 
Presently in use as the timing base for the Pacific and Atlantic 
Missile Ranges, and in satellite tracking, doppler navigation 
and many other communications, navigation, timing and 
laboratory applications, the CFS-180A is a natural choice for 
those seeking stabilities in this range. 

Now, in addition to the CFS-180A, Manson offers the 
new CFS-250A Frequency Standard with a stability of five 
parts in 1011 per day. Like the CFS-180A, the CFS-250A is 
ideal for systems applications, and incorporates all the engi-

CFS-250A 
5 parts in 1011 per day. 
1 Mc and 100 Kc. 
5 Mc and spectrally 
pure 5 Mc. 

115 V AC, 50-400 cps. 

42 hours normal operation. 

31'2" H x 161/2" W x 151'2" D. 

neering and design features which have made the CFS-180A 
such an outstanding instrument. 

Among the outstanding features of these frequency 
standards are: self-contained power supply; integral, stand
by, emergency battery pack, automatically switched into 
operation in the event of line failure without loss of 
stability; compact solid state design (3'h inches high) and 
optional spectrally pure 5 Mc output for multiplication into 
the gigacycle frequency ranges. 

Check our specification chart, then take your choice -
both the CFS-180A and CFS-250A are available to meet your 
requirements now. Detailed engineering data is available 
upon request. 

~a/bcmlfer.s~~~~-
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ffianson Laboratories division 

77 Danbury Rd., Wilton, Connecticut 
Tel.: (203) 762-8301 
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Most synchros couldn't stand 
up under the supersonic 
temperatures of the Concorde 
and B-70 if they had to. 

These have to. 
Hand an ordinary synchro a job like 
that and it probably wouldn't get off 
the ground. That's why these Bendix 
synchros were made the heart of the 
remote indicating systems on the new 
Concorde and Air Force B-70. Here, 
Bendix synchros are exposed to the 
most torturous flight temperatures. 
(Up to 800 degrees F!) And they come 

through with flying colors. Mission 
after mission after mission. 

nuclear radiation. Some fit space and 
missile applications 
to a "T." So there's '1n~~'0 .iiJ~Jru.tinH~ 

~rH11V~~. ~J;hlJ<j 
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The clincher's this: E ven if your 
application doesn't call for t hat much 
high-temperature stamina, you'll get 
equally dependable performance from 
any of our hundreds more synchros. 
Some have tolerances as close as 50 
millionths of an inch. Others resist 

sure to be one with 
features you'll go for. 
More information? 
Phone 717 278-1161, 
Montrose, Penna. 
Send for new catalog. 

Montrose Division r3ncfj/ 
CORPORATION 
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multipoint* 
+ 

programmed printing 

No matter what your multipoint recording requirement, 
Esterline Angus can meet it. Most often with a highly 
flexible wide chart (10 ") standard unit. 

Even greater flexibility is yours with outstanding 
options such as unique programmed printing. It's unique 
because you electrically select the points to be scanned. 
You can alter the program instantaneously. Program
ming can be done by a computer or by virtually any 
electrical switching device. 

Selective alarms can be programmed for any group 
of points desired. Other features? 

• Response time of one second. 

• Ability to skip points as fast as X second. 

• 
l 

$ . 
) 

~ 

' i 
' J 

' , 
f 

c ~ 
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maximum flexibility 

• Dual range automatic switching permits programming any of 
24 points to record different ranges. 

• Multi-speed chart drive. 

• Print speed from 1 Y. seconds per point. 

• Analog pen attaches to print wheel. Permits use of Multipoint 
as single-channel recorder. 

Esterline Angus can also meet your needs for Single and 
Two-channel Wide Chart Servo Recorders. Multipoint 
Potentiometric Non-Indicating Controllers are also 
available for high precision control. 

Write for comprehensive Series "E" Catalog. 

ESTERLINE ANGUS INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC. 

Box 24000 E • Indianapolis, Indiana 46224 

*One more plus feature: immediate delivery of Multipoint and other servo recorders. 

ESTERLINE ANGUS 
® 

Excellence in instrumentation for over 60 years 
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Technical Articles 
A new look at 

coaxial cavities 
for varactor multipliers: 

page 56 

Light-pulse system 
shrinks high-voltage 

protection device: 
page 71 

Protecting digital 
transmissions with 

optical matched filters: 
page 76 

Television's toughest 
challenge: 

page 80 

Coming 
May 31 

The coaxial cavity is usually pictured as a bulky piece of 
hardware used primarily in big radar and microwave sys
tems. Yet a coaxial cavity multiplier can be designed as 
small as any other kind and it has some decided advantages: 
a better match of input and output impedances, and rejection 
of undesirable frequencies. 

Light emitted by a diode is transmitted by fiber optics in this 
system, which protects utility transmission lines from over
loads. The small device called the Traser replaces bulky cur
rent transformers in one of the first industrial applications 
of optoelectronics. 

In most scrambling techniques to protect military communi 
cations, the bottleneck is decoding . A new technique, using 
ultrasonic pulses to modify polarized light, can speed decod
ing by replacing magnetoresistive delay lines. 

In outer space, unattended cameras have 
to survive many hazards. Weight limita 
tions impose severe restrictions, but there 
is increasing demand for television on 
projects from weather satellites to inter
planetary probes. For our cover, photog 
rapher Richard Saunders photographed 
an RCA tv camera designed for space ap
plications. The background is a man-made 

eclipse of the sun, at the Hayden Planetarium in New York. 

·Inductors for integrated circuits 
·Ground stations for communication 

satellites 
• Protecting electroexplosive devices 
·From Japan, a startling new color-tv set 



Ci rcuit design 

A new look at coaxial cavities 
for varactor multipliers 

Frequently dismissed as bulky and difficult to use, 

this construction can be designed easily 

into simple, compact circuits 

By Gerald Schaffner 
Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. 

Most microwave engineers picture a coaxial cavity 
construction as the bulky, cylindrical workhorse 
used in radar and other microwave systems. They 
decide, quickly and erroneously, that it's too cum
bersome to design easily and compactly into a 
varactor multiplier. Contrary to this popular mis
conception, coaxial cavity multipliers can be readily 
designed as small as any others. 

In a varactor multiplier circuit, the varactor is 
usually mounted in parallel with the source and 
load, and the multiplier is des igned so that only 
the input, output and idler currents flow through 
the varactor. This allows the best match of input 
and output impedances, and rejection of undesir
able frequencies. A detailed discussion of these 
principles has been published. 1 

Two basic kinds of varactor can be used with 
the multipliers described in this article: conven
tional abrupt-junction, and large-area step-recovery 
junction.1 • 2 The step-recovery diode has higher 
power capabilities-more than 10 watts at 2,000 
megacycles per second. 

The author 

56 

Gerald Schaffner is manager of the 
microwave applications department 
at Motorola, Inc. He has a 
doctorate in electrical engineering. 
Since joining Motorola, Inc. in 
1957 he has worked on microwave 
instrumentation , and on develop· 
ment of parametric amplifier 
and varactor circuitry. Before 
joining Motorola, Inc., he was 
with the electronics division 
of the Stewart-Warner Corp. 

Although it is usually cylindrical, coaxial cavity 
construction can also consist of rectangular lines in 
square or rectangular enclosures, or air-dielectric 
striplines. The techniques involve any shielded 
transmission-line resonant circuit that uses a di
electric medium principally of air, and that sustains 
only transverse electric and magnetic fields. 

Principles of cavity design 

Transmission-line cavities~· 4 · 5 are merely reso
nant lines with open and/ or short-circuit termina
tions. The points at which resonance occurs can be 
determined from ·a study of the lossless line-input 
impedance or admittance equations. These equa
tions are: 

Z + ·z t 27rfZ 
L J o an - -

Ve 
Zin = Zo ----- - l 

Z + .,..,, 27rj 
o }/,1.tan - 

Ve 

Y + .}. 27rfl 
L J o tan -

Yin= Yo J' +- ·1' t 2~JZ 
o J L an --

Ve 

(1) 

(2) 

where Zi 11 , Y; 11 = transmission line input impedance 
and admittance, respectively; ZL, Yi. = transmis
sion line load impedance and admittance, respec
tively; Z0 , Y0 = transmission line characteristic 
impedance, and admittance, respectively; (} = elec
trical length of tran smission line; f = frequency; 
l =physical line length ; Ve= velocity of propaga
tion along line. 

Equation (2) is especially useful in cavity design 
and will be employed in this discussion. 

Cavities may utilize open or short-circuited lines, 
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or both. The multiplier design discussed here uses 
shorted lines. This permits simplification of Eq. (2) 
since, with a short-circuited line, Y L = oo. There
fore Yiu = -fY0 Ctn() (3) 

For () = Tr/2, 3Tr/2, etc., Yiu is zero; this is equiv
alent to parallel resonance. For () = Tr, 2Tr, etc., Yiu 
is infinite; this is equivalent to series resonance. 
The most desirable mode of operation is with () = 
Tr/2 because this allows the shortest possible struc
ture. 

Transmission lines can use several geometries. 
Cross sections of three popular configurations are 
shown at the right along with equations for their 
characteristic admittances. These configurations are 
coaxial cylinder, circular cylinder in a square en
closure, and circular cylinder between two parallel 
planes. If the center conductor of the last-men
tioned configuration has a rectangular cross-section, 
the geometry becomes stripline, and the conductor's 
characteristic admittance can be obtained from 
published curves.6 

With each of the lines, only the transverse elec
tric and magnetic field mode should be excited; 
excitation of the waveguide mode must be avoided. 
If it is not avoided, the transmission line equation 
must be altered. Higher transverse magnetic or 
transverse electric modes can be avoided if the 
average perimeter surrounding the center conductor 
is less than one-half the wavelength. Care in cou
pling into the transmission line struchue is also 
helpful in preventing higher modes. 

Some ways to use it 

A cross section of a coaxial cavity is shown at 
the right, illustrating various ways of either excit
ing the cavity or extracting power. Both probe and 
loop coupling are shown, as well as direct coupling 
into the center conductor. The cavity consists of a 
section of coaxial line whose center conductor is 
shorted to the outer conductor and is normally one
quarter wavelength long at the resonant frequency. 
The coupling used can modify the resonant cavity 
length. For example, probe or capacitance coupling 
reduces the required length of the center conductor, 
while loop coupling increases it. Each of the three 
coupling methods may be used in cavity multi
pliers. Their use will be described later with the 
reasons for a specific choice. 

Cavities for multiplier circuits are useful in im
pedance matching. A rule of thumb is that the 
tighter the coupling (that is, the bigger the loop or 
the closer the probe to the open end of the center 
conductor) the lower the impedance. Therefore, 
for transforming impedance to a higher value, the 
output coupling should be tighter than the input, 
and the opposite applies for stepping down im
pedance. The exact calculation of the required de
gree of coupling is difficult because of the complex 
geometry associated with the cavity, but the gen
eral impedance transformation relationship given 
above is useful in cavity design and optimization. 
A qualitative and quantitative study of this coupling 
has been made at Harvard University.4 
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COAXIAL CYLINDERS 
F y = 

o t38 log (Didi @ f 
D 

t 
CYLINDER IN SQUARE ENCLOSURE 

F 1°1II Yo = t38 log (Did l + 3.54 

CYLINDER BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL 
GROUND PLATES 

F 
Yo= t38 log (4hhrd) 

Three transmission line geometries. The 
characteristic admittance formula for each 
geometry is shown to the left of the geometry. 

PROBE 
COUPLING 

DIRECT 
COUPLING 

LOOP 
COUPLING 

Coaxial cavity illustrating three types of coupling. 
Probes couple to the electric field, loops to the 
magnetic field, and direct coupling is achieved by 
connecting directly to the cavity center conductor. 

LI NE 
EXTENSION 

CAPACITIVE 
COUPLING 

Two cavity-tuning methods. At left, tuning is 
accomplished by extending the center conductor. 
At right, resonant frequency is varied by changing 
capacitor loading on the center conductor. 

Another advantage of this structure is the ease 
with which cavity resonance can be changed or 
tuned. Generally two methods are used for tuning: 
physically changing the center conductor length, 
and loading the open end of the transmission line 
with capacitance to ground. As shown at the right, 
both methods use threaded hming pistons. How-
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ever, if several cavities are being tuned simul
taneously or if the tuning is motor-driven it may 
be desirable to use smooth pistons, with finger 
contacts replacing the threaded contacts. 

The calculation of resonant frequency by the 
line-extension method is complicated by end ca
pacitance, caused by lines of flux from the tuning 
screw to the top of the cavity, and the change in 
characteristic admittance b etween the fixed and 
movable parts of the center conductor. End capac
itance is usually estimated to b e 0.5 picofarad if a 
minimum spacing of one-fourth inch spacing is 
maintained between the center conductor and the 
cavity end capacitance. For closer spacing, a higher 
valu e capacitance should b e assumed. The change 
of characteristic admittance (or impedance) is more 
difficult to handle because Eq. 3 is not valid for this 
type of construction, and the more general equa
tion (2) is complex. However, for approximation, 
use of equation (3) is permissible because more 
than adequate tuning range is usually achieved 
with an extendable center conductor. 

Resonant frequency with capacitance loading or 
tuning is obtained by equating the tuner's capaci
tive reactance with the inductive reactance of the 
shorted transmission line, this may b e expressed as : 

7 27rfl 2 7r Ct = } o ctn - -
Ve 

where Ct = tuning capacitan ce. 

(4) 

For capacitance tuning, Lhe center condu ctor 
should b e hollow so the tuning piston and the in
side of the center conductor form a coaxial capac
itor. The equation for capacitance is then: 

C Q.242e,L1 • • f d 
t = log (b / a) m pICo ara s (5) 

where fr is the relative dielectric constant, 
L t = distance in centimeters the tuning piston 

exfonds into the hollow conductor, 
b = inside diameter of the hollow tube, 
a = outside diameter of the tuning screw. 

Another consideration in designing the cavity is 
loaded and unloaded Q. The insertion loss is a 
fun ction of the ratio of unloaded-to-loaded Q. Ex
pressions are given b elow for unloaded Q, loaded 
Q , and in sertion loss assuming a series-resonant 
equivalent circuit. The series resonant equivalent 
circuit shown below is valid if the point of refer
ence is a current maximum point on the input 
line. A parallel resonant equivalent circuit is used 
if a voltage maximum is the reference. 

L ____ ---- -- _J RL 

TRANSFORMED 
LOAD 
RESISTANCE 

Equivalent circuit for a two· port cavity as seen 
at a current maximum point in the input line. Dashed 
box contains the equivalent cavity parameters. 
Source resistance is represented by Rg. 
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For a series-resonant equivalent circuit, unloaded 
Q is defined as 

Qu = 27rfL. 
R 

(6) 

where L, = equivalent cavity inductance 
R = equivalent series resistance due to cav

ity losses. 
Loaded Q is expressed by: 

27rfL, 
QL = _R_+_ Rg + RL (7) 

where Rg = source resistance and Rr. = load re
sistance transformed to the reference point. 

A more thorough discussion of these equations 
has been published by C. G. Montgomery et. al.7 

Insertion loss , L , is defin ed as the ratio of power 
available, PA, to power output, P0 . At resonance, 

L = PA Eu2/ 4Ro (R 0 + RL + R)2 

Po E
0

2 RL = - 4R
0
R L -

(R0 +RL +R)2 (8) 
For matched conditions, Ri: = Rr.; therefore equa
tion (8) simplifies to: 

L = (2Ro + R )2 = (i + R )2 (9) 
4R0

2 2R0 

Since, for match ed conditions 

Therefore, when source and load are matched, 

L = ( 1 - hL Qu y (10) 

For low insertion loss, Q 1./Qu should b e as small 
as possible. This requires heavy coupling to source 
and load, and minimization of cavity losses. 

It has been determined8 that the highest valu e of 
Qu occurs with a characteristic admittan ce of Y0 = 
0.013 mhos (Z0 = 77 ohms) . However, Qr· is not 
critically dependent on Y0 and cavities having val 
ues of Y0 from 0.01 to 0.02 rnhos should work out 
well in multiplier design. 

Multiplier design 

The basic problems of multiplier des ign are to 
es tablish , and if possible, separate current paths 
for the needed frequencies, reject unwanted fre
quencies, match impedance for minimum conver
sion loss, and provide a mechanical stru cture to 
diss ipate heat intern ally generated and to with 
stand a specified environment. At low frequencies 
using lumped circuits, the design is s tra ightforward 
because functions can be separated as shown in the 
top circuit on the next page. Filters or reso
nant circuits arc adjacent to the varaetor, and sepa
ration of signal frequencies and impedance match
ing are possible with little interaction. 

However, as the frequency in creases, the elec
trical length of the interconnections increases . The 
effects of the varactor' s parasitic reactances also 
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Test arrangement for 1-to-2-Gc doubler includes a wattmeter, at left, indicat ing the input power of 12 watts; a 
power oscillator set at 1 Ge; and another wattmeter, at right, showing the power output level of 7 watts at 2 Ge. 

Eg 

PERMITS ONLY I 1 TO PASS 

INPUT 
MATCHING 
CAPACITOR 

PER MITS 
ONLY 12 
TO PASS 

PER MITS ONLY 13 TO PASS 

VAR ACTOR 
DIODE 

OUTPUT 
MATCHING 
CAPACI TOR 

Lumped circuit multiplier showing input and output filtering and matching circuits, idler circuit , self bias 
and shunt-mounted varactor. I, is input current. b is idler current. la represents the output current. 

OUTPUT CAVITY 

,------------1 
INPUT CAVITY 

1---------aTUNED COUPLING LOOP 

I r I 
1----~....-~___,__,,,.>- 0 UT PUT 

I I 
INPUT -----7 / 

DIRECT I 

TUNER I 
I 
I 

VAR ACTOR 
DIODE 

"l 
II ADJUSTABLE 

OUTPUT 

INPUT I -=- -=- I -=-
TAP L __________ _J 

I PROBE 
I I 
I -=- I L __________ J 

Cavity multiplier with tuned coupling loop in input cavity and adjustable probe in 
output cavity. This mult iplier is simi lar to the lumped circuit multiplier except 
the input and output filter and matching circuits have been replaced by cavities. 
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500-MC COAX CAVITY 1,000-MC COAX CAVITY 

500-MC ~ ,_- _-...... -----~- - -.-lt-----------.-----i-l--t - - - - - - -H: 1,000-MC 

z 'N 50 ottMSf' I I 1Zoui50 o HMS 

P1N20W I Rt I I 
I I ct Dt 1 MEG. I I 
I I o.s-12 I I 
L------ __ _J pF L _________ _J 

1 r-A 
2.20 G I 

500-MC 
INPUT 

--lT 
B 1.10 1.40 1.60 

2.70 2.50 

500-MC 
INPUT 

A 

~~~::=p::IJl(lf=lllL._· ] _ J t5o 

t.50 
SECTION 8-B 

Harmonic doubler (500-to-1,000 Mc) circuit used for evaluation of varactor. When a 1N4388 varactor 
diode is used with 20-watt input at 500 Mc, typical output at 1,000 Mc is 12 watts. 

increase, and it becomes difficult to separate fre
quencies without interaction. Moreover, at high 
frequencies, lumped resonances no longer make 
adequate filters , and distributed circuits- such as 
cavities-must be used. 

In designing cavity multipliers, it is important 
to place the frequ ency-separating cavities as close 
to the varactor as possible to minimize interactions. 
Interactions arise when undesirable resonances oc
cur too close to a des ired frequ ency. Excessive 
transmission-line lengths between varactor and 
cavity often result in such resonances. For example, 
the input circuit can present a high admittance to 
the output frequency tending to short circuit the 
output. Fortunately, there are coupling techniques 
that minimize interaction. \Vhen these arc used, 
along with compact circuitry to limit the len gth of 
transmiss ion lines, satisfactory cavity-multiplier de
signs can be achieved. 

The recommended approach to cavity multiplier 
design is shown in the bottom circuit of the pre
vious page. The multiplier consists of input and 
output cavities, both of which are coupled to the 
varactor. If multiplication higher than two is de
sired , one or more idler circuits are placed across 
the shunt-mounted varactor. The idler circuit is a 
series-resonant circuit, usually designed to double 
the frequency of its input current. For idler fre-
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quencies up to 2,000 megacycles, lumped circuits 
can be used and self-resonant operation with cer
tain available tunable capacitors is recommended. 

The input cavity consists of a shorted transmis
sion line, either adjustable in length or capacitively 
tuned. The input to this cavity is a direct tap, 
shown on the previous page (bottom circuit), or an 
adju stable probe. Since input impedance of high
powcr varactor devices is low, relatively tight cou 
pling is needed. The correct tap point, usu ally de
termined empirically, is the one providing little or 
no reflected power. 

Proper coupling of the input cavity to the varac
tor is important because this coupling performs 
several fun ctions. ot only must it provide the 
proper impedance match to the varactor, it mu st 
also block the idler and ouput frequencies. 

It has been found, especially with doublers and 
triplcrs, that a short loop terminated by a tunable 
capacitor a t the shorted end of the cavity works 
well. In effect, this is a tuned loop giving extra 
selectivity at the input. To prevent loss of idler or 
output frequency energy, the electrical length of 
the transmission line from the varactor to the ca
pacitor tuning the loop should be less than one
quarter wavelength at the output frequency. 

Probe coupling from varactor to the output cav
ity is suitable because the coupling reactance is 
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Miniature 500-to-1000-Mc doubler. With a 
1 N4388, outputs are obtainable to 10 watts. 

high at the lower input or idler frequencies; thus, 
the probe and output cavity blocks these frequen
cies. Also, the probe may be changed easily. When 
the multiplier is aligned, the varactor's output 
coupling should be adjusted for minimum conver
sion loss. 

The output cavity also consists of a shorted 
transmission line, tuned either by changing the 
length of the line or by capacitance loading. Output 
coupling to this cavity is best made by an adjust
able probe. This can be accomplished with a bulk
head connector with a plate soldered onto one 
end. This type of output coupling is easily adjusted 
for minimum conversion loss. 

The spurious output level of -30 decibels, typi
cally obtained from a single cavity, is often in
sufficient for specific system requirements. Adding 
a bandpass filter or cascading additional cavities 
will provide additional rejection. 

Many different varactor types can be operated 
in a single cavity multiplier with relatively few 
changes. This is because it is easy to tune and 
match the various types of devices, and even to 
interchange abrupt-junction varactors with those 
that exhibit step-recovery due to charge storage. 
The design examples to be discussed utilize step
recovery diodes. In some cases, however, abrupt
junction devices are compared with step-recovery 
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diodes, and these results will also be discussed. 

Doubler from 500 to 1,000 Mc 

The cavity multiplier principles presented here 
may be applied to a variety of cavity designs. The 
first two to be discussed are 500 Mc to 1,000 Mc 
doublers. More details are given with the second 
design example because it leads to a more compact 
structure. 

The design on the opposite page is used mainly 
to test 1N4388 varactors at high power levels. This 
circuit can easily handle 20 watts input at 500 Mc 
and provide a typical output of 12 watts at 1,000. 

This multiplier design offers ease of hming, 
matching, replacement of varactor diodes, good 
thermal properties and high efficiency. 

The input cavity is capacitively tuned by moving 
a screw into the hollow center conductor. Since a 
low-resistance ground for the tuning screw must 
be maintained, oil or grease cannot be used on the 
bearing surface. Although an elaborate finger
contact arrangement can be used, it is simpler to 
use a spring-loaded tuning screw. In this way, 
continuous metal-to-metal contact between the tun
ing screw and the cavity wall is maintained. If 
the cavity walls are aluminum, it is recommended 
that an insert such as a Helicoil, be used to pre
vent thread wear. 

To prevent galling or wear of the tuning screw's 
threads, the screw should be fabricated from a 
hard material such as beryllium copper. Gold plat
ing of both cavity and tuning screw helps to pre
vent galling and tarnishing. This cavity's input 
port has an adjustable probe, whose end is only 
0.03 inch from the center conductor. This arrange
ment provides tight coupling. The need for tight 
input coupling is created by the low impedance of 
the varactor, which is also tightly coupled to the 
input cavity by the tuned coupling loop. A suitable 
capacitor to tune the loop is a Johanson JMC1801, 
which has a guaranteed Q of 2,000 at 100 Mc. The 
JMC1801, or the miniature JMC2950, are both 
usable for input loops up to 1,000 Mc. 

A low thermal-resistance path is provided for 
the varactor by pressing the flange against the 
housing. Similar results have been obtained by us
ing a nut on the varactor study to clamp to the 
housing. Although the mounting shown is for a 
Jedec D0-4 package, it is easily modified for 
cartridge or pill packages while still maintaining 
the compression holding principle. 

Bias is provided through a resistor from the 
varactor to ground. Satisfactory efficiency is pro
vided if the resistor is greater than 0.1 megohm. 

The output cavity is similar to the input cavity 
except for the probe coupling to the varactor. How
ever, tuned-loop coupling has also been used with 
satisfactory results, as will be shown for a minia
ture 500 Mc- to 1,000-Mc doubler. 

Miniature doubler 500 to 1,000 Mc 

A photograph of a 500-Mc to 1,000-Mc doubler 
is shown above. A 10-step design procedure for 
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this doubler follows: 
1. Select the cavity geometry. A cylinder in a 

square enclosure is often a good choice because 
the two multiplier cavities and the varactor holder 
can conveniently be placed inside one rectangular 
housing, which is easy to mount. Also, the lumped 
tuning capacitors and varactor holder can be 
mounted easily onto the rectangular housing. ThC' 
use of circular cylinders for center conductors 
facilitates characteristic admittance calculations. 

2. Where space is at a premium, the cavi ty 
cross-sectional dimensions D and cl, shown in the 
top right diagram on page 57 are usually selected 
first. The ratio D/ cl is selected to provide the char
acteristic impedance of about 77 ohms (Y .. = 0.013 
mhos). Use of the characteristic admittance equa
tion shown on page 57 for cylinder-in-square con
struction, and Y .. = 0.013 mhos, yields DI cl = 3.1. 

However, a slightly higher impedance allows a 
shorter cavity. Therefore, a D/ cl ratio of 4 is sel
ected, which gives Z0 of 86 ohms (Y,. = 0.0116 
mhos). Dimension D should be the practical mini
mum, being limited in this case by the size of the 
hming capacitor on the loop coupling the varactor. 
The tuning capacitor has to fit between the center 
conductor and the outside wall. '1Vith D = 0.75" 
and cl = 0.190'', the JMC2950 capacitor can be 
placed in the cavity. 

3. To keep the 500-Mc input cavity short, select 
the electrical length of the center conductor in the 
vicinity of 20°; since 1 wavelength = 60 centi
meters, 1 = (20° /360°) X 60 = 3.3 cm. 

If this length is too short, the required hming 
capacitor would be too large to fit within the al
lotted space. 

4. Calculate the input cavity's hming capacitance 
by using equation (4), as follows: 

0.0116 
CT = 271'

500 
X 106 ctn 20° = 10.2 pf 

where Y 0 = 0.0116 
f = 500 X 106cps 
21T'fl/ V c = 20° 

A large end-effect capacitance of 2 pf is assumed 
because the open end of the center conductor is 
placed near the housing top wall. This leaves 8.2 
pf to be applied by the cavity tuner. 

5. In designing the hmer, select a screw size 
to fit into the hollow center conductor while leav
ing enough wall thickness to accommodate a di
electric tuning sieve. The dielectric tuning sleeve 
is used to guide the tuning screw and increase 
the capacitance per unit length of the hmer. Some 
low-loss materials that can be used are Teflon , 
Rexolite and polystyrene. Rexolite was selected 
for this design because it is easier to machine and 
has better mechanical stability than Teflon. With 
a 2-56 tuning screw having an outside diameter of 
0.086-inch (dimension a in equation 5) and a di
electric wall thickness of 0.030 inch, the inside 
diameter of the hollow tube, b , is 0.086" + 2 X 
0.030, or 0.146 inch. This leaves the thickness of 
the conductor wall equal to (0.190- 0.146)/2 inch, 
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Power input plotted against power output without 
tuning for miniature 500-to-1,000 Mc doubler. 
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or 0.022 inch which is adequate for a physical line 
length I of 3.3 centimeters or 1.3 inch. From equa
tion 5, the tuning length 

LT = 8.2 log;_(0.1_!6/ 0.086) 
0.242 x 2.5 

= 3.1 cm (1.22 inch) 
where CT = 8.2 pf 

Er = 2.5 for rexolite 
a = 0.086 inch 
b = 0.147 inch 

This tuning length is possible with the dimensions 
selected. 

6. In the output cavity, determine the allowable 
tuning length by mechanical considerations and 
available space. The output cavities must share the 
available length with the varactor. A scaled layout 
drawing is suggested at this point. From such a 
layout drawing, a 1,000-Mc cavity 2.15 centimeters 
long, or 0.85 inch is selected. This length repre
sents the multiplier length (1.58 inch set by the 
input cavity length) minus the varactor width, 
required clearances, and the multiplier wall width. 
If the cross-section is the same as the 500-Mc 
cavity (D = .75 inch, cl = .190 inch) and a physical 
length of 2.15 cm is used, the electrical center con
ductor length is 26°. 

7. The required output cavity tuning capacitor 
is 

c 0.0116 260 3 8 f 
T = 271' 1000 X 106 ctn = · p 

assuming an end capacity of 2 pf, the required 
tuning length is 

L = 1.8 log10 0.146/ 0.086 = O 68 1 0.242 X 2.5 · cm 

which is reasonable, considering that the available 
length within the output cavity for the center 
conductor is 2.15 cm. 

8. The calculated dimensions are approximate 
because the reflected coupling reactances have a 
considerable effect on cavity tuning. Loop coupling 
raises resonant frequency; capacitance coupling 
lowers it. The capacitors have appreciable series 
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inductance; therefore the length of the loops tied 
to the capacitor must be shorter than might be 
expected if the lowest resonant mode of operation 
is to be achieved. 

9. If a tuning range is required, the calculations 
should be made near the lowest needed frequency 
after assuring that the cavity length and end 
capacitance are resonant at a frequency consider-

Photo of a l ,OOO·to·2,000·cavity doubler 
of a 1,000·to·2,000·cavity doubler 
using MV1808 varactor. Power 
outputs up to 7.5 watts may be 
obtained with this multiplier. 

ably higher than necessary. With the tuning method 
used in this design, a 20% tuning range is easily 
achieved. 

10. The doubler is fabricated from aluminum 
plates to make it small, light and rugged . These 
plates are assembled in place and the entire struc
ture dip-brazed to provide a low loss microwave 
structure. A removable side plate is used for access 
to the doubler ; this plate has closely spaced screws 
to prevent loss by radiation through gaps between 
the side plate and the cavity walls. To prevent 
erratic tuning, tension is maintained on the 2-56 
tuning screws by spring loading. Also, to prevent 
galling of the threads , beryllium-copper screws 
are used. Everything but the tuning screws is gold
plated to reduce skin res istance and provide a 
tarnish-resistent surface. 

The performance of this miniature doubler is 
summarized in the curve on page 62, showing 
the linearity of the output-input response, and 
in the curve below showing both the tuning range 
and fixed tuned bandwidth. With an input up to 
15 watts, the response is almost linear, indicating 
a satisfactory circuit for amplitude modulation. 
Tuning range is 900 :\k to 1,1.50 megacycles, and 
the fi xed tuned bandwidth is about 5% at 1 giga
cycle. Power output is 8.6 watts with a 15-watt 
input, which compares favorably with the power 
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Efficiency versus frequency for 5-watt input to the miniature 500-to·l,OOO·Mc doubler. 
Responses with and without retuning are shown. 
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A 500-to-l,500-Mc tripler similar to the 50-to-1 ,000-Mc harmonic doubler 
shown on page 60. Typical tripling efficiency is 53 % for a 5-watt input. 

output of 9 watts obtained with a larger test fix
ture. The circuit also has excellent spurious re
jection characteristics with all spurious emissions 
at leas t 31 decibels below the desired output. 

1,000-Mc-to-2,000-Mc doubler 

The design philosophy for a doubler from 1,000 
Mc to 2,000 Mc is an extension of approach used 
to 500-Mc-to-1,000-Mc doubler except that more 
attention is paid to circuit layout. Because of the 
higher frequencies involved, shorter interconnec
tions are necessary to prevent the interactions dis
cussed earlier. A photograph of this l ,OOO-Mc-to-
2,000-Mc doubler is shown on page 63. There 
are several differences between this doubler and 
those previously discussed. Its cavities are tuned 
by changing the center conductor length, direct 
tapping to the center conductor is used on the 
input, the coupling loop to the varactor is shorter, 
and a pill varactor is used rather than a stud 
mounted device. 

Both abrupt-junction and step-recovery varactors 
have been used with this multiplier. The abrupt
junction varactor (MV1864A) has a 6-pf capacitance 
at -4 volts and a cutoff frequency between 100 
Ge and 150 Ge. \i\Tith a 5-watt input the conversion 
effic iency is 60%. Using an MV1808 step-recovery 
varactor, also having a 6-pf capacitance, the effi
ciency is 60% with a 12-watt input. 

If suitable idler circuits are added, cavity multi-
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pliers also make excellent triplers. Up to 2,000 Mc, 
commercially available capacitors such as the 
JMC1801 or JMC2950 are satisfactory in idler cir
cuits. With these capacitors, line length . between 
the varactor and the idler capacitor terminal is kept 
to a minimum. Above, 2,000 Mc, idler circuits can 
be made from capacitively terminated transmission 
lines . 

A 500-Mc-to-1 ,500-Mc tripler design is shown 
above. The dimensions are roughly the same 
as the first 500-Mc-to-1,000-Mc doubler discussed 
except that the output cavity is shorter and the 
idler capacitor is attached to the varactor holder. 
The varactors used in this circuit are the MV1864A 
abrupt junction type and the MV1808 step-recovery 
type. Both achieve 53% efficiency with a 5-watt 
input. 
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Components 

Suppressing noise 
at the connector 

Tiny ceramic dielectric and ferrite filter, built around 

a connector contact pin, reduces interference 

By Edwin Rowlands and Michael P. Noonan 
ITI Cannon Electric, a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., Los Angeles 

When radio frequency interference distorts the pic
ture during a television program, it's irritating. 
When it affects the trajectory of a missile or blacks 
out communication signals, it can be disastrous. 

There are estimates that as much as 5% of the 
total sales revenue of the electronics industry is 
spent on eliminating unwanted signals. The grow
ing number and increasing sensitivity of electronic 
devices and equipment in areas controlled by the 
government-military, space, communications-has 
led to more than 20 different federal specifications 
concerned with the suppression of radio frequency 
interference. 

Engineers have a number of ways of filtering out 
unwanted electrical impulses that come out of, or 
enter, the black box at the points of interconnec
tion. But these methods usually involve additional 

The authors 

Edwin Rowlands is chief engineer 
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for design and development of 
radio-frequency coaxial connectors. 
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development of multicontact 
connectors. Rowlands is a graduate 
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graduate degree from the 
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components and labor. Now a small ceramic filter, 
built around a connector contact pin, will suppress 
rfi with no extra wiring and little additional weight. 

The filter pin connector, developed by ITT Can
non Electric Inc., a division of International Tele
phone and Telegraph Corp. with the assistance 
of Erie Technological Products, Inc., can be used 
for whatever contacts are desired 

Kinds of disruption 

Radio frequency interference falls into two broad 
categories-natural or man-made. Some of the nat
ural sources of rfi are galactic noise, atmospheric 
noise, precipitation noise and corona noise. 

Interference originating from natural causes usu
ally consists of random noise spread over a broad 
band of frequencies varying greatly in amplitude 
with time and location. 

Man-made sources of rfi fall into broadband or 
narrow-band categories. Broadband rfi can be 
completely random or may have some periodicity. 

Narrow-band rfi is typified by the output har
monics from a radar or other high-power trans
mitter. Interference from such a source may cover 
a wide range of frequencies, but the energy distri
bution with frequency is generally sharply defined. 

In electronic equipment systems, rfi can come 
from the three main sources : conducted source (like 
a lead entering a box) ; ground-loop coupling (two 
circuits having a common impedance between two 
ground points), or radiated field from nearby cir
cuits (electrostatic or inductive coupling between 
two leads close together). 

In many oases, the emitted energy radiates from 
connecting lines and harnesses that link a system 
composed of several black boxes. Connectors to 
suppress rfi are usually at the exit or entry points. 

Many equipment applications require the simul-
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taneous operation of extremely sensitive devices in 
the presence of ultrahigh-power radiated fields. A 
typical example is operation of a receiver with sen
sitivity of 0.001 microwatt close to a transmitter 
with a megawatt of output power. This situation 
represents a power difference of 150 decibels and 
so requires at least this degree of isolation between 
the devices through the use of appropriate elec
trical filters. 

Filter types 

Filters can be classified in two categories, reac
tive and absorptive. Purely reactive filters tend to 
reflect the unwanted signal back toward the source. 
They do not absorb the signal to any extent. Ex
amples of these are inductor-capacitor types. They 
are usually non-lossy devices. Absorptive type fil
ters present a resistance to high-frequency signals 
and tend to convert the undesired energy to heat. 
Because they incorporate certain lossy elements, 
they are in effect energy converters. 

Filters can also be classified by function-low 
pass, high pass, band pass and band elimination. 

Filters for cut-off frequt>ncies up to approxi
mately 100 megacycles usually comprise inductors, 
wire-wound coils , and capacitors. However, at 
higher cut-off frequencies these two elements be
come so small they are generally realized in various 
forms of coaxial or waveguide transmission lines. 
For example, changing the conductor diameter 
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ratio in a coaxial line may have an inductive or 
capacitive effect depending upon the direction of 
change. Low-pass coaxial filters have been made 
by designers in a flexible coaxial form for cut-off 
frequencies of 500 Mc and higher. These combine 
the flexible nature of coaxial cable with the filter 
action, thus providing a dual function of a cable 
and filter. 

Undesirable signals can also be reduced by con
verting the electrical energy in the signal to heat 
energy. This conversion is accomplished by incor
porating into filters certain materials that are lossy, 
or resistive. Pure resistors are not particularly fre
quency-sensitive. Fortunately, there are resistive 
materials such as ferrites that are frequency-sensi
tive and can be used effectively in filters. 

Network filter 

One of the connector filters that has been de
veloped is a three terminal network that operates 
as a low-pass filter. The filter consists of a pin con
tact with ceramic capacitors and ferrite material 
assembled to the contact. The filters are installed 
on the pin half of the connector and each filtered 
connector has a conventional contact layout and 
shell, differing from an ordinary connector only in 
that the pin half of the in ert is slightly elongated 
in the rear. The filter contacts, capacitors, induc
tors and ferrites, are incorporated in four different 
connector series. 
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Comparison between filtered connector and feed -through capatitor (right). 
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Type BNC (left) and TNC (right) 
connectors with filters are used 
to connect small coaxial cables. 
The connectors can be used to 
fil t er out sparkplug, generator 
or fluorescent hash besides 
preventing interference from uhf 
and microwave signals. 
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In these filters, the ferrite performs two func
tions. It surrounds the contact and increases the 
effective inductance of that portion of the con
ductor. It also has a lossy or resistive effect as the 
frequency increases. Thus resistive and reactive 
effects are combined in these filters. The capacitor 
is made in two sections and is attached to the con
tact on either side of the ferrite sleeve. 

Measured characteristics 

The graphs on page 66 represent the performance 
of the filtered connector pin compared to a conven
tional feed-through capacitor of approximately the 
same size. At point A on the graph at right, the 
filtered contact or pin has an insertion loss of 78 
db. At the same frequency, a representative con
ventional feed-through capacitor has an insertion 
loss of 24 decibels , represented by point B. The 
filter, therefore, is over 500 times more effective 
at the same frequency. 

\Vhile the filter reduces or eliminates the un
wan ted signal , it must not reduce the wanted signal 
usua lly in d-c control lines or a-c power lines op
erating at 60 or 400 cps . It must, therefore, offer 
lo''" impedance at these frequencies. The graphs 
clearly indicate that the resistance and low fre
quency impedance of the filtered connector pin has 
little effect at frequencies below 1 megacycle, and 
therefore mee ts this requirement. 

Attenuation measurements were made in accord-

Individua l filter pin (bottom center) used in both 
the upper type DPX rack and panel connectors and 
the type D subminiature connectors below them. 

SOLDER POT FOR lt 20 

GROUNDING "? A WG STRANDED WIR' 

•20 P~N CONTAC\ gg,~ '. '. ~~ 
"""'--"-"'---F-E_R_R_IT-E---':... CERAMIC 

DIELECTRIC 

Partial sectional view of the filter contact 
showing how the ferrite filter and ceramic 
dielectric capacitor surround the pin. 
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Characteristics of a filter contact 

Minimum attenuation 15 db at 12 Mc 
35 db at 30 Mc 
50 db at 60 Mc 
50 db (min) from 100 Mc to 
2,000 Mc, over the tempera
ture range from - 55°C to 
125°c 

Capacitance 2,500 pf (guaranteed min) at 
1 kc 

Working voltage 200 v d-c, or 100 v a-c at 400 
cycles 

Dielectric strength 600 v d-c for 1 second (50 ma 
max charging current) 

Operating temperature -55°C to 125°C 
range 

Insulation resistance lOK megohms min at 500 v d-c 

D-C resistance 0.01 ohm maximum 

D-C and low frequency 5 amperes maximum (with 
current some reduction of filter action) 

R-F current 

Life test 

Moisture resistance 

0.25 ampere maximum 

1,000 hours at 400 v d-c at 85°C 
After life insulation resistance 
exceeds 1,000 megohms 

Method 106A of MIL Std. 202C 
After test the insulation resist
ance still exceeds 1,000 meg
ohms 

ance with MIL standard 200A, which calls for 
measurement in a 50-ohm system. However, in 
many applications, an impedance other than 50 
ohms will exist. Often then, the results in actual 
usage can be even better than the tes t results. 
Specific characteristics of a typical filter are shown 
in the table above. 

Interchangeable contacts 

A few other manufacturers offer filter devices, 
some for specific, others for general application. 
Coaxial filter connectors have only recently been 
introduced elsewhere. 

In the new designs, filter contacts, insulated con
tacts and grounded contacts are interchangeable 
and may be inserted in any one of the available 
cavities in the in sulated body inserts. 

With a pin half filtered, the configuration of the 
socket half of the connector is identi cal to that of 
a standard unfiltered unit. The only difference is 
in the subrniniature connector series, where greater 
contact-to-contact spacing is required. The filter 
contact concept can be applied to both circular 
and rectangular connectors. 

Other components , such as diodes, capacitors, 
resistors or inductors, have been built into con
nectors similar to the filter type described. These 
connectors are still under development. 
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Circuit design Designer's casebook is a regular 
feature in Electronics. Readers are invited 

Designer's casebook 
to submit novel circuit ideas, packaging 
schemes, or other unusual solutions to 
design problems. Descriptions should be 
short. We' ll pay $50 for each item published. 

Feedback system detects 
1 % amplitude difference 

By P.H. Howard 
International Business Machines Corp., Rochester, Minn. 

To compare small differences in low voltage levels 
without a complex switching circuit and high gain 
precision-matched amplifiers, an inexpensive feed
back system may be used. It distinguishes 1 % 
amplitude differences in low voltage signals even 
though the gains of the amplifiers vary by as much 
as 20%. 

One possible application of such a system is 
in a character recognition device which operates 
by passing light through a written character so a 
silicon solar cell can convert the transmitted light 
energy into an electrical amplitude signal. The 
feedback system then compares this amplitude 
signal with standard signals to identify the char
acter. 

A more common method would be to use voltage 
amplifiers in an n-way switching circuit, but that 
would require amplifying differences of millivolts 
by a factor of 5,000 and restricting variations in 
the gain between any two amplifiers to less than 
1.0%. 

The system shown in the block diagram on page 
69 can compare any of n input voltages with am
plitudes up to 10 millivolts and determine which 
is the greatest within 0.1 mv. 

In the switching block, the most negative of the 
voltages, Emax, is the largest of the signals Ei, E~, 
... En. In that channel \Vhere Enrnx is greater than 
Eror, the transistor conducts, producing an output 
signal. In all other channels, the transistors are 
biased off by the voltage generated across the 
common emitter resistor Rk. 

The feedback signal er is a function of E1110 ,: 

er = Emax - Erer for Emax > Erot and er = 0 for 
Emax L. Eref· 

If E 1 is the largest and E 2 the next largest of 
the input signal amplitudes, than Ei = Emax, 
Ei > Erer and therefore 

(1) 

Some fraction y of this feedback signal is sub
tracted from each input before amplification, and 
from the block diagram 

Ei = G1(e1 - -ye1) 

E2 = G2(~ - -ye1) 

Equation (1) is introduced into each of these equa
tions yielding 

Ei = G1 [e1 - -y(E1 - Erer)] (2) 
E2 = G2[~ - -y (Ei - Ercr)) (3) 

Equation (2) is solved for E 1 and the result is 
inserted in equation (3) to obtain an expression 
for E 2 independent of E 1. The difference between 
E, and E2 can then be expressed as 

E1-E2=(-
1
- - ) X 1 +-YG1 

[G1e1 -G2e2+-YErcr(G1 -G2) +-YG1G2(e1 - e2)) (4) 
Since E 1 is greater than E 2 , e1 > e2 , and the last 
term of equation (4) above must be positive. To 
show that (e1 - e2) is the most dominant term, the 
expression is rewritten 

E1 - E2 = G1e1 ( ~ ! ~g: ) - G2e2 + 

'tG1Ercf ( 1 - {~) 
1 +-::;a-I - (5) 

Usually, y G1 > > 1 and y G2 > > 1, and the 
expression above reduces to 

Ei - E2 "' G2(e1 - e2) + Ercf ( 1 - g: } 
And from this equation, it is apparent that if G1 

and G2 are fixed and approximately equal, the dif
ference in the switching inputs is directly propor
tional to the difference in system input voltages. If 
the gains are not equal, make Erer very small to re
duce the signifi.cance of this inequality. 

The voltage feedback ratio y should be made 
large to stabilize the system response when the 
amplifier gains are unequal. However, y must also 
be small enough to minimize coupling between the 
amplifier inputs. A value of y = 0.01 satisfied both 
conditions in the circuit shown at right, top. 

The voltage Eref establishes a threshold prevent-
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e1 
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E2 
SWITCH e2 

Negative feedback permits detection of pulse amplitude 
differences as low as 1 %. even though the individual 
amplifier gains may vary by as much as 20%. System 
compares any of n input voltages with amplitudes up to 
10 millivolts and determines the largest within 0.1 mv. 
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Selector switch provides voltage feedback ratio that 
must satisfy two conditions-it must be high enough to 
stabilize the system and at the same time low enough to 
minimize stray coupling from adjacent channels. For 
this system, y = 0.01 satisfied both requirements. 
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One channel of solar cell signal amplifier and a section of of the switching block, built for an 
experimental character recognition device. Transistors Q, through Q, may be any pnp alloy 
switching types, and for diodes D2 and Da, any low·current germanium type may be used . 

ing noise voltages from producing output signals. 
Voltage at the ilmitters of the transistors in the 
switching circuit will be approximately equal to 
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Erer because negative feedback occurs when any of 
the input voltages exceeds this voltage. 

The circuit diagram shows one channel of a solar 



cell signal amplifier and a portion of the switching 
block used in an experimental character recognition 
device. The voltage amplifier section consists of a 
common base input stage followed by two common 
emitter stages utilizing two forms of feedback for 
d-c stabilization. The three-stage low-pass R-C 
feedback loop from the collector of QH to the base 
of Q1 yields low frequency roll-off characteristics. 
The other feedback element is R3 common to the 

Cascade amplifier stabilized 
by reducing internal feedback 

By Michael D. Wood 
Ferranti Ltd., Manchester, England 

The cascade amplifier does not need neutralization 
in the high-frequency range. In the circuit below, 
two transistors are connected so that the mismatch 
between the high output impedance of a grounded 
emitter and the low input impedance of a grounded 
base reduces the internal feedback, and the input 
and output impedances are independent of load 
and source impedance. 

In single transistor amplifiers where the emitter 
is grounded, the capacitance of the collector-base 
junction (Cob) causes internal feedback that be
comes significant at high frequencies. This feed
back is negative. It reduces amplifier gain, and 
causes input impedance to vary with load, and 
output impedance to vary as source impedance. 

It is common practice to neutralize the internal 
negative feedback with a positive feedback that is 
ex ternal to the transistor. But neutralization is 
often a tedious process requiring many adjustments. 

The isolation between input and output im
pedances of the cascode is important when multi
s tage amplifiers are aligned, because the tuning 
of one stage does not affect the other stages. 
~Ioreover, the cascode amplifier gain is greater 
than the gain of a neutralized single transistor 
grounded-emitter amplifier with the same stability. 

Although resistor R4 acts as a source impedance 
of the d-c power supply for both transistors , the 
a-c signal from the Q1 collector enters the low 
impedance of Q~ emitter (12 ohms at 2 ma) rather 
than R (1 ,000 ohms). Thus, the signal is effectively 
decoupled from the d-c supply line. Connecting 
the L-C tuned circuit directly to ground increases 
decoupling. 

R-f signals flowing around loops formed by de-

70 

emitter circuits of Qi and Q3 • The notch filter be
tween Q4 and Q:; suppresses 120 cps ripple. 

Transistors Q6 and Q7 are part of the switching 
block; Q7 establishes E,..r. The emitter of Q6 is 
tied to the common load resistor R2, as are the 
emitters of the Q6 transistors in each recognition 
channel. Similarly, the base of each Qi transistor 
is tied to the common feedback resis tor Rrb· Tran
sistor Q7 is common for all recognition channels. 

coupling circuits often defeat their purpose and 
can be a major source of feedback. Such loops must 
be very small. But the cascode ~mplifier allows an 
open layou t without giving rise to instability. 

Because the Q1 emitter is returned to a negative 
supply, its base can be coupled directly to the 
output of a previous stage, which is at ground po
tential. This eliminates the coupling capacitor and 
greatly reduces the circuit recovery time after an 
overload. By varying the current through Qi, the 
amplifier gain can be controlled, without varying 
the total current drawn from the positive supply. 
This eases the output voltage regulation require
ments of the power supply. 

The upper frequency range is limited by the 
high-frequency capability of pnp transistors , which 
is currently about 600 megacycles. It is possible 
to connect a pair of back-to-back diodes from the 
base of Q1 to the collector of Q2 , making a non
saturating, self-limiting amplifier. 

The pnp and npn transistors in a cascode circuit 
need not be a matched pair. 

A six-stage, 80-Mc logarithmic amplifier was 
built with this basic circuit. Although only one 
decoupling capacitor was used on the negative 
supply and two on the positive supply, the circuit 
was completely stable with no screening, even 
though the overall amplifier gain is 80 decibels. 

INPUT 

-10v 

Cz. 

0.01 
p.F 

+10v +10v 

L OUTPUT 

Cascode amplifier is stable and has high gain without 
an external capacitor to neutralize the negative 
feedback effect of the collector-to-base junction. 
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Industrial electronics 

Light pulse system shrinks 
high-voltage protection device 

The light-emitting diode and optical f iber transmission have been 

incorporated into a system which can replace bulky current transformers 

By Clifford H. Moulton 

Consultant, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Portland, Ore. 

A-c transmission line systems are expensive, and to 
protect them from short circuits due to faulty equip
ment or lightning-caused surges, utilities customar
ily install current monitors and circuit-breakers. The 
conventional protection method requires a current 
transformer; but as voltages get higher, the iron 
core of the transformer gets bigger-and so does 
its price tag. Tow the gallium arsenide light-emit
ting diode has been incorporated into a system, 
called the Traser (see photo on page 73), that is 
more accurate, smaller and lighter and, at high 
and extra-high voltages, cheaper. 

Further, the Traser will do anything the conven
tional protection device will do, but with a 20-fold 
increase in accuracy in high-current, short-circuit 
conditions. Current transformers are 10% in error 
at 20 to 30 times normal current. But instead of 
operating off line current, the Traser converts a 
voltage analog of that current into ligh t pulses 
which are h·ansmitted to ground stations. I t main
tains cons tant accuracy of ±0.3% from normal 
loads to fu ll-fault conditions. 

T he Traser is particularly a ttractive for extra
high voltage (EHV) lines. Last December, the Fed
eral Power Commission published a report that rec
ommended connecting every u til ity system in the 

The author 

After working for Tektron ix, Inc., 
for 12 years, on oscilloscopic 
developments, C.H. Moulton decided 
to become a full -time consultant. 
In addition to his work for the 
All is-Chalmers Mfg. Co. extra· 
high voltage laboratory at Port land, 
Oregon , he is a consultant on 
a NASA contract to the University 
of Oregon 's School of Opthalmology. 
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United States into one huge power pool, a step the 
utilities were already studying. \Vith the network 
of EHV lines required for the pool, the Traser may 
prove to be the most economical form of proteotion. 
It presently approaches the $6,500 cost of a current 
transformer for a 230 kilovolt line; for 500 kv lines, 
which are already in use, a Traser costs $15,000 and 
a current transformer $44,000. And 700 kv lines are 
b eing planned. 

Blasting the arc 

The prime application of the system is as a pre
cision current transducer to control air-blast circuit 
breakers, which are u sed in the 10 EHV systems 

0-c possibilit.ies 
Conventional oil- or gas-filled current transformers are 
presently measuring current in extra-high voltage and 
h igh voltage a-c transmission systems and probably • 
will continue to do so in the range of 230 kilovolts and 
below. But the ·a·c Traser can fulfill operating require· 
ments in most EHV cases at a lower cost; and in addi
tion , EHV d·c transmission is now under study. 

Utilities planners have shown interest in t he ab il it y 
of the Tra·ser to monitor d·c high voltage transmission 
lines directly, with the same accuracy and reliabil ity as 
for a·C lines. . 

Only laboratory tests have been conducted so far on 
the d·c appl ications of the Traser. There are no d·c 
EHV systems in operation in the United States now; t he 
first, the 500 kv Northwest-Southwest power pool, will 
begi n operating in 1968. 

D·c Traser units are at present limited to measuring 
· the current levels produced by leakage and corona and 

1 are aiding in engineering development of d·c systems. 
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now operating in the United States. " 'hen a line 
short occurs, the Traser immediately senses the 
fault and operates the circuit breaker. As the con 
tacts break, an air valve opens, allowing a blast of 
air to extinguish the arc and prevent damage to the 
contact points. Thus the booster transfonners are 
protocted from burning up. 

Current into voltage 

Current is converted into its voltage -analog by 
a small doughnut-shaped iron-core transfonner 
placed around the transmission line or bus (see dia
gram at right). The transformer is grounded to the 
line to relieve the Traser of any need for dielectric 
protection between the line and the electronic 
coder. 

The coder draws only a few watts from the 
line, where a conventional current transformer 
would use from 10 to 100 watts. The metering trans
former's core is about two inches in cross-section, 
accommodates power lines or buses up to six inches 
in diameter, and will monitor peak currents up to 
120,000 amperes. A conventional transformer doing 
the same job would need several hundred pounds 
of core iron. 

Taking a pulse 

A gallium arsenide diode, selected for reliability, 
life expectancy, drive power, and speed of response, 
is used in converting the voltage analog into fre
quency-modulated light pulses. The pulses, at a 
wavelength of approximately 9,000 angstroms, are 
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Workmen installing a Traser at the Southern California Edi son Company in Los Angeles for prototype tests. 
Unit takes half the space of the current transformer it rep! aces and weighs one-tenth as much. 

transmitted through optical fibers to a phototran
sistor and a preamplifier at the base of the insulator, 
which is grounded. Here the light pulses are con
verted into electrical pulses and transmitted through 
a triaxial cable to a central control room, where 
the signal voltage is decoded into a proportionate 
value of the line current and fed to an ammeter or 
used to energize relays which operate circuit break
ers. 

Double source 

There are two methods of energizing the coder 
electronics. One uses a small current h·ansformer, 
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which will furnish the necessary power under either 
faulty or normal operating conditions. This source 
provides full coder output in about 0.5 millisecond; 
since the entire Traser system operates in approxim
ately 1.5 milliseconds, or I/10th of an a-c cycle, the 
relaying equipment has more than enough time 
to detect the current surge during the first current 
peak. The second method uses another transformer, 
built into the Traser, that forms a path to ground 
through a high resistance. Even with no load on 
the line, operating power is supplied through the 

· second path to ground. 
During a short circuit, for example, voltage 
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Light diode is driven by blocking oscillator. Triple-winding transformer 
gives highest output pulses for lowest power-supply drain . 

falls below the operating level of the Traser; but 
the curren t source helps to maintain operation. 

The voltage from the metering loop feeds into a 
voltage-to-frequency converter of conventional de
sign (see sys tem diagram above). An unlock circuit 
al lows coder output to pass to the light-emitting 
diode only when the coder's regulated supply volt
age maintains a constant of 27.00 volts. This cir
cuit, a transistorized Schmitt trigger, decides when 
the unregulated voltage from the power loop is 
high enough to assure proper regulator action, al
lowing a blocking oscillator to receive triggers from 
the converter. After unlocking, it drains a load of 
6 milliamperes from the 27-volt regulated power 
supply. 

Zener reference 

The regulated voltage is derived from a tem
perature-compensated zener diode reference. The 
diode is a 1N944A, rated at 11.7 volts. The refer
ence voltage is compared to the 27-volt output 
by a dual-chip transistor that acts as an error am
plifier. In the diagram at the top of the page, R12 is 
a 20,000-ohm wire-wound potentiometer that sets 
the supply voltage at 27.00 volts. If the output volt-
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age varies, the voltage at the junction of R9 and R10 

will not match the voltage from the zener diode. 
The error amplifier will then cause the power supply 
to return to the correct value. 

Down the glass path 

When the blocking oscillator is triggered (see 
circuit on page 72) its output controls the pulses 
from the light-emitting diode. Since the Traser 
operates in the pulse mode, light level changes, 
caused by varying temperatures, do not affect the 
accuracy of the measurement. 

The signal path for the light pulses is a 12-foot 
long conductor consisting of many glass fibers. 
Each fiber has an optically pure glass core with 
an outer layer of less refractive glass. 

Optical fibers are inherently interference-free and 
100% secure. The fiber bundle can be immersed 
in oil, tar or other contaminants without affecting 
light transmission. The bundle is also an excellent 
dielectric between the coder and the decoding unit. 

The fiber bundles can be run over complex 
paths like electrical wiring. There are so many 
fibers that if one is broken, the transmission effi
ciency is unaffected. 
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The optical pulses are received by a phototran
sistor, whose output is a one-microampere pulse. 
At the preamplifier, the signal level is raised to 10 
milliamperes and fed into a 75-ohm triaxial cable 
that runs to the central control room. 

Protection at central control 

The pulses from the preamp are fed into a one
shot multivibrator that controls the input to the 
frequency-to-voltage converter, or decoder. This is 
an integrating operational amplifier. The analog 
voltage can then be used to operate the coils of 
protective relays or converted to current and read 
out on an ammeter. 

For 100% system protection, each Traser instal
lation is fully duplicated. If a coder pulse is not re
ceived at the control room within 0.1 millisecond 
after the last pulse, a time-interval sensing circuit 
immediately triggers an automatic~transfer network 
that sounds an alarm to summon a control room 
attendant and switches its output lines to the other 
Traser system. 

The calibration constant of the coder is 1 ampere 
to 5 kilocycles; the decoder constant is 5 kc to 2.5 
volts. Calibration is accomplished by adjusting pre
cision feedback resistors in the coder and decoder. 
Phase response of the output signal to the line cur
rent is adjusted in the same manner. 

For greater reliability, if a duplex decoder setup 
is used, a comparison amplifier in each of the re
dundant decoders activates an alarm if either chan
nel changes calibration. 

Temperature compensation 

The zener diode was chosen to mmumze error 
due to temperature variation, but ambient tempera
ture changes over the expected range of from about 
-55°C to + 75°C could result in error greater 
than 0.1% . 

The 1N944A diode has a peak output voltage 
at between -15°C and +65°C. Normally, the 
output falls quite sharply at the high and low 
extremes . A unique temperahHe-correcting circuit 
compensates for residual zener voltage variations 
and reducf's the voltage error by another factor of 
10. The technique is known as enclcornpensation. 
A temperature -sensitive TI6447 silicon resistor 
(sensistor) generates a voltage, in the 6- to 13-volt 
range, that rises with temperature. 

The reference for the voltage corrections comes 
from the zener diode across a divider consisting of 
resis tors R2 and R3 in series. Output impedance of 
the divider is about 25,000 ohms, to which is added 
the end- i;ornpensation potentiometer R5. 

~Then the tempera ture increases, current flows 
through Rs, R,, R3 and Di, through R, and the 
zener to ground to correct the reference voltage 
back to the mid· range value. 

'Vhen the temperature is low, the current through 
Rs, R5 and R3 is steered by D2 to the divider com
posed of R9 and Ri o that assures full output voltage 
of 27.00, even though the zener terminal voltage 
is low. With this correction technique, a constant 
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Plugging coder electronics into the head of a 
Traser system prior to prototype testing. 
Heavy magnetic shielding surrounds encoder unit to 
assure that passage of line current and resulting magnetic 
fields do not affect coder output accuracy appreciably. 

output voltage will be produced over a large tem
perature range. 

Reliability and accuracy 

The coder unit, with a 2700-volt input, has op
erated with ±0. l % accuracy in laboratory tests 
from -100° to 250°F. This is an extremely severe 
temperature tes t, 50% greater than the worst limits 
expected in the fi eld. The Traser is rated from 
-65° to 165°F. This range is within the reference 
zener diode ratings and should afford less than 
0.1 % measuring errors in the coder under regular 
service conditions. There is very little heat gen
erated within the unit itself. 

The system is designed to withstand 120,000 
ampere lightning current surges or 85,000 amperes 
asymetrical offset (term for the amount a sinusoidal 
wave is displaced from its normally symmetrical 
position around a zero current axis by introducing 
a direct current onto an a-c system; this occurs 
during a short circuit on an a-c power system). 

Severe ahnospheric contaminations are res tricted 
from entering the corona shield assembly by 0-ring 
seals at all points of separation. Interchangeable 
plug-in units reduce replacement time. 

The fiber optic system is secure against inter
ference. Coder units arc enclosed within heavy 
magnetic shields to assure that passage of line 
current a11d res11lti11g magnetic fi elds do not change 
the co<ler's output accuracy by more than 0.01 % . 

The effects of vibrations in the mechanical struc
ture and of stray radio and radar signals of severe 
strength have been taken into account in design 
and will be continually reevaluated. Carrier current 
signals on the line often have power levels meas
ured in hundreds of watts ; these signals and the 
Traser will not interfere with each other. 
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Communications 

Protecting digital transmissions 
with optical matched filters 

New system, using ultrasonic pulses to modify polarized 

light, may speed military decoding and foil jammers 

by replacing slower magnetoresistive delay lines 

By Victor R. Latorre 
University of California 

M il itary messages are often transmitted as high
speed digital streams. To preserve secrecy and re
duce the effects of jamming, they are frequently 
encoded by spread spectrum-chopping the data 
into small segments at the transmitter and reassem
bling it with a decoding mask at the receiver. This 
forces a jammer to disperse his energy over a wide 
band of frequencies, thereby reducing his chance 
of interfering with the data flow. 

It's easy to encode a message this way, but de
coding is slow because it usually requires the use 
of matched filters that employ lumped-constant or 
magnetorestrictive delay lines. Decoding also re
quires identical antijam codes at the transmitter 
and receiver. 

Recent studies indicate that decoding may be 
sped up with an optical technique, using ultrasonic 
pulses to change the characteristics of polarized 
light. The optical method performs the job of elec
tronic delay lines, abstracting energy from the digi
tal stream according to a predetermined pattern 
and rejecting any jamming pulses that an enemy 
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may have added. The method is already capable 
of providing up to 30 decibels of protection to data 
transmitted at 30,000 bits per second. 

So far, work with optical delay lines has been 
confined to fixed-logic filters, but the technique can 
be extended to the design of filters employing 
pseudo-random logic. Such devices would immu
nize the communication system against so-called 
intelligent jammers that recognize a fixed coding 
pattern and then attack it. 

Eluding jammers 

Digital communication systems are frequently 
encoded by spread spectrum, in which the infor
mation bits that normally require a certain band
width, B1, are chopped up into smaller bits , the 
transmission of which now requires a much broader 
bandwidth, B2 • The relationship of the two band
widths is approximated by B2 = nB1 • In this ex
pression, n is the number of sub-bits ·per informa
tion bit. ·when voice, graphic or alphanumeric 
data is transmitted in this manner, a potential jam
mer who does not know the pattern or antijam
ming code into which each information bit is 
expanded must spread his interfering energy 
throughout a larger bandwidth. This requires him 
to use more radiated power to jam a broad-spec
trum message than one that is transmitted in the 
clear. The ratio-or degree of jamming protection 
-is approximately equal to n. 

A major problem with a system that uses fixed 
logic for its antijamming code is the fact that an 
intelligent jammer can quickly learn the code and 
jam it accord.ing to that pattern. vVhen the same 
pattern is used to subcode every mark, and when 
only one other is used to subcode each space, the 
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jammer can record this sequence and play it back. 
This procedure jams the receiver by causing it to 
decode all marks or all spaces for as long as the 
jammer produces approximately the same power 
in the receiving antenna as does the desired signal. 

Changing the code 

Changing the antijam code for every information 
bit or so eliminates vulnerability to repeat-jamming 
-one kind of intelligent jamming. In many cases a 
long code is generated , and a small portion of it 
subcodes each information bit into n antijam bits. 
Because these codes are generated by devices of 
finite size, such as feedback registers, they eventu
ally repeat themselves every m antijam bits or 
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MULTIPLIER 
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PIEZOELECTRIC 
CERAMIC 
TRANSDUCER 

Light from tungsten source is circularly polarized 
before it passes through fused-silica delay line 
whose optical characteristics can be changed by 
ultrasonic signals from a ceramic transducer. 
Predetermined patterns that pass through a 
polarity-selective mask energize an output phototube 

</> (INPUT PHASE)~ PRESSURE 

Intensity of light output from photoelastic delay 
line is plotted against input phase shift caused 
by acoustical pressure. Operation is centered 
on point Q near the flattest part of the curve. 
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Patterns of vertically and horizontally polarized light, 
resulting from changes in the optical characteristics 
of a fused silica delay line, can be matched by the 
pattern of a coded mask to produce light signals. 
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every k information bits, where m = nk. 
A particularly useful code for this purpose is 

the pseudo-random type, which is difficult to pre
dict. The term pseudo-random refers to the logic 
used in the code generation. Purely random codes 
are not used b ecause they would include long se
quences of similar bits. 

Fixed logic lines 

A typical delay-line arrangement is shown in the 
block diagram below. Its main feature is a 127-tap 
glass delay line, built by the Electronic Products 
division of the Corning Class Works for the Boeing 
Co., and capable of handling IO-megacycle antijam 
subcodes. The data rate possible with this line is 
approximately 80 kilocycles per second. 

The line is excited at one end by acoustical sig
nals that are derived from the data. These signals 
cause the glass line to become optically birefrin
gent or doubly refracting. A tungsten metal light 
source provides light energy with the proper spec
tral characteristics. The nonpolarized output is 
collimated and then vertically polarized. The re
sulting light, vertically polarized , is then sent 
through a quarter-wave plate that circularly polar
izes it. The plate is a doubly refracting crystal, cut 
so there is no deviation of incident light rays. 

The ordinary and extraordinary waves travel at 
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When pseudo-random variable code is employed, 
photoelastic delay line receives incoming signal 
from transducer A and pseudo-random code through 
transducer B. The photomultipliers receive 
signals when the overlap is additive. 
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Simplified illustration of a representative signal and 
random code before correlation (top) 
and after correlation (bottom). 
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Correlation with delay-line matched filter 
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This five-tap delay line employs fixed coding and a de· 
modulated incoming signal. For this article, taps are 
actually optical slits. It is assumed that the informa
tion bit has been subcoded by five antijam bits to 
produce a process gain of five to one or 7 decibels. 
The pulse train's progress can be followed tap by tap 
(A through G) as it proceeds down the delay line. The 

different velocities and are exactly one-quarter 
wavelength out of phase at the output of the plate. 
In effect, the quarter-wave plate results in biasing 
of the entire sys tem, as illustrated by the curve 
above. 

By operating at point Q, positive and negative 
changes in phase (acoustical pressure) cause ap
proximately linear increases or decreases in output
light intensity. 

The glass delay line is excited at one end by 
acoustical signals that cause it to become bire-
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matched filter comprises the delay line and the asso
ciated summing matrix. 

At r seconds after the pulse train arrives at the de
lay-line input, the output of the summing matrix-ne
glecting noise-is -1, as shown at B. After t seconds 
more it is + 2, as shown in C. 

By the end of three pulses, in 3r seconds the 
output is -1 as shown at 0 . For four pulses the out· 
put is - 2; at the end of 5 r seconds, or one informa· 
tion bit, the output of the filter matched to the wave 
illustrated is a maximum at +5, shown at F. 

This process is plotted at G; the simpl ified example 
omits noise and assumes immediate shifting. 

fringent. This optical characteri stic transforms cir
cularly polarized light into elliptically polarized 
light, the major axis of the ellipse being varied ac
cording to the acoust ical signal train exciting the 
line. By inserting an analyzer of the proper orienta
tion-one having a transmission plane parallel to 
the long axis of the ellipse-the intensity of the 
receiver light is kept at a maximum. When many 
such optical analyzers are arranged in a definite se
quence, the over-all intensity of received light be
comes a maximum when the proper sequence of 
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Laboratory test setup showing 
logic circuits for delay line 
(lower left) and optical system 
with light source at right 
of optical bench. 

acoustically generated stresses is present. 
The output light is elliptically polarized if there 

is no acoustical deformation of the line. Thus it 
is possible to use a mask consisting of properly 
oriented analyzers--on the output. The mask's code 
corresponds to the correct slit polarization. 

The mask arrangement is shown above. The 
mask, in conjunction with the photocell that lin
early adds the light energy from each slit, can be 
considered the second half of the matched filter
the tap-summing matrix. 

Variable logic lines 

The foregoing discussion applies to fixed-logic 
lines, but the general principles can be extended 
to systems that use variable logic. The block fi gure 
above illustartes a scheme that can be used with 
pseudo-random codes and will not require syn
chronization to within a sub-bit. Additional details 
are given in the panel. 

The length of the delay line is equal to twice 
the duration of an information bit and contains 
twice the number of required slits, or taps , spaced 
a sub-bit (antijam bit) apart. The incoming signal 
excites transducer A, and the output of the pseudo
random code generator in the receiver exci tes tran s
ducer B. The resulting acoustical waves travel 
toward one another and overlap continually after 
some initial time duration. This movement is illus
trated in the diagram above. 

From this diagram, it is evident that each block 
of n bits of the pseudo-random code generated in 
the receiver must be the conjugate, or time-reversal, 
of the corresponding information block of the trans
mitted pseudo-random code. One way to achieve 
this condition is to use identical pseudo-random 
generators and start the one in the receiver one 
full information bit earlier than that in the trans
mitter. From this code block, the des ired conjugate 
code is produced to excite transducer B at approxi
mately the same time as the transmitted code is 
being received at transducer A. 

The major advantage of this system is that close 
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synchronization is not necessary. Synchronization 
need be maintained only to within the period of 
one information bit. Generally this requirement 
also applies to systems other than those employ
ing photoelastic-type delay-line matched filters. 

High-rate correlation 

If matched-filter detection is desired for spread
spectrum digital data at rates considerably in ex
cess of those already considered, another class of 
ultrasonic delay line can be employed. Its correla
tion process is the same, in that the incoming digi
tal data excites the delay line's input transducer. 

If the ultrasonic wave's frequency is higher than 
about five megacycles, the line appears to act as 
an optical diffraction grating in which a series of 
diffraction patterns formed at the focal plane of 
the lens results from white-light input. The ultra
sonic frequency is shifted, thereby changing the 
optical characteristics of the line; these images in 
turn will shift. If a particular image is selected and 
two slits are made in the screen, keying the incom
ing wave by a frequency shift will cause the dif
fracted light to pass through one slit or the other. 
This technique forms the basis of a fixed-logic 
diffraction-type ultrasonic delay-line matched fil
ter. The mask in this case comprises a coded series 
of tiny, thin prisms. 

To avoid the problems inherent in military use 
of fixed-logic delay-line matched filters, a scheme 
similar to that described in the preceding section 
is used. Tes ts are in progress on this type of device, 
in which the input and conjugate of the locally 
generated pseudo-random code stream pass in op
posite directions through an ultrasonic line that is 
two information bits long. 
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Space electronics 

Television's toughest challenge 

In outer space, unattended cameras must survive many 

hazards and restrictions on size and weight, and 

still produce clear pictures almost in the dark 

By Max H. Mesner 
Radio Corp. of America, Astra-Electronics Division, Princeton, N.J. 

Television cameras that operate in outer space bear 
little resemblance to their cousins housed com
fortably in earthbound broadcasting studios. 

The instruments that photograph the moon from 
Ranger spacecraft and the earth from :\imbus and 
other satellites go unattended in cramped locations. 
They must withstand such hazards as launch, with 
its shock, vibrations and acceleration; and solar 
heat and radiation, intensified by the absence of 
atmosphere in space. They must be lightweight, 
consume little power, and produce high resolution 
at low light levels. 

· Vidicon: the first image sensor 

The first tv cameras in space used vidicons as 
image sensors. Recently, other sensors have found 
their way into space applications. These will be 
discussed after the vidicon is described. 

A vidicon's most important characteristics arc its 
storage capacity, sensitivity, resolution , shading, 
gamma-slope of its transfer curve, brightness vs. 
response-microphonics, erasure of res idual image, 
dark current, generation of spurious coherent sig
nals such as those caused by spots on the photo
conductor or mesh, and signal from the nwsh. 
Especially important is its behavior as a function 
of temperature, particularly as related to sensitivity 
and to dark current. 

The author 
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Many space m1ss10ns operate at low light level. 
During a landing on the moon in lunar twilight, or 
where the source of illumination may only be light 
reflected from earth , observations will require high 
sensitivity. This is also true in televising the interior 
of spacecraft and in making cloud-cover observa
tions at high latitudes or in earth twilight. 

Even if ample illumination is available, a sensi
tive sensor permits the use of slower lenses that are 
smaller, lighter and easier to mount. \Vhere image 
motion requires the use of a shutter to prevent 
blurring, high sensitivity permits the use of a faster 
shutter. The typical response curve for a slow-scan 
photoconductor of antimony sulfide-oxysulfide illus
trates its behavior as a function of integrated il
lumination expressed in foot-candle-seconds. A sys
tem-tradeoff analysis must consider these factors. 

Good picture rendition demands maximum reso
lution for es thetic as well as for geometric reasons. 
The Nimbus weather satellite used 800 scanning 
lines ; the horizontal resolution response was 10% 
to 20% for 800 tv lines. The Ranger 9 moon probe 
achieved a similar resolving power both hori
zontally and vertically with 1,132 scanning lines. 
The Tiros weather satellite, which uses a half-inch 
vidicon, has system requirements for 500 scanning 
lines . 

In slow-scan operation, the slower the readout 
the lower will be the signal level , but dark current 
and spurious effec ts related to photoconductor ir
regularities remain unallenuated al the lower scan
ning speed. Because of this difference in attenua
tion , the effects of dark current and of variations 
in dark current often become a design constraint. 
The problem is more severe in space applications 
than in commercial tv becanse shading is more 
detrimental to an instrumentation system than to 
one used in entertainment. 

Besides photoconductor variations, another cause 
of shadillg is improper beam landing. To minimize 
this, the beam's trajectory is controlled by carefully 
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The 6 tv cameras used in the Ranger 9 spacecraft are checked out by . 
engineers. Two wide·angle and four narrow-angle cameras were used . 
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adjusting the alignmen t fields and shaping the 
focusing and deflec tion fields to maintain a beam
landing angle that is perpendicular to the photo
conductive surface. 

The dark current, larger than the signal, mani
fests itself as a strong pulse that occurs during 
vidicon blanking. This must be clipped prior to 
entering the transmitter modulator, so that the 
useful signal will be the major portion of the trans
mitted signal; in this way, the signal-to-noise ratio 
at the receiver is maintained at an optimum value. 

Geometric reticle 

Television cameras that are used for mapping, 
weather observation and optical instrumentation 
employ a geometric reticle that is evaporated onto 
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the photoconductor. This reticle is a metal evapora
tion on the inside of the tube, marking off only the 
intersections of a grid. It is in the same plane in 
which the image will be focused. 

Reticles are made when the tube is manufactured, 
by masking the tube's faceplate and evaporating 
through the mask. The line on the tube may be 
0.5 to 2 mils thick. 

In Tiros, weather forecasters must plot position 
and movement of cloud and storm areas with 
respect to land masses. Accurately placed reticles, 
with a geometric relation to the earth's image, 
permit these measurements without placing un
necessary requirements on the scanning system's 
linearity and stability. 

Choosing a photoconductor 

" ' hen building a camera that uses a vidicon, the 
choice of a photoconductor material is important. 
The material must match the requirements of the 
space mission. Four factors determine the choice: 
the decision whether to use pulsed light and sub
sequent image storage or to portray continuous 
motion with an unshuttered lens; length of frame 
time; sensitivity requirements; and the techniques 
available for image erasure to prevent double ex
posure from a residual image. 

The need for image storage is usually deter
mined by the frame time. The principal reason for 
using slow-scan tv is to reduce the information 
rate of a given resolution. The use of a narrower 
bandwidth improves the system's signal-to-noise 
ratio because it is inversely proportional to the 
square root of the bandwidth. This allows com
parable reduction in power, which permits reduc
tion in payload weight. The four tables that 
accompany this article include frame-times , scan
ning-line specifications, bandwidths and exposure 
times for several space-borne tv systems being 
built. They provide a basis for determining system 
tradeoffs. 

Where pulsed light is to be used, the photo
conductor is required to store the charge pattern 
that represents the image while the frame is read 
out. 

Since the photoconductor's response is not in
stantaneous, motion results in image smear. To 
overcome this , the image is immobilized as in film 
photography. Pulsed light is provided by the use 
of either a shutter or a flashing light. The shutter 
time used in the Tiros cameras is 1112 milliseconds, 
made short with respect to the satellite's spin rate 
of 10 revolutions per minute to minimize smear. 
In the wheel-type operation of Tiros 9, the shutter 
time is synchronized with the spin rate. The 
longer exposure of 40 milliseconds in Nimbus is 
possible because the spacecraft is stabilized with
out rotation. Thus it is necessary only to im
mobilize the linear orbital motion with respect 
to the earth. 

The principal photoconductor materials avail
able are antimony trisulfide (variations of which 
are used in commercial vidicons ), antimony sulfide-
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Typical response curve for a slow·scan antimony sulfide·oxysulfide photoconductor shows 
its behavior as a function of integrated illumination expressed in foot-candle-seconds. 

oxysulfide (ASOS), selenium and selenium com
pounds, and lead oxide. For slow-scan operation 
with pulsed light at frame times between 0.2 and 
10 seconds, the ASOS surface developed by the 
Radio Corp. of America has been used most often , 
principally because of its high sensitivity and ade
quate performance over the range of the space
craft's temperature variations, and its remarkable 
resistance to burns resulting from raster scanning 
and from excessive illumination. 

ASOS has one major disadvantage; the storage 
qualities that make it acceptable at slow-scan rates 
make it impractical for use at commercial tv rates. 
It also required development of evaporation tech
niques to prevent spots and blemishes. 

Selenium photoconductors have good slow-scan 
characteristics and operate satisfactorily under 
pulsed-light conditions. The problem with this 
material is that it deteriorates at temperatures 
greater than 35°C. The Westinghouse Electric Corp. , 
the General Electrodynamics Corp. and RCA have 
been experimenting with selenium compounds pos
sessing good slow-scan performance with sensitiv
ity approaching that of ASOS, in search of a com
pound in which the temperature may exceed 35°C. 

Lead-oxide surfaces have been evaporated by 
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, N. V., of the ether
lands, but their sensor, known as Plumbicon, has 
not been thoroughly evaluated for slow-scan opera
tion. 
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Some projects require a frame rate slower than 
commercial tv but faster than the average slow
scan system. An example is the camera inside the 
Apollo spacecraft scheduled to go to the moon. The 
astronauts will be observed within the spacecraft 
in real time, but bandwidth-power constraints pre
vent the use of standard 30-frame-per-second rates. 
Instead, the frame time selected is 0.1 second. The 
10-frame-per-second rate will be scan-converted on 
the ground to make the pictures adaptable to com
mercial tv, allowing the public at home to watch 
the astronauts on their journey to the moon. At 10 
frames per second it is possible to employ the 
commercial type of vidicon that uses antimony 
trisulfide. 

Long-storage photoconductors 

Where the scene illumination is very low and no 
image motion exists, integration of the light
induced charge can be used to build up a stronger 
signal. This approach is taken in the cameras for 
stellar viewing. The photoconductor charges are 
built up for one second or more to reach a suffi
ciently high level for a good signal-to-noise ratio. 
This is done in the cameras being built and tested 
for the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. for 
the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, in which 
tv is part of the attitude-control system. It is pos
sible to expose a star image for one second and 
build up charge signal (as collected by a commer-
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Cameras for spacecraft monitoring 

Program Echo II & 
Centaur 

Mercury Saturn I 
SA·S, 6, 7 

Vostok Voskhod I Apollo 
Command 
Module 

Government 
agency 

NASA NASA 
Manned 
Spacecraft 
Center 

NASA USSR USSR NASA 
Manned 
Spacecraft 
Center 

Camera 
developer 

Lear Siegler Lear Siegler Marshall No information No information RCA 
Space Flight Astro-
Center Electronics 

Div. 

Date 1962 1961 1964 1962 1964 Est. 1970 

Sensor type l · inch hybrid l ·inch2hybrid l·inch hybrid No information No information 1-inch hybrid 

Scan-line 
number 

vidicon 

525 

vidicon vidicon 

525 525 

vidicon 

No information No information 312 
*Com. tv rates 

Resolution 
elements 
(tv lines) 

350x 500 350 x 500 350 x 500 No information No information 220 x 300 

Frame time 
(Seconds) 

Band·width 

1/30 

4 to 8 Mc 

No 

1/30 1/30 

4 Mc 4 Mc 

No information No 

*More than *Est. 1 /30 sec 0.1 
1/30 sec 

No information *Est. 2 Mc 500 kc 

No information No information 0.008 to 30 Dynamic range 
(Foot-candle· 
seconds) 

information information 

Scene 
brightness 
(Foot·lamberts) 

* 11,000 No information 8,000-9,000 No information No information 0 .3 to 480 
*Est. 100-300 *Est. 100- 500 

Exposure time 
(milliseconds) 

Open lens Open lens Open lens Open lens Open lens Open lens 

Unit wt. 
(pounds) 

7.3 7.3 

* Typical data furnished by author 
# Strobe light used on Centaur fuel tank 

11% 

cially available lens) to a sufficiently high level to 
observe star in tensities as dim as fifth magnitude 
whose brightness is about as low as the eye can 
perceive. Both the ASOS surface and selenium are 
adaptable to this program. 

For applications that require longer frame times 
or storage for more than 10 seconds, it is desirable 
to employ a storage-type vidicon. The automatic 
picture-transmission system (APT) in Nimbus and 
Tiros 8, uses a dielectric storage technique where 
the charge pattern is transferred to a polystyrene 
layer that stores the signal for great lengths of time. 
The APT system readout takes 200 seconds, per
mitting an 800-line tv picture to be transmitted 
with a bandwidth of only 1,600 cycles per second. 

Erasing a residual image 

The importance of erasing a residual image de-
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No information No information 4.5 

pends upon the sequence of operation. In Tiros, a 
picture is taken every 30 seconds, with 15 scans 
produced in the period between pictures; this al
lows enough time for thorough erasure of the im
age. An erasure technique is required in cameras 
that have a short time between pictures, since 
the first scan removes only about 40% to 50% of 
the charge pattern on the ASOS surface. 

It is desirable to find a vidicon photo surface 
that permits a higher percentage of erasure. This 
would permit a better erasure for each scan. Some 
selenium compounds have exhibited promising be
havior in this respect, encouraging further labora
tory research. 

Special techniques for camera operation have 
been developed to erase in1ages with fewer scans. 
The procedure requires a properly sequenced series 
of discrete actions that include flooding the photo-
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Astronomical cameras 
Program Stratoscope 

Contract agency Princeton 
University 

Camera RCA Laboratories 
developer 

Date 1959~64 

Sensor type l·inch vidicon 
3-inch 
image-orth icon 

Scan-line 500 
number 

Resolution 350 x 400 
elements 
(tv lines) 

Frame time 1 (Vid) 
(Seconds) 1/ 20 (10) 

Bandwidth 200 kc (Vid) 
2 Mc (10) 

Exposure time 2 (10) 
(M illiseconds) Open lens (10) 

Sensitivity 12th magnitude 
star (10) 

Spectrum Visible 

Unit wt. 15 (Vid) 
(pounds) 50 (10) 

INR- lnformation not received 
• Typical data furnished by author 

Celoscope 

Smithsonian 
Astrophysical 
Observatory 
(Harvard) 

Electro-
Mechanical 
Re.search 

1965 est. 

2-inch uvicon 

No information 

No information 

No information 

No information 

No information 

No information 

Ultraviolet 

No information 

conductor with light, accompanied by electrode 
switching and fast scanning. The level of the re
maining charge pattern is low enough to produce a 
residual image whose intensity is negligible com
pared with the new picture's. In most cases this 
residual image is reduced to less than 5% the 
intensity of the original picture readout. As much 
as 10% can be tolerated. This technique was em
ployed on cameras for Nimbus and Ranger. 

Image orthicon: a sensitive sensor 

The image orthicon is about 1,000 times more 
sensitive than a vidicon. The image orthicon is more 
complex in the adjustment of electrode potentials, 
and has more stringent requirements for holding 
temperature variations to a tighter tolerance. In 
addition, the types available are larger and more 
difficult to mount in a light, rugged package. 
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Orbiting Tigris Advanced Orbiting 
Astronomical Solar Observatory 
Observatory 

NASA NASA NASA 
Goddard Space 
Flight Center 

RCA RCA Ball Brothers 
Astra-Electronics Astra-Electronics Research Co. 
Division Division 
(Grumman) (Cornell U) 

1965 1965 1968 

1-inch 3-inch photo-multiplier 
electrostatic image orthicon 
vidicon 

350 500 No information 
*800 

245 x 350 350 x 500 No information 
*720 

1 2 No information 

60 kc 60 kc No information 
*240 cps 

Open lens Open lens Open lens 

2nd to 5th Up to 12th 0 .75 x 10--ll ft-c 
magnitude star magnitude star 

Visible Visible Visible 

17 plus 4 lb. lens 40 No information 

The entry of this highly sensitive sensor into the 
space fi eld has been delayed by these problems and 
by the unavailability until recently of an image 
orthicon readily usable at slow-scan rates. Such 
cameras are now being designed, and permit slow
scan operation and storage integration without re
sorting to sensor cooling. Both the three-inch and 
the newer two-inch image orthicons, which are in
cluded in space plans, permit the reproduction of 
scenes in very dim illumination. Applications in
clude the observation of cloud cover in moonlight 
and of starlight and lunar scenes in light reflected 
from the earth. 

By employing charge-pattern integration for sev
eral seconds, it becomes practical to observe sta
tionary scenes or fixed star patterns of low intensity 
with an image orthicon. RCA has employed this 
technique in the Tigris program, in which strong 
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Cameras for observing weather from earth orbit 

Program Vanguard Tiros 1-9 

Government Army Signal Corps NASA 
agency Goddard Space 

Flight Center 

Camera Army Signal Corps RCA 
developer Research and Astro-Electronics 

Development Division 
Laboratory 

Date 1959 1960-63 

Sensor type Photo-cells 112-inch vidicon 

Scan-line number Less than 25 500 

Resolution •• 350 x 400 
elements 

Frame-time •• 2 
(Seconds) 

Band-width No information 62 kc 

Dynamic range in No information 0.01-1 
Foot-candle-sec) 

Scene brightness 10,000 8,500 
(Foot-lamberts) 

Exposure t ime Open lenses 1.5 
(Milliseconds) 

Unit wt. (pounds) No information 6 to 10 

** Depends on satellite spin 

signals from 10th- to 12th-magnitude stars 11ave 
been obtained, and in which zodiacal light has been 
observed with illumination levels dropping as low 
as 5 X 10-s foot-candles. 

The problems that face the designer of the image 
orthicon camera, compared with those of the sim
pler vi<licon camera, include more precise control 
of electrode voltages and focus field, better thermal 
control of the camera package, more complex me
chanical structure to support the sensor in the 
space environment, better isolation against shock 
and vibration, high power-deflection drivers , and 
provision for packaging a high voltage power sup
ply. None of these requirements is beyond the state 
of the art. 

Two other sensors 

Two other sensors that nearly compete with the 
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Tiros 
Nimbus Nimbus Operational 
AVCS APT System Satellite 

NASA NASA NASA 
Goddard Space Goddard Space Goddard Space 
Flight Center Flight Center Flight Center 

RCA RCA RCA 
Astro-Electronics Astro-Electronics Astro-Electronics 
Division Division Division 

1964 1964 1965 

1-inch vidicon 1-inch storage 1 ·inch vidicon and 
vidicon storage vidicon 

800 800 800 

550 x800 550 x 700 550x800 
550x 700 

6.5 200 6.5 
200 

60 kc 1.6 kc 60 kc 
1.6 kc 

0.004 to 0.4 0.01to0.7 0.004-0.4 
0.01--0.7 

11,800 11,800 11,800 

40 40 1.5 

18 20 Est. 13 

image orthicon in sensitivity are the image-intensi
fier vidicon and the secondary emission conductivity 
sensor (SEC tube). 

The image intensifier is a small unit that can 
be mounted in front of the vidicon faceplate. The 
intensifier contains a photocathode from which an 
electron pattern is accelerated sufficiently to excite 
the phosphor with the same image pattern. It is 
coupled optically with the vidicon's faceplate. The 
light amplification obtained by the intensifier may 
be in the range of 50 to 100 times per stage, in
creasing the sensitivity proportionally. While this 
results in a sensitivity that is somewhat lower than 
the three-inch image orthicon's light sensitivity, it is 
similar to that of the two-inch image orthicon. The 
intensifier, combined with the one-inch vidicon, 
can be enclosed in a volume only slightly greater 
than that required for the vidicon and somewhat 
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Cameras on lunar and deep space probes 
Program Ranger 3 Rangers 7, 8, 9 

Government NASA NASA 
agency JPL JPL 

Camera RCA RCA 
developer Astro·Electronics Astra-Electronics 

Division Division 

Date 1962 1965 

Sensor type l ·inch electrostatic l ·inch vidicon 
vidicon 

Scan-line 200 283 x 1132 
number 

Resolution 140x 200 1.000 x 1,000 
elements 

Frame time 10 0.25 
(seconds) 2.5 

Band-width 2 kc 200 kc 

Dynamic Range 0.01to1.0 0.003- 0.3 
(Foot-candle- 0.004- 0.7 
seconds) 

Scene brightness 2400 350 to 1,650 
(Foot·lamberts) 

Exposure time 20 2 and 5 
(Milliseconds) 

Unit wt (pounds) 7 (less lens) 17 

INR- lnformation not received 

less than that needed for any member of the orthi
con family. 

The SEC sensor inves tigated by Wes tinghouse, 
RCA and other companies employs a photocathode 
and an image section in which electron s bombard 
a sandwich-like target. As the electrons penetrate 
the porous material they release secondary elec
trons , producing a gain in electron charge. The 
target surface is a material of high resistivity, within 
which the amplified charge pattern is stored until 
scanned by the beam from the electron gun. These 
sensors have been used with excellent results on 
low-light scenes. 

An effort is being made to reduce the size for 
more spaceborne applications. 

The graph at the right shows the relative sensi
tivities of the vidicon, intensifier vidicon, image 
orthicon and the SEC sensor. 
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Surveyor Mariner 4 Apollo (LEM) 

NASA NASA NASA 
JPL JPL Manned Spacecraft 

Center 

Hughes JPL Westinghouse 
Aircraft Co. 

Est. 1966 19641aunch Est. 1970 

l ·inch hybrid l·inch electrostatic SEC 
vidicon sensor 

No information 200 312 

220x 220 140x 140 220x 290 

3.6 24 0.1 
(playback-8.33 hr.) 

No information 5 kc video 500 kc 
(playback· 
4.17 cps) 

No information 64:1 ratio *4 x 10-il to 4 x lO-• 

50 to 2,600 No information 0.007 
• 1.000 

No information 200 Open lens 

No inforf'!'lation No information No information 

* Typical data furnished by the author 

A further step toward greater sensitivity is the 
development of the image-intensifier orthicon, 
which permits tv by starlight. Laboratory models 
are still large, however, and incompatible with the 
requirements of a small lightweight spaceborne 
camera. That limits its utilization to missions that 
can accommodate a large package until miniatur
ized versions are developed. 

The space environment 

The environment of space imposes several con
straints on the design of camera systems. Environ
mental factors that require special attention are 
vibration, shock and acceleration during launch; 
temperature variations in a vacuum, and radiation. 

Vibration and thermal effects pose the greatest 
constraint on the design of tv cameras for space. 

Vibration is felt mostly in the area of the image 
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sensor. Precautions include ruggedized design of 
the tube, stiffening of elements to raise the resonant 
frequencies above about 700 cycles per second, and 
a sensor support providing an isolator-damper. The 
filament element must be made as rugged as pos
sible. 

Extensive effort has been expended on the design 
of the vidicon mesh and its suspension. This fine 
mesh, placed close to the photoconductor, is sub
jected to vibration similar to that experienced in a 
drumhead. The vibrating mesh close to the photo
conductor provides an electrostatic microphone, re
sulting in microphonics appearing in the picture 
as bars and a fine grain pattern. Vibration and 
shock may also cause loose particles to fall upon 
the photoconductor or the mesh and create spots 
in the picture. To alleviate this problem, special 
traps between the glass bulb and the gun catch 
the particles. Extra cleanliness is necessary during 
manufacture of the tube to minimize the loose par
ticles in the tube envelope. 

The mission requirements determine whether the 
camera must only survive launch or whether it is 
also to take pictures during launch, as required in 
the Apollo missions. In either case, the vidicon 
must be mounted securely so that the position of 
the image plane will not be shifted during environ-
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mental stress. The lllUSt effective mounting method 
employs a fiberglass tube in which the vidicon is 
suspended in a silastic compound. The fiberglass 
tube may be clamped tightly, holding the vidicon 
securely in its proper position without placing un
necessary stress on the glass. A shock-absorbing 
material also provides a certain degree of vibra
tion absorption, which reduces the microphonic 
problem. 

\Vhere the picture is to be transmitted during the 
vibration of a launching, a specially designed isola
tor attenuates vibration frequencies between 600 
and 2,000 cycles, where internal resonance occurs 
within the tube. In the Apollo camera, the random 
vibration of nine times the acceleration of gravity 
was applied to the camera housing without causing 
a significant disturbance from microphonics in the 
resulting picture. 

\Vhile the vidicon or other image sensor presents 
the greatest problem as far as vibration environ
ment is concerned, care must also be taken in all 
other components. One design that has been highly 
satisfactory provides a flat mechanical frame, with 
a central shelf to which the circuit boards are 
connected. This shelf is rigid enough to cause the 
resonant frequencies in its struchire to be much 
higher in frequency than the vibration inputs from 

SEC VIDICON 
601t o I LUMEN . 

C74149 
IMAGE-INTENSIFIER 
VI DI CON 

10-3 10-2 

FACEPLATE ILLUMINATION FOOT CANDLES 

Relative sensitivities of available image sensors. Image-intensifier vidicon 
and secondary emission conductivity sensor compete with image orthicon in sensitivity. 
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Smile, Moon Maid-you're on tv 
Television is a useful tool in space. 
Rangers 7, 8 and 9 transmitted 17,· 
259 high-resolution tv photographs 
of the moon. Television pictures from 
weather satellites-over 450,000 
from Tiros and 27,000 from Nimbus 
-have given the first warnings of 
almost every tropical storm and hur· 
ricane since 1960. Live pictures 
have been transmitted of Soviet cos· 
monauts circling the earth in Vostok 
and Voskhod spaceships. And on 
July 14 of this year, United States 
scientists expect to receive 22 tele· 
vision pictures of Mars from the 
Mariner 4 spacecraft. 

Future space missions will utilize 
solid state television transmitters 
and image sensors, large multiple 
arrays of ground antennas, and per· 
haps even laser communication sys· 
terns. 

Weather and mapping 

Tiros 1 carried the first tv camera 
into space on April l, 1960. Since 
then, Tiros satellites have observed 
the weather with scarcely a break. 
Tiros 9, latest in the series, rolls 
about its polar orbit like a cartwheel, 
continuing to send tv data to earth 
despite loss of one camera. Just 
around the bend is the Weather Bu· 
reau's Tiros Operational Satellite sys· 
tern (TOS}, which next year will tie 
new weather satellites into an ad
vanced computerized weather re· 
porting system. 

TOS will make use of an Auto· 
matic Picture Transmission system 
(APT} which was used successfully 
on Tiros 8, orbited Dec. 21, 1963, 
and on Nimbus 1, orbited last Au· 
gust 28. The high resolution wide 
angle APT system continuously 
photographs areas of the earth and 
its cloud cover. Pictures are trans· 
mitted directly to ground stations in 
a 2.0·kilocycle bandwidth. 

The APT system uses a one-inch 
storage vidicon; a polystyrene insu· 
lating layer permits an image to be 
stored for a relatively long period 
with subsequent slow-scan readout. 

Nimbus 1 carried an Advanced 
Vidicon Camera System (AVCS} as 
well as APT. The AVCS television sys· 
tem recorded worldwide weather data 
for later readout over a central 
ground station. The satellite lost 
power Sept. 23; but while it was 
operational, Nimbus transmitted 
even better pictures than Tires. 

Lunar and space probes 

The Soviet Lunik 3, launched Oct. 
4, 1959, sent pictures of the far side 
of the moon for about 40 minutes. 
Lunik took pictures some 40,000 
miles from the moon, exposed and 
developed them on board, and used 
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a film scanner in a long time read· 
out for transmission to earth. 

Ranger 9, last and most sophis· 
ticated in that series, carried six 
cameras using one-inch-diameter 
vidicons. On March 24 it took about 
6,000 pictures; 200 of them were 
converted for network television cir· 
cuits. A converter was used for the 
first time to change Ranger's slow· 
scan pictures, employing 1,132 lines 
per frame, into the commercial 525 
lines per frame. 

Mariner 4, launched last Nov. 28, 
is to begin taking pictures of Mars 
when it is about 5,500 miles from 
the planet on July 14. The space· 
craft's cameras use a 200-line sys
tem with a long time readout; a digi
tal transmission system will sen" 
each picture in about eight hours. 
By 1970, more powerful transmit· 
ters and antennas are expected to 
cut this time down to about one min· 
ute. 

Future Voyager spacecraft will 
carry advanced tv systems to Mars 
in 1971. In the more immediate fu· 
ture, the first Surveyor, to be sent 
to the moon this fall, will carry two 
television cameras. One will scan 
the lunar surface, the other will send 
pictures of an arm of the spacecraft 
sampling the moon's crust. 

Lunar orbiters will also take tv 
pictures of the moon beginning next 
year. These spacecraft will send pic
tures from as low as 28 miles above 
the surface for use in making de· 
tailed maps. They will use a film 
processor system in which a CBS 
Laboratories line screen kinescope 
scans the film and provides high 
resolution pictures. 

Monitoring spaceflights 

Both the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union have used tv for monitoring 
spacecraft and astronauts. Tele
vision pictures of Cosmonaut Alexei 
Leonov floating outside his space· 
craft were transmitted at 25 frames 
per second and 625 lines per pic
ture. The previous Voskhod, last 
October, transmitted 10 frames per 
second and 400 lines per picture. 
Earlier manned flights provided slow· 
scan pictures which were scan con· 
verted to permit observation on net· 
work tv. 

Television has also been used on 
U.S. space flights. A camera built by 

APT camera system on Nimbus 1 
and Tires 9 operates with 

inexpensive receiving 
stations on the ground 

to provide local 
cloud-cover pictures 

Lear Siegler, Inc., observed Astro· 
naut Gordon Cooper during the 22· 
orbit flight of Faith 7 on May 15, 
1963. The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration says it does 
not plan to use television to monitor 
Gemini missions. 

Cameras are being developed by 
the Radio Corp. of America for the 
Apollo command module. Using vidi· 
cons in a 4lf2-pound package, they 
will provide 10-frame·per-second pie· 
tures of the astronauts, the earth 
and the moon; the pictures will be 
scan-converted on the ground for 
home tv. 

A larger television camera is be
ing developed for the lunar excur· 
sion module (LEM}, which is to land 
the astronauts on the moon. The 
camera will also transmit 10-frame
per-second pictures of the astro· 
nauts; these pictures will be scan· 
converted for viewing on earth in 
real time. Generally similar to the 
command-module camera, the LEM 
camera is designed to take pictures 
in light reflected by the earth. It will 
also include a system of passive 
temperature control to withstand di
rect ~unlight in space. 

Orbiting observatories 

Television cameras on Orbiting 
Astronomical Observatories (OAO} 
will observe the spacecraft's position 
relative to stars at the time astro· 
nomical observations are made. The 
next OAO is scheduled late this year. 

RCA has built cameras for the 
Tigris project, which use an image 
orthicon for observing the faint glow 
from gaseous regions of interplane· 
tary space. These cameras provide 
integration over several seconds, 
and their sensitivity permits 12th· 
magnitude stars to be observed. The 
cameras will be operated from a 
rocket fired into a trajectory above 
the atmosphere. 

Cameras for the high-altitude bal· 
loon in the Stratoscope project have 
furnished television guidance for 
pointing astronomical telescopes 
suspended from the balloon. Earlier 
Stratoscope cameras employed a 
one inch vidicon. The later ones use 
a three inch image orthicon. This 
produces a television picture of suffi· 
cient resolution and picture quality 
to direct the powerful telescope ac· 
curately by remote control. 
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the spacecraft. The design prevents the occurrence 
of component-vibration problems. 

Another advantage of this design is that con
formal coating of components mounted on the 
boards, and spot potting of heavier components 
and cables, secures components tightly to the 
board, preventing damage from vibration. At the 
same time, the design makes components readily 
available for replacement if repair of the circuit 
boards becomes necessary due to accidents in 
testing. 

The thermal environment, aggravated by the fact 
that the equipment is in a vacuum, presents a seri
ous problem in the design of tv equipment for 
spacecraft. It is assumed that the power consump
tion and the power dissipation of various compo
nents has been reduced to a minimum; however, 
certain components require heat sinks. Because 
rad iation provides the only ultimate release of 
th C' rmal energy in the vacuum environment, con
duction must be provided to the radiation planes. 
Convection can be employed for this purpose only 
if the unit is pressurized. 

The design for the thermal environment may be 
aided by the use of passive thermal controls. This 
is important in the spacecraft design. To prevent 
the circuits from Leing sensitive to thermal change, 
liberal use of feedback on all transistor circuits is 
important, as is the use of balanced circuits. Ther
mal-compensating circuits to minimize temperature 
drift provide high reliability and minimum sus
ceptibility to thermal changes. 

Silicon transistors are used almost exclusively to 
achieve the reliability that is necessary in unat
tended cameras. Stringent quality controls are 
necessary. 

Stability of materials in the space environment 
mu st be studied. It is important to identify and 
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Apollo camera's circuitry is about 
80 % integrated circuits of the 
digital type or hybrid chips adaptable 
to analog circuit techniques. 

Apollo camera built by RCA has 
synchronization generator circuits 
that use digital modules and 
operational amplifiers that are 
available as off-the-shelf components. 
This simplifies component replacement 
by astronauts during Apollo moon trip. 

trace sources of all component materials and to 
undertake reliability studies in conjunction with a 
worst-case circuit analysis. An initial step is to 
derate all parts thermally by a factor of 10, and 
electrically by a factor of two, with precondition
ing, before applying them to circuit boards. Cir
cuits providing automatic adjustment lend them
selves bes t to unattended operation. 

Smaller and smaller 

Space and weight restrictions require miniatur
ization of components. Cord-wood construction is 
adaptable to high-density packaging and provides 
a three-dimensional casing. 

Integrated circuits in various form s are used in 
the construction of space-borne cameras. These 
are highly reliable and capable of h igh-density 
packaging, permitting reduction of volume and 
weight of the circuit components to one-seventh , 
and sometimes one-tenth, of that resulting from 
the use of conventional circuits. 

In the Apollo cameras , about 80% of the cir
cuitry was built either with integrated circuits of 
the digital type or with hybrid chips adaptable to 
analog circuit techniques. Synchronization genera
tor circuits use digital modules as well as opera
tional amplifiers that are available as off-the-shelf 
components. These components make replacement 
easy by providing a throw-away module package. 
Another technique is the use of active components 
to eliminate large-bypass capacitors and to reduce 
volume and cost of the package. 

No single camera system incorporates the best 
refinements for all purposes. Each system repre
sents trade-offs of weight, power, sensitivity, and 
resolution that permit compromises in one area to 
achieve benefits in another. The result is a design 
that adequately meets system requirements . 
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\VAV/1~11 Vllll Vl~IE SVRll~ES IMV IF 
GERIMIA\INlllMIMI IMIES/A\ VR/AINl$11SVIRS? 
Motorola, that's who! 
Why did Motorola break away from the old mesa 

tradition of stripe geometry? Among other reasons, so 
that you could get specified higher freque ncy response 
(fT of 1000 me min] and lower noise [NF 2.2 db ~ 200 me 

4-Po inted Start Mesa 

max] than is currently offered by any 
other readily ava ilable transistor ... 
including silicon devices! 

Two new transistor fabrication 
processes - the Annular* microcon
nection cons truction which yields 
passivated germanium devices and 
the Selective Metal Etch* technique 
- make it possible for Motorola to 
design new ge rm anium transistor 
geometries with improved perform-

J.Finger ance for virtually any high-frequency 
Microconnection amplifier or switching application re-

quirement. T\o\70 of these geometries are shown at left. 
What does this new design freedom mean to you? In 

addition to higher freque ncy and lower noise perform
ance, you also get: 

• specified collector-emitter breakdown voltage as high as 
-20 Vdc le @ - 2 mAdc, la @ O; 

• a forward AGC characteristic that guarantees G, = 0 db 
max@ - 15 mAdc le; 

• a specified collector-base time constant of 6 psec max; 
• minimum parameter trade-offs. 

In fact, these new transistors can do virtually any
thin g their convention al germanium striped or silicon 
counterparts can do ... only better, in most cases . 

They're presently available off-the-shelf as PNP epi
taxial amplifiers in Motorola's 4-lead [grounded case for 
shielding] T0-18 package. 

For superior perf ormonce in your opplicotions requiring 
high-goin, low-noise, FM-RF, TV-RF, mixer, "S" ond "L" 
bnnd operntion, investigote these new devices todny ! Con
sult your nenrest Motoro la representative or write for data 
sheets to: Box 955, Phoenix, Arizona 85001, Dept. 50, or in 
Europe: Motorola, Wembley, Middlesex, Empire Woy, York 
House, Eng/ond. 
'' Patents pending t Trademark of Motorola Inc. 

UNIT IT <me) NF@f 

2N3783 800 min 2.2 db max @ 200 me 
6.5 db max.Jel 1000 me 

2N3784 700 min 2.5 db max""@200 me 
2N3785 700 min 2.9 db max @ 200 me 
MM2503 1000 min 3 db max @ 200 me 

MOTOROLA®@ Semiconducf:ors 621-S 
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New IBM Component Insertion Machine 
automatically assembles circuit cards 
at high speed - cuts unit costs, 
eliminates faulty assembly 

fast and reliable circuit 
board assembly. 

The IBM Component 
Insertion Machine ME 
501 not only solved that 
problem : it has saved us 
thousands of dollars a 
year by reducing unit as
sembly costs. Maybe it 
can do the same for you. 

Because it 's numeri
call y controlled, the ME 
501 can se lect compo
nents from 24 maga
zines in any random se
quence. You decide the 
sequence you want to 
use then load the mag-Circuit boards go in one end, perfectly assembled circuit packages 

come out the other. 
azines with 

the proper components. We originally designed this machine 
to solve one of our own problems. 
Existing production equipment simply 
could not keep up with our need for 
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The ME 501 then 
automatically hop
per-feeds printed 

IBM~ 
INDUSTRIAL 

PRODUCTS 
DIVISION 

circuit boards. It selects, positions, in
serts and clinches up to 24 different 
'!. -watt resistors in printed circuit cards 
-at speeds up to 4500 components an 
hour. All automatically. 

The I BM Component Insertion Ma
chine features automatic self-check
ing. If a component cannot be inserted 
for any reason (faulty boards or faulty 
leads), the machine automatically re
peats the attempt. If it fails a seco nd 
time, it will stop and .signal the oper
ator. Once the operator corrects the 
problem, the ME 501 resumes auto
matic, self-checking operation . 

Call us for more in
formation or write: IBM 

Industrial Products 
Division , 1000 West

chester Avenue, 
White Plains, 

New York 10604. 
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If you're 
not 

working at 
state-of

the-art ... 
don't pay for 

planar 
power 

transistors 

Simpler systems just don't deserve the extra 
investment for triple-diffused silicon planar 
power transistors. 

But designers at work near the limits of 
today's technology are finding Honeywell triple
diffused power planars ideal for their needs .•• 
and worth the money. 

When you specify Honeywell you get flat 
gain, lower drive requirement, minimum drift, 
fast switching and high frequency response. 

Honeywell has triple-diffused power planars 
from 1 to 30 amps. One of them is probably 
just what you need. Write today for specifica
tions ... and remember, nobody has been 
building triple-diffused planar power transistors 
longer than Honeywell. 

Honeywell 
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
1177 Blue Heron Boulevard Riviera Beach, Florida 

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL: sales offices in all principal cities of the world. 
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The next time, buy Weston 

Same-day delivery 
from your 
Weston Distributor 

• Available off-the-shelf • Competitive prices 

• Fastest delivery on custom designs• Local service from coast-to-coast 

Ask for Weston ... can your local Weston distributor or Sales-Servicenter. today. 

QUALITY BY DESIGN 

~WESTON INSTRUMENTS. INC. 
614 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 07114 
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This Tape Recorder/ Reproducer is Reliability With a Handle 

In any critical application, and especially under ex
treme environments, the MTR-3200 provides precise 
recording, storage and reproduction of data. Mil-type 
components are used throughout the unit, and special 
features are incorporated such as the dual differential 
capstan drive to control tape tension . The unit's rugged 
construction insures overall reliability while providing 
precise instrumentation quality data. Environmental 
features: Shock, 10 g - 11 ms 112 sine - 3% p/ p flutter ; 
Vibration, 10 g rms random operating - 6% p/ p flutter; 
Flutter, less than 0.5% peak-to-peak at 60 ips; Accel
eration, 25 g operating; Temperature, -40 C to 70°C 
operating; Humidity, 95% operating; Altitude, 150,000 
ft. (unlimited for 20 hours). 

Versatility is as broad as any application. The unique 
instrumentation in the MTR-3200 provides up to 14 
channels Analog and FM or 16 Digital channels which 
can be used in any combination. Seven tape speeds 
are available, and with a simple belt change, are elec
trically-selectable in speed pairs. Since minimum 
power is required for operation and it has local or re
mote control , the MTR-3200 is suitable for any test 
site. The entire unit is compatible with JRIG standard 
data reduction equipment. 

Maximum Performance in the MTR-3200 offers a wide 
range of "extra" capabilities. Data bandwidths are ex-
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tended beyond standard IRIG requirements . In Analog 
and FM, input and output level controls are independ
ently adjustable for each channel and reproduce am
plifiers include adjustable equalization to accommo
date tape differences. Mechanical precision provides 
low bit dropout error and minimum jitter in digital 
recording. On specia l order, many other electronic 
options are offered to meet specific application require
ments. 

Convenience in the MTR-3200 requires carrying only 
44 pounds. This means that you carry it to the field 
or find a small place for it in the lab. Because of its 
simple design and operation, the chance of operator 
error is minimized. 

For further information on the MTR-3200 Tape· 
Recorder / Reproducer write to: 

0 LEACH 
CORPORATION 
CONTROLS DIVISION 

717 North Coney Avenue , Azusa, Calif. 
Phone: (2 13) 334-8211 
Export: LEACH INTERNATIONALS.A. 
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This complete circuit of a phase 
detector is made possible by the 
use of Modutrim MT-200, a new 
microminiature variable ceramic 
capacitor. 

Now .•• complete circuitry in a TO·S with new JFD 
MT·ZOO Modutrim variable ceramic capacitors 
Complete circuits in a T0-5 can are possible with new Modutrim MT-200 
variable ceramic capacitors. The MT-200 series, even smaller than the 
MT-100, can be T0-5 housed for RF tank circuits, phase discriminators, 
phase cancelling, impedance matching, frequency multipliers and other 
uses where efficient fixed and variable LC circuits are needed and space 
requirements are critical. 

MT-100 Series ~.,_, 
Actual Size 1, ~ 

7w\ 
I 

MT-200 Series 
Actual Size 

The MT-100 series, a micromodule with mounting 
ears for insertion between printed circuit boards, 
has a standard unit size of only 0.208 in. X 0.401 
in. X 0.120 in. thick. The smaller MT-200 series 
has a standard unit size of 0.208 in. X 0.281 in. 
X 0.120 in . thick. 

JFD builds such circuits with high quality ferrite and iron inductor toroidal 
cores, providing maximum state-of-the-art Q for any given frequency. Special 
JFD Uniceram fixed capacitors of ±2% tolerance are used with Modutrim 
units to satisfy the most exacting circuit requirements. Modutrim micro
miniature variable ceramic capacitors offer high capacitance plus a choice 
of wide delta Cs in extremely small and ultra stable units. 

Modutrim's great stability is the result of both 
the special ceramic material used (developed in 
JFD's own Glass and Ceramic Laboratories) and a 
unique monolithic rotor. Electrical characteristics 
are outstandi'lg for a component of this size and 
type. 
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Complete MODUTRIM electrical and mechanical characteristics 
are given in BULLETIN MT-65-1. Request a copy. 

JFD•lf3 

J FD ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

THE ;¥AMERICA KNOWS BEST! 

Components Division 
.JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 15th Ave. at 62nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219 
JFD NORTHEASTERN, Ruth Drive, P. 0. Box 228, Marlboro, Mass. 07152 
JFD NEW YORK-NORTHERN, Damiano Pl., P. 0. Box 96, New Hartford, N. Y. 13503 
JFD MID-ATLANTIC, P. 0 . Box 5055, Philadelphia, Pa. 19111 
JFD MID-ATLANTIC-MARYLAND, P. 0 . Box 7676, Baltimore, Md . 21207 
JFD MIDWESTERN, 6330 W. Hermione St .. Chicago, Ill. 60646 
JFD MIDWESTERN-OHIO, P. 0 . Box 8086, Cincinnati, Ohio 45208 
JFD WESTERN, 9 Morlan Place, Arcadia, California 91006 
JFD ISRAEL LTD .. Industrial Area B, Bldg. 23, Azor, Israel 
DUCON CONDENSER PTY .. LTD .. Christina Road, Villawood, N.S.W .. Australia 
LCC STEAFIX, 128 Rue de Paris, Boite Postale 51, Montreuil-sous-Bois, Seine, Franc!ll 
MURATA MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., Nagaoka Otokuni, Kyoto, Japan 
STANDARD TELEPHONE & CABLES LTD., Footscray, Sidcup, Kent, England 
JFD ELECTRONICS, EUROPE SA, 7 Rue de Rocray, Paris, 10, France 

Variable Trimmer Piston Capacitors• Metalized Inductors• LC Tuners• Ceramic Fixed and Variable Capacitors• Fixed and Variable Distributed and Lumped Constant Delay Lines 
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STANCOR 
TANDARD TRANSFORMERS 

When you use STANCOR STANDARD 
Transformers you are assured of ..• 
Immediate Availability-sold by over 150 Industrial 
Electronic Distributors in major marketing areas -AT 
OEM PRICES IN ANY QUANTITY. 

Highest Quality-Stancor has specialized in manufac
turing millions of standard transformers, time-tested and 
field-proven for over 35 years. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
A Stancor Standard 

Over 75,000 in stock ranging from 100 
to 10,000 of ornr 100 types. 

Specification Ranges 
• Primary Voltage 115-230 volts, 50 / 60 

and 400 cycle. 
• Secondary Voltage 2.5 to 25.2 volts 
• Secondary Current 0.6 to 51 amperes 

Competitive Prices--mass production facilities-to sup· 
ply its extensive distributor organization- enable Stancor 
to manufacture at lowest costs. 

Stock In Depth-over 300,000 transformers stocked in 
Chicago with branch warehouses at Dallas, Los Angeles 
and New York. 

Service Replacement- available fr om over 1000 Indus· 
trial and Service Parts Electronic Distributors located in 
525 cities throughout the U.S. 

Write for Standard Catalog CS-102. 

@ STANCOR ELECTRONICS 
ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION 
3501 w. Addison Street Chicago, Illinois 6061 B 

In products, performance, purpose ••• Essex measures up! 
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The components that have made the 

Allen Organ famous. Used by America's 

leading electronic manufacturers. 
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ALLEN COMPONENTS 
• Uniformly High Grade • Always in Stock 
• Attractive Prices • Small Orders Welcomed 
• Wide Electronic Applications • Quick Delivery 

Allen Frequency Sources Types C and P (plug-in type) 

Moderately priced compact audio osc illators designed for appli
cations that do not have most-stringent requirements for stability 
in respect to temperature and frequency drift. 

Allen Toroids 

Over 150 sizes available from stock include Permalloy, Ferrite 
and Powdered Iron types. Inductance ranges from 50 henries 
to 6 millihenries. 

Allen 20-watt and 50-watt Transistorized Amplifiers 

Utilize latest developments in solid -state technology . They 
demonstrate characteristics normally associated with such cir
cuitry (compact design, low heat dissipation). High sensitivity, 
conse rvative ly rated. 

Write for our free catalog! 

~Urn 
Allen Organ Co., Dept. E-5, Macungie, Pa. 18062 

Please send me your components catalog. 

I am interested in: D Toroidal coils D Oscillators D Amplifiers 

Name _ ________________ _ 

Firm, __________________ _ 

Street ____________ City ____ _ 

Allen Organ Company, Macungie, Pa. Phone 215-965-9801 State Zip Code ___ _ 
(C) A.O. Co. 
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Lost at sea? 

Call Rosemount, Minnesota 

There are no street signs in the middle of 
an ocean. Knowing where you are is difficult, 
especially in a howling storm. The Navy Astro
nautics Group developed a satellite system to 
tell ships their exact position and Electronic 
Specialty Co. designed and constructed the 
ground injection station with a unique antenna 
to accomplish the task. The station feeds precise 
position information to the satellites which 
broadcast their positions every two minutes. Shipboard 
computers, using the Doppler-shift effect, pinpoint a 
ship's position with remarkable accuracy. The antenna, 
located near Rosemount, Minnesota, is 100 feet high and 
60 feet in diameter. Using two sets of counterweights, 
one for each axis, it can turn on either or both axes 
simultaneously to a full ± 90° from zenith position. This 
completely eliminates the usual "keyhole" blank in the 

antenna pattern. Thus the antenna does a com· 
plete job, not just part of it. As a matter of 

· · fact, like the antenna at Rosemount, ES spe
cializes in doing "the whole job" with a total 
and completely integrated approach to antenna 
systems design. Every aspect of an antenna 
system, from start to finish, including produc
tion of virtually every component, is accom· 
plished by ES. Not only the antenna itself but 

the pedestal, control system, transmitter, even living 
quarters at the site are produced by Electronic Specialty 
Co. ES designs and manufactures reflectors to diameters 
of 84 feet with accommodating pedestals as well as all 
known feeds. Antennas produced by ES include mobile, 
satellite tracking, elevation-azimuth, airborne, line-of· 
sight, ground sensor, tropo-scatter and - oh yes - that 
lonely antenna near Rosemount, Minnesota. 

ES 
ELECTRONIC SPECIAL TY CO. 4561 Colorado Blvd., Los Angeles, California 

Los Angeles, Calif.I Anniston, Ala./ Ft. Madison, la.I Harrisonburg, Va./ Hurst, Tex. I Pomona, Calif. / Por!land, Ore. I Thomaston, Conn.I Toronto, Ont, 
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Pull as many G's as you like on Sperry's new silicon planar diodes. Leaf spring construction* absorbs the 
shock and stress at the forward contact. Whether you use high conductance, or high speed milliwatt types, 
G-Pad diodes provide a new standard in component reliability. 0 Sperry extended the standard 1,500-G 
shock test to 10,000 G's ... the variable frequency vibration test at 55 to 2,000 cps from 20 G's to 40 G's ... 
the standard centrifuge test from 20,000 G's to 40,000 ... and the standard vibration fatigue test was 

raised three times to 60 G's at 60 cps. And, G-Pad diodes have withstood all accelerated tests . D In fact, 
about the only things standard in the new construction are the D0-7 package and the low cost. G-Pad 
diodes are compatible with automatic equipments for handling, inspection, loading, and 
insertion. D These new units retain the proven hermeticity of the D0-7 ... while 
adding the new mechanical stability of smaller packages. 0 Whether your computer is 
going to be mounted on an open hearth charging machine, or in the research wing of 
a hospital, choose this important advance in semiconductor construction ... Sperry's 
new G-Pad silicon diodes. They don't have to have rough treatment ... they're just 
impervious to it. SPERRY SEMICONDUCTOR, Dept. Dl, Norwalk, Connecticut 06852. 

DIVISION OF 
SPERRY RAND 
CORPORATION 
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Did you know that 19 of the 22 
major connector manufacturers 

recommend Buchanan® Crimp Tools? 
-the other three make their own. 

The reason is simple. Buchanan tools can be 
used with almost any manufacturer's con

tacts. No need to replace the tool every time 
you use a different contact. Simply change the 
positioner in the head. By selecting the proper 
positioner, you program the tool to provide crimp 
depth, crimp location and point of ratchet re
lease. As we do not manufacture connectors, the 
full focus of our research and design has been 
spent to produce these most valuable tools. When 
you buy from Buchanan you avail yourself of an 
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experienced staff devoted exclusively to crimp 
applications and service assistance. 

Buchanan tools are fully qualified to mil spec, 
proprietary and commercial requirements. 

For more detailed information, write or call 
today, Buchanan Electrical Products Corporation, 
1077 Floral Avenue, Union, New Jersey, (201) 
289-8200, Telex 01 -25471. 

a subsidiary of Elast ic Stop Nut Corporat ion of America 
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In Westinghouse TV, capacitors of 
"Mylar'~ replaced those of molded paper-

Bob Tesno, TV Engineering Supervisor, tells why: 

l. Reliability 
"We ran extensive tests comparing 
capacitors with a dielectric of 
'Mylar'* with ones of paper, molded 
paper and dual dielectric. We found 
that the capacitors of 'Mylar' came 
out on top-with virtually no tem
perature, humidity or leakage prob
lems. In the four years since their 
adoption, the reliability of capaci
tors of 'Mylar' in the field has been 
nearly perfect." 
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2.Size 
"Actually, we first adopted capaci
tors of 'Mylar' for all Westinghouse 
TV receivers when printed circuit 
boards became important factors in 
production. Capacitors of 'Mylar' 
are considerably smaller than 
molded-paper ones of equivalent 
value. This avoids crowding of com
ponents on the board." 

•ou Pont's registered tradema rk tor its polyester film. 

~ ....... --
Better Th ings for Better liv ing 

•.. through Chemistry 

3. Price 
"As a clincher," adds Tesno, " in 
most cases* capacitors with a dielec
tric of 'Mylar' cost no more, and, in 
fact, often cost less than molded-pa
per or dual dielectric capacitors." 
*(Note: This applies to capacitors 
that are up to .1mfd400v in size.) 
Can your designs benefit from the 
many advantages of capacitors of 
"Mylar"? For complete data, write 
Du Pont Film Dept. , Nl0452 B-22, 
Wilmington, Delaware 19898. 
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Probing the News 

Military electronics 

Radar for the GI in the field 
Small sets have already proved their worth in Vietnam, 

but present units have drawbacks. A new generation is on the way 

ByW.J. Evanzia 
Avionics Editor 

Darkness works for the en~my in 
Vietnam. Guerrilla forces, moving 
quietly at night through the jungle 
they know so well, can neutralize 
American superiority in weapons 
with the tactic of surprise. To 
guard against such attacks, both 
the Army and the Marine Corps 
are investigating devices for "il
luminating" a defense perimeter 
at night. Sonic wave detectors, 
light intensification devices , tele
vision, infrared sensors, and radar 
have been tried; so far , radar has 
worked best. Though it is chiefly 
thought of as a long-range tool, ra
dar has been remarkably handy in 
Vietnam for spotting a man step
ping into a jungle clearing, or ap
proaching a forward post [Elec
h·onics, March 22, p. 18]. Radar 
and an experienced operator have 
even detected a man crawling 
through grass. 

I. Operational radar 

Three field perimeter surveil
lance radar units are in use today. 
They all employ pulse doppler. 
Target indication is by audio tone 
-though one of them also has a 
visual scope presentation. 

All three radars do a good job, 
but each is limited. 

• The AN/PPS-4, the Army's 
best medium-range (8,000 meters) 
surveillance sensor, is seven years 
old. The Sperry Gyroscope Co., 
a Sperry Rand Corp. subsidiary 
which developed and built the 
unit, has since modified it. When it 
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was first built, it used vacuum 
tubes and was powered by a gaso
line generator almost as noisy as a 
burglar alarm; transistors have now 
replaced the tubes and a battery 
has ousted the generator. 

The PPS-4 weighs approximately 
140 pounds-too much for one man 
to carry. Since it does not present 
the target visually, but only by a 

doppler tone, it is limited to one 
target at a time. The operator must 
rotate the antenna manually, and 
the battery must be recharged ev
ery eight hours. 

• The AN/TPS-25, the Army's 
long-range (20,000 meters) surveil
lance radar, is also seven years old. 
Though it has been modified 
slightly, it still uses vacuum tubes, 

The remotely operated AN/PPS-5 is scheduled to replace 
the PPS-4 as the Army's front line surveillance radar. 
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The AN/PPS-6, now under development by the Army Electronics 
Command for the Marine Corp, can be hand carried into battle. 

is powered by a gasoline generator, 
and must be scanned manually. 

The unit weighs about 300 
pounds, and five men are needed 
to carry it. The TPS-25 does pro
vide visual presentation of the tar
get, in addition to the audio tone. 
The visual presentation, however, 
is limited; the display is an "A" 
scope, which shows target size and 
range. Bearing must be obtained 
by checking the position of the an
tenna. The "A" scope also has no 
target retention capability. Once 
the antenna has moved past the 
target, the signal disappears. The 
Army may improve the unit by 
equipping it with a "B" scope, 
which shows all targets in the area 
scanned and indicates bearing. 

The TPS-25 was developed by 
the Hazeltine Corp. 

• The AN /TPS-21, a long-range 
(20,000 meters) unit built by the 
Admiral Corp. for the Marines, is 
not as old as the other two radars 
-the Marines first tested it in 1960 
-but it weighs 250 pounds, it uses 
tubes and a gasoline generator, and 
it has no visual display. 

The TPS-21 does scan automati
cally and can change beamwidth 
for different phases of its opera
tion. 

The Marines have used the TPS-
21 successfully in Vietnam, and 
elsewhere; but they, like the Army, 
want still better gear. 

11. In the works 

A new generation of field sur-
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veillance radar, consisting of three 
units , is being developed by the 
Army. All three radars are lighter, 
smaller and more versatile than 
the present units. Displays will be 
clearer, circuit refinements will cut 
down on power consumption, and 
better signal processing will pro
vide better target definition. 

• The A /PPS-5 will replace the 
PPS-4 to become the Army's new 
medium-range field radar. Now un
dergoing test and evaluation , the 
PPS-5 is closest of the three new 
radars to becoming operational. It 
should be ready for the fi eld by 
1968. 

The PPS-5, built by the Airborne 
Instrument division of Cuttler 
Hammer, Inc. , weighs less than 100 
pounds. It can be dropped into a 
battlefield by parachute or carried 
in by three men. A remote unit per
mits the antenna to be placed on 
a hilltop while the operator con
trols the set from a foxhole 50 feet 
away. 

Double mode. The remote unit 
will operate in two modes: a nor
mal radar mode in which all tar
gets, both stationary and moving, 
are shown, and a moving target 
indicator mode in which all back
ground clutter is filtered out. 

In either mode, targets are pre
sented at the remote unit on "A" 
and "B" scopes, as well as audibly 
by doppler tone. The set can detect 
a walking man at 3,000 meters and 
a moving vehicle at 5,000 meters. 

The unit is fully transistorized 

except for the magnetron and local 
oscillator tube. It automatically 
scans various preset sectors of 30, 
60, 90 or 120 degrees. Counter
measures have been built in to 
make the set relatively jam proof. 

Target resolution is better in the 
PPS-5 because of its 1.0 degree 
beamwidth. The PPS-4's beam is 
6.6 degrees wide. 

• The AN /PPS-6, now being 
tested by the Marines, is the first 
field radar light enough to be car
ried and operated by one man. It 
weighs about 10 pounds, and uses 
conventional solid state, discrete 
transistor circuits. A target is indi
cated by the usual doppler tone, 
and range can be read off a meter. 

The radar is for short-range use 
(2,000 meters ) to help troops patrol 
the forward battle areas. It was 
developed by the Army Electronic 
Command Laboratories, at Fort 
Monmouth , J • J. A more rngged 
version is being built now by the 
General Instrnment Corp. 

• The AN /TPS-45 is also a short
range radar, more sophisticated 
than the PPS-6, that is now being 
developed for the Army. 

The TPS-45 will be smaller, 
lighter and more rugged than the 
PPS-6. It will employ advanced 
transmission, signal processing and 
display techniques. It will use in
tegrated circuits and power tran
sistors. The General Dynamics 
Corp. is developing the radar. 

111. Rifle-toted radar 

A two-pound radar that can be 
attached to an au tomatic rifle is 
being developed by the Missile and 
Surface division of the Radio Corp. 
of America in Moorestown, N. J. 
Although it is only an experimental 
system and still in the breadboard 
stage, the Army and Marines are 
both interested. 

The radar is a continuous-wave, 
pulsed doppler system that oper
ates in the X band. RCA claims 
that the radar will have a useful 
range of 250 yards and will be able 
to identify animals, vehicles and 
people. Targets will be indicated 
by an audio tone. 

The antenna will be a multi
channel, solid state, phased-array 
system. Nine inches in diameter 
and one-half inch thick, it will be 
mounted below the rifle barrel. 

Many of the integrated circuits 
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enc a 
e It has been computed that "debugged" DM30, 10,000 MMF 

units, when subjected to 257,000 hours of life at 85°C 
with 100% of the rated DC voltage applied, will yield only 
1 FAILURE PER 43,000,000 UNIT·HOURSI 

e DM15, DM16, DM19, DM20 .• • perfect for miniaturization 
and for new designs using grinted wiring circuits. Also 
available in DM30, DM42 and M43. 

e New "hairpin" parallel leads insure easy application. 
Exceed all electrical requirements of military specification 
MIL·C-5A. 

• Available in 350 VDC and 500 voe as well as other test 
voltages. 

• All bases a re of low-loss steatite. 
• Special lugs are obtainable for printed circuitry. 
• Miniature units are available. 
• Solder Lugs can be bent in any position without affecting 

the capacity setting due to the rigid construction. 
• Various types of mounting brackets are available for all 

trimmers. 

Only 1 Failure in 14,336,000 Unit-Hours! 
e Life tests at 105°C with rated voltage applied have yielded only 

1 FAILURE PER 1,433,600 UNIT-HOURS for 1 MFD. Since the 
number of unit-hours for these capacitors Is inversely propor
tional to the capacitance, 0.1 MFD Mylar-Paper Dipped capacitors 
will yield only 1 FAILURE PER 14,336,000 UNIT-HOURS! 

• Working volts DC: 200, 400, 600, 1000 and 1600. 
• Durez phenolic resin impregnated. 
• Tolerances : ± 10% and ± 20% (closer tolerances available). 
• Dielectric strength: 2 or 2V2 times rated voltage, depending upon 

working voltage. 
e Exceed all electrical requirements of E.l .A. specification RS-164 

and military specifications MIL-C·91A and MIL·C·25A. 

e Unmatched for excellent stability, dielectric strength, high 
insulation resistance, extremely high "Q" and correspond· 
lngly low power factor. 

e Units can be subjected to a short "debugging" life test at 
elevated voltage and temperature for removal of early 
life failures and for improved reliability. 

Write f or Free Samples and Booklets 
on Any of The Above C"'pacitors 
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the price 
or systems 

power supplies 

Just oroooed s100 
(Con Avionics has another new una> 

When we cut $100 from the going market price for systems power supplies, we kept 
all the features you need most. 

For example, Con Avionics' new line carries an unconditional five year guarantee. 
It has a Mean Time Between Failure of 30,000 hours, calculated according to Mil Hand
book 217. We use silicon transistors exclusively, so the units operate to 75°C. They are 
designed and manufactured to meet specifications under the worst possible combination 
of operating conditions. 

The secret to maintaining all this quality at a low price lies in designing a systems 
power supply right from the start. Most modules used in high power systems applications 
are just modified lab units. 

But when you design a supply just for systems use you worry about things like panel 
space. So Con Avionics new HS supplies are available in rack and half-rack size. You 
can pack 12 volts at 20 amps 
into SY-4" of panel height and 
8" of width. PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS 

And in a system supply you 
design-in optimum air flow, for 
both vented and forced air cab
inets. Our units are self-cooled, 
too. 

Before you buy another power 
supply for a systems applica
tion, remember that the price 
is now $100 lower than it used 
to be. Call, write, wire or TWX 
Mr. Gerry Albers at Con Avi
onics for all the details. 

Input: 105·125 VAC, 47·63 cps 
Reculation: (Line and load combined) +0.05% 
Ripple: 1 mv RMS max.. -
Response time: 25 microseconds 
Temperature Coefficient: 0.015%/'C or 

1.8 mv/'C., max. 
Temperature: 75' C max. 
MTBF: 30,000 (Est.) 
Semiconductors: Silicon 
Dimensions: FS: 51/4" H x 19" W x 161/2" D 

HS: 51/4" H x 8:Y4" W is, 161h" D 
The entire voltage range between ·o vdc and 51.0 
vdc is covered in twenty-six models. Currents 
range from 8.0 amps to 46.0 amps. wattages from 
104.5 to 816. 

CONSOLIDATED AVIONICS 
A Division of Candee Corporation 

800 Shames Drive, Westbury, L.1., New York (516) ED 4·8400 TWX: 516 333·1097 
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and microcomponents in the sys
tem will be potted in the back of 
the antenna, so that the antenna 
will be rigid and the components 
free from vibration and shock. The 
batteries which supply power to 
the radar can be carried in a belt 
clip. Power output of the radar is 
only 0.2 watt. 

Miniaturizing sets and improving 
target resolution is only part of the 
goal of bettering field radar. Gen. 
Wallace Greene, the Marine Corps 
commandant, would like to have 
sets which process the information 
to provide a direct readout that 
does not have to be interpreted. 

IV. Radar's limitations 

Although radar has proven to be 
a good battlefield sensor, engineers 
know that it does have limitations. 
Claims by some producers that 
their gear can tell the difference 
between men with guns and men 
without guns, or between men and 
women, or mules and carts, are 
usually based on laboratory experi
ments. Men in the field rarely find 
their equipment to be so photo
graphic. 

Slow-moving targets (close to 
one mile an hqur) often get lost in 
background noise, and targets fas
ter than 35 mph aren't picked up. 
Wind sometimes causes branches 
and tall grass to look like people 
moving, although an experienced 
operator can usually tell the differ
ence between the random motion 
caused by the wind and the steady 
movement made by a man. 

Other sensors. To avoid draw
backs inherent in radar, most of 
which operates in the X or K bands, 
RCA is experimenting with sound 
waves. This would eliminate clut
ter caused by weather. The sonic 
wave, which is around 38 kilo
cycles, would be produced by an 
electromechanical transducer and 
collimated by a horn with a para
bolic surf ace. RCA hopes to start 
testing a breadboard model in June. 

Another important technique be
ing studied by the Air Force and 
Navy as well as the Army is low 
light level television. General Elec
tric Co. and RCA are both building 
systems that can see targets in light 
levels lower than 10-4 foot candles. 
When used in conjunction with 
radar, the combination may prove 
to be the best technique yet tried 
for positive perimeter control. 
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BACKED-UP 
BY FAST 

AUTORANGING 
((:c 6 milliseconds/range) 

The wide dynamic range offered by the new DY-2401C Integrating Digital Volt
meter from Dymec lets you measure signals up to three times full scale. It has 5 
ranges with highly accurate 300% overranging on the most sensitive 4. Get the 
convenience of one-setting measurements in the much-used 1-to-3 area (e.g. 3 volts 
on the 1 v range, 30 v on the 10 v range, etc.) A 6th digit displays the most 
significant figure. 

Should the measured signal exceed 310% of range setting, overload circuitry 
changes range to 1000 v and tells you your dvm is overloaded. 

The autoranger available for the solid-state DY-2401C requires only 6 milli
seconds per range to change and lets you take successive readings at opposite 
ends of the measuring range with <34 milliseconds range-change time. This is the 
fastest autoranger available. For data acquisition system applications, this means 
less time changing range, therefore less per-channel time. 

Not only are you able to range the 2401C, but you can also set the sixth (10 
mv) range provided by the accessory DY-241 lA Preamp. When using the DY-24108 
AC/Ohms Converter, you can automatically change ac and resistance ranges. 

Increases or decreases in signal magnitude are precisely tracked, range is 
changed where necessary and only the correct answer is displayed. With noisy 
signals, no waiting while the meter hunts for the answer, and no bad guesses or 
indecision. You get the right answer the first time. 

DY-2401C improvements include a new reversing counter-you can accurately 
measure signals in the zero region, even with positive/negative going noise on 
the signal. No zero fold-over problems. You also get higher instrument accuracy: 
Now 0.01 % of reading, +0.005% of full scale +1 digit (at 25°C). 

DY-2401C, $3950; autoranger adds $250. 
Call your local Hewlett-Packard field engineer for information and complete 

specifications, or write direct to Dymec, 395 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 
94306. (415) 326-1755. Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD"' 
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Avionics 

Inertial navigation at a bargain price 
The Air Force is halfway through a program to build a highly reliable 

system that is simpler and less expensive than those now 

in use. It could be used by military planes or civilian airliners 

By George Sideris 
Senior Associate Editor 

Inertial navigational systems are 
highly accurate, and by their self
contained nature jamproof and in
terference-free. But widespread use 
of such systems has been delayed 
because they are so complex, un
reliable and costly. A small group 
of Air Force officers and engineers 
stationed at Holloman Air Force 
Base, in the New Mexico desert 
near Alamogordo, hopes to over
come those obstacles. Their goal: 
an inertial system with a bargain
basement price tag and Rolls
Royce performance. By stressing 
design simplicity, they hope to cut 
the cost per system from the cur
rent $75,000-$100,000 to only $25,-
000, and at the same time boost 
navigational accuracy to one mile 
per flight hour and reliability to 
2,500 hours mean time between fail
ures (mtbf). 

The system would include a 
digital computer, associated analog 
circuitry, controls and display. The 
$25,000 price tag is based on the 
assumption that 200 systems will 
be produced at a rate of 20 a 
month, starting in January, 1967. 

I. The Reichel program 

Officially, the group at Holloman 
is named Detachment 1, Avionics 
Laboratory, Research and Tech
nology Division, Air Force Systems 
Command, of 1vVright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio. Informally, the work at 
Holloman is called the Reichel pro
gram, after its technical director, 
Wladimir A. Reichel, who died 
last winter. 

The group's work, which began 
in July, 1963, is about half done. 
The design is set, evaluation of 
components has begun, and com
puter contracts will go out this 
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Breadbox-sized computer is prototype of the one that Nortronics will build 
for the Air Force's low-cost inertial navigation system. Memory and power supply 
are in the right-hand side of the instrument, logic in the left. 

month. Inertial sensors will be 
evaluated and flight tests made 
next year, after the sensors, the 
analog electronics, and the com
puter are assembled as a system. 

Contracts for the computer will 
go to two companies: the Northrop 
Corp.'s Nortronics division and the 
Instrument division of Lear Siegler, 
Inc. Each will build a prototype, 
one of which will be chosen for the 
ultimate system. 

To be built with about 500 inte
grated circuits, the computer is to 
cost only $6,000 to $10,000 yet is 
to have a reliability of 10,000 hours 
mtbf and computational accuracy 
as tight as 0.1 mile per flight hour. 
The only comparable reliability has 
been in systems designed for space-

craft intended for long missions. 

11. Open to airlines 

The system is not classified, and 
the project officers hope that it will 
be used in commercial as well as 
military aircraft. From the start, 
one of the program's goals has been 
to spur the electronics industry to 
lower costs of navigation systems 
while improving performance. 

Industry has already made prog
ress in paring down costs and rais
ing performance. For example, 
Litton Systems Inc. expects to fly 
the first of a new series of inertial 
guidance systems, called the LN-15, 
next month. Prices, which will de
pend on system configuration, are 
estimated at from $35,000 to $50,-
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000. Accuracy will be better than 
one mile per flight hour, and mtbf 
will be 1,000 to 1,500 hours. By 
comparison, Litton's LN-3 system, 
which is being produced for the 
F-104G, costs $75,000 to $85,000, 
and has an accuracy of two miles 
per flight hour and an mtbf of 200 
hours. Both systems use analog 
computers. 

Too expensive. While commer
cial airlines would like to use in
ertial sys tems for long-range flights, 
especially across oceans, most have 
shied away because of high cost. 
The exception is Pan American 
'Vorld Airways. Starting this sum
mer, Pan Am will equip its fleet of 
55 Boeing 707's with the SGN-10 
system built by the Sperry Gyro
scope Co. Each plane will carry 
two sys tems, for added accuracy 
and reliability. The SGN-10 has an 
accuracy of about 2 miles per flight 
hour and an mtbf of 940 hours. Pan 
Am will spend $121/2 million for 
the equipment-about $100,000 per 
system. 

The new Air Force system would 
not only cut costs but would be 
usable for many years. It's designed 
for worldwide flights, at speeds up 
to 2,200 knots and altitudes up to 
80,000 feet. 

111. Bucking the trend 

If the Holloman design is to be
come a standard in military avion
ics, it will have to be so good that 
the military can't afford to turn it 
down . By making the digital com
puter part of the sys tem, the Hollo
man group is bucking the trend 
toward the use of a central, 
general-purpose computer which 
would service various types of 
avionics systems in a plane. Such 
integrated avionics systems are be
ing designed for military planes 
and have been proposed for the 
supersonic transport plane. A cen
tral computer is planned for the 
C-5A, the next-generation military 
transport plane [Electronics, April 
5, p. 34]. 

There is s till much dissention in 
th e ranks of avionics designers 
over which approach is better. 
Centralizing weapons, navigation 
and control computations in a sin
gle computer is efficient, some say, 
but it also means putting all the 
eggs in one basket. 

The Holloman group's job is to 
demonstrate that the traditional ap-
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TRANSISTORISED OSCILLOSCOPES 
1 Meis to 100 Meis 

FOR LABORATORIES• 

340 A 
Cabinet (340 A) or Rack-Mounting (340 AR> model .,. • The unit includes : 1 vertical amplifier ,.. 

1 horizontal amplifier 
1 calibrator 0.2 mV at 100 V at 1 Kcts Accuracy : 2 'lo 

1 delay l ine 120 nsec 
1 cathode-ray tube 

1 power supply 
The un it can be equipped with : 

1 set of time-base plug-in un its : BT 210 and BT 110 
1 set of plug-in vertical amplifier 

P 1100 and P 280 - Soon ava ilable : P 110 - DP 100 

•PORTABLE 

345A 
Vertical amplif ier 

• 

Bandwidth : 0·9 Mets Deviation ccefficienl : 50 mV1div 
Sweep system : free-running or triggered 

· .-~ ·~ ~l•)r..,! 
· ~- . t•ij! 
-{; "" . ..., 

Sweep ccefficient : 1 stdiv to 0.2 u. sectd iv -
Magnifier XS : 0.04 u. sectdiv ' 
Cathode-ray tube ' 
Diameter : 7 cm - Acceleration voltage : 3.8 kv 
Power requirements 
a) Mains supply : 1101220 v - 50 to 400 cps 

~ b> DC. 7.2-10 v and 10-12 v 
-, Power consumption : 2.25 A approx. 

349 A 
Vertical amplifier .. 

Bandwidth : 0·1.5 Meis Dev iation cceffic ient : 50 mV div ,.. 
• 8 cps - 1.5 Meis 10 mV/d iv 

Sweep system 
Sweep ccellicient : 10 msec/div to 2 p. secldiv 

Triggering : automatic , internal + or - external sync. 
External triggering : minimum voltage : 10 V peak-to-peak 

Horizontal ampllfler 
Bandwidth : 0·50 Kcts Deviation ccefficient : 7 Vtd iv 

Cathode-ray tube Diameter : 3.2 cm 
Power requirements 

Mains supply : 1101220 V - 50 cps or DC : 5 V to 9 V 

r-~_,.. __ .::;::::.,--

BT210 . -. ~ 
2 identical ~-·-time-bases 
5 sec/cm • DP100 to 10 nsectcm ··~ia· 
As delaying sweep: ··~ · 0-100Kc/s 

"':- L"'til' .• , 
~{. 
·~-
>•· ·~ 

B 110 

one single 
time-base 
5 sec/cm l~~-~ Max de!ay : 100 sec. • ® 100 p.Vtcm 1;-9-'••~ to 10 nsectcm 

-~ "• .t. 
~-.. 

! 1• - n 
P280 . i T 1100 
2 identical 

fc\ ... P1 10 - Bandwidth amplifiers 

• 0 - 100 Mets O - 80 Meis 
t 6l ®' 0-10 Mets .,t: "• 

Rise-time 3,5 nsec Rise-time 4,5 nsec 
l 1 mVtcm 5 and 50 mV/cm 5 and 50 mV/cm 

OTHER PRODUCTS: GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES CAMERAS, ... 

l RI BET-DESJARDINS I 
Measure and Control Department -13-17,rue Perier MONTROUGE/PARIS-TEL : 253 24-40 
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WHAT DO 
YOU NEED 
IN TOGGLE 
SWITCHES? 
Control Switch 

has it! 

World's smallest cylindricals. 
Overall lengths as small as "hz", 
diameters as small as 11hz", 
Life of 25,000 to 100,000 
operations, depending on 
switch type and load. 1,150 
types, 2- and 3-position, main· 
tained and momentary, 1- or 
2-poles, rated from l4 to 10 
amp at 28 voe or 115 VAe. 

1 to 6 circuits. Ratings to 40 
amps, single- or simultaneous 
double-break actions, main
tained or momentary contact, 
4-way action, holding coils, 
special toggle shapes. Name it, 
Control Switch probably has it 
right now. 

Molstureproof. A complete line 
of internally sealed, moisture
proof types as small as 11hz" dia· 
meter by "hz" long overall. 
Momentary or maintained, 2-
positi on , 2-circuit contact 
arrangements handle loads up 
to 3 amps at 28 voe or 115 
VAe. There's a moistureproof 
toggle switch to suit your exact 
needs-from us or from leading 
electronic parts distributors 
throughout the country. 

CONTROLS 
COMPANY 
OF AMERICA 

CONTROL SWITCH DIVISION 
1420 Delmar Drive. Folcroft. Pennsylvania 19032 
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proach-self-contained systems-is 
better. Capt. James Cox, project 
officer, believes it is. 

"We don't think we can get the 
combination of lowest cost and 
best reliability in a general-purpose 
computer," he says, "because they 
are larger and more complex than 
special-purpose computers. The 
most reliable computer is the sim
plest computer for the job." 

IV. Competing designs 

The Air Force has specified that 
the computer must handle the 
warmup, alignment, calibration and 
timing of the inertial components , 
and compute and display such 
navigational data as course, dis
tance and time to any of four des
tinations , and the airplane's ground 
track and position. The computer 
must also locate malfunctions in 
any part of the system. 

The computer's volume will be 
500 cubic inches, it must weigh no 
more than 15 pounds and power 
consumption will be .50 watts . The 
total system will weigh 60 pounds, 
draw 350 watts, and have a volume 
of 2,650 cubic inches-just under 
100 cubic feet. 

Details of the final design of the 
computer are up to the contractor. 
Holloman does want the computer 
to be able to solve a set of unipolar 
equations developed by the Auto
netics division of i'\orth American 
Aviation, Inc. These equations are 
more accurate for navigation near 
the earth's poles than the conven
tional two-pole equations are. 

Nortronics. The computer that 
Nortronics is developing will be a 
modification of one called the 
Model 1050, built in prototypP form 
last December. This computer can 
be used for airborne hyperbolic 
navigation, combat mapping, ord
nance con trol and other military 
missions. Combined with inertial 
sensors, it is one of the systems 
that will be tested by the Missile 
Development Center, also at Hollo
man, for navigation of the F-111 
fighter-bomber. 

The basic 1050 has a random
access core memory of 1,024 20-bit 
words and a serial arithmetic sec
tion. Its clock rate is 250 kilocycles. 
The logic circuits are all integrated, 
and the memory is partially inte
grated. The entire computer has 
632 integrated circuits and more 
than 1,000 discrete components. 

Nortronics' logic board (top) is made 
by mounting circuits on 
etched-wiring sticks, then soldering 
contact fingers on the sticks 
into another etched circuit. 

The calculated reliabili ty is 9,000 
hours mtbf. 

Lear Siegler. This company's 
computer is based on the Divic, 
which was especially designed for 
navigational computation. Divic 
stands for Digital Variable Incre
mental Computer. Its arithmetic 
section is unique-organized to 
solve trigonometric problems as 
fast as most computers can solve 
simple multiplication problems. 
The Holloman version will solve 33 
navigation problems a second, op
erating at a clock rate of 3 to 4 Mc. 

Divic was developed last year 
under another name, the Hyper
bolic Coordinate Converter, for the 
Federal Aviation Agency's program 
to au to mate Loran C navigation in 
aircraft. Loran is a hyperbolic ra
dio-navigation system, but the 
computer can also solve the uni
polar inertial-navigation equations 
without modification. Programs will 
he pPrmancntly stored in a corc
rope memory, a type also used in 
the Polaris missile and Apollo 
spacecraft navigation computers. 
The read-write memory will be fer
rite. Less than 500 integrated cir
cuit packages will be used in the 
Holloman version. 

Gyros. A number of inertial com
ponents are now being evaluated. 
Among the gyros are the Autone
tics G-10, Litton's Vibrarotor, the 
Conductron Corp.'s RGG-1, and 
the Gyroflex made by the Kearfott 
division of General Precision, Inc. 

These gyros were picked by Hol
loman because of the simplicity of 
their construction. Each of the 
gyros will sense motion in two of 
the three orthogonal axes. Only two 
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You need 

1 
very special switch. 

Control Switch has 

167,921 
very special switches. 

How can you beat odds like that? 

We'll get even more specific. 

These 167,921 very special switches include 
pushbutton , basic precision, toggle, leaf and lever, 
interlock and limit, lighted panel, hermetically
sealed and environment-free switches. 

Another specific. They're good ones ... for 
equipment, systems, products that must reflect the 
integrity of the maker. 

Doesn't it seem like a waste of time to pore through 
catalogs from umpteen suppliers when you're so 
sure of getting what you want through one of our 
distributors, one of our salesmen, or through us? 

" 

CONTROLS 
COMPANY 
OF AMERICA 

CONTROL SWITCH DIVISION 
1420 Delmar Drive, Folcroft . Pennsylvan ia 19032 

P.S. For an idea of what we have in toggle switches alone, see our ad on the 
facing page. For a well-rounded picture, see our Condensed Catalog. To 
get your copy, circle the reader service card with the number shown below. 
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Save time with these 
tested transistor 
design circuits 
I Iere·s a ready source of quick 1 time-sav
ing- arnnvcrs to your transistor circuit 
probl!•ms ... practical guidance on essen
tial phases of tocla~-' s semiconductor de
,·elopmen ts. Because these three vol 11meR 
brin~ you the successfu l work of prac
ticing- engineers, e,·e ry topic ha~ perma 
nent reference value ancl contributes to 
thP Library's usefulness in yonr work. 

You'll ha,·c at 
your fi ug-ertips 
hundr pd" of 
vroved transis
tor ci rcuits -
with all the 
neces~n r~· £10 -
sign informa
tion ancl com
ponent vnh1C"~ 
required to 11 ti -
1 i ze them in 
your own dt!
sign" - a ncl 
save rnltrnhle 
man -hou r i;; or 
time ancl effort . 

TRANSISTOR 

Eclited by 
John )1 . Carroll 

~Ianaging 
Editor 

Rlect1·on·ics 

3 vol s. 932 pp., 
1735 il lus. and 
tables, $24.95-
payable $8.95 in 
10 days, $8.00 
monthly 

Praise by 
experts ... 

'* ..• a \ 'aluuble 
rt!fcrence to 
the circuit de
sig n er and e11-
i:i11cer . ·1 
-Bfcctno1ies 

..... useful to 
those who are 
e n t c r i 11 g the 
fie ld of seml
l'otu1uct or cir
cuif th•:ooi1: 11. " 
- Control 

u ••• u c•onven
ient and con1-
p r ch.~ n s i , • e 
soun•e ol' trans
istor i 11 forina
tio11.'' 
-Racliu-Rlec-

tronic,r.; 

CIRCUITS 
LIBRARY 

Tl1c::;c three !Jig manuals 
suppl ,1· h111HlrPds and bun
drecb of transistor cir
cu its r ea<lu to be a,c/avtell 
to 11011r specific 11 eecls .. . 
gi\·e valuable ma terinl o n 
transistor cha ra ctcristics, 
structures nncl tech
niques. Article", photo
graphs, des i g u charts, 
nomo,r; raph s, and ready
to-use c ircui tti cover a 
rnst range of applications 
.. . from simple onf'-trans
istor "push-pull'' ampli
fi ers ... to complex com
putf' r :-;witchi11~ circuits 
with high-power transis
t'ort:. You ~rt cla tn and 
circuits for home-enter
tainment nncl broa1ka"t 
rquipmcnt ... comp uter 
and servomC'chnni~m cir
cuits ... missi le. aircraft. 
and "atellifP rquipment 

and many morP. 
J.. .. ibrury include!ll ... 
Transistor 0 'irruit.{( 0'11d 
.Apf)Hcations 
Modern Tra11.{(i."lf,,,
C'irc11its 
nesiyn JJJu1wal fur 
'/'ransistor Circuit .-< 

Sure S5.05. Bought s••1mrutcl,v. books woulcl 
cost ~rrn.oo. But umlPr special Librar,I' offn, 
the~· come to you at a $5.05 saving-and you 
ma,11 po,11 in ·"mall. r·onrenient in .r~ tal1m ents. 

·-sEELIBRA"iv1ooA"vsFiiEe i 
Direct from Publ isher -

McGra w-Hi ll Book Co ., Dept. 11 -FLS • 
327 W. 41st St., N. Y. C. 10036 
St•nd me the T ra n sistor l'i n·uit Library, In 10 du.yi;; 
I \\·IJI (ched;: one) D remit full price of' $24.95; or 
0 only $8.95 in 10 clays and $8.00 mon thly. Othr r · 
wis<' l will return books Postnaid. CU you 1-emit 
in full with cou1>0n. plus local tax. rr funrl anrl 
r£>tnrn pri\'il<'g<'S s 1i1l appl~ .) 

Same 

. \ rlflres.-. 

l' ity. 
Zip 

. . . . . • • • • . . . . . State . . . . . . . . Code .. 

l'osition ... 
For price and terms outside U. S. 
write McGraw-Hill lnt'I., N.Y.C. 10036 11-FL5 
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gyros need be used, instead of 
three as in some systems. Also be
ing evaluated are low-cost gimbals, 
among them Sperry's SGN-10. 

V. Long-range goals 

An objective of the Holloman 
group is to improve the system un
til it eventually achieves a reliabil
ity of 25,000 hours mtbf-equiva
lent to the total useful life of the 
system now being built. 

The group thinks that one of the 
keys to such phenomenal reliability 
will be a source of continuous 
po,Yer. "·holly contained within the 
inertial assembly. This would elim
inate dependency on the aircraft's 
generators-an unstable source of 
power-and it would also eliminate 
most of the slip rings now used to 
deliver power to the inertial com
ponents. Also, it would allow the 
gyros to be run continuously, end
ing the need to warm them up be
fore each flight. 

The power source proposed is a 
nuclear generator, similar to the 
Snap type of radioisotope genera
tors being developed by the Atomic 
Energy Commission. The AEC is 
interested in developing one for 
Holloman, but estimates it would 
take two or three years. 

Contracts 

Computer on a slice. New inte
grated circuits are also being re
searched as part of the program. 
Autonetics is developing the analog 
circuits that will marry the inertial 
sensors to the rest of the system. 
These include the servo, amplifier 
and power-supply regulator cir
cuits. 

Although Holloman plans to use 
conventional integrated circuits, 
packaged two or four to a flatpack, 
the computer logic may eventually 
be made of a few highly complex 
monolithic circuits, or arrays of cir
cuits on a single crystal of silicon. 

The Molecular Elech·onics Branch 
of the Avionics Laboratory at 
Wright-Patterson AFB is eyeing 
the Holloman computer as a can
didate for the Air Force's first 
"computer on a slice." 

The groundwork for such a pos
sibility is being .!aid in several con
tracts for research on single-crystal 
arrays. Researchers expect that 
such arrays will greatly improve 
the reliability of systems made with 
inte)!1 .. , • ·rl circuits by eliminating 
mo ~ ~· ctions between circuits. 

A •.. ~ ,ical application of the ar
rays would be in a small, mass
produced computer, such as the 
one being developed for Holloman. 

The Pentagon tries 
life-cycle procurement 
A single company will be prime contractor for the C-5A 
transport' s development, production and maintenance 

By Herbert W. Cheshi re 
Washington News Bureau 

To that vast lexicon of jargon 
peculiar to the Pentagon, add the 
phrases "life-cyole costs" and 
"total package procurement." They 
are key terms in a new purchasing 
philosophy that promises to have 

a major impact on defense contrac
tors . 

In considering new military sys
tems, Defense Department officials 
are thinking increasingly in terms 
of lifetime costs, rather than the 
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price tags systems bear for any 
given phase. They are taking into 
account the full cost range that 
begins with development, builds 
up with production and continues 
with the maintenance and logisti
cal support necessary to keep a 
system in operation. Any they want 
to buy a single package. 

This is a new concept, and its im
plications are far-reaching. Hereto
fore, winning contractors for major 
systems have been those bidding 
low on development only, with 
little consideration for costs over 
the long pull. Under tihe new phil
osophy, a contractor with high de
velopment costs and low produc
tion and maintenance estimates 
could win the award. 

I. First test 

The new philosophy is about to 
be given a practical test on a huge 
scale. The Air Force will buy the 
whole life cycle of the C-5A trans
port plane at one time. The winning 
contractor will not only develop 
the plane, which will be tihe largest 
in the world, but will produce it, 
and provide spare parts and ground 
support equipment for its full life. 

If the procedure proves success
ful in the case of the C-5A, other 
systems will be bought in this way. 

11. Competition in every phase 

Defense officials believe total 
package buying will cut over-all 

Robert H. Charles, assistant secretary 
of the Air Force, feels very strongly 
that development and production 
should be treated as a single package. 
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TAKE YOUR 
PICK. 

EVERY ONE 
HAS A VOLTAGE 
TOLERANCE OF ± 1 VOLT 

Typical Characteristics 
Z82R10 Z100R12 

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE DC 
(in Dark or Light) MAX 
REFERENCE VOLTAGE 
(measured atl 

VOLTAGE REGULATION (variation in 
reference voltage exhibited by 
individual tube) 

115 
82 ± 1 

(2.0 MAJ 

150 
100 ± 1 
(3.0 MAJ 

LESS THAN 1 VOLT CHANGE 0.3 to 0.6 to 
FROM 10.0 MA 12.0 MA 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT !TYPICALl - 2mv/°C - 9mv/ °C 
LIFE EXPECTANCY 30,000 30,000 

(hours) hours hours 
Tentative specifications subject to change without notice. 

Some Proven 
Applications 

Reference Voltage Sources 
Regulated Power Supplies 
Oscilloscope Calibrators 
Photo Multipliers 
Zener Diode Voltage Sources 
Digital Voltmeters 
Timing Circuits 
Overvoltage Protection 
Suppressed Zero Voltmeters 
Frequency Dividers 
Indicating Voltmeters 

The above specifications represent only 2 of the 19 different voltage 
regulator tubes available. Other voltages available are 82, 91, 100, 
103, 105, 110, 115, 139 and 143. For more detailed specifications, 
write for Signalite Application Newsletter Supplement #1 or con
tact us and describe your particular applications. If there is a glow 
lamp to meet your needs, we'll have it. If there isn't, we can design it. 

~~~nalrte INC 0 RPO RATED 

NEPTUNE, NEW JERSEY• AREA CODE 201- 775-2490 •TWX 201-775·2255 
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See GRC at the DESIGN ENG. SHOW-Booth #1530 

GRCtiny parts 
!~~ 
~ 
die ca'st 
ZINC ALLOY 

~~~ 
~ i. @ti9 

molded 
PLASTICS 

Get GRC 's fact filled bro
chures. GRC's methods give 
you quality and accuracy in 
small parts of die cast zinc 
alloy, Nylon, Delrin, other en
gineering thermo-plastics. Ex
clusive automatic single cavity, 
techniques a~low new designs, 
new production and assembly 
shortcuts. Write, wire, phoAe 
for samples and bulletins. 

~~ 
~ 4 

@~ 
~ 

Send prints for quotations . 

NO MINIMUM SIZE! Maxi-
mum sizes: Zinc Alloy-

Coil Bobbins 
Gears & Pinions 

2" long, •/2 
oz. Plastic 
-1 %" 
long •. 05 oz. 

World' s Foremost Pr-oducer of Small Die Castings and 
Pl astic Moldings 

151 Beechwood Avenue, New Rochelle. New York 
Phone (914) NEw Rochelle 3-8600 

Circle 202 on reader service card 

"What did you say?" 

"WESAID,WEARE 
YOUR BEST BET 
FOR ELECTRONIC 
MATERIALS!" 
We are a primary fabricator and 
supplier of high purity metals and 
alloys, compound semiconductors 
and thermoelectric cooling 
materials. 

PHONE AREA CODE 509 747-6lll 
TWX 509-328-1464 Telex 032 610 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT BY AIR PRE-PAID 

114 

COMINCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
electronic materials division 

818 West Riverside Ave., 
Spokane, Washington 99201 

5603 
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costs. When a contractor wins a 
development contract, he is almost 
.sure to get the production contracts 
later. This leads to a single-source, 
negotiated contract for production. 
Thus, competition has been present 
only in the development phase, 
which generally accounts for only 
25% of the total cost of a system. 
Total package procurement would 
provide competition on 100% of the 
money spent on the system during 
its entire life cycle-though there 
would be only one competitive 
round. Robert H. Charles, the as
sistant secretary of the Air Force 
and its procurement chief, feels 
very strongly that development and 
production should be treated as a 
single package. Charles thinks the 
program will: 

• Prevent "buying in," a contrac
tor practice of bidding unrealisti
cally low on development in the 
expectation of recouping losses on 
the noncompetitive production con
tract that follows. 

• Deter developers from making 
extravagant promises of how the 
finished product will perform, and 
force them to tighten design disci
pline for economical production, 
product reliability and ease of 
maintenance. 

• Spur prime contractors to ob
tain components and supplies from 
the most efficient source. In princi
ple, the program should lead to less 
in-house work by primes and more 
subcontracting. And where subcon
tracting is used, the prime will be 
under greater pressure to resort to 
competitive bidding to keep his 
costs down. 

111. Impact on electronics 

This first total package contract 
will, of course, not go to an elec
tronics company but to an airframe 
company. The contenders are the 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Boeing 
Co. and Douglas Aircraft Co.'s 
team-North American Aviation, 
Inc. and the Martin Co. 

Eventually, though, electronics 
companies will get prime contracts 
under the new program, Charles 
,says. Life-cycle contracts will be 
awarded for big electronic systems 
and for subsystems developed in
dependently of the total system. 
The contract for the Mark II inte
grated avionics package for the 
F-111 fighter-bomber may be a total 
package contract. 

C-5A's subsystems 
Subcontracts for electronic subsys· 
tems for the C-5A will be awarded in 
September, a month after the prime 
contract is scheduled to be signed. 
The awards will be numerous and 

! will represent a great deal of money. 
The prime contract, for 58 opera· 
tional planes, will be in the neighbor
hood of· $2.2 billion. The Air Force 
will take an option to buy up to 
200 planes. 

Because the C-5A will operate over 
a long range-more than 5,000 
miles-and in remote areas, it will 
need an inertial navigation system. 
To support brush-fire wars, it will 
need terrain-avoidance radar for low- · 
level flying and all-weather takeoff 
and landing equipment, and it must 
be capable of making accurate air 

' drops without visual reference to the 
ground or dependence on ground 
signaling equipment. It will have sta
tion-keeping equipment to permit 
formation flying in all-weather con
ditions, and an on-board mainte
nance and checkout system for the 
avionics package. Communications 
equipment will be off-the-shelf long-

, and short-range radio. 

The only projects not elegible are 
those in which major state-of-the
art advances are involved. In such 
cases, a contractor would find it im
possible to bid realistically on pro
duction costs, lacking fairly firm 
estimates on development costs. 

IV. Technical transfusion 

The contract for the C-5A will be 
of the fixed price-incentive type. 
Under this plan, the government 
shares with the contractor any costs 
above, or savings below, the com
petitively es tablished target price. 
The more the contractor holds 
down costs, the greater his profit 
will be. 

Less ,palatable to companies 
competing for proposals is the con
cept known as "technical transfu
sion." Under this plan, the Air 
Force can take the best features of 
the losers' proposals and incorpo
rate them into the winning design. 

The transfer is supposed to cover 
only those design features devel
oped with government funds, and 
not proprietary features. Industry 
fears, however, that the transfer 
might run over into equipment that 
had not been directly funded by 
the government. 
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EW FROM 

FAHRENHEIT 
100 150 200 

40 60 80 
CENTIGRADE 

NOTHING BUT THE BEST! HICKOK 300 SERIES CONTROLLERS 
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS-STANDARD FEATURES • 300°-3000°F Ranges • Electrical Cold Junction Compensa· 
tion • T / C Resistance Balance Bridge • T / C Break Protection • Fail Safe Operation • Heavy Duty Load Relays • Taut 
Band • Fahrenheit/Centigrade Scales • From $195.00 List 

28VDC Series 
Meter Relays 
From $145.00 
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DON'T LIMIT US TO TEMPERATURE CONTROL! STANDARD CONTROLS AVAILABLE FOR: 
• DC Microamps • DC Millivolts • AC-DC Amperes • Watts • Phase Angle • Vars. 
• From $185.00 List • Liberal Quantity Discount Schedule • OEM Pricing Available. 

wr1tetorcataro11c-1&4 THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
10527 Dupont Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44108 

Represented in Canada by Stark Electronics, Ajax, Ontario • Internationally by Hughes International, Culver City, California 
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Design For Sales Appeal 
... with Mallory high energy batteries 

Greater convenience 
Getting maximum hours of service before batteries need changing is 
a major factor in creating convenience of a battery powered product. 

Mallory high energy batteries reduce battery changing to a minimum. 
Size for size, Mallory batteries offer the longest life, and most 
reliable operation of any commercially available batteries. Mallory 
Mercury Batteries for electronic circuits have about four times more 
energy per unit volume than ordinary batteries ... last correspond
ingly longer, and hold their capacity for years when left idle. Mallory 
Alkaline Manganese Batteries, for heavy-duty usage, have about 
three times more energy than conventional batteries. 

BATTERY ENERGY PER OUNCE 

Mallory Mercury Batteries cut battery changes because of higher energy content. 

Higher stability 
Mallory Mercury Batteries have the unique property of staying 
exactly at the same voltage throughout long life. So exactly is their 
output that they are often used .--------...... -~----.. 
as laboratory voltage standards. 1.5 

This stability makes them espe- 1·4 

cially useful in electronic watches, 1~ ::~r,~,~,-------~ 
instruments and electric eye cam- ~ 1.1 

eras, where you need accurate 1 \~ 
9 ZINC-CARBON voltage to obtain correct operation. :e1----""'or-===::-==-----. 

Typical load-life performance of Mallory 
Mercury Batteries. Note how voltage stays 
steady until battery capacity is nearly 
depleted. 

Low-temperature reliability 

CUT F VOLTAGE 

15 30 45 60 75 90 I05 120 
OAYS 

Most batteries lose capacity in cold weather, because chemical 
action slows down as temperature drops. We've overcome this 
problem with the Wound Anode Mercury Battery. Its special 
construction gives larger anode area 
and lower internal impedance. 
Result: capacity at freezing and 
sub-freezing temperatures is im
proved by a factor of 6 to 12 times 
over our pellet anode mercury sys
tem. At 32°F, it has 943 of its 
capacity at 68°F; at +15°F, 463 ; 
and at -10°F, 103 . Cells with 
capacities of 400 to 13,000 milli
ampere-hours are available. 
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1. Double top seal 
2. Sealing grommet 
3. Self-venting structure 
4. Non-corroding metal structure 
5. Long-Life barrier 

Leading Battery Powered Products 
Use Mallory Batteries 

The Accutron® timepiece, by Bulova, only 
electronic wrist timepiece, runs for well 
over a year on a tiny Mallory Mercury 
Cell especially designed to give excellent 
reliability on low-current service. Highly 
precise, stable voltage of this cell is essen
tial to its exceptional accuracy of time
keeping. Mallory makes a broad line of 
energy cells for self-powered watches 
and clocks. 

Western Electric electronic artificial 
larynx gives new voice to patients whose 
larynx has been paralyzed or removed. 
High-energy Mallory Mercury Batteries 
power the transistorized sound-producing 
circuit, give longest possible life between 
battery replacements. 

Mallory Batteries cost more, but they're 
worth more because of the superior per
formance they give your product. For a 
consultation on your specific requirements, 
write or call Mallory Battery Company, a 
division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., 
Tarrytown, New York. 

MALLORY 
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RESISTOR PROVING GROUND: RELIABILITY TESTING 
Resistors are run under the most difficult 
operating conditions they might be expected 
to meet. Even after 1,000 hours under load, 
Stackpole resistors are well within the limita
tions of MIL-R-11 specs. This exemplifies the 
continual rigid testing that creates resistors 
of the highest quality and dependability. 
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Other tests are conducted to determine tem
perature / resistance characteristics. Perhaps 
you 'd like to discuss this or other tests with 
us. Write or call : Don Kirkpatrick, Manager
Engineering, Electronic Components Division, 
Stackpole Carbon Company, St. Marys, Pa. 
Phone 814 834-1521. TWX 814 826-4808. 

~(} STACltPOl.E J EUCTRON/C COMPONENTS 01\1/SION 
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If you can find one resistor 
that's best for all precision applications 

... buy it 

We don't think you will. 
That's why we make all these different types ... can recommend without bias. 

MOLDED DEPOSITED CARBON 
Low cost, most popular 

MIL-R-10509 

., .......... = 

COATED DEPOSITED CARBON 
Industry's first precision 

film, MIL-R-10509 

MOLDED METAL FILM 
Best MIL-R-10509 

performance, hi-rel option 

-ULTRARELIABILITYMETALFILM HIGH RELIABILITY METAL FILM LOW COST METAL FILM 
MIL-R-38101, Minuteman MIL-R-55182, 4 sizes, 100 ppm T.C . 

. 00013/1000 hr. glass-hermetic Molded or coated types 

PRECISION POWER WI REWOUND ENCAPSULATED WI REWOUND UNENCAPSULATED WI REWOUND 
Miniature, V2 to 15 watts, MIL-R-93, humidity and Instrument grade, low cost 

25 ppm T.C. shock resistant Wirewound stability 

•Gs 
COATED METAL FILM 

Smallest size resistor for 
MIL-R·10509 

MINIATURE METAL FILM 
Saves space, 1/20 watt, 

13 tolerance 

MATCHED METAL FILM 
Matched to 3 ppm T.C. 
and/or .023 tolerance 

Write for Precision Resistor Selection Chart ... complete data in handy 11" x 17" size. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
Circle 118 on reader service card 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19108 



New Products 

Socket for flatpack integrated circuits 
Semiconductor networks can be plugged in quickly and easily 

for testing circuits or components with Tl connector 

A user of flatpack semiconductor 
networks who wants to test his pur
chase or try it out in a test circuit 
has a tedious job if he must solder 
or 'vveld to test, then unsolder or 
cut the leads to remove the flat
pack. Metals and Controls, Inc., a 
division of Texas Instruments In
corporated, has lightened his task 
with a connector which is essen
tially a socket that can be installed 
permanently in the test circuit, 
prototype or production systems. It 
holds the flatpack with a spring de
vice: in effect, you plug the flatpack 
in to tes t, then unplug it when the 
tes t is over. 

The connector, known as the 
Mech Pack, mates only with the 
protective fram e carrier used by TI 
to ship its % in. by 1/s in. 14-lead 
flat package semiconductor net
works. The Mech Pack has its own 
leads , which are soldered to the 
res t of the system. The frame is 
notched so that it can be held by 
a spring. 

The only contact between flat
pack and connector is at the lead 
points. The contact spring acts 
like the divided contact in a card 
connector, and two contacts can be 
made to each lead independently, 
if desired. With the springs in 
place, more precise test measure
ments can be made on an inspec
tion line for sophisticated systems. 

Overall height of the network 
plus the connector is 0.400 in., 
which permits direct replacement 
on discrete component cards in 
systems which have card spacings 
down to 0.500 inch. The length and 
width of the connector were se
lected so that one can be placed 
against another either vertically or 
horizontally. Contact legs on abut
ting connectors are spaced in multi
ples of 0.050 inch. There is an 0.250 
inch hole through the connector to 
facilitate air movement over the 
semiconductor network, or to pro
vide a mount for a heat sink. 
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Connector, left, accepts protective frame assembly, right, that carries 
flatpack. Device permits plug-in and operation of semiconductor 
networks, allows rapid and easy testing of networks and is 
suitable for production packaging onto printed circuit cards. 

The preferred technique for in
terconnecting networks packaged 
in the flatpack configuration is to 
weld the leads that emerge radi
ally from the device to a printed 
circuit board, though some users 
choose soldering. Users requiring 
maximum packaging density and 
highes t reliability will probably 
choose welding as their production 
packaging technique, and use the 
Mech Pack connector as a proto
type tool and tes t socket for in
coming inspection of devices. 

The new Mech Pack connector 
sells for less than $1 a unit when 

Transistor amplifier 
features low noise 

A tiny transistor amplifier operates 
in the 225- to 400-Mc range. In this 
frequency band, the model TQ0-
2002-S features a low noise figure 
of only 4 db with a gain of 20 db. 
It also features a 1-db compression 
from linearity occurring at a power 
output of 0 db, with a gain ripple 

ordered in quantities of 50,000. 
Single connectors can be purchased 
retail through distributors at $4.70 
each. 

Specifications 

Contacts gold -plated beryllium 
copper 

nickel-plated steel 
glass-filled alkyd 

Retention springs 
Body material 
Operating -65 deg C to 150 deg C 

temperature 
Overall dimensions, 0.950 x 0.950 x 0 .400 

with network in inch 
place 

Metals & Controls Inc., a division of 
Texas Instruments Incorporated , 34 
Forest Street, Attleboro, Mass. 
Circle 349 on reader service card 

of less than ± 1.5 db. Excluding 
connectors, the new amplifier is 
only 3112 by 1 % by 1 in. It is suit
able for re trofitting existing telem
etry receivers operating in this por
tion of the frequency spectrum. 
The TQ0-2002-S is designed to 
meet MIL specs; delivery, 45 to 60 
days. 

Micro State Electronics Corp., 152 Floral 
Ave., Murray Hill, N.J. 
Circle 350 on reader service card 
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IEltlGIE&.,.A~a» silver-copper silicon alloy 
used by Wah Chang to assure 

superior thermal conductivity for Polaris jet nozzle 
One of the keys to the successful launching of a ballistic 
missile is the complete reliability of its many compo
nents. The Wah Chang Corporation, Albany, Oregon, 
producers and fabricators of metallic elements such as 
tungsten, molybdenum and columbium, used Engelhard 
silver-copper silicon alloy to infiltrate the large tungsten 
segments used in the jet nozzle of the Navy's Polaris 
A-3 Fleet Ballistic Missile. The jet nozzle is one of the 
many vital components of the solid propellant rocket 
engine, developed and produced by the Aerojet-General 
Corporation, Sacramento, California. 

Wah Chang credits the high chemical purity and 
excellent corrosion resistance of Engelhard silver
copper silicon as two of the factors in assuring the 

120 Circle 120 on reader service card 

superior thermal conductivity and long life of the jet 
nozzle. 

Engelhard, long one of the world's leading fabricators 
and refiners of precious and semi-precious metals, sup
plies them in pure form, alloyed with base metals, or 
custom-fabricated to meet exacting specifications. If 
you have a problem involving the industrial use of 
precious and semi-precious metals, why not consult 
Engelhard first, the company that is working wonders 
with the wonder-working metals. An experienced staff 
of metallurgical specialists will be glad to help you select 
the material best suited to your requirements. For 
details, write to our Technical Service Department. 

187. 
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New Components and Hardware 

Push button lights up without bulb or power 

No external power is needed to 
make a push button devised by 
Switchcraft, Inc., light up. The but
ton has an internal illuminator that 
fluoresces when exposed to the am
bient light. The face of the button 
is a translucent screen marked with 
a letter or number; pushing the but
ton brings the screen against the 
illuminator, which is on a disk in 
the body of the button, and the 
screen lights up. 

The display requires some ex
ternal light to be effective, and will 
not glow in the dark. But since 
switches incorporating the glow 
button have no complicated wiring 
and no power supplies, they can be 
made for about half the cost of 
ordinary illuminated switches. 

The push button was developed 
to fill the need of one of Switch
craft' s regular customers who 
wanted a control panel with a large 
number of push-button switches, 
and visible indication of the actu
ated buttons. Because of a limited 
budget, as well as the impractical
ity of dealing with lamp-heat dis
sipation, electrical wmng, and 
power supply, standard illuminated 
buttons couldn't be used. The Clo
Button was the answer. 

Switchcraft uses Clo-Buttons in 
its model 7000 switches, and model 
8000 and 35000 Multi-Switches. 
The buttons can be incorporated in 
other switches having plunger ac
tion with a maximum fall back 
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of one-sixteenth of an inch. 
Switchcraft sees a big market for 

the glow buttons in control panels, 
instruments, industrial controls, 
computers, and other applications 
calling for positive push-button 
control, as well as displays where 
no switching is involved. 

The new Clo-Button, X-Series, 
sells for about 40 cents each when 
ordered in lots of 1,000. List price 
for single item is $1.25. 

Specifications 

Mounts to 0 .050-inch x 0.187-inch plungers 
Shell and body molded black plastic 
llluminator fluorescent orange-red 
Screen translucent plastic 
Compression springs tinned wire 
Eyelets brass 
Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. [351] 

Miniature capacitors 
cased in aluminum 

Aluminum-encased electrolytic ca
pacitors are designed for the low
voltage and small-size require
ments of transistorized circuitry. 
All-welded construction and plastic 
insulated aluminum bodies of the 

Some other 
ENGE& .. .ARO 

products 
SILVER BRAZING with easy-to-use 
Engaloyf" 440 provides high strength, 
corrosion resistance, and a minimum 
of diffusion into base metals for high· 
temperature joining. This dependable 
new brazing alloy renders maximum 
service for all high-temperature con· 
ditions. 

E·70 BRIGHT GOLD PROCESS pro· 
duces 23K+ electro-deposits with rela· 
tively low stress and extremely smooth 
grain structure. Hardness is approxi· 
mately 110 on Knoop scale. Excellent 
for electronic components and decora· 
tive applications; ideally suited for 
soldering. Meets MIL·G-45204, Type II. 

MAGNA POWDERS - The Magna Divi· 
sion produces powders from alumi· 
num, copper alloys of copper, precious 
metals and s~me of exotic space age 
metals. 

PRECIOUS METAL CONTACTS in pure 
or alloyed forms of silver, platinum, 
palladium and gold provide unmatched 
resistance to atmospheric corrosion 
and electrical pitting. Engelhard will 
manufacture to specification or pro· 
vide material in wire, rod or sheet 
form. 

FUSED QUARTZ is manufactured and 
fabricated in shapes and sizes for all 
applications ... tubing, containers 
for pure molten metals, and piping up 
to 25" in diameter. Also available in 
high-quality ingots and plates proc· 
essed to meet individual needs. 
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haunted by die cob'fs ? 

uset~ f 
Tt1l'or'1 o 
proba bllit'f 
to solve your problems 

This is where experience counts! 
Chances are Photoforming by Hamilton 
will get you quickly from the drawing 
board stage to prototype production of 
thin, flat, odd-shaped precision parts. No 
dies ... no burrs .. . no bent edges ... 
no stresses . .. no delays when parts are 
produced by the Hamilton process called 
Photoforming. Another plus, Photo
formed parts can be heat-treated, plated, 
or formed according to your specifica
tions. Write for the facts-you'll get use
ful data on Hamilton's Photoforming 
and other facilities. 

INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY PRODUCTS DIVISION 

* HAllAILTON 
· WATCH COMPANY 

LANCASTER. PA. 
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Thermocouples made of Reference Grade Platinum/ Platinum-Rhodium match the 

EMF values given in National Bureau of Standards C ircular No. 561 within± 0.1% 

above 600 "C. Write for Thermocouple Bulletin today . . , SIGMUND COHN CORP. 
Since 
1901 121 So. Columbus Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 

SIGMUND COHN CORP OF CALIFORNIA, Burbank, Cal I SIGMUND COHN PYROFUZE INC' Dallas, Texas 
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New Components 

Arcolytic type ME capacitors pro
vide increased ruggedness and re
sistance to environmental condi
tions. Corrosion and electrolyte 
leakage are eliminated. Electrically, 
they exhibit low leakage and main
tain ex tended shelf life without de
terioration. Operating tempera ture 
range is - 30° to +85°C. Capaci
tance value, working voltage and 
case size are printed on each unit. 
Arco Electronics, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Loral Corp., Community Drive, Great 
Neck, N.Y. [352] 

Formica cases protect 

precision instruments 

Ruggedized formica cases now pro
tec t quality precision instruments. 
The manufacturer says they are 
strong because 1

1rr-in. Formica is 
laminated to a mahogany core with 
waterproof epoxy res ins , bonded 
under hea t and pressure. The cases 
can be des igned in any size or 
shape with any des ired cutouts, 
partitions , panel seats, panel 
mounts or hardware, without die or 
set-up charges either on sample 
units or on production orders, ac
cording to the producer. Light in 
weight, durable, resistant to mois
ture and dust, these cases have 
passed Navy shipboard require
ment tests. 
W.A. Miller Co., Oquossoc, Maine 
04964. [353] 

Wirewound pot has 

half-inch diameter 

A wirewound potentiometer of 112-
in. diameter is in production. The 
single-turn model 140 is available 
in standard resistance ranges from 
50 ohms to 50,000 ohms with a 
linearity of ± 1.0%. Power rating 
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is 2 w at 40°C ambient and op
erating temperature range is -55° 
to +125°C. The model 140 bushing 
mount has terminals mounted on 
the rear for optimum packaging 
density and a new type mechanical 
stop design to provide high stop
strength. A unique wiper design 
is said to assure positive contact 
under severe conditions of shock 
and vibration as described under 
MIL-STD-202B, still providing 
long rotational life and low torque 
characteristics. A servo ballbearing 
mount, designated the model 142, 
is also available. It has continuous 
rotation and a starting torque of 
only 0.075 oz.-in. max. The price, 
in 1 to 9 pieces, is $9 for the model 
140 and $17.50 for the model 142. 
Spectral Electronics Corp., 1704 S. Del
Mar Ave., San Gabriel, Calif. [354] 

Axial-lead resistors 

have molded coating 

Series 99 resistors are now stocked 
for immediate shipment in five sizes 
-1112 , 21/4, 31/4, 5 and 11 watts. 
Tolerance is ±5%. A considerable 
selection of stock values is offered. 
For example, the 11-w size is 
stocked in 146 different resistance 
values from 1.0 to 51,000 ohms. 
Series 99 are said to be the first 
resistors to have a molded vitreous 
enamel coating due to a new, com
pany-engineered, ceramics tech
nique. The thicker, more uniform 
coating that results , provides sev
eral benefits. A 1,000-v a-c insula
tion is guaranteed by the uniformly 
molded thickness. Precise shape fa
cilitates use in automated assem
bly, or in clipped mounting where 
a heat sink advantage allows siz
able wattage increases. It with
stands very high temperature 
(1,500°F) without deformation or 
loss of markings. It resists chipping 
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CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

When magnetic circuit breakers 
must give you design freedom 

••• Tl DELIVERS/ 
No other magnetic circuit breakers match the scope of design options 
offered by KLIXON® 2MC (toggle) and 3MC (push-pull) Series 
Circuit Breakers ... the only units of their type with both kinds of 
actuation. 
Among the 132 standard types, you'll find such options as: ratings 
from 0.050 to 20 amp; two, three or four terminals with either quick
connect, solder or screw-type termination ; internal circuits for series 
shunt, calibrating tap or relay trip; remote indication or control, instan
taneous or time-delay trip. 
Bulletin CIRB-28 gives you all the information you need to evaluate these trip
free, off-the-shelf magnetic circuit breakers. Get a copy today from your 
distributor or TI in Attleboro, Mass. For immediate information call: Harold 
Damberg, Sr. Product Engr. at 617 222-2800. 

DISTRIBUTORS MASSACHUSETTS, Natick OKLAHOMA, Tulsa 
Lafayette Industrial Electronics Engineering Supply Company 

CALIFORNIA, Culver City 
Western Electromotive, Inc. 

FLORIDA, Miami 
Aviation International Corp. 

ILLINOIS, Chicago 
Newark Electronics 

MASSACHUSETTS, Canton 
Engineering Supply Company 

MISSOURI, Kansas City 
Engineering Supply Company 

NEW YORK, Lynbrook, L. I. 
Peerless Radio Corp. 

OHIO, Cleveland 
Pioneer-Standard Electronics, Inc. 

OHIO, Dayton 
SREPCO, Inc. 

OREGON, Portland 
Almac Electronics Corp. 

TEXAS, Dallas 
Engineering Supply Company 

TEXAS, Houston 
Engineering Supply Company 

WASHINGTON, Seattle 
Almac Electronics Corp. 

}tturotJ ~ M ETA LS & CD NT RD LS IN c. 
CONTROL PLANTS IN 5005 FOREST ST .. ATTLEBORO . MASS . 

Attleboro,Mass •Versailles,Ky. A c 0 R p 0 RATE DI v Is I 0 N 0 F 

RichmondHill,Oolario TEXAS f NSTRUM ENTS Holland • Italy• Australia 
Argentina • Brazil • Mexico I N c o R P o R A T E D 
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Model 300 
DIGITAL PASSIVE SCALER 

SYMPTOM: 
Tight instrument budget. Digital 
readability required for a variety of 
measurements. 

DIAGNOSIS: 
Digitals .. . too expensive. Analogs 
••• impractical. Performance gap 
••• too wide! 

Ii PRESCRIPTION: 
One DPS Model 300, 3-significant 
figure numerical readings for all 
voltage, current and resistance mea
surements •.. within 1 % of indi
cated : •• any reading .... every 
time. 

VERSATILE ... 
Safe Ohmmeter; Wheatstone Bridge; 
AC down to 0.1 volt; automatically 
fail-safe ; rugged; completely porta
ble. Digital 1 % lab in one hand. 
$350 . .. perfectly fills your instru
ment' gap. 

May we prove it to you? Write, wire, 
or phone today! 

WESTERN RESERVE 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

12430 EUCLID AVENUE 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44106 

Phone: (216) 791-5112 
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New Components 

and breaking, particularly where 
leads enter resistor body. Vitrified 
markings resist powerful organic 
solvents, abrading, and high tem
peratures. 
Ohmite Mfg. Co., 3646 Howard St., 
Skokie, Ill., 60076. [355) 

Reed relays occupy 

small space 

Type SEPC reed relays are de
signed for printed-circuit board 
mounting. The relay is a single
end unit requiring little more space 
than a transistor; it is 0.437 in. in 
diameter and 1.00 in. high, and is 
available with form A, B or C con
tacts. Coil voltages are 6, 12 or 24 
v d-c. Contact ratings of form A 
and B is 10 w or 0.5 amp; form C 
is 3 w or 0.25 amp. Contacts are 
hermetically sealed in glass. Mag
netic shielding is available if re
quired. 
Win·Elco, 799 Main St .. Half Moon Bay, 
San Mateo County, Calif. [356) 

Bussing connector 

mounts on p-c boards 

A nine-contact bussing connector 
is being offered for mounting on 
p-c boards. Model TB-809 WS is 

I 

MICROWAVE 
SWITCHES 
VARIABLE 

ATTENUATORS 
• 500 me to 12.4 gc 

frequency range 

• High Isolation 

• Extremely low 
insertion loss 

The hpa 3500 Series of Micro

wave Switches is ideal for 

such applications as ECM 

receiver switching and low

power antenna switching in 

phased arrays. Completely 

solid state, this single·pole, 

single-throw switch features a 

switching speed of 300 nsec 

open to closed, 100 nsec 

closed to open. As variable 

attenuators the hpa 3500 

Series can be used for power 

leveling and signal modula· 

tion applications. Size is 

1116" x 1" x 3f4". Price: $275. 

;;.~ 
db 

~ INSERTION LOSS 

0o 500mc 4Gc 12.4 Gc 

Write for more information. 

hp associates 
620 PAGE MILL ROAD, 
PALO AL TO, CALIF. 94304, 
1415) 321-8510 

An Affiliate of Hewlett-Packard Co. 
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expected to find application in com
munications, data acquisition and 
transmission equipment. It mounts 
on any p-c board up to ;(1~ in. thick 
through standard 0.051 diameter 
holes. The connector is suitable for 
dip or wave soldering. Jumper bars 
are available for bussing between 
any pair of contacts. The contacts 
are formed of beryllium copper, 
electro-tinned. Insulation material 
is glass-filled diallyl phthalate. 
Contacts are easily identified by 
molded-in numbers on the body of 
the connector. The body also has 
barriers to prevent voltage break
down between terminals . The p-c 
board bussing connector measures 
23/s in. long by 0.340 in. wide by f 6 
in. high, not including terminals. 
Price is 75 cents each in produc
tion quantities. Delivery is in four 
weeks. 
Methode Electronics, Inc., 7447 W. Wil
son Ave., Chicago, Ill. , 60631. [357] 

Laminated head 
resists tape wear 

The first of a broad line of lami
nated tape recorder heads, the four
track stereo 5NP-300, has extended 
frequency response and is for both 
professional and home use. Faced 
with a glass-filled composition, the 
new head offers superior tape wear 
resistance-as much as five times 
that of conventional metal or Bake
lite faced heads, according to the 
manufacturer. 

The 5 P-300 has a hyperbolic 
face, which permits proper tape 
contact without the use of pres
sure pads. Mounting is available 
in side or rear stud mount, with or 
without shielded leads. Available 
in a wide range of impedances, the 
5NP-300 is suitable for almost all 
tape recorders. 
Michigan Magnetics, Vermontville, 
Mich., 49096. [358] 
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AT LAST! 
An Amazing D. C. BRUSHLESS MOTOR 

Scores Sensational 

Breakthrough in 

Electromechanics 

By Inventing 

Motor With 

No Brushes

No Commutator

No Contacts 

For years and years inventors have consid
ered a Brushless D. C. Motor to be as far 
beyond their reach as a perpetual motion 
machine! But the product development teams 
at Haydon Switch & Instrument, Inc. did it! 
Thus marking another brilliant milestone on 
HSl's long road in mating solid state tech
nology with electromechanics! 

This fabulous, new BRUSHLESS D. C. 
MOTOR incorporates these vital features: 
No brushes - no commutator - no con
tacts; long life assured. 
Radio Frequency interference minimized by 
diode suppression of the electronic switching. 
The electronic circuitry can be synchronized 
to any desired accuracy by using the op
tional synchronizing terminal. 
Available with integral gear reduction and 
standard output speeds. 
Rotor and output shaft bearings are sintered 
bronze and vacuum impregnated for life of 
motor. 
Long life nylon gears and pinions require 
no lubrication. 

For complete technical data on the SERIES 
37 BRUSHLESS D. C. MOTOR, including 
wiring and dimensional diagrams and chart 
showing standard speeds, write Haydon 
Switch & Instrument, Inc., 1500 Meriden 
Road, Waterbury, Conn. 06720 for Bulletin 
No. 37-1. 

1500 MERIDEN ROAD, WATERBURY, CONN. 06720 AREA CODE (203) 756·7441 
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• HIGH INITIAL TORQUE 
• FLEXIBLE SPEEDS 

• CONTINUOUS USE 
• RESISTANCE TO 

HEAT OR COLD 

turn the job over to 
SYNCHRON® MOTORS. 
No matter whether you need a motor 
that can "do tricks" or handle simple 
routine work, think of a SYNCHRON 
Motor first. Here at Hansen Manufac
turing Co., we've helped designers and 
production people solve problems rang
ing from unusual cycling patterns, to 
meeting swiftly varying temperatures, 
and a hundred other special applica
tions. And of course we've supplied in
dustry with literally millions of motors 
for uncomplicated designs. We can help 
you, too; write or phone us! 

HANSEN 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 

q1, PRINCETON, 

<=Jh'\' ® ·~.I IN DIANA 

HANSEN REPRESENTATIVES, CAREY & ASSOCI· 
ATES, Houston, Tex . , R. S. HOPKINS CO., Sher· 
man Oaks. Col;f., EICHORN & MELCHIOR, INC., 
Son Carlos, CoHI., THE FROMM CO .• Chkogo. Ill., 
H. C. JOHNSON AGENCY, INC., Rochester, N. Y., 
WINSLOW ELECTRIC CO., Essex, Conn., and New 
York, N.Y. EXPORT DEPARTMENT, 64·14 Wood
side Ave., Woodside, N . Y. Handled exclusively in 
Canedo by Sperry Gyroscope ltd., Ottawa, Canada. 
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New Instruments 

Digital clock offers accuracy at low cost 

For many industrial controls, a dig
ital clock is needed to provide syn
chronizing and timing pulses. An 
all-electronic unit can provide these 
functions with great precision and 
a high degree of versatility, but at 
a rather high cost. 

The Durant Manufacturing Co., 
long a producer of industrial count
ing equipment, felt that many in
dustrial processes did not require 
the extreme accuracy or very high 
speed of the electronic unit. For 
situations where economy is the 
overriding consideration and where 
the accuracy of the line frequency 
used as the timing source is suffi
cient, Durant has introduced the 
model 59026-420 digital clock. 

The clock is designed for data 
reduction systems or batch control
ling operations where timed mix
ing is important; as an aid to com
puting piece rates in all production 
processes, and for all types of data 
or material handling where a time 
base is required. The clock is con
structed using the Durant Uni
pulser, a single-decade, high-speed 
electromechanical counter. 

The clock is available in con
figurations in hours and minutes or 
in hours, tenths, hundredths and 
thousandths of hours. Each digit 
has an isolated 11-line readout, 
which is terminated at a connector 
at the rear of the chassis. The re
mote electrical readout can be 
made available to computers, print-

ers and controls. Each clock has 
provisions for a readout command 
which keeps the digits from ad
vancing while the readout is in 
progress. An internal memory 
stores any time pulse initiated dur
ing a readout period to prevent 
readout ambiguity, and enters it in 
the time recording decades upon 
completion of the readout. 

The clock is available with or 
without an internal time base gen
erator; if one is included, it can 
operate either from a 50- or 60-cps 
source. The line frequency is used 
as the timing source and elapsed 
time accuracy is dependent upon 
this frequency. Individual time 
pulse repetition accuracy is 5 milli
seconds, with nonaccumulative er
ror. External time base generators, 
which will have their own associ
ated timing errors, can be used, but 
should consist of a contact closure 
device, electronic switching circuit 
or a voltage pulse source with com
patible ground circuit. 

The clock can be easily modified 
for special applications. It is avail
able for bench top placement or 
may be supplied with a 19-inch 
rack mount adapter plate. On the 
front panel are manual switches to 
reset each of the digits. 

Specifications 

Elapsed time 
Number of digits 
Power input 

24 hours 
4 or 5 (standard) 
115/230 volts, either 50 or 

60 cps, 15 watts 
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Pulse repetition 5 m i ll iseconds 
Size lO'h x 4·11/16 x 12 % 

inches (for desk top 
mounting) 

Price $405 for model 59025·420, 
illustrated 

Availability (i ncl. time base generator) 
4 weeks 

Durant Mfg. Co. 622 N. Cass St. Mil· 
waukee, Wis . [381] 

Multipoint recorder 

shows curves in color 

This graphic recorder can plot 12 
different curves in different colors. 
To add to the versatility of the de
vice, the recorder prints dots with a 
numbered dot printed periodically 
to assure that cross-over or closely 
spaced records are clearly readable. 
The Speedomax W multipoint in
strument can record 2, 3, 4, 6 or 12 
points and can be easily converted 
to different speeds. Other features 
available include one to six alarms 
either common to all points or com
mutated, dual chart speeds, time
stamped charts and fluorescent il
lumination of scale and chart. Basic 
accuracy is ± 0.3% of electrical 
span. The instrument offers a large 
chart in a small space-chart width 
is 9Ys in. in a case measuring 15 in. 
wide and 12 in. high. Price is $1,260 
for the basic recorder with 6 to 10 
weeks delivery. 
Leeds & Northrup Co., 4901 Stenton 
Ave ., Philadelphia, 44, P<:. [382] 

Automatic integrator 

plugs into scope 

Model 2430 automatic area inte
grator, when plugged into the 
Lumatron model 120 sampling os
cilloscope, measures the area under 
a selected portion of a waveform 
displayed on one channel of the 
oscilloscope. A front panel meter 
reads in square centimeters of dis-
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I 2500 l 
·lt1 

VDC 

/jl High Voltage 
Porcelain Capacitors 

Built to withstand DC pulses, these high reliability monolithic· 
capacitors operate continuously at 2500 VDCW with negligible 
changes in capacitance, dissipation factor and insulation 
resistance. Small in size, they have a very high volumetric 
efficiency and exceptional stability in severe environments -
ideal wherever high DC voltage bias is involved. For complete 
specifications, write for Data Sheet Pl 1. 
• Capacitance Range: 1 O pf to 

1600 pf 
• Capacitance Tolerance: ± 5% 
• Voltage Rating: 2500 VDCW 
• Temperature Range: -55°C 

to125° C 
• Temperature Coefficient: 105 

ppm ± 25 ppm/ ° C 
• Insulation Resistance: 

1011 ohms, min., @25°C 
1010 ohms, min., @ 125°C 

fifJIJll!!!!!!:. 
Box 544, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06601 

r DISSIPATION FACTOR n . TEMPIRATURI 'C 

~~ 
fi=~ /1 
~~ ~-+-TEMPERATURE-·c-

.oocn -2rc ire 2rc so·c 7S"C lOO"C 12n 

© Vitramon, Inc. 1965 

In United Kingdom contact: 
Vitramon Laboratories Limited 
Bourne End, Bucks 
England 
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128 

Subminiature 

ILLUMINATED 
PUSH BUTTON 

SWITCHES 
and matching 

Indicator Lights 

DIALCO Switches and Indicator Lights provide al
most limitless applications-are flexible in ar
rangement-economical in price-and feature 
high reliability. 
Switches are the silent, momentary type-requir
ing 24 oz. (approx.) operating force. Contact 
arrangements are : S.P.S.T., normally open or 
normally closed; S.P.D.T. two circuit (one normally 
open, one normally closed). Ratings: 3 amps, 125V 
A.C.; 3 amps, 30V D.C. (non-inductive). The switch 
is competely enclosed and independent of the 
lamp circuit. The light source is the T-13,4 incan· 
descent lamp, available in voltages from 1.35 to 
28V. Units are made for single hole (keyed) mount
ing in panels up to 3/ 16" thick and mount from 
back of panel in 1/ 2" clearance hole. Switch 
forms for dry circuits are also available. 
Other features include: 1/ 2" or 3/ 4" interchange
able caps, round or square, rotatable or non· 
rotatable, in a choice of 7 color combinations. 

Circle 205 on reader service card 

25,000 SIZES AND SHAPES 
deep drawn aluminum boxes and covers 

Choose from more than 25,000 sizes and shapes. Rectan
gular, square, round. Sizes from 1/s" x 15/s" to 28" x 
54-3/ 16". Draft-free deep drawn aluminum. No Welds. 
Satiny, wrinkle-free surface requires no preparation for 
painting. Shipment made from $1,000,000 inventory, nor
mally within one week, from the nearest factory. Complete 
facilities available for economical secondary operations and 
finishing if required. . 

S END FOR NEW 3S· l'AG E CATALOG ~ 
ZERO MANUFACTURING CO. 1121 Chestnut St., Burbank. Calif. 91503 : . : 

Telephone Victoria 9-5521 area code 213 TWX 213-846-8094 
Factories in BHrban k , Cali f- an d Monson, Mass. 
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New Instruments 

play; it can represent from micro
seconds to picoseconds of time 
and from millivolts to volts of am
plih1de depending on the oscillo
scope settings. An analog output 
is also available for readout on a 
digital voltmeter. Applications in
clude integration of high-frequency 
waveforms , measurement of stored 
charge in diodes and transistors, 
flux measurements in fast memory 
cores and thin films , hysteresis 
loop display at high frequencies, 
and impulse bandwidth measure
ments. To indicate the portion of 
the waveform being integrated, a 
time-zone pulse is displayed on 
the second channel of the dual 
channel oscilloscope. The leading 
edge of the pulse indicates the 
start of integration and the width 
indicates the time over which in
tegration takes place. Both the 
start and stop of integration may 
be continuously varied to cover 
the full screen width. Actual time 
duration in nanoseconds depends 
on the sweep speed setting of the 
oscilloscope. 
General Applied Science Laboratories 
Inc., Merrick and Stewart Avenues, 
Westbury, N.Y. [383] 

Spectrum analyzers 
plug into 140A scope 

The PSA-030 series low-frequency 
spectrum analyzers plug into the 
Hewlett-Packard type 140A oscillo
scope. Units contain their own in
ternal sweep generator as well as 
vertical and horizontal deflection 
amplifiers. Models PSA-031, PSA-
032 and PSA-033 have center fre
quency ranges of 10 cps to 20 kc; 
35 cps to 100 kc; and 150 cps to 
500 kc, respectively. Their disper-
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sion and resolution bandwidths are: 
100 cps to 6 kc and 10 cps to 100 
cps; 500 cps to 30 kc and 35 cps to 
250 cps; and 2.5 kc to 150 kc and 
150 cps to 2 kc, respectively. All 
three models have a sensitivity of 
85 µ.V per cm deflection ; a dynamic 
range of 60 db, minimum; both 
linear and 40 db log di splays ; 80 
db input attenuator; 60 db i-f ::tt
tenuation ; and sweep rates of from 
5 scans per sec to 50 sec per scan. 
Aside from the normal hming 
mode, a full scan or search mode 
is provided in which the entire 
band is displayed. Models PSA-031, 
-032 and -033 are priced at $760, 
$830 and $850 respectively. 
Nelson·Ross Electronics, Inc., 5-05 
Burns Ave., Hicksville, N.Y., 11801. 
[384] 

D-c power supplies 
feature low ripple 

·1 ~ 
... 

~· -- • • 
] 

] 
"""" ... •• 

J 

A line of scr-regulated, d-c power 
supplies is announced. The E series 
is said to be the first line of 0-36 v 
d-c power supplies up to 600 amps 
offered as standard, catalog equip
ment. The units operate from either 
220 or 440 ± 10% v a-c, 3-phase, 
60 cycle a-c input and have a con
tinuously variable d-c voltage range 
of 0-36 v d-c. They are rated 75, 
150, 300 and 600 amps continuous 
duty, with very good overload ca
pabilities. Maximum d-c voltage 
ripple is less than 100 mv peak-to
peak. All units are available with 
both voltage and current regula
tion, plus many other optional fea
tures. They can be furnished to 
MIL-Specs, including rfi. 
Christie Electric Corp., 3410 W. 67th 
St., Los Angeles, Calif., 90043. [385] 
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ANTENNA 
and 
TOWER 
INSULATORS 
by LAPP 

Lapp insulators support most of the world's large radio towers, both 
self-supporting and guyed masts. Lapp has designed and built base 
insulators from 80,000 lbs. to 9,000,000 lbs. ultimate strength. Lapp 
strain insulators have been made from 1200 lbs. to 620,000 lbs. 
ultimate strength . D Lapp is also a dependable supplier of entrance, 
spreader and stand-off insulators for transmission lines. Other Lapp 
insulators and our gas filled capacitors are used in transmitters and 
coupling networks. D Difficult insu-
lating problems are welcome here at 
Lapp. We've been solving them for 
almost a half century. Write Lapp 
Radio Specialties Division, Lapp In
sulator Co., Inc. , 231 Sumner St., 
LeRoy, N. Y. 14482. 

Lapp 
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MICltOAMPEIES O.C. 

Minimum height design 
to save panel space! 

NEW! 15% longer scale-
40% less space. 

NEWI. Crisp, low profile for 
modular styling. Per

mits the equipment designer to 
achieve the ultimate in design. 

NEW! 
Quick clip 
mounting saves 
90% of normal 
installation time. 
No washers, nuts 
or screws. 

NEW I Recessed terminals 
• require less chassis 

depth, leave more space for 
components. 

130 

FOR YOUR APPLICATION, 
MAY WE QUOTE ON YOUR 
SPECIFICATIONS, OR HAVE 

OUR REPRESENTATIVE CALL? 

Experienced manufacturers of meters in 
volume, for both commercial and military 

opplicotions, including ruggedized 
and sealed meters to military standards 

Designed and Manufactured by 

DIXSON, INC. 
METER DIVISION DEPT. B 

GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO 
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New Semiconductors 

Power FETs rated at up to 9 watts 

Four power field-effect transistors 
called Powrfets, with dissipation 
ratings of from 3.6 to 9 watts, have 
been made available by Crystal
onics, Inc. Although power FET's 
have been produced in Europe, 
Crystalonics, Inc. is the first Amer
ican company to announce com
mercially available units. 

The Crystalonics silicon n-chan
nel devices are general purpose 
types. Applications include current 
limiting, high-power switching, and 
power amplification. 

The company hopes the power 
FET's will capture some of the 
present market for low-current sili
con controlled rectifiers. If they do, 
the high-current scr market is the 
next target. 

Crystalonics' chief engineer, Joel 
Cohen, says "These are single-chip 
devices , but we can also deliver a 
ten-chip device which can handle 
ten amperes. If the interest is there, 
we should have the capability to 
supply a 100-ampere device within 
two years." 

The four junction FET's are of 
planar epitaxial construction and 
have input resistances greater than 
100 megohms. The units are ex
pected to be considerably more 
radiation-resistant than comparable 
conventional junction transistors; 
the radiation sensitivity of the de
vices is currently being tested. 

The power FETs provide useful 
power gain up to 70 Mc with cut-

off frequencies up to 500 Mc. Prices 
start at $42.75 for the CD600 in 
sample quantities. 

Specifications 

Maximum drain-to-source voltage 
CD600, CD602 20 volts 
CD601, CD603 30 volts 

Drain-to-source current, loss, at Vo~ = 15v, 
Vos = 0 

CD600, CD601 60·180 ma 
CD602, CD603 100-300 ma 

Transconductance, Qm, at Vos = 15v. Vos = 0 
CD600, CD601 10,000-30,000 µmhos 
CD602, CD603 20,000-60,000 µmhos 

Dissipation at 25°C 
CD600 3.6 watts 
CD601 5.4 watts 
CD602 6 .0 watts 
CD603 9.0 watts 

Typical on-resistance 40 ohms 
Typical gate-to·drain capacitance 10 picofarads 

Crystalonics, Inc., 147 Sherman St., 
Cambridge, Mass. [371] 

Rectifier columns are 
compact and rugged 

Ultracompact and low-priced sili
con rectifier columns are available 
with up to 160 kv peak reverse volt
age (prv) and 8.5 amps average. 
The columns are suitable for laser 
pump supplies, radar modulators , 
broadcast transmitters , atomic par
ticle research and other applica
tions requiring rugged, compact, 
medium-current, high-voltage rec
tifiers. 

Higher-density packaging en
ables the new columns to handle 
5 kva per cubic inch compared 
with 2.5 kva with the established 
line. A bonus is this compact de
sign's ability to withstand 15 G 
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NEW ... hi voltage 
regulated DC Power Supply 

under $400. 

ELECTRO s39500 
RB-500 

-v\J-e Com pare Value 

Regulation 
Brand Volts Current (Combined Price 

line & load) 

K 0-325 0-200 MA 0.023 $495.00 

s 0-500 0-200 MA 2.0°fo. 400.00 

Electro 
RB-500 1 0-500 0-250 MA 0.033 395.00 

~ Compare Features 
High Voltage Output: 0-500 VDC. 
Precise Regulation: 0.033 or .015V, whichever is 
greater, for combined line (105-125V) and load (no
load to full-load) variations. 
Ripple: 5MV, RMS maximum. 
Bias Output: 0-150 VDC. 
Filament Outputs: Two separate 6.3V at 5A outputs 
for 6.3V at lOA or 12.6V at 5A. 
Primary and Secondary Protection. 
2% D' Arsonval Meters: Dual scale ... 
0-500V/0-150V. 0-250 MA 
Separate AC, DC Switches. 
Continuous Output Voltage Adjustment: Regulation 
maintained well below 3V output setting. 
Wherever precisely regulated DC power is a must, 
the EPL RB-500 fi.lls the bill economically. En
gineered and built for heavy-duty production testing; 
electronic circuitry development and design in indus
try, laboratories and schools. 

Write for Literature & Name of Your Electro Distributor! 
5180 

El Since 1936-Pioneers in Low Voltage DC Power Supplies 
• Proximity Switches • Magnetic Pickups • Tachometers 
• Pres-Con Controls • Dynamic Micrometers 

ELECT R O P R ODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC, 

6125·F HOWARO, CHICAGO, ILL. 60646 o 312/775-5220 
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MIAL 
polystyrene capacitors 

outperform micas 
and other film 

capacitors 

r 

... cut costs, too ! 
M !AL'S sealed polystyrene capacitors surpass all film 
capacitors in life span ... reliability ... freedom from drift 
... leakage resistance (more than 500,000 megs) and 
"Q" factor. MIAL offers the widest range of "polys" in 
production quantities. 

Capacitance, 20 pF to 600,000 pF; capacitance toler
ance from ±0.3% to ±20%; temperature coefficient, 
NlOO and N150 ±50 PPM/ •c; Voltage, 33 VDCW to 
1000 VDCW. 

Polystyrene 
Capacitors 

Ml~-

MIAL 60~ 
High Reliability Precision Type 

MIAL 603 
Printed Circuit Mounting
High Reliability Precision Type 

MIAL 610 
Sub-Miniature 

MIAL 611 
General Purpose N150 

MIAL 612 
Printed Circuit Board Mounting 

MIAL 613 
Axial-Lead Close Tolerance 

MIAL 614 
Radial Lead Close Tolerance 

MIAL 615 
End Lead Close Tolerance 

MIAL 616 
Axial Lead 

Write today for new complete catalog. Gives 
. environmental, electrical and mechanical charac

teristics, charts and dimensions. 

~M. l.A.L . 
U. S. A. I N C. 

165A FRANKLIN AVENUE, NUTLEY, N.J. 07110 • (201) 667-1600-1601 
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The Solution Is 
Jennings Vacuum Relays 

Here's why. High strength vacuum die· 
lectric requires only minimal contact 
separation to withstand high voltage. 
Consequently vacuum relays can be 
made extremely small and will operate at 
high speed. Further, the absence of ox· 
ides and contaminants insures low, 
stable contact resistance for utmost re· 
liability. In addition many of these relays 
are specially designed for superior per
formance in high shock and vibration 
environments or at high altitudes. 

proved their worth in such applications 
as airborne, mobile, or marine commu· 
nications systems for antenna switching, 
switching between antenna couplers, tap 
changing on RF coils, switching between 
transmitter and receiver, pulse forming 
networks, and heavy duty three phase 
switching in radar power supplies. 

Illustrated are only a few of the many 
Jennings vacuum transfer relays avail· 
able to solve your specialized applica· 
tions. More detailed catalog literature is 
available on request. Jennings vacuum relays have already 

. ..... 

TYPE RJlA 
Operating voltage (16 me) . 
Continuous current (16 me) . 
Length . . . 
Weight ......... . 

TYPE RFIO 
Test voltage (60 cycle) . 
Continuous current (16 me) . 
Interrupting rating 
Length 

TYPE RBlR 
Test voltage (60 cycle) 
Continuous current (60 cycle) . 
Operate time . 
Length . . . . . . . . . . . 

TYPE RE6B 
Test voltage (60 cycle) . . . . . 
Rated operating voltage (16 me) . 
Continuous current . . . . . . 
DC interrupting rating . . . . . 

(not to exceed 5 amps or 10 kv) 

2 kv pk 
7 amps rms 
l 'Ii• " 
l oz. 

20 kv pk 
25 amps rms 

5 amps de at voltages up to 10 kv. 
5 114" 

18 kv pk 
15 amps rms 
3 millisecs max. 
2~" max. 

30 kv pk 
15 kv pk 
9 amps rms 
25 kw 

RELIABILITY MEAN!/; VACUUM
VACIJIJM MEANS 

JENNINGS RADIO MFG. CORP., 970 McLAUGHLIN AVE., SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95108, PHONE 292-4025 
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New Semiconductors 

vibration in all three axes for 30 
minutes at each resonant frequency 
when tested according to MIL-T-
5422E. 

These rectifier columns are made 
with encapsulated modules con
sisting of four diodes per module. 
Each diode is shunted by an ap
propriate resistance-capacitance 
network to insure equal division of 
working prv and transient voltage 
spikes due to commutation and 
other causes. Normal delivery is 30 
days. Pricing is according to volt
age and current required. 
International Rectifier Corp., 233 Kan
sas St. , El Segundo, Calif. (372] 

Uhf transistor comes 

in silicon package 

The first of a series of medium
and high-power uhf transistors has 
been introduced-a six-watt-out
put, 400-Mc oscillator/ power am
plifier unit. Type PT 4690 operates 
from a 28-v source with typical 
400-Mc efficiency of 40%. It is 
housed in a silicone molded pack
age featuring low profile and four 
axial leads, with isolated collector 
and stud-mounting. It is suitable 
for use in stages following the com
pany's new 1.5-watt, 400-Mc high
gain PT3502 oscillator/ driver. 
When operated at 250 Mc, the 
PT4690 has a power output of 8 
w, 8 db gain and 70% efficiency. 
At the 100 level the new transistor 
is priced at $37.50. Evaluation 
quantities are available from fac
tory stock. 
TRW Semiconductors, Inc., 14520 Avia
tion Blvd., Lawndale, Calif. 90260. 
[373] 

Silicon capacitors 

are voltage-variable 

New silicon, voltage-variable ca
pacitors have a minimum Q of 300 
at 50 Mc over a capacitance range 
of 15 to 47 pf. Piv to 40 v and 
guaranteed low leakage current are 
offered. The devices are useful in 
the 400 Mc to 2,500 Mc region for 
high-frequency tuning, frequency 
multipliers , and higher frequency 
modulation. They are furnished in 
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a D0-7 glass package, and are 
available in 5%, 10%, or 20% tol
erances. Price is $19 to $25 in 100 
lots; delivery, stock to 30 days. 
Eastron Corp., 25 Locust St., Haverhill, 
Mass. (374] 

H-f power transistors 
for r-f amplifier use 

Two new diffused silicon power 
transistors of the epitaxial type of
fer up to 5-w output at 150 Mc. 
Both npn devices, the transistors 
are intended for use as high-gain 
Class B and C r-f amplifiers in the 
100-400 Mc range. Designated the 
3TE250 (illu strated) and 3TE260, 
these devices feature an emitter 
electrically connected to the case, 
providing higher gain than pre
vious types , and are thus ideally 
suited for use as grounded emitter 
amplifiers where power gain is an 
important consideration. This con
cept also makes possible lower 
feedback between the input and 
output of the transistors. The 
3TE250 is capable of 5 w r-f power 
output at 150 Mc, 3 w at 250 Mc, 
and 2 w at 400 Mc. The lower 
power 3TE260 produces 1-w out
put at 150 Mc. The high-power 
3TE250, packaged in a JEDEC 
T0-37 case, produces up to 5 w in 
a circuit with a collector-emitter 
voltage of 28 v. Gain in the same 
circuit is more than 11 db at 150 
Mc. The lower power 3TE260, in 
the T0-5 configuration, is capable 
of 11 db gain at 150 Mc in a 28-v 
d-c power circuit. Prices for the 
3TE250 are $35 for 1 to 99, $28 
for 100 or more; for the 3TE260, 
$15 and $12 respectively, for the 
same quantities. 
ITT Semiconductor, 1801 Page Mill 
Road, Palo Alto, Calif. (375] 
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Chances are BULOVA -the leader
has already solved it! 

Bulova Electronics now offers the 
widest range of frequency control 
components of any company in 
the business! For example : 
• Crystals of all types from 2 kc 

to over 125 Mc 
• Ovens of every type: snap-action 

thermostat, proportional-con
trolled, or patented Transistat 
solid-state thermostat for ex
treme reliability 

•Packaged crystal oscillators 
from 1 cps to 200 Mc with sta
bilities approaching frequency 
standards 

•Tuning fork resonators and os
cillators ranging from 1 cps to 
25 kc with stabilities as high as 
.001% 

• Crystal filters of all kinds from 
7 kc to 30 Mc-SSE, symmetri
cal, band elimination and comb 
sets 

• Servo amplifiers, both miniature 
and conventiona l, employing 
soli d-state circuitr y 

•LC filters and coi ls from de to 
30 Mc 

How does this help you? Well, in 
building this leading product line 
and developing this capacity, we 
have probably solved a problem 
just like yours . We have solved 
problems for such programs as 
Nimbus, Apollo, Polaris, Bullpup, 
TFX, Minuteman and Pershing. 
No matter what your problem is 
-stability, reliability, precise con
trol or price-call Bulova Electron
ics, the company with the widest 
p1·oduct line! 0 1· write us, at 
Dept. E-9. 

[]3@)[1@Wffi 
PACKAGED 

CRYSTAL 

OSCILLATORS 
.. . to 200 Mc 
Bulova offers a full line of 
packaged crystal oscillators 
from 1 cps to 200 Mc, featur· 
ing: 
• Stability up to ± 5 pp 109 

per day 
• Proportional-controlled 

ovens 
• Temperature compensated 

units (TCXO) 
• Voltage controlled units 

(VCXO) 
• Sine wave, square wave 

and pulse outputs 
• Divider and multiplier net

works 
• Miniature size-down to .4 

cubic inches 
• Environmental specs of 

MIL-E-5400, MIL-E-16400, 
and MIL-E-4970 

What's your problem? 
Chances are we've already 
tackled it! Just write us at 
Dept. E-9 -or better, call us. 
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134 

PORTABLE LONG-TERM 
RECORDER HAS 

REAL-TIME PLAYBACK 

Model 17373 
LT/FM* 

Weighing only 35 pounds, Geo· 
tech's Model 17373 Recor~r/ 
Reproducer provides highest 
quality recording for laboratory 
or field applications. This suit· 
case-size LT/FM * unit records 
7 channels of low-frequency 
data on a 14" reel of lf2" tape 
continuously for 10 days. Oper· 
ating speed is !RIG-standard 
15/160 ips. 
Real·time playback at ultra·slow· 
speeds, an LT /FM exclusive ad· 
vantage, permits monitoring 
while recording and makes pos· 
sible exact signal reproduction. 
Dynamic range equal to that ob· 
tained in audio frequencies is 
produced by this unique flux
responsive playback system. Be· 
cause drift compensation is not 
required , all channels are avail· 
able for recording on a full-time 
basis. 
All electronics are solid state. 
Power requirements: 24volts de, 
center tapped; ac optional. 

PRICE: $8,750, FOB Dallas. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Model 

(I) Tape 
Speed 

Channels 
FM Data 

Frequency 
Range 

FM Center 
Frequency 
Recording 

Time 
(2) Playback 

Channels 
(3) Dynamic 

Range 
(4) Power 

Consumption 

17373 

15/160 ips 

7 

dc-17 cps 

84 .4 cps 

10 days 

40 db 

9 watts 

(I) Speeds from .03 through 0.1 ips avail · 
able on special order. 

(2) Switchable to any recorded channel. 
(3) RMS basis, without compensation . 
(4) 7 channel record , 9 watts; 7 channel 

record and 1 channel playback , 12 watts . 

• Long-Term/Frequency Modulation 

THE GEOTECHNICAL 
CORPORATION 

DEPT. 45 • BOX 28277 
DALLAS , TEXAS 75228 
l'HONE 214 • BR 8·8102 

"Geo tech Serves 
the Sciences" 
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New Subassemblies and Systems 

Remote control system is small, inexpensive 

Dispatcher's console of Automatic Electric's new Conitel 10 remote control system, 
for small control applications requiring up to 24 controlled devices in one location. 

Conitel 10 will open or close re
mote valves or switches-and re
member which it did last-quickly 
and inexpensively. This willing 
slave is a small industrial remote 
control system that derives its 
name from the words "Control, 
digital, electronic". It has two big
ger brothers, the Conitel 100 and 
the Conitel 1000; all three are made 
by the Automatic Electric Co., a 
subsidiary of the General Tele
phone and Electronics Corp. 

Conitel 10 is intended for a rela
tively small number of devices-up 
to 24-at a single location. The 
maker claims its speed and reli
ability match those of much larger 
systems. 

An industrial control system of 
this type, according to Len Mitch
ell, an Automatic Electric engi
neer associated with the project, 
must provide accurate, timely data 
at a remote point. This requires de
tection of any errors in communi
cation between the master station 
and the remote point, and the 
avoidance of any action based on 
erroneous information. 

To attain this goal, AE adopted 

an established technique for data 
transmission. The code consists of 
long or short pulses on a wire, or 
of bursts of two different frequen
cies corresponding to the positive 
and negative pulse levels when a 
carrier current or microwave link is 
used. 

The system is designed for bang
bang control-that is , it supervises 
and controls switches which may 
be on or off, valves that may be 
open or closed, motors that may be 
stopped or started, and so on. Par
tial actuation, or "jogging," of a 
device capable of intermediate 
states, such as a valve which may 
be gradually opened, is possible if 
the controlled variable is the time 
of actuation of a device rather than 
the actuation itself. Jogging is also 
possible with an optional incre
mental control. 

Mitchell says that one Conitel 10 
system is installed and working on 
a pipeline at the present time, and 
more than 30 have been ordered 
for installation by pipeline opera
tors , electrical utilities , and others. 

The memory in the Conitel 10 
consists of an array of Correeds, 
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the product is only part of the deal 
The ultimate design of the most complex electronic 
apparatus may well be determined by one special 
component. It may be a magnetron, a visual display 
tube or a transistor; but whatever it is the design 
engineer must choose from many alternatives and 
equivalents. How does he make his choice? Not by 
specifications and measurements alone. Equally 
important are the supplier's research and applica
tions know-how, technical data and assistance and 
his willingness to share problems before and after 
the products have been purchased. 

This is the kind of support that Mullard gives, 
and much of it stems from Mullard research. 

Scientists at the Mullard Research Laboratories 
are engaged on fundamental and target investiga
tions in almost every field of electronics. They work 
in close co-operation with the applications and 
development engineers at Mullard factories and 
independently collaborate with universities and 
government departments. 

If we are not serving your Company already, 
please let us know if we can help you. 

Mullard electron tubes ·semiconductors 
magnetic and other components 

MULLARD LIMITED · MULLARD HOUSE. TORRINGTON PLACE· LONDON · W.C.1 ·ENGLAND 
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HEBE~s 

1/201! 
Control 

and a worki11g volume 

of'10x16x10". 
It's the Delta Design l\IK3800 
environmental chamber, with tra
ditional Delta quality features, 
and newly developed Type IA con
troller. It provides you with a 
solid state amplifier and relay con
trol of heating and cooling . .. 
maximum temperature deviation 
of ± 1/2 °F, resettability of ± 2°F, 
and gradients that never exceed 
± % °F / 100°F. 

You'll never find a better envi
ronmental chamber for the price 
... and if your test requirements 
are upgraded in the future, you'll 
not find another that's so easy to 
retrofit. l\Ierely by plugging in a 
Delta Type III Controller, you 
will gain the ± l / l0°F tempera
ture deviation, as well as greatest 
possible programming and con
trol flexibility. 

For all facts on the l\IK3800 or 
other environmental chambers, 
contact Delta or your nearest 
Delta/ Non-Linear Systems office. 

The Environmental Co11trol People 

8000 Fletcher Parkway • La Mesa, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 465-4141 

Overseas Representative: Microwave International 
Corp. , 420 Lexington Ave ., New York, N.Y .. U.S.A. 

Cable: Microken-N .Y. 
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New Subassemblies 

AE's highly reliable glass-encap
sulated contacts. It stores the last 
report from the remote station and 
displays the status in the form of 
lights on the dispatcher's console. 
The dispatcher can initiate any 
control sequence from the console, 
and can request a supervisory se
quence to verify the system status. 
If all is well, the scan should not 
turn any console lights on or off. 

The system is quiescent-that is, 
it is inactive except during a con
trol or supervisory sequence. This 
minimizes power requirements and 
extends the life of the system. 

The system is assembled from 
standard AE subassemblies which 
are available as off-the-shelf items. 
Thus the production of the system 
is quick and inexpensive, once the 
details of the individual installa
tions are worked out. 

The price of the system is in the 
four-figure range. Output signals, 
physical size, and actual price de
pend on the particular application 
and on details such as the number 
of devices to be controlled and the 
kind of box or frame the system is 
to be packaged in. 

Specifications 

Capacity 
Remote stations 
Master to remote 
Remote to device 

Output signal 
Size 

Availability 

Two to 24 devices 
One 
Any distance 
On premises: e.g. 

approx. 100 ft. 
Timed pulse or d -c 
Varies with customer 

need 
Six months or less 

Automatic Electric Co., Northlake, Ill. 
[401] 

High data rate 

serial memory system 

This serial memory system is com
pletely packaged on a 71h in. by 
41/2 in. p-c card which allows sim
ple connection to card racks 

STEVENS 
INCORPORATED 

ARNOLD 
QUALITY SINCE t943 

7 ELKINS ST., SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS. 

S/ A·35·VsV 
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through a 35-pin Elco Varicon con
nector. The series 5000 offers a 
maximum bit rate of 10 Mc RZ or 
NRZ with total capacity up to 20,-
000 bits, depending on bit rate and 
delay. Delay lines up to 1,000 µ.sec 
are mounted directly on the board. 
Longer delay lines may be either 
mounted on a common plate with 
the circuit board, or separated from 
it by as much as 3 ft. Inputs may 
be either RZ or NRZ mode. Either 
polarity logic may be used, and 
a choice is offered of trailing or 
leading edge clocking. Input sig
nal may vary between 2.8 and 8 v 
without need for adjustment. All 
gating for serial memory operation 
is furnished, including an expand
able input gate. The input circuitry 
is transient noise protected to al
low operation under the most de
manding conditions. Input signal
to-noise ratio may be as low as 
2.5:1. Output voltage may be RZ 
or NRZ and of any level from 2.8 
to 6 v, of either polarity. Comple
mentary outputs are provided, cap
able of supplying and absorbing 
up to 25 ma and of driving up to 
200 pf load capacitance. All semi
conductor devices employed in the 
circuitry of the series 5000 units are 
silicon types. 
Andersen Laboratories, Inc., 501 New 
Park Ave., West Hartford, Conn., 06110. 
[402] 

Delay lines come 
in small package 

Model 9671 is a miniaturized, iff 
transponder delay line enclosed in 
a silicone rubber package. It ex
hibits a delay-to-rise-time ratio of 
50 to 1 for a 10.5-µ.sec delay. Taps 
are provided to a tolerance of 
±0.05 µ.sec, the delay impedance 
is 750 ohms, and pulse attenuation 
is less than 40%. Within the same 
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EECo's 
PRICES 
JUST 
DROPPED ... 

... 21% on it~ ' ' ' , ...... , 
welded I encapsulated 
digital circuit modules 

I // \ 
I I \ v \ 

It's like getting every fifth module free. That's the effect of a 
21 % across-the-board price cut on EECo's super-compact, 
solid-state Q-Series modules. In fact, this means you can now 
save money in making the conversion from electromechanical 
to all-electronic systems. 

And Q's are surprisingly easy to use-99 % of digital needs 
are answered with just four Q modules. One module makes 
five different flip-flops-another makes four standard digital 
circuits. Frequencies: 25 kc, 100 kc, 1 me. Delivery: off-the
shelf. Write, phone, or wire for complete information. 

ENGINEERED ELECTRONICS Company 

1441 East Chestnut Ave. Santa Ana, California 92702 
Phone: (714) 547 -5651 TWX: 714·531 -5522 Cable: ENGELEX 
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NEW MILLIVOLT 
PREAMPLIFIER 
from Family of 
CEC Function 
Modules 
Made of encapsulated CEC Function 
Modules, the 19-IOIA Millivolt Pre
amplifier introduces a new high order 
of performance, reliability and flex
ibility-at low cost. 

The 19-IO 1 A is a solid-state, chop
per stabilized, high-gain amplifier 
designed to convert d-c, mv signals 
to the level required for use in pre
cision controlling, indicating, record
ing, computing, and data systems. 

Check these features 
[!] Solid-State Encapsulated Circuit 
[!] Unique Inductive Calibration 
[!] High Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
[!] Built-in T IC Compensation 

Compare these specifications 
[!] Terminal Linearity: 

Better than 0 .1 % 
[!] Common Mode Rejection: 

Infinite at d-c , 110 db at 60 cps 
[!] Span: Continuously 

adjustable 5 to 100 mv 
[!] Offset: Continuously 

adjustable ± 50 mv 
[!] Output: 0 to 10 v d-c. 

1 to 5 ma and 4 to 10 ma optional. 
Designed for flexible installation, up 
to ten 19-IOlA Preamplifiers can be 
installed in a 19-inch rack or in two 
sizes of surface-mounting cases. 

Other Function Modules augment 
the 19-10 l A Preamplifier. These 
cover a wide range of signal con
version, algebraic computation, logic, 
and output conversion. Applications 
include control computers, measure
ment computers, process controllers 
and process simulators. 

For complete information, call or 
write for CEC Bulletin 19101-X2. 

CEC 
Devar.Kinetics Division 

CONSOLI DATED ELECT RO DY NAMICS 
706 Bostwick Avenue, Bridgeport , Connecticut 06605 

A Subsidiary of BELL I. HOWELL Com pany 
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New Subassemblies 

small 2% in. by 3 in. by 1/2 in. 
package there are two additional 
delay lines of 1.15 and 1.4 p.sec 
delays. Impedance for these two 
sections is also 750 ohms and the 
pulse rise time for each is 0.2 p.sec. 
The delay-line package is designed 
to be molded to a p-c board. Its 
operating temperature range is 
from -55°C to +105°C. 
ESC Electronics Corp., 534 Bergen 
Blvd., Palisades Park, N.J. [403] 

Variable delay line 

occupies 0.072 cu. in. 

The \1981 variable delay line with 
a volume of 0.072 cn in. is claimed 
to be the smallest unit of its type 
ever produced. Although designed 
for use as a trim delay in computer 
circuits, it has many potential uses 
in all digital and analog applica
tions where time-coordination is 
critical. The unit is housed in a 
plastic case with a miniature seal 
"O" ring on the shaft and is con
structed to meet military as well as 
commercial requirements. Four de
lay ranges are offered, from the 
-1 unit having a range of 3 to 25 
nsec at an impedance of 1,000 
ohms, to the -4 unit with a range 
of 5 to 100 nsec at an impedance 
of 50 ohms. Resolution of all units 
is less than 1/ 100, temperature co
efficient less than 50 ppm per de
gree centigrade and attenuation 
less than 1 db. Price is $50, with 
discounts for larger quantities. De
livery is two to three weeks after 
receipt of order. 
Computer Devices Corp., 6 W. 18th St., 
Huntington Sta., N.Y. 11746. [404] 

GREEN 
MODEL 

106 

PANTOGRAPH 
ENGRAVER 

your 
IN-PLANT Engraving 

Problem Solver 
MEETS REGULAR AND 
SPECIAL ENGRAVING REQUIREMENTS 

• Ball bearing spindle - 3 speeds 
up to 14,000 rpm. 

• Positive, accurate pantograph ratios 
produce letters 1/2, 7/16, 3/8, 5/16 
or 1/ 4 of master size. 

• Master type sizes from 3/16" to 2 " 
produce letters from 3/64" to l " . 

• One copy carrier accepts all master 
sizes . 

• Height of pantograph and position 
of cutter are continuously adjust · 
able by easily operated friction 
wheels . 

• Work up to 10" by any width ac· 
cepted on standard engraver base. 
Work may be 13" if only one line 
of copy carrier is used. 

• Spindle combines advantage of long 
taper and draw-bar for pos itioning 
cutter . 

• Special tracing templates for de· 
signs or trademarks and special 
sizes of type supplied on order. 

APPLICATIONS: 

Panels 
Scales 
Tools 
Plaques 
Special Applicat ions 
Name Plates 
Instruments 
Jigs and Fixtures 
Dials 
Signs 

Write to Dept. 63 
for your free copy of the 

Model 106 brochure ..• t oday. 

_,.,~~r,· GKttN IN~ I KUM ENT 
COMPANY, INC. 

295 Vassar Street, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
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Here's a new compact, pre-assembled "6-way" binding post 
that's designed for fast, easy installation and high reliability! 
Designated the 111-300 Series, it's rated at 40 amps, with a 
voltage breakdown of 7,000 volts DC. Insulation resistance 
is greater than 200 megohms after MIL-T-54228 humidity 
test. Capacity to l/s inch panel is 3.5 pf. Mounts in Vi inch 
diameter circular hole, "D'', or double flat hole-.422 across 
flats. Post is available in six standard colors to Federal Stand
ard 595 for coded application. Molded of tough, low-loss 
polyamide; 6 methods of electrical connection; single Vi-20 
mounting nut; silver-plated brass stud; self captivated fluted 
thumb nut; circuit connection may be made at the solder 
terminal, or a lug may be slipped over the threaded portion 
of the stud and secured with a nut. 

Also available-111-100 Series binding post, rated at 15 
amps, with voltage breakdown of 8,000 volts DC. 

NEW SET SCREW TYPE BANANA PLUG 
Versatile •• • designed for wide variety 
of applications! Voltage breakdown: 
10,000 volts DC. Ca pa city plug-to-plug: 
1.3 mmf. Current carrying capacity: 15 
amps. Available in 10 colors for coded 
applications. 

WRITE TODAY for your FREE copy of the E. F. Johnson 
Company Components Catalog! 

.N\ E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 
~ ® 3039 TENTH AVE. S.W. • WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093 
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GLOWING 
PERFORMANCE 

24,000 PIV Silicon Rectifier 
Operates Far Beyond Specs 

The illustrated letter, written to Solitron Devices, 
Inc., by Stephen Delligatti, President of Burmac 
Electronics Co., Inc., contains this description of 
what happened to the diode shown above. 

"Thank you for the picture of the now famous diode. The 
actual conditions under which the incident occurred are 
as follows: 

"The diode was operating as one (1) leg of a full wave 
single phase circuit in a life test fixture. It was positioned 
approximately 112 inch away from the bulb of a thyratron 
that was approximately 250° to 300°C. The modulator
power supply was in operation in excess of 2,000 hours. 
One Monday morning, it was observed that the diode was 
GLOWING RED, incidentally the SYSTEM WAS STILL OPER
ATING NORMALLY. The technician decided to shut off the 
equipment to move the diode away from the heat source. 
When he shut down the equipment, the diode fell into 
pieces." 

Solitron doesn 't recommend opera
tion of its diodes at glowing red 
temperatures, but this incident does 
prove that Solitron's high voltage 
silicon rectifiers, as well as their 
other high-quality semiconductors, 
will withstand maximum abuse in 
the equipment for which they were 
specified. High voltage units are 
available up to 120,000 PIV per 
block, many for off-the-shelf delivery. 
Also custom designed units available 
to over 500,000 PIV. Our Application 
Staff will be happy to recommend, 
design, and ship custom units within 
1 week. 

, __ ,.._.,._ ,, ... __ ,_ .......... _. __ ...... ... ... _ .. ___ _ 
,.,. ___ ..,.,,_ .......... _·--·-...... _,_ ·-... ·---'··--·-... ...... _________ , ... 
==-=·.:.:..--::::;;.;.:.-:.!;.":':"',..?;... 
~=-:.::..~~~:!?:--Z..~C""' 

... -~- ... - ·~~··--·--"'--- .... ~--.. ~ .. ---·· ... ,-... -.~-

S I I I.tr I n l .C:'ldCI' tn So tlct,.State Hi gh \'ollage ReN lflers, 'l'empernture 
Compensated Zcncrs, Voltage 
\ "nri:ihte Cnpacltor!'I, nnd Han
d om/ W hitc N oise Components. 

DEVICES, INC. 
256 Oak Tree Road • Tappan, New York 10983 • 914-359-5050 
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TYPE 301 
FUNCTION 

GENERATOR 

• 0.001 cps to 1 me 
• SOLID-STATE 

• SQUARE-TRIANGLE-SINE 

• 10 nsec RISETIME 

• lOv P-P into 52 ohms 

• SIMULTANEOUS OUTPUTS 

• TRIGGERED and GATED MODES 

• $550.00 F.O.B . FACTORY 

SIMULTANEOUS OUTPUTS 

EXTERNALLY TRIGGERED 

EXTERNALLY GATED 

__J Gate Input 

For comprehensive data sheets on 

the 301 and other EXACT FUNCTION 

GENERATORS,write, phone or TWX: 

EXACT ELECTRONICS INC. 
Dept. E-2 
455 S.E. 2nd AVENUE 
HILLSBORO, OREGON 97123 
Phone {503J 648 -6661 
TWX, 503-821-6927 
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New Microwave 

Radar transponder meets tough NASA spec 

A solidstate, superheterodyne C
hand transponder has been devel
oped by the Military Electronics 
division of :\1otorola, Inc. The Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration wanted a device which 
would incorporate the high-per
formance characteristics of the 
standard Motorola transponders 
SST-102A and SST-131-both of 
which had been evaluated and suc
cessfully flown on Saturn. But the 
agency considered it necessary that 
equipment for use on man-rated 
vehicles, such as the Saturn, be 
designed and constructed in strict 
accordance with NASA standards. 
The result was the SST-135C, 
which Motorola calls a general pur
pose transponder. Now in produc
tion, the unit is intended for use 
with such precision tracking radars 
as AN/FPS-16, AN/MPS-25, AN/ 
MPS-26, AN /FPQ-6, and AN I 
TPQ-18. It will meet the severe 
environmental conditions experi
enced in both liquid and solid fuel 
rockets. missiles, and space ve
hicles, and will operate within 
specifications at 85°C, 24G and 
vibration of up to 2,000 cycles per 
second. 

A major element of the SST-
135C is an integrated r-f head, 
compnsmg a ferrite circulator
duplexer, a three-cavity preselector, 
a mixer, and a local oscillator. The 
head provides improved perform
ance under severe environmental 
stresses, such as shock and vibra
tion. A linear logarithmic receiver 
with special video circuitry pro
vides a transponder delay stability 
of less than 0.05 µ.sec variation with 
signal level changes from 0 to -62 
decibels above 1 milliwatt, without 

a requirement for any form of au
tomatic gain control. Six telem
etry outputs provide data of an
tenna vswr, received signal level, 
input and output pulse repetition 
frequency, and transponder tem
perature. Special feahues, such as 
command decoder circuitry, coded 
replies for telemetry, or a solid 
state local oscillator, are available. 

Limited quantities of the SST-
135C are now being produced. Off
the-shelf delivery will be possible 
by July. Prices will depend on the 
number ordered. 

Specifications 

Output power 
Input power 
Power drain 

Tuning range 
Sensitivity 

Recovery time 
Delay variation with 

signal level 
Size 
Weight 

700 watts 
24 to 30v d-c 
0.9 amp at 1000 pps 
0.7 amp standby 
5400 to 5900 Mc 
- 65 dbm under all 

specified environments 
50 µsec maximum 
50 nsec max from 

-62 dbm to 0 dbm 
6.6 x 4.6 x 3.6 inches 
5.6 pounds 

Military Electronics division of Motor
ola, Inc., Western Center, 8201 East Mc
Dowell Road, Scottsdale, Ariz., 85251. 
[421] 

Rotary vane type 
precision attenuator 

A direct-reading precision variable 
attenuator is announced for use 
over the frequency range of 3.3 to 
4.9 Ge. The rotary vane type atten
uator provides a precision cali
brated attenuation range of 0 to 60 
db over the frequency range with 
a maximum vswr of only 1.15. The 
instrnment produces a highly sta
ble attenuation characteristic which 
is independent of frequency and a 
precision steel tape mechanism is 
used to provide the attenuation 
readout. Model 2922 has been de
signed for minimum size configura-
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tion and features a simple adjust
ment control. Average power ca
pacity is 15 w; insertion loss, 1 db 
maximum; accuracy, ± 2.0% or 
+O.l db whichever is greater from 
0 to 50 db; ± 3.0% from 50 to 60 
db. Price is $975 each. 
Waveline Inc., Caldwell, N.J. [422] 

VIG filter controller 
gives digital readout 

A new YIG (yttrium-iron-garnet) 
filter controller has been developed 
for laboratory operation of stand
ard YIG filters. Containing power 
supplies, a driver, and a tempera
ture control unit, the device is ca
pable of controlling any YIG filter 
that takes a unidirectional sweep. 
The controller provides sawtooth 
of 1 to 100 cps or sine wave sweep 
at 60 cps, as well as manual con
trol of the resonant frequency of 
the filter. It will also accept exter
nal sweep inputs up to 100 cps and 
provide a sweep output for scope 
display of the band pass. A digital 
readout of the manual frequency 
and the temperature control ad
justment is provided on the front 
panel of the equipment. The YIG 
filter controller weighs approxi
mately 30 lb and measures 81/4 in. 
by 91h in. by 13 in. Priced at $2,275 
each in small quantities, the new 
units are available within 30 days. 
Advanced Products Division of Loral 
Electronic Systems, 825 Bronx River 
Ave., Bronx, N.Y., 10472. [423] 

Ferrite isolators 
cover 3 bands 

This range of ferrite isolators cov
ers the following frequency bands: 
5.925 to 6.425 Ge, 5.925 to 6.175 Ge, 
and 6.175 to 6.425 Ge. The CIC4 is 
a field displacement isolator with a 

Electronics I May 17, 1965 

This precision, high-speed Interstate OR-285 combines images 
from a high-resolution cathode ray tube with galvanometer traces 
onto single, moving 12-inch film or paper .•• providing a detailed, 
permanent recording for data analysis that up to now was impossible. 

• Records at spot-image-speeds as high as 200,000 inches-per-second 

• Resolution of 500 line pairs on 10 inches of recording media 

• Cathode Ray Tube record is linear, fiat to 20 kc in the swept axis, and intensity 
modulated via a 4-mc video amplifier, making it useful to 30-ips paper speed 
with a spot size of less than 4 mils 

• Allows visual monitoring of the tube face while recording 

• Provides record identification 

• Designed with auxiliary modules-sweep generator, sweep amplifier, record-
ing magazine and video patch panel - for wide range of applications 

Interstate's OR-285 provides an extremely accurate method of signal analysis, 
pulse rate or pulse shape analysis, high frequency vibration analysis, telemetry 
signal analysis, high frequency phenomena display, radar visual recording, coor
dinated time base display and facsimile and video recording. 

Read the full story of OR-285 in a new Interstate brochure. Write or check 
reader service card for your copy. 

c.e:P~ ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
~ 707 EAST VERMONT AVENUE, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 

A SUBSIDIARY OF INTERSTATE ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
Telephone: (714) 772·2222, TWX (714) 776-0280 •Worldwide Representatives 
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but 

the day 

after that! 

Acopian guarantees that any 
of their 62,000 different 
single or dual output 
plug-in power supplies will be 
shipped in three days! 
Request detailed 12-page 
catalog and price list 
from Acopian Corp., 
927 Spruce Street, 
Easton, Pennsylvania, 
or call collect 
(215) 258-6149. 
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maximum forward loss of 0.35 db 
and a minimum reverse loss of 35 
db. Vswr is 1.02:1. The CIC5 and 
CIC6 are resonance isolators with 
forward and reverse loss of 0.5 db 
minimum and 25 db maximum re
spectively. Both have a vswr of 
1.06: 1. The r-f connections on all 
three devices are waveguide 14. 
These devices are particularly suit
able for use in broadband radio 
communication systems. 
The M-0 Valve Co. Ltd., a subsidiary of 
The General Electric Co. Ltd., Brook 
Green Works, London W.6, England. 
[424] 

S-band YIG limiter 
protects crystals 

A new S-band YIG limiter has 
been developed for crystal protec
tion and protection of tunnel diode 
amplifiers. Model LS-101 limiter 
has a limiting threshold of - 10 
dbm and can be provided ('itber 
mechanically or electronically 
tuned over ±200 le centered at 
2,800 \1c. Complete amplitude 
modulation suppression for modu
lation frequencies up to 500 kc is 
obtained over the entire bandwidth 
of the limiter, with a minimum of 
20 .\le at limiting threshold. The 
inherent properties of YIG allow 
selective limiting of signals sepa
rated in frequency by as little as 
0.5 Mc. Other feahu-es include a 30 
db dynamic range and a 50 kc/ °C 
temperature coefficient. Size is 1 in. 
by 2 in. by 2 in. , exclusive of con
nectors , and the unit weighs from 
6 to 10 oz depending on the con
nectors chosen. Strip line units can 
be supplied without connectors if 
plug-in capability is desired. De
livery is in 30 days. 
Physical Electronics Corp., 1185 O'Brien 
Drive, Menlo Park, Calif. [425] 

Specialist in 

CUSTOM-BUILT 
TRANSFORMERS 

TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 
YUTAKA ELECTRIC invites you to submit your 
detiled specifications and quantity information 
to our engineering and production staff. 

YUTAKA ELECTRIC 
MFG. CO., LTD. 
1253, 1-chome , Yutaka·cho , Shinagawa -ku . Tokyo, Japan 
Cable Address: "EDOYUTACO" Tokyo 
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specifications. 

Write for product data 
. sheet and free sample 

NOW! 

m PENNSYLVANIA 
FLUOROCARBON CO., 
Holley Street & Madison Ave., 
Cl ifton Heights, Pa. 
Phone: (215) MAdison 2-2300 
TWX: 215-623-1577 

INC. 

E•port D•pt. Room 5710 Emp ire Stat e Bldg. N .Y. 1. N .Y. 

One source for : 

TEFLON * TFE 
Shrinkable 
(Penn~ube-I·E) 

TEFLON FEP 
Shrinkable 
(Penntube-IISMT) 

IRRADIATED 
Polyolefin Shrinkable 
(Penntube :II:) 

tl't'nn.1. F lu1111w:iroon flri: T , ;:\( , 
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DC POWER SUPPLIES 

CONTINUOUS VOLTAGE COVERAGE-4.7 to 60 vdc. 

Input: 105-125 vdc, 50-400 cps 
Regulations: From ± 0.05% 
Ripple: From .002% or 1 mv, rms 
Temp. Coeff.: From ± 0.01 %/ 0 ( 

Voltage Adjustments: ± 5% 
Max . Temp. of Base: 65 °C 

• WIDE VARIETY OF 
CURRENT RATINGS 

• ELECTRONIC SHORT 
CIRCUIT PROTECTION 

• FULLY REPAIRABLE 

• 7 STANDARD SIZES 

(OVER 450 MODELS) 

• PRICE 
RANGE $45-$225 

INSTRUMENTS: EEM ('63-64 Pg. 902) 
EBG (1964 Pg. 462) 

POWER SUPPLIES: EEM ('64-65 Pg. 1341) 
EBG (1963 Pg. 307) 

VOLTAGE STANDARDS: EEM ('64-65 Pg. 929) 

D YNAGE, inc. 
390 CAPITOL AVE., HARTFORD, CONN. 
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New Microwave 

Microwave oscillator 

covers 3.1to3.4 Ge 

Part number 9511-1007 is a new 
solid state oscillator at S-band with 
300 Mc double-screw manual tun
ing range. Frequency is 3.1 to 3.4 
Ge; power output, 15 mw mini
mum; power input requirement, 28 
v d-c at 15 ma maximum. There is 
no spurious output in the frequency 
range. Frequency stability is 5 
ppm/ 0 C. Weighing 3 oz, the oscil
lator is approximately 7/s in. square 
and 2 in. long. 
Trak Microwave Corp., Tampa, Fla. 
[426] 

Low-pass filters 

rated at 500 w 

A line of high-power low-pass fil
ters , conservatively rated at 500 w, 
has the same external dimensions 
as medium-power low-pass filters . 
Advanced material s combined with 
proven normalized prototype de
signs make this possible. Pass-band 
response is extremely flat, vswr and 
and insertion loss low, and stop 
band rejection is spurious-free to 
6 times cu to ff. Available with 
standard or special connectors, the 
filters easily withstand extreme 
shock and vibration as well as tem
perature and humidity changes. 
Microtech Co., Cheshire, Conn. [427] 

FREE LITERATURE 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TO : SINCLAIR RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
Dept. I 01 523 Fillmore Avenue 
Tonawanda, New York 14152 

f Name: ___________ _ 
I Title : __________ _ 

I Company: _________ _ 
: Address: __________ _ 
I City: __________ _ 

I State: ip: ____ _ 

L-----------------
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If you 
are in the 
Electronics 
Industry ... 
you probably 
belong in 
MARYLAND 

AVAILABILITY OF LABOR 
The availability of personnel, par

ticularly engineers and scientists, is 
recognized as a chief criterion govern
ing the location of an electronics firm. 

There are almost 30,000 scientists 
and over 25,000 engineers living and 
working in Maryland and the District 
of Columbia. And the number is in· 
creasing every day. 

PROXIMITY TO FEDERAL 
AGENCIES 

Proximity to major decision makers 
in the industry, such as federal agen
cies in Washington, D . C., afford the 
unique advantage of constant personal 
contact, which is considered an increas
ingly important locational criterion. 

No other state is as convenient to 
as many .Federal agencies as Maryland. 
For example, Maryland's major gov
ernment scientific installations include 
NASA, AEC, NIH, the National 
Bureau of Standards, plus some 20 
others. 

THESE PRIME 
REQUIREMENTS, 

(plus others) 
CAN BE MET IN 

MARYLAND! 
Get All The Facts 

Write, Wire or Phone Collect 

MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Division E • State Office Bldg • Annapo~s Md 
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New Production Equipment 

'Stitching' eyelets in terminal boards 

• • • r e :::: e Ge <=i e (l> • --4 • °'" e o::J1 e "' e ui e 19 e e 

• • • • • • • •••••• 
• • ••••••• • • • • ••• ~ ;r ~ <!> to -

B[FORE EYELETING 
ArrcR EvcLtTtNG 

Ten eyelet attaching devices are included in this machine, which can process 
50,000 terminal boards a week. Scoops on top are for insertion of eyelets. 

Producers of telephone, television 
and radio equipment need thou
sands of terminal boards, and every 
terminal board needs terminal eye
lets. Putting in the eyelets can be 
time-consuming and costly-but 
the strange machine shown above 
does it quickly and cheaply. It can 
assemble 19 eyelets on each of 30 
terminal boards every minute, and 
reject any board that has missing 
eyelets. 

Developed by Edward Segal, Inc. 
of New York City, the machine ac
cepts a blank board and attaches 
to it, in a prescribed pattern, 17 
twin- and 2 triple-barrel eyelets. 

'"' hen the bare board comes out 
of the feeder, an electric eye ex
amines it for proper orientation, 
and the eyelets are inserted. At the 
end of the line, each eyelet on the 
board becomes part of a low volt
age scries circuit that tests for the 
presence of all the eyelets. A miss
ing eyelet is indicated by an open 
circuit, and the board is rejected. 

Only one operator is needed to 
load the empty boards into the 
stack feeder, replenish all the eye
let feeders, and generally super
vise the operation. 

The machine, known as the NR
ILT, consists of a magazine feed 
that delivers the blank terminal 
boards, a battery of 10 Edward 

Segal model NR eyelet attaching 
machines, a transfer device, the 
electrical inspection stations and a 
steel mounting stand. The com
plete unit is 18 feet long. 

This unit is now the only one in 
existence; it cost $27,000 and is 
owned by a company that is al
ready banging out 50,000 boards a 
week. Segal expects to build two 
more-one a possible companion 
for that machine. 

The basic NR-ILT can be varied 
according to the installation. It can 
be altered to feed and set any type 
of eyelet, including eyelets of dif
ferent dimensions and configura
tions. Any number of eyelet attach
ing machines and inspection de
vices can be included in the basic 
unit. Delivery time would be 12 to 
14 weeks. 
Edward Segal Inc., 132 Lafayette St., 
New York, N. Y. [451] 

Ball bearings speed 

toroid winding 

Model 700 toroid winder has a ball
bearing drive that rotates the shut
tle at speeds up to 1800 turns per 
minute by either hand or foot con
trols. Interchangeable winding 
heads and shuttles offer more Hexi-
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IMPROVE ACCURACY 
of THERMOCOUPLE CIRCUITRY 

WITH KAYE-

I I • 

' I 
Thermocouple Binding Posts 

Terminal Blocks 
Junction Boxes 
Especially designed to 
prevent spurious emfs. 
Available in gold-plated 
copper, constantan, iron, 
chromel and alumel. 
Send for Catalogue 115. 

J OSEP H KAYE & COMPA N Y, INC. 
737 CONCORD AVE. •CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS 

TEL. 617·868·7080 
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New Ceramic Products from: 

Alumina F orsterite Zircon 

Bery Ilia S teatite Cordierite 

Magnesia Mullite Multiform Glass 

for Better Performance 
for fuf!htr l nlormat~n Olmt tonUt\ 

M AR U B EN 1- 1 IDA{A mer ic a )I n c. 
Los An1elu ln~cn 530 Wt!! S 1th suu: 
los Anf tlrs I, , Cit '. M.li d·SD~ Ii 6271 

(!KYOTO CERAMIC CO., LTD. 

11 . Har amachi. Nish inokyo. Nakagyo·ku. Kyoto . Japa n. 
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bility than any other winding ma
chine, according to the manufac
turer. With a 4-in. winding head, 
core sizes range from 0.055 in. i-d 
to 2 in. o-d and 11/4 in. high. With 
a 6-in. winding head, i'u in. i-d to 
4 in. o-d and 2 in. high sizes may 
be wound. Sixteen sizes of easily 
removable precision shuttles per
mit a large variety of cores to be 
wound. With a 4-in. winding head, 
wire sizes from o. 26 to No. 50 
Awg may be used. The 6-in. wind
ing head will accommodate wire 
from No. 22 to No. 40 Awg. The en
tire core holder assembly may be 
moved back, forward, or sideways 
while the core is being wound, by 
a jockey stick positioner. The pre
set register and transistorized elec
tronic counter guarantee accurate 
counting both for loading and for 
counting turns. 
Gorman Machine Corp .. 480 So. Main 
St., Randolph, Mass. [452] 

Pneumatic crimp tool 

has positive release 

•• 
A portable, pneumatic crimp tool 
has been developed for terminating 
wires to the contacts of electrical 
connectors. Designated CPT, the 
tool operates with an air pressure 
of 80 to 120 psi, and has a positive 
stop and ratchet release to insure 
crimps of consistent depth. For sta
tionary crimping, a bench-mounted 
model is available with a foot 
pedal. The crimp heads have four 
indentors , each with a double in
dent configuration. Standard size 
20, 16, or 12 heads will crimp any 
contact designed to meet specifica
tion ME3190. Special heads can be 
supplied for most other contacts. 
Both the hand and foot models may 
be hand held, suspended over work 
areas, or mounted in a bench 
bracket. 
ITI Cannon Electric, Inc., 3208 Hum
boldt St., Los Angeles, Calif. [453] 

we'd 
like to 
clear 
something 
up ... 

That's Noise! Your electronic signal may 
contain the information you want, but un
related noise may be obscuring it. Re
gardless of the frequency range of the 
noise and signal, Enhancetron will clarify 
the picture. (Filtering helps only part of 
the time.) 

That's Enhancetron ! See how your signal 
comes through loud and clear. That's be
cause Enhancetron 1024 Portable Signal 
Averaging Digital Computer adds every
th ing up, noise included. Repetitive sig
n a Is add in direct proportion to the 
number of samples taken; noise adds in 
proportion to the square root. The signal 
literally "grows" out of the noise and is 
displayed on the oscilloscope. 

This new measurement tool brings 
greater speed, accuracy, and efficiency 
to noise reduction in every branch of 
science-yet it costs much less than 
earlier models of lower resolving power. 

T .~ .-•• I 
-·=· . 6.i.i ::,~ 

ENHANCETRON® Portable Signal Averag
ing Digital Computer, with 1024-word 
magnetic core memory. 

Let us clear up questions you have. Write 
us for ENHANCETRON literature. 

N0 NUCLEAR DATA INC 
! 48 WEST GOLF ROAD, PALATINE, ILL. 60067 
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CUT BREADBOARDING 
TIME . . . . 4 WAYS 

New MICRO PLUGBORDS with subminiature 
connectors. The .042" or .025" dia. holes on 
.l" or .05" centers allow greater packaging 
density than possible before with pre· 
punched boards. Available also without con· 
nectors and in copper clad epoxy glass. 

Pre-punched PLUGBORDS with Varicon° or 
Vector Edge-Pin contacts ready for your 
components. Insert Mini-Klip Push-In ter· 
minals where needed. JEDEC hole spacing 
matches transistor leads. 0 Elco Trademark. 

ETCHED CIRCUIT KITS 27X and 27XA pro· 
vide all materials for making quick, inexpen· 
sive etched circuits. New 27XA has time· 
saving Vectoresist, the "rub·on" transfer re· 
sist sheet with lines, circles, ellipses, pads 
and standard .156" contacts, plus Vector
bord and unpunched copper clad cards and 
ready.to-use etch bags. 

Large and small BREADBOARD KITS with 
complete hardware systems for faster bread· 
boarding in Lab. or school experiments. 
Complete with solderless Springclip, solder• 
able push·in terminals, transistor and tube 
sockets. New Hi Frequency breadboard kit 
now available. 

May we send you literature a11d prices? 

VECTOR ELECTRONIC CO. INC. 
1100 Flower St., Glendale, Calif. 91201 
Phone (213) 245-8971 • TWX (213) 240·2162 
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New Materials 

Kovar sealing glasses flow easily 

Flatpack frames sealed with new 
low-viscosity glass 

Flatpack frames with a mmunum 
of distortion can be produced with 
a family of Kovar sealing glasses 
with low viscosity and consequent 

Coating improves 
hybrid microcircuits 

A new ceramic platinum-gold coat
ing has been developed for use 
where possible migration of silver
bearing compositions must be 
avoided. Type 5800 paste concen
trate may be used as an electrical 
contact material and to form con
ductive patterns applicable to in
terconnections in hybrid microcir
cuitry or for resistor and capacitor 
terminations. The coating has a 
wide firing range from 500 to 
800°C, and features excellent ad
hesion characteristics to ceramics 
and glass surfaces, including high 
alumina bodies, pyrex, quartz, stea
tite and barium titanate. Resistance 
of a 1-mil film is less than 0.1 ohm/ 
sq. The concentrate is suitable for 
silk screening, and can be diluted 
for other applications. It is perma
nently solderable after firing. The 
use of noble metals imparts ex
treme stability and resistance to 
harmful environmental conditions. 
Type 5800 is available for less than 
$60 per troy ounce in production 
quantities. 
Electro-Science Laboratories, Inc., 1133 
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa., 19107. [442] 

better flow characteristics. These 
characteristics also provide im
proved control coverage of the con
nector pin area. 

Fusite Corp. also claims much 
better results in sealing alumina to 
Kovar; though since the family is 
available in a variety of expansions, 
it is useful in a number of other 
combinations as well. 

Specifications 

Physical properties: 
Strain point 
Annealing point 
Softening point 
Working point 
Density (as smelted) 

Electrical properties: 
Volume resistivity 

(25°C at 50 % RH) 
Dielectric constant 

(1 kc, 25°) 

440°- 410°C 
500°- 510°C 
685°- 720°C 
990°-l l l 5°C 

2.2-2.4 grams/cm·• 

1016 ohm-cm 

5-8 

Fusite Corp., 6000 Fernview Ave., Cin· 
cinnati, Ohio, 45212. [441] 

Three new types 
of single crystals 

Three new single crystals are now 
being produced. Beryllium oxide 
(BeO) grown in hexagonal pris
matic forms is available in nominal 
size, approximately 1 to 2 mm in 
diameter, and also in 3 to 4-mm 
sizes. Purity is 99.99%, not includ
ing a maximum of 1,000 ppm 
molybdenum. Beryllium silicate 
(Be2 Si04 ) single crystal is offered 
in sizes of 1 to 5 mm in diameter, 
spherical in shape, and prismatic. 
Zirconium dioxide (Zr02) single 
crystal is available in sizes of 1 to 
2 mm in diameter, and in angular 
crystals nearly cubic in form. Com
plete literature is available. 
Electronic Space Products, Inc., 854 
South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90035. [443] 
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Today, Hughes is one of the nation's most 
active aerospace/ electronics firms: Projects 
include: F-111 B PHOENIX Guided Missile Sys
tem, TOW Anti-Tank Missile, SURVEYOR 
Lunar Spacecraft, SYNCOM, POLARIS, 
VATE, Hard Point Defense and others. 

This vigor will assist the qualified engineers 
and scientists towards more and better oppor
tunities for both professional and personal 
growth. 
Many immediate openings exist. The eng i
neers se lected for these positions will be as
signed to the following design tasks: the 
development of high power airborne radar 
transmitters, the design of which involves use 

of the most advanced components; the de
sign of low noise radar receivers using para
metric amplifiers; solid state masers and 
other advanced microwave components; ra
dar data processing circuit design, including 
range and speed trackers, crystal filter cir
cuitry and a variety of display circuits; high 
efficiency power supplies for airborne and 
space electronic systems; telemetering and 
command circuits for space vehicles, timing, 
control and display circuits for the Hughes 
COLIDAR (Coherent Light Detection and 
Ranging). 

If you are interested and believe that you can 
contribute, make your appointment today. 

For immediate consideration, 
please airmai l your resume to: 

Mr. Robert A. Martin 
Head of Employment 

Hughes Aerospace Divisions 
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd. 

Culver City 78, California 

Creating a new world with electronics 
r------------------, 
I I 

: HUGHES : 
I I 

L------------------J 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

AEROSPACE DIVISIONS 

An equal opportunity employer. 

U, S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
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No. 10037 NO-STRING DIAL 
No strings: no springs : no pulleys: no back 
lash : no flimsy assembly. Molded gear driven 
rack and pointer ride in a sturdy extruded 
channel. Smooth Teflon bearings. 11'1 reduction. 
Furnished complete with panel trim bezel. 

JAMES MILLEN MFG. 
MALDEN 

MASSACHUSETTS 

co., INC. J 
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MITSUBISHI 
MICROWAVE 
ANTENNAS FOR 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Japan today has the second largest microwave network 
in the world. Mitsubishi Electric, with the longest micro· 
wave antenna experience in Japan, has supplied 90% of 
the antennas used in the trunk lines of this extensive 
network. Mitsubishi antenna systems include parabolic, 
scatter, horn reflector and radar types, as well as a com· 
plete line of wave guide components and accessories. 
Frequencies from 900 Mc. to 24 KMc. are covered. The 
horn reflector antenna MA 6040HR, shown left and speci
fied below, is typical of the outstanding performance of 
Mitsubishi microwave antennas. Full technical informa
tion on any of these types is available at your request. 

Horn Reflector Antenna MA 6040HR 
Frequency Range : 3 0 600 · 4 ,200Mc and 5,925 • 6 ,425Mc 

Polarization : Vertical and Horizontal Plane 
Gain over Isotropic Radiator : 41.2d8 (H) 3,900Mc 

41 5d8 (V) ,, 
45.0dB (H) 6,lOOMc 
44.9d8 (V) 

Cross Polarization Discrimination : 65d8 minimum 
Front to Back Ratio (over 90 degrees) : 65d8 minimum 

Guaranteed Wind Speed : 215Kmph (134 mph) 
Net Weight : 2,000kg. (approx.) 

VSWR : V 1.02 H 1.01 at 4,000Mc band 
V 1.02 H 1.02 at 6,000Mc band 

Waveguide and Fittings : 69mm 1.0. Circular Waveguide 

A. !!'J!!~.!l~.~~!.;~.~!!!l~.~:.e.~!.~!.'.!1;'!!'! 
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New Books 

Electron tubes 

Handbook of Electron Tube and 
Vacuum Techniques 
Fred Rosebury 
Addison -Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 
597 pp., $17.50 

This handbook is a new version of 
the Tube Laboratory Manual, 
which was produced by the Re
search Laboratory of Electronics 
of the Massachusetts Institutte of 
Technology. However, this volume 
includes a considerable amount of 
new data and information. 

The book begins with 148 pages 
of information on tube materials 
and tube design and then prPsents 
a 335-page glossary covering tube 
terms, definitions, materials and 
manufacturing processes. 

The book is very well organized 
and edited; in fact it is a model 
reference book. Its definitions are 
well written, its illustrations are 
clear and easy to follow, and its 
organization is excellent. 

Some of the areas covered in de
tail include cleaning of electron 
tubes and vacuum components; 
electroplating and stripping, heat
treating and brazing; induction 
heating: radio frequency heating; 
bombarding; glass-to-metal seals; 
and metal and ceramic bonding. 

Liberal use of tables and charts 
adds greatly to the book's useful
ness. More photographs would 
have been helpful, however. 

If the glossary, which is very 
complete and written in encyclo
pedia form, were widely adopted, 
it could combat the current prac
tice of many authors of coining 
their own terms when writing for 
technical journals. 

There are more than 300 terms 
in the glossary, plus 120 tables, 
charts and illustrations. Each chap
ter includes a bibliography. Two 
indexes are supplied; by author 
and by subject. 

Items listed in the glossary are 
freely referenced. In some cases, 
two or three pages are devoted to 
a glossary item. 

Some of the material presented 
in this book should be of interest 
to engineers working in areas other 
than the electron tube field. For 
example, the material on vacuum 
techniques not only crosses other 
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branches of science such as chem
istry, metallurgy, gas dynamics and 
properties of materials, but also 
applies to many other areas of engi
neering. Material such as the dis
cussion of heater design is for the 
most part limited to the vacuum 
tube engineer, however. 

The author is the supervisor of 
the Electron Tube Laboratory of 
the Research Laboratory of Elec
tronics at the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology. He was cited 
by the government for his work 
during World War II at the MIT 
Radiation Laboratory. 

Recently published 
Radiative Recombination in Semiconductors, 
7th lntenational Conference on the Physics 
of Semiconductors, Dunod, 296 pp., about 
$11. 

Discharge Detection in High Voltage Equip
ment, F.H . Kreuger, American Elsevier 
Publishing Co., 223 pp., $12. 

International Symposium on Electrical 
Accidents, International Occupational Safety 
and Health Information Centre (CIS), Geneva, 
Switzerland, 269 pp., $7.50. 

The Nature of Induction Machines, Philip L. 
Alger, Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 
516 pp., $25. 

Oriented Nuclei, Polarized Targets and 
Beams, J.M. Daniels, Academic Press, 
278 pp., $9. 

Data Smoothing and Prediction, R.B. 
Blackman, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 
182 pp., $11.75. 

Ceramic Acoustic Detectors, Alevtina 
Aleksandrovna Anan'eva, Consultants Bureau 
Enterprises, Inc., 122 pp., $22.50. 

The Elements, Samuel Ruben, The Bobbs
Merrill Co. 114 pp., $1.95. 

The Electronics of Materials, Samuel Ruben, 
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 109 pp., $4.25. 

Principles of Electron Tubes, James W. 
Gewartowski and Hugh A. Watson, D. Van 
Nostrand Co., 655 pp., $18.50. 

The Goonhilly Project, F.J.D. Taylor, The 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, 
152 pp., $8.40. 

Electromagnetics in Space, Karl R. 
Spangenberg, editor, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
277 pp., $15. 

In German 
Stronversorgung, Siegfried W. Wagner, 
R.v.Decker's Verlag G. Schenck, Hamburg, 
726 pp. 

Programmierfibel, Theo Lutz and Voler 
Hauff, Telekosmos-Verlag, 228 pp. 

In French 
Le Calcul Analogique Par Courants Continus, 
M. Danloux-Dumesnils, Dunod, Paris, 279 pp. 

Acoustique Sous-Marine, L. Guieysse and 
P. Sabathe, Dunod, Paris,. 252 pp. 

Definition: 

power 
SUPPIV 
modules 
should be: 
• an silicon 
• 71°C rated 
•independent ol 

external 
heat sinks 

• IUllY maintainable 
• hiDhlY reliable-

MTBF} 60,000 hrs. 
• modest in cost 

on111r1uon 
gives rou all 61 
33 models in a complete range of 
voltage and currents. Send for cata· 
log today to Dept. E-517. 

TTRYGON® 
POWER SUPPLIES 
Roosevelt, L. I., N. Y. (516) FReeport 8-2800 
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FOR 

DRILLING 

AND ROUTING 

CIRCUIT BOARDS 

AND 

REINFORCED 

RESINS 

UNEQUALLED METAL REMOVAL 
COMPANY SERVICE, QUALITY 
AND SELECTION INCLUDING: 

1. World's largest inventory of center
less ground drill blanks and fin
ished tools ready-for-shipment. 

2. Fifteen centerless grinders in pro· 
duction of drills and rotary carbide 
tools. 

3 . Every size carbide drill, ground 
from-the-solid ... the smallest -
.008" diameter to the largest-
1.500" diameter. 

4 . Precision ground to 5 micro-i nch 
finish or better. 

5. Delivery from stock, through our 
distributors, of any standard solid 
carbide tool in 48 hours. 

Your assurance of product quality, 
lowest cost and dependable service is 
the fact that the nation's leading car
bide tool users are placing their tool 
contracts with The Metal Removal 
Company. 
THE METAL REMOVAL COMPANY 

1859 W. Columbia Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60626 

Plaals L1caled ii CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN JUAN 
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Technical Abstracts 

Radiation Monitor 

Radiotelemetry provides data on 
nuclear explosions 
J.G. Nish, P.L. Phelps, G. Holliday, 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
University of California, Livermore. 

Radiotelemetry provides a means 
for measuring the amount of radio
active material settling in a large 
area. It is useful where nuclear ex
plosives are used for excavating 
large masses of earth, such as in 
Project Plowshare. The Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory at the Uni
versity of California has con
structed a prototype system that 
monitors gamma radiation or other 
significant parameters at several 
remote locations. The data is col
lected almost instantaneously at a 
central recording station. 

The system has several unique 
features, which are mostly related 
to the rough, isolated locations of 
the events being monitored. The 
prototype consists of a central data 
collector, two portable repeater 
stations, and ten remote sensors. 
The remote sensors may be in
creased in number tenfold and 
adapted to measurements other 
than gamma radiation. 

The system must be highly port
able. The central collection center 
is located in a trailer with self
contained power and air condition
ing; the remote sensors and re
peater stations are small enough so 
that ten can be carried in a single 
pick-up truck or Bown by helicop
ter to the intended location. 

Because the remote sensors will 
be placed in relatively inaccessible 
spots, they are designed to operate 
up to six weeks under all weather 
conditions, and have a wide dy
namic range. Each of these stations 
consists of a gamma sensing unit, 
a battery pack and an electronic 
control unit. The gamma sensor is 
an ion-chamber/log-amplifier com
bination; the electronic control 
unit contains the telemetry receiver
transmitter, the command decod
ing circuits and a voltage-control
led oscillator. 

System operation is either com
pletely automatic or by external 
command. 

Presented at the National Telemetering 
Conference, Houston, Texas, April 13·15. 

Chemical probe 

Measuring atom concentration profiles 
in the upper atmosphere 
J. Greyson, R.T. Keen and R.B. Ingalls 
Atomics International, a division of 
North American Aviation, Inc. Canoga 
Park, Calif. 

Freeze-dried polymer aerogels 
(called Buffs) are used as chemical 
probes for measuring nitrogen and 
oxygen atom concentrations in the 
upper atmosphere. Those described 
in this paper were designed to re
act to their environment on a one
to-one basis, producing long-lived 
paramagnetic species, or free radi
cals, which can be extremely accu
rately detected by an EPR (electron 
paramagnetic resonance) spectrom
eter. 

Fluffs were prepared from a 1 % 
solution of polystyrene in benzene 
frozen with liquid nitrogen. The 
solvent was pumped off, taking care 
to maintain the frozen state. The 
fluff was then dried by continued 
evacuation at about 60°C and 
mounted in an evacuated tube 
passing through a microwave gen
erator cavity. Gas flow was started 
and allowed to continue for 15 to 
30 minutes, at which time rthe mi
crowave generator was turned on to 
provide the atom stream. The EPR 
spectrometer was used to monitor 
the rate of free radical formation in 
the polymer foam, the steady-state 
concentration of radicals, the con
centration of atoms over the Buff, 
and any changes in the nature of 
the resonance spectrum obtained 
for the Buff as a function of time, 
atom concentration, and atom type. 
Spin concentrations were calcu
lated by referring spectral intensi
ties to a calibrated ruby standard 
permanently mounted in the spec
trometer cavity. 

Results indicated that 1the rate of 
loss of atoms from the system is 
equal to the rate of production of 
paramagnetic species in the Buff, 
which is, in turn, proportional to 
the concentrations of the reacting 
species. From the calculated rate 
constant, a half-life for atoms in 
contact with Buff is determined. 
The half-lives, along with some 
idea of the residence time of the 
atoms in fluff, provide an estimate 
of Buff-atom reaction efficiencies. 
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NEW from N1/aos1cs 
High Stability 

Precision Wire Wound 
Resistors 

NYTRIM At(justo/J/e llesistor wit/; 
/11/i11ite lleso/11tio11 

* 28 Turn Adjustment Over 
0.10 to 5.0 ohm range. 

* Stocked in four standard designs 
* Ultra stability and low 

thermal noise 
* T /C 20 PPM/"C or better * Package size: 1 Ve" long by 1f2" diameter 

m 
AXIAL TYPE 

AX.IAL TYPE 

PRINTED CIRCUIT TYPE 

AXIAL AND PRINTED CIRCUIT TYPES 
Precision Wire lfo1111t! llesistors wit/; 
11/tro Sto/Ji/ity ontl Close !oleronce 

* Conforms to MIL-R-93 * 1.0 ohms to 6 megohms * Tolerance to .001 % * Stability: to 1 O PPM/year * HTC to 0.5 PPMl°C * Axial Size: Ya" to%" diameter by 
Y4" to 2" in length. 

* Printed Circuit Size: Y4" to Y2" diameter 
by 1%2" to 1" in length 

For Complete Engineering Data Write Dept. E or Phone (201) 464-9300 

NY IRON/CS 
550 Springfield Ave., Berkeley Heights, N. J. 

Design Leaders - STANDARD Components to Meet CUSTOM Requirements 
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a remarkable 

NEW POWER SUPPLY 
from Deltron 

.. DUET• twin amplifier 
controls voltage or current with 
automatic electronic crossover 

• Dual output range: 
0-40 Vat 0.75 amp .• 
0-20 V at 1.5 amps. 

8 0.0 I % regulation. 

• Ripple - less than 
200 microvolts. 

8 All specifications are guaran
teed without any need for ex
ternal programming resistors. 

8uilt·in handle makes it easy to • No overshoot on turn-on .• 
carry the " Duet" . It's about half turn-off . . or power interrup-
the size of an average briefcase. tion in either voltage or current 

Examine for yourself the su
perior design, workmanship, and 
components in the "Duet". 

mode. 

• Automatic series and parallel 
operation without complicated 
connections. 

• Half-rack size .. permits rack 
mounting as singles or duals .. 
as well as portable use. 

• One free demonstration will 
prove the "DUET" superior in 
PERFORMANCE •• QUALITY • • 
and PRICE • • to any other on 
the market. 

16 OTHER RP MODELS 
AVAILABLE IN A WIDE 
RANGE OF RATINGS 

For more information •• or to arrange i 
demonstration, write to • • 

• inc. 
FOURTH AND CAMBRIA STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19133 
PHONE: (215) 739·1101 TWX: (215) 569-8686 
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3" dia. x 3Vii." long, 16 ounces 
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Automated Micro Positioner 
for 

welding 

soldering 

testing 

drilling 

abrading 

inspection 

insertion 

Automate production of microminiature circuits and as
semblies with Westgate's Universal Digital Micro Posi
tioner. Complete systems automatically position and 
perform production operations from tape, computer or 
manual input. X-Y coordinates are located anywhere in 
the 10" x 10" working area with an accuracy of -+-0.001" 
and repeatability of -+- 0.0005". Unit produces its own 
tapes without additional keyboard equipment. Bulletin 
DMP 3-65. Westgate Laboratory, Inc., Yellow Springs, 0. 

WESTGATE LAB 0 RAT 0 RV, INC •• 

a subsidiary of Arvin Industries, Inc. -
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NEW VANEAXIAL 

AC/DC 
UNIVERSAL BLOWER 
Globe's VAX-3-GN Universal Blower gives you 110 cfm. free air, with 
a design point of 68 cfm. at 1.5" H20-on either 115 v.d.c. or 115 
v.a.c., 60 cycle power. Other voltages can be supplied. Nominal 
speed is 14,000 rpm. 

You can standardize on this extremely versatile blower for ground 
support and commercial electronic cooling. It's designed to meet 
MIL specs, having passed shock and vibration per MIL-E-5272. Pro
duction tooling makes this blower economical. Prototypes can be in 
your hands tomorrow (telephone BA-2-3741 for part no. 19A908); 
production orders normally delivered in a short time. 

Rugged mechanical protection is provided by the black anodized 
aluminum housing and propeller. Mount by clamping to servo ring 
at either end. Nominal life exceeds 1000 hours. Max. current is 
0.47 amps at free air delivery. Request Bulletin GNB from Globe 
Industries, Inc., 1784 Stanley Avenue, Dayton 4, Ohio. 

GLOBE 
INDUSTRIES, 
INC. 

Alco Elec., Lawrence, Mass. 
Almo, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Arrow , Farmingdale, N. Y. 
B & B Distr., Berkeley, Cal. 
Colorvision , Reseda , Cal. 
D & H Distr ., Baltimore, Md. 
Electric Switches, L.A., Cal. 
Electronic Components of 

San Diego, Cal. 
Fortune Elec ., San Francisco 
Goddard, W. Palm Beach, Fla . 
Harrison Radio, N.Y., N.Y . 
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Harvey Radio, N.Y., N.Y. 
lndustribution , Oak Park, Ill. 
Interstate Elec ., Wichita, Kan . 
Peninsula Elec . Supply, 

San Jose, Cal. 
Radio Products, L.A., Cal. 
Reliance Merchandising, 

Philadel phia, Pa . 
Ed Warburg Co ., L.A., Cal. 
Wehle Elec ., Buffalo, N.Y. 
Wofford Elec ., Houston, Tex. 
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Technical Abstracts 

The most imporfant characteris
tics in the use of fluffs as atmos
pheric probes seem to be the reac
tion efficiencies possible. 

Presented at the Third Symposium on the 
Remote Sensing of Environment, Ann Arbor, 
Mich., Oct. 14-16, 1964. 

Short-range telemetry 
Transmitter for auto proving grounds 
Marvin K. Stark, 
Experimental Dept., General Motors 
Corp., Milford, Mich. 

When running cars on the proving 
ground, it is often necessary to ob
tain data, such as shaft torque, gear 
tooth stress, and universal joint 
temperature, related to moving 
components of the test vehicle. In 
the past, it has been common prac
tice to use slip rings or flexing 
wires to bring out electrical signals. 

For tests repeated often, special 
assemblies have been developed, 
but often their use involves exces
sive wear and contamination. And 
for special testing, the construction 
of these assemblies is time-consum
ing and costly. A solution to this 
problem, developed at the General 
Motors proving ground, uses a 
short range telemetry system to 
transmit data using an r-f carrier. 

The system uses a miniahue 
transmitter which mounts directly 
on the moving part. The receiving 
antenna is mounted close by, on 
the vehicle. The short transmission 
path results in high signal levels. 

Data from transducers such as 
strain gauge bridges is transmitted 
over the radio frequency carrier. 
Since it is necessary to include the 
steady-state value as well as the 
signal components, a subcarrier is 
used to modulate the r-f carrier. 

The design of the unusual sub
carrier circuit provides inherent 
stability and relatively high sensi
tivity, and is easily demodulated. 
Unlike most subcarrier circuits that 
use voltage-variable oscillators, this 
one contains two inductor-tunnel 
diode series. 

Over-all sensitivity of the trans
mitter is maintained at ±2% from 
40° to 300°F. through the use of 
silicon semiconductors and low 
tempemture coefficient resistors. 

Presented at the National Telemetering 
Conference, Houston, Texas, April 13-15, 1965. 
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! Reprint order form ! 

Send to: Electronics Reprint Dept. 
330 West 42nd Street 

:::,! 

! New York, N. Y. 10036 

For listing of reprints available see 
the reader service card. 

To help expedite mailing of your 
reprints please send cash, check or 
money order with your order. 

For reprints of the latest special 
report: 

Communications on Gemini 

Send me ..... reprints of key no 

R-73 at 50¢ each. 

For reprints of previous special 

reports fill in below: 

Send me 

no.(s) 

reprints of key 

at ... . . . ¢each. 

For prices see the reader service 

card. 

l Name .....•.••• •••••••••••••••. . 
' i i Number & Street .. .•••••••••••••• 

' 
'
: ! City, State .... ..••••••••••••••••. 

! Zip code .....•... ..••.•.•••.•.... 
t! 
·~---------------------------------------------

There is no higher 

lelephane 
quality 

handsets 
standard for handsets. Specify famous 
Stromberg-Carlson ... known to 
telephony since 1894. 

Both models shown incorporate push
to-talk switches and high-gain receivers 
and transmitters. 

No. 33 lightweight handset is furnished 
with a rocker bar switch. 

No. 35 comes with a button switch, or 
with both the button and rocker bar 
switches. 

Write for complete technical data. 

STROMBERG-CARLSON 
CORPORATION 

11.4 Carlson Road • Rochester, N.Y. 14603 
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Reed Relays 

New 
Flat-Pac Coil 

accommodates 3, 4, 5 or 6 Form C reed switches. 
Ideal for encapsulation or direct tie-down to 
printed circuit board or chassis, its shape is 
more compatible with advanced packaging. 
(Shown actual size) 

New Double Pole, Double Throw 
miniature relay contains 
2 form C reeds, oper· 
ates as low as 96 milli· 
watts. (Shown 
actual size) 

Write for catalo& and prices of out standard line 
of magnetic reed relays. For speci•I requirements, 

give complete details tor quotation. 

C t C ·1 COMPANY INC. 

- 65 Pavil ion Ave. 0 0 01 ~~~~i::·%~·,i"9Jj_m~s 
(Key Safes areas available for representation. 

Please Inquire.) 
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EMPLOYMENT Electronics OPPORTUNITIES 

QUALIFICATION FORM FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

ATTENTION: 
ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS 

This Qualification Form is designed to help you advance in the elec

tronics industry. It is unique and compact. Designed with the assist

ance of professional personnel management, it isolates specific 

experience in electronics and deals only in essential background 

information. 

The advertisers listed here are seeking professional experience. Fill 
in the Qualification Form below. 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

Your Qualification form will be handled as "Strictly Confidential" by 

Electronics. Our processing system is such that your form will be 

forwarded within 24 hours to the proper executives in the companies 

you select. You will be contacted at your home by the interested 

companies. 

WHAT TO DO 

1. Review the positions in the advertisements. 

2. Select those for which you qualify. 

3. Notice the key numbers. 
4 . Circle the corresponding key number below the Qualification Form. 

5. Fill out the form completely. Please prinr clearly. 

6. Mail to: Classified Advertising Div., Electronics, Box 12, New York, 
N. Y. 10036. 

COMPANY PAGE 

ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC. 155 
Philo., Pa. 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 155 
St. Petersburg, Fla. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 151 * 
Apollo Support Dept. 
Daytona Beach, Fla . 32015 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
Heavy Mil itary Electron ics Dept. 
Syracuse, NY 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
Television Receiver Dept. 
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Syracuse, NY 

IBM CORP 
Hopewell Junction, NY 

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY 
Livermore, Calif. 

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO. 
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UNIVAC 
Div. of Sperry Rand Corp. 
St. Paul, Minn. 55116 
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NAME . . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. . . . ... .. ... . ................ . . PROFESSIONAL DEGREE(S) 
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TV Receiver Openings in 

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 
MANUFACTURING 

G.E. 's expanding Television Receiver Dept. an
nounces these career openings at Electronics Park, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

PRODUCIBILITY ENGINEER to assure optimum new 
model design integration for manufacturabi lity in 
keeping wi th funct iona l specs. BSEE, IE or ME plus 
high-volume electronic assembly experience needed. 

MFG. DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER for analysis, recom
mendat ion and implementation of new product ion 
equipment needs for new model runs. BSEE, ME or 
IE requ ired plus experience in desi gn of high-volume 
electroni c assembly equ ipment. 

QC ENGINEER for new mode l qua lity assuran ce. As
sert quali ty principles in design, mfg., fa i lure evalu
ation stages. BSEE plus TV QC or production ex
perience. 

TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGNER to plan, design, organize 
and give tech. direct ion for constructi on of electroni c 
t est equipment for TV manufacture. BSEE needed wi th 
experi ence in transistor and si gn al generat ion cir
cui ts; test equ ipment design knowledge. 

ALSO .. . ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT DESIGNER for elec
t rica l components used in mass-produced TV sets. 
Needs BSEE plus experience in t ransistor or vacuum 
tube si gnal ci rcuits. 

WRITE, sending a resume of your experience 
to: Mr. M. H. FitzGibbons, Television Receiver 
Dept., Section 26, Electronics Park, Syracuse, 
N. Y. 

(An Equal Opportunity Employer) 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 

E. E.'s 
for FEE-PAID Positions 

WRITE US FIRST! 
Use our confidential application 
for professional, individualized 
service - .• a complete national 
technical employment agency. 

ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC. 
Suite 1207l, 1518 Wallllt St, Pblla. 2, Pa. 

POSITION VACANT 

Cotnmunlcations Engineer-Excellent oppor
t un ity for advan cem ent with la rge m idwest
ern gas and electric com pany. B.S.E.E. 
req u ired . Ex perience in a U ti lity Communi
cation s Section d esirable bu t no t necessary. 
M ust be experienced in system design and 
operation of m o b ile rad io system s and micro
wave network s. Should b e fam i liar with car· 
rier syst e m s , utility relay practices, super
v isory con trol and tele m e t r ic eq u ipm ent. Will 
be responsible for a ll com pany communica
tions system s. Sa lary open bu t commen s u rate 
with q u a li ficatio n s and experien ce. Send com
plete resume detail in g experien ce, p ersona l 
data, and sa lary requ i remen ts t o P -6624 , 
E lectronics. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

E~~~~~l!~o~T~N~~!IDN 
USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

Color DIAL TELEPHONES $10.95 
Factory rebuilt \Veste rn Electric Complete 
In white, beige, ivory, pink, green, 
or blue. Jr 4 p rong plug is re- -
quired add $2.00. Fully guaran - · 
te<"d. W rite for free list. Al l ... · 
shiJmlCntS FOB. : 

SURPLUS SAVING CENTER 
Dept. E-5135 
Waymart, Pa. 

CIRCLE 963 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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COMPUTER LOGIC DESIGNERS 

When it comes 
to space, 
UNIVAC systems 
are way 
out there. 

Our Data Buffer Memory System in 
Mariner is now on its 350 million mile 
journey to Mars. This soph isticated lit
tle package weighs only 21 ounces. It 
contains two memories with 1320 data 
bits of storage per memory. Its job is 
to record and store what is " seen" by 
Mari ner's TV cameras and make it 
available for subsequent rad io trans
mission back to earth. 

This system is just one ex ample of 
UNIVAC-St. Paul ' s systems engineering 
and production prof i ci ency i n space 
and defense work . We are, in fact, more 
involved in this area than any other 
computer company, 

For our staff - and for our computer 
logic designers in particular - this 
means constantly working with new 
techniques and devices on the edge 
of today's technological revolution 
spurred by the conquest of space. Our 
lab work right now is deeply involved 
with new connect ions and packaging 
techniques that go a long way to solve 
the systems problems of nanosecond 
logic circuits ... new evaporated c i r
cuitry operating on low drive currents 
.. . techniques in overcom ing radiat ion 
effects in space computer systems ..• 
real time d ata l inks .. . ground support 
and test recording devices. 

Opportunities are open to logic design
ers whose p ioneering spiri t and t ech · 
nical knowledge m atches our own. 
Assignments require a BS or MS de
gree to perform logical design of high 
speed digital equipment using solid 
state circuitry and the logical desig n 
of systems taking into account the in 
terfaces between the centra l computer 
and its input-output equipment. 

If you qual i fy, send a resume to Mr. R. 
K. Patterson , Employment Manager, 
Dept. E-17, UNIVAC Div ision of Sperry 
Rand Corp., Univa c Park, St. Paul, 
Minn. 55116. An equal opportunity 
employer. 

UNIVAC 
a1v1•10N o~•P•RRY RANO CORPORATION 

SEEKING A 
LEADERSHIP 
POSITION? 

If so, one of these 
demanding descriptions 

may fit you 

• SECTION MANAGER, TRANS· 
MITTERS. To direct aggressive de
velopment programs for UHF, high 
power and state-of-the-art minia
turized RF transmitters. He should 
have ten years of experience in the 
design and engineering supervision 
of military communications equip
ment : it should have given him 
personal drive, demonstrated lead
ership ability, unusual technical 
understanding and keen administra
tive insight. 

• SENIOR STAFF ENGINEERS, 
RECEIVERS. Leadership capability 
sufficient for immediate assumption 
of key roles in vigorous development 
programs for solid-state microminia
ture receivers. Positions require six 
to eight years of experience and in· 
depth knowledge of receiver design 
fundamentals. 

• PROJECT ENGINEERS, SPACE 
INSTRUMENTATION. Technical 
ability of the very highest order is 
required. Six to eight years of exper
ience, preferably data handling, 
control, or analog instrumentation. 

• MICROELECTRONICS SPECIAL· 
ISTS- Senior- and intermediate-level 
responsibilities in a rapidly expand
ing microminiaturization and thin
f i l m program . Sound technical 
knowledge and demonstrated super
visory skill required. 

If you qualify, there's a leadership 
position open for you at Electronic 
Communications, Inc. You can in
crease your professional rewards 
and personal satisfaction by con
tacting ECI today. 

ECI has built a solid, successful 
reputation in airborne communica
tions , multiplexing and space instru
mentation . The Company offers 
pleasant living conditions and unu
sual educational and cultural oppor
tunities in St. Petersburg, Florida. 
And it offers you a chance to parti
cipate in further growth through 
technological contribution. Call col
lect Duane Meyer (813) 347-1121, or 
send him your resume at ECI, Box 
12248B, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 
(An equal opportunity employer.) 

-
ELECTRONIC 

COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

GUARDIAN M120 SEQUENCE RATCHET RELAYS 
4 PDT st epper with 3 posi
tion switch operation , cen
t er position off. Contact s 
rated for 12.5 amps. 20 
steps per sec. GUARDI AN 
1R-M120-115: 115 V AC 
4PDT, 12.5 amp contacts. 

BY UNIVERSAL 

#R5626 ...... .. . ......... .. . ... . . . . 7.00 

Highlighted h e re a r e 
just a f ew of over 
2 ,000,000 in 20,000 dif
f erent typ es in stock 
• • • Most m a k es. This 
permits immed iate d e
liver y of production 
quantities. W e are 
equipped to assemble, 
ad.just a nd test any typ e 
of r elay. GUARDIAN MC 

A compact, continuous rotation, single cir
cuit, 24-position stepping switch. Max. 
speed : 20 steps per second. 3~ " x 3" x 2-h "h, 
overall. 

Average shipment made 
within 48 h ours. 

Order s r equiring coil 
a nd fra me assembly, 
sp ecia l tes ting or adjust
m ent are shipped within 
one week to ten d ays. 

#R4815 6VAC 
#R4828 24VAC 
# R4845 115VAC 
# R4865 6VDC 
# R4816 24VDC 
#R4829 48VDC 
# R4846 llOVDC 

7.50 
7.50 
8.00 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
8.00 

Seml for latest 60-page 
free illustratecl catalog 
# E which describes the 
largest inventory of re
lays in the rvorlcl. 

"Satisfaction is on the other end of your telephone" 

The BEST WAY: 
• TO BUY Surplus Electronics . . . . .. . 
• TO SELL YOUR Surplus Electronics . . 
IF YOU INQUIRED about Signal Genera
tors, we wou ld send you a l ist ing of 34 
t y pes: G.R.# 1001A, H .P. #608B, etc . et c. 
up t hru X·Band. But Signal Generators 
is only 1 of the 52 categories by wh ich 
w e c lassify our tremendous st ock of 
choice materiel. Tu rnover is t oo fast t o 
keep up w ith a gener a l ca t a log, but we 
keep category list s cu r rent .. . so please 
tell us your specific needs! 

WE KEEP 3 FILES by category : 
INVENTORY ... WANTS ... OTHERS HAVE 

If your WANTS inquiry drops into a 
slot u nmatched in the other 2 files, 
chances a re t hat t om orrow it will be 
matched by a new card in one of the 
others. 

SO i f you HAVE MATER IAL, surpl us t o 
your needs, or want to u pdate, tell us 
about it and price it •. . same as we 
price whatever we offer for sale ... and 
we try to make our prices tempti ng . 
There m ay be a hole in our inventory o r 
wants f i le t hat will absorb your m ateria l 
fast. 

Write . . . Wire . . . Phone . . . 

R. E. GOODHEART CO., INC. 
P.O . Box 1220-E Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213 

Area 213 Phones 272-5707, 276-9349. 

Messages: 275-5342 
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CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

i******'************ . * ~ PERFECT FOR ~ 

i ELECTRONICS! i 
~ Practically New ~ 

i ONE STORY i 
$ AIR COND. ! 
* . * ~ 65,000 SQ. FT. I 

·~ MODERN PLANT • 16 ACRES ~ * Bennettsville, S . C. * 
$ BINSWANGER ~ * 1420 Walnul SI., Phlla., Pa. 19102 •PE 5·0202 ~ 
******************* CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FREE 
TUBES & COMPONENT 

••• CATALOG 
BARRY ELECTRONICS 

512 BROADWAY 212·WAlker 5·7000 
NEW YORK 12, N.Y. TWX-571 -0484 

CIRCLE 954 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

* HEWLETT PACKARD * 
80 pieces of laboratory equipment 

VTVM's - Oscillators-counters-attenuators 
send 25¢ for list and picture. 

EASY-UP, INC. 
2425 Bradley Road, Rockford, Ill. 
or phone 877-5288 area code 815 

~ 
CIRCLE 955 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

COAXIAL CABLE 
RG 213U (former RG SU) 
RG 21SU (former RGlOU) 
RG 219U (former RG18U) 

LARGE QUANTITIES
BELOW FACTORY COST 

Other types available 
Rigid- Flexible- Semi-flex 

Ca// or write for listing 

Sierra Western Electric Company 
P. 0 . Box 4668 

Oakland, California 94623 
Telephone AC 415-832-3527 

HIGH-QUALITY 
Commercial and Military 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Hewlett-Packard, General Radio, 
Tektronix, Ballantine, Beckman, Da
ven, DuMont, Kepco, lambda, etc. 

We invite your inquiries. 

ELECTRONICRAFT, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 13, Binghamton, N. Y. 13902 

Phone: 607-724-5785 

CIRCLE 959 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

.-----tf SEMICONDUCTORS T1 ____ _ 
-1 MAJOR BRANDS J 

INTERGRATED CIRCUITS e DIF. AMPS DAR
LINGTONS • POWER DIODES & TRANSISTORS 
• SPECIAL DEVICES 

Write for Cara/og S-1 
SEMICONDUCTOR SALES OF CALIF. 

1063 Perry Annex Whittier, Calif. 
f213) 696-7544 

' • I e • • t • 

free ca•alog 
POTTING APPLICATORS 
MANUAL AND DISPOSABLE 

6cc 12cc 30cc 
FOR POTTING, ENCAPSULATING, AND 

SEALING OF MINIATURE COMPONENTS 
PHILIP FISHMAN COMPANY 

1 CAMERON ST .. WELLE SLEY 8 1, MASSACHUSETTS ' CIRCLE 961 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

SMALL AD but BIG STOCK 
of choice test •quipment 
and surplus electronics 

Higher Quality-lower Co1t1 
Get our advice on your problem 

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 
434 Patteroon Road - Dayton 1', Ohio 

CIRCLE 962 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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New Literature 

Microwave noise measurement. Spectra 
Electronics Inc., P.O. Box 85, Los Altos, 
Calif., 94023, has published a short 
form catalog illustrating and describ
ing microwave noise measuring instru
ments. 
Circle 461 on reader service card 

Direct digital controller. Process Auto
mation, division of E-A Industrial Corp., 
2326 S. Cotner Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
An eight-page brochure describes the 
EA-101 direct digital controller. [462] 

Digital voltmeter. Electronic Associates, 
Inc., Long Branch, N.J. Bulletin IC-
64140 covers the series 6000-6001 dig
ital voltmeters and the series 6101 
digital volt-ohmmeter. [463] 

Switching diodes. The Philco Corp. , a 
subsidiary of Ford Motor Co., Lansdale, 
Pa. , has issued a data sheet on the 
L4760-70 series switching diodes that 
are designed for use as high-speed mi
crowave switches in K-band applica
tions. [464] 

Instruments and controls. API Instru
ments Co., Chesterland, Ohio. Bulletin 
45 describes four categories of indicat
ing and controlling instruments. [465] 

Metalized ceramic terminals. Pekay Tool 
Co., 76 Woolsey St., Irvington 11 , N.J. 
An engineering bulletin contains com 
plete information specifications and 
dimensions on metalized ceramic hous
ings for resistors, capacitors, diodes 
and coil components. [466] 

Tropospheric scatter. Radio Engineering 
Laboratories, 29-01 Borden Ave. , Long 
Island City, N.Y., 11101 , has released 
a chart and accompanying colored map 
insert showing its tropospheric scatter 
equipment in systems throughout the 
world. [467] 

Closed circuit tv monitors. Cohu Elec
tronics, Inc., 5725 Kearny Villa Road , 
San Diego, Calif., 92112. Specifications 
and technical details on a complete 
line of high-resolution, closed -circuit 
television monitors are presented in 
technical data sheet 6-365. [468] 

Portable anechoic chambers. The Eckel 
Corp., 155 Fawcett St., Cambridge, 
Mass., 02138, has issued an illustrated, 
four-page specifications booklet on 
portable anechoic chambers. [469] 

Power supply. Nexus Research Labora
tory, Inc., 480 Neponset St. , Canton, 
Mass., 02021. A single-page bulletin 
describes the NPS-30, a reference 
grade regulator designed to supply 
power to a few amplifiers in small ana
log systems. [470] 

Photomultiplier magnetic shields. Mag
netic Shield Division Perfection Mica, 
Co., 1322 No. Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill., 
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60622. Data sheet 177 illustrates and 
describes various photomultiplier mag
netic shields that can be shorter in 
length and yet give better protection 
from magnetic fields than shields previ
ously available. [471] 

Medical transducer. Scientific Advances, 
Inc. , 1400 Holly Ave., Columbus, Ohio, 
43212, has issued a data sheet on a 
subminiature medical transducer capa
ble of measuring absolute pressures in 
the range of 26 to 35 inches of mercury 
with 100% overload capability (23 to 
38 inches of Hg) . [472] 

Instrumentation amplifier. Epsco, Inc., 
411 Providence Highway, Westwood, 
Mass. Technical bulletin 016504 covers 
the model ADS-95 isolated, wide band
width, differential d-c instrumentation 
amplifier. [473] 

Insertion loss test set. Maury Microwave 
Corp., 10373 Mills Ave., Montclair, 
Calif., 91763, offers catalog D on the 
MT-lOOA, a dual-channel , d-c compara 
tor insertion loss test set for extremely 
accurate measurements. [474] 

Digital printers. Franklin Electronics, 
Inc., East Fourth St., Bridgeport, Pa ., 
19405. Bulletin 2050 describes the new 
series 1200 high-speed digital strip 
printers. [475] 

Analog building blocks. Nexus Research 
Laboratory, Inc., 480 Neponset St. , 
Canton, Mass., 02021. " Building Blocks 
for Analog" is an 11-page catalog that 
fully covers a line of analog modules 
and instruments. [476] 

D·c power supply modules. Dressen
Barnes Electronics Corp. , 250 North 
Vinedo Ave. , Pasadena, Calif., has 
issued a bulletin on 26 models of three 
series of unregulated d-c power supply 
modules. [477] 

Microwave semiconductors. Microwave 
Associates, Inc., Northwest Industrial 
Park, Burlington, Mass., has released a 
28-page catalog containing complete 
electrical and mechanical specifications 
for mixer and detector diodes, power 
varactors, p-i-n switching diodes, tunnel 
diodes and harmonic generator circuit 
characterized varactors. [478] 

Laboratory recorders. Honeywell Inc. , 
Wayne & Windrim Aves., Philadelphia, 
Pa ., 19144. Two-page sheet S193-2 il 
lustrates and describes ElectroniK 19 
one- and two-pen strip chart lab record 
ers. [479] 

Recorder/reproducer. Ampex Corp., 401 
Broadway, Redwood City, Calif. Detailed 
description, features and specifications 
for the FR-900 5.5-Mc instrumentation 
recorder /reproducer are contained in 
brochure 2214. [480] 

Because of the 

IEEE's 
Great Acceptance 

of S-E's 
LASER DIODE 

SYSTEMS 

-NOW-
LDS-1 and LDS-11 

Both for $99 5 
CW Room Temperature 

LASER RODS 
• Calcium Tungstate 
• Ruby 
• Calcium Fluoride 
• Yttrium Aluminum 

Garnets 

COMPLETE LASER 
DIODE SYSTEMS 

Includes Dewar 
Seid 1 or 3 Diode 

$495 
Seid 2 Diode 

$1495 
Seid 4 Diode 

$3495 

NEW-
(3 Silicon Carbide 
Single Crystal 

$125 each 
......-...... For Complete Literature 
~ Write Dept. E-6 

Ei emi-elements, inc. 
YV\J Saxonburg Boulevard, 

Saxonburg, Pa. 
Phone : 412 · 352-1548 

Circle 157 on reader service card 157 



Three low-cost Telonic Plug-in Heads cover .4 to 3 Ge 

It's almost like a three-for-the-price-of-one sale. That's about the price difference between the Telonic microwave sweep oscillator 
heads and everyone else's. Yet, that's only where the savings begin. Because of the preciseness of these Telonic microwave plug-in 
oscillators, valuable checking time in laboratory and production lines is reduced to a minimum. On one of the plug-in models, the 
sweep oscillator tube cost is less than $5-a more than impressive saving when compared with approximately $1000 for a BWO. As 
for accuracy in frequency marking for units under test, an optional variable markeris available. The marker is a tuned oscillator which 
can be varied over the entire fundamental range of the sweep oscillator. Specific information, including price, on the three models 
are included within the chart below. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

E-1 $750* E-2 $995 * E-3 $995 * 

TYPE R.F.l R.F.2 R.F.l R.F.2 R.F. l R.F.2 

CENTER FREQUENCY 460-920 Mc 920-1840 Mc 600-1200 Mc 1200-2400 Mc 550-1000 Mc 1650-3000 Mc 

SWEPT RANGE 435-970 Mc 870-1940 Mc 570-1250 Mc 1140-2500 Mc 530-1040 Mc 1590-3120 Mc 

SWEEP WIDTH 0 .02-10% .02-10% .02-8% 

OUTPUT-R .M.S. INTO 50 OHMS Band 1- Band 2- Band 1- Band 2- Band 1- Band 2-

Circle 158 on reader service card 

lv r.m.s. 0.25v r.m.s . lv r.m .s. . 25v r.m.s. .75 r.m .s . .15v r.m.s. 

The "E" Series microwave plug-in heads, as well as other models covering specific or broad fre· 
quencies between 20 cps. to 3,000 MC, are used in conjunction with the Telonic Sweep Signal 
control chassis, Model SM-2000. *Excluding Variable Marker 

60 North First Avenue, BEECH GROVE, IN DIANA 
Representatives in : Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Oeveland. DaUas, Dayton, Denver, Huntsville, Indianapolis, Los Angeles. 
New York City, Orlando, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, Syracuse and principal cities throughout the world. 

•SWEEP GENERATORS • RF ATTENUATORS •CW OSCILLATORS •COAXIAL.' SWITCHES 
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Soviet Union 

International radio telescope 
Soviet astronomers have informally 
proposed an international project 
to build a large radio telescope 
similar to the one at the Pulkovo 
Observatory near Lengingrad. As
tronomers in the ' Ves t indicate 
interest-especially in Britain, 
where a government-appointed 
committee has urged a $12-million 
program stressing sophisticated 
techniques rather than bigger and 
bigger dishes. 

The Pulkovo instrument offers 
good resolution-down to about 6 
minutes of arc at wavelengths be
tween 2 and 6 meters-without the 
cost of mammoth dishes or huge 
antenna arrays. It employs two 
antennas that form a highly ac
curate interferometer radio tele
scope. Their resolution is approxi
mately equal to that of an antenna 
as wide as the space between the 
two, because an incoming wave's 
edges contain almost as much in
formation as the entire wave. 

Instruments record the incoming 
signals from each antenna. When 
the two resulting charts are com
pared, the direction of the radio 
source can be determined. 

Two views. Its main reflector has 
a surface consisting of 90 rectangu
lar elements, each 9.5 feet high; 
the reflector describes a parabolic 
torus-the shape generated by 
moving a parabolic contour over 
an arc of a circle whose center is 
on the parabola's axis. From above, 
the reflector's surface is parabolic; 
from the side, it is circular. 

The parabola consists of adjust
able elements 4.5 feet wide, each 
consisting of three steel plates. The 
outermost plates are angled slightly 
inward to approximate a section of 
spherical surface. vVhen a recon
struction is completed late this 
year, Soviet astronomers say each 

element will consist of a single 
curved plate. This should increase 
the telescope's precision. Signals 
from the parabolic reflector are 
intercepted by a central mirror and 
directed into horn antennas, which 
feed into receivers. 

This antenna scans the sky as 
the earth rotates on its axis; the 
other reflector is a steerable para
bolic dish with a mesh surface that 
reduces wind resistance. 

Checking on Mariner. As an in
dication of its precision, Pulkovo 
has measured the double radio 
source in the Cygnus A galaxy at 
3.2 centimeters, and has corrobo
rated the Mariner satellite's meas
urements of Venus's heat. 

The Pulkovo instrument is not 
the Soviet's biggest. At Serpukhov, 
65 miles soutl1 of Moscow, the 
Lebedev Physics Institute of Mos
cow is building a Mills cross-type 
instrument whose east-west arm 
is one kilometer (0.625 mile) long. 
The telescope occupies 21 acres. 

Sky's the limit. The British com
mittee says its program would re
sult in sky-scanning facilities "un
likely to be surpassed elsewhere in 
the near future." It would concen
trate most of its expenditures on 
two telescopes, for the radio as
tronomy centers at Manchester and 
Cambridge Universities. 

At Manchester, Prof, Bernard 

Segment of Pulkovo 
telescope is adjusted 
by Soviet technician. 
Each of the 90 
elements must be 
adjusted individually. 

Lovell operates Jodrell Bank, 
which contain· the world's largest 
antenna that's completely steerable 
-a dish 250 feet in diameter. One 
proposal is to increase J odrell 
Bank's resolving power with a 
large, steerable radio telescope. 

Cambridge employs two anten
nas: a fixed unit 3,350 feet long, 
and a moveable one that can be 
placed 1,700 feet away. The Cam
bridge telescope's resolution is 1° 
of arc at 8 meters wavelength. A 
triple paraboloidal radio telescope 
is under construction at Cam
bridge; with this system, two fixed 
paraboloidal antennas 60 feet in 
diameter are used together with one 
mounted on rails. Using an aper
ture-synthesis approach similar to 
Pulkovo's, this telescope will pro
duce a radio map of the sky equiva
lent in resolution to one that could 
be produced with a dish one mile 
in diameter. 

Satellite shift 

Lightning 1, the Soviet communi
cations satellite, has been kicked 
into a higher orbit "to assure com
munication between Moscow and 
Vladivostok for longer periods, and 
at more convenient hours." The 
perigee was raised to 340 miles 
from 310; the apogee remains at 
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slightly under 25,000 miles. 
The correction lengthens the ex

perimental satellite's orbit period 
12 minutes, to one revolution every 
12 hours. The correction appar
ently was made to halt the satel
lite's drift westward. 

The Russians have not yet re
plied to a French suggestion that 
Lightning 1 be used to relay color 
television signals from Paris to 
Moscow. Henri Peyroles, general 
manager of the Compagnie Fran-
9aise de Television (CFT), says he 
expects the Russians to accept the 
proposal. CFT owns rights to Se
cam, the French color-tv system. 

France 

Streamlining at GE 
Ever since the General Electric Co. 
invested $43 million in the French 
Compagnie des Machines Bull 10 
months ago, drastic changes have 
been expected. One occurred this 
month: 500 of Bull's 12,000 em
ployees were laid of. 

In Paris, company officials linked 
the move to preparations for 
switching from punched-tape to 
magnetic-tape computers. In 1cw 
York, a GE spokesman attributed 
it to a streamlining effort. "Bull 
had three employees per unit 
sales," he said, "compared with 
less than two for IBM in France." 

The layoffs cut across job cate
gories: engineers; factory workers 
and marketing men. Nearly all 
those affected had worked on 
punched-card products, according 
to a Paris spokesman for Bull-Gen
eral Electric. 

Business is better. The company 
insists that business is good. First
quarter sales this year were up 
26% from the 1964 period. Bull's 
principal product, the Gamma 10 
computer, has been selling at a 
40-a-month pace. But Bull seems 
committed to magnetic tape; a few 
weeks ago, in Italy, it introduced 
the Gamma 115, a tape machine it 
developed with Ing. C. Olivetti & 
Co. GE acquired Olivetti's data
processing operations last August. 
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Besides the French and Italian 
· operations, GE's international com
puter division includes a facility in 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

Great Britain 

Electronic switching 
Britain's telephone system is ex
pected to start going electronic next 
year. British manufacturers arc so 
sure of it that they are already 
staking a claim to the world mar
ket for small-capacity switching 
systems. They are quietly prepar
ing to produce tens of millions of 
relays a year, starting with their 
own government's first big orders. 

In 1962, a time-division multi
plex exchange went into operation 
at Highgate Woods, London. It was 
the first result of cooperative re
search by five big companies and 
the General Post Office, which ad
ministers the phone service. The ex
perimental exchange was found 
to be technically satisfactory but 
too expensive. 

Companies that pool their re
search and patents with the Post 
Office are Associated Electrical In
dustries, Ltd., Automatic Tele
phone and Electric Co., Ericsson 
Telephones, Ltd., General Electric 
Co. of England, and Standard Tele
phones and Cables, Ltd., a sub
sidiary of the International Tele
phone and Telegraph Corp. 

Time vs. space. Present research 
is concentrating on space-division 
multiplex, using reed relays as 
switching points. The most ad
vanced systems seem to be the 
small-capacity exchanges being de
veloped by Ericsson and GEC. 
Ericsson's system uses more ma
trices, allowing greater traffic-han
dling capacity; it also employs 
smaller relays. 

Space division employs a sepa
rate wire path for each conversa
tion. In time division, logic gates 
sample several conversations in 
rapid sequence, then switches con
nect pairs of telephones in se
quence. 

Ericsson's system makes more 

lines available to a subscriber, and 
is easier to control. Control circuits 
determine the routing and sequence 
of connections, and are sectional
ized so that one unit can fail with
out putting the entire exchange out 
of service. The Post Office has or
dered an Ericsson installation for 
800 subscribers at Ambersgate in 
Derbyshire. GEC's system is still 
being tested by the Post Office at 
Leamington Spa. 

Patents pooled. If present trials 
are successful, the Post Office will 
approve the Ericsson system for ex
changes of up to 2,000 lines. When 
one system is approved, the other 
manufacturers will be allowed to 
produce it under the patent-pooling 
arrangement. 

At Leighton Buzzard, 40 miles 
north of London, a larger system 
will soon be put to the test. It is 
being developed jointly by Asso
ciated Electrical Industries, STC 
and Automatic Telephone. A space
division mu ltiplex system, it will 
serve 3,000 subscribers but is ex
pandable to tens of thousands. 

Where the buyers are 
Britain's campaign to increase pro
ductivity and efficiency should also 
lead to increased profits for elec
tronics companies in the United 
States. This is the conclusion of 
a market-testing program con
ducted by the U. S. Department 
of Commerce. 

After a seven-month market 
sh1dy indicating a rich market for 
electronic instruments, machine 
tools and factory equipment, the 
Commerce Department sent its big
gest exhibit ever to the Interna
tional Engineering Exhibition in 
London. The theme of the Ameri
can exhibit was industrial modern
ization; 80 companies participated. 

The outlook. The market survey 
showed that recent moves by the 
British government, such as de
preciation allowances, had already 
increased productivity in the metal, 
petroleum and chemical industries. 

The survey expected increases in 
British imports of control equip
ment, predicted the 1968 figure will 
be $31 million, and said American 
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companies could grab 60% of these 
orders. 

Sales of instruments and control 
systems in Britain should climb 
soon to over $200 million a year 
from $73.9 million in 1962, the 
U. S.-sponsored study added. U. S. 
companies now receive about 10% 
of this market. 

The survey showed a strong lead 
in technology by U. S. companies, 
particularly makers of instrumenta
tion for the military and space pro
grams . It found British companies 
strong in development of sensors, 
controllers, How convertors and 
electropneumatic convertors, but 
lacking a well-rounded line of in
struments. 

Products and prices. Many of the 
U. S. exhibitors learned that their 
equipment costs less than British 
counterparts. The Dynamics Re
search Corp. , exhibiting in Europe 
for the first time, says the $160 
price of its digital shaft encoder 
is dramatically lower than the 
price of British components with 
resolution comparable to DRC's 
3,000 pulses per shaft revolution. 

Pleasantly surprised was the 
Digital Equipment Corp., which 
sold more than 20 of its low-priced 
PDP-8 computers to British com
panies. The U. S. concern says one 
British customer has ordered one 
computer a week through 1965. 

Low cost helped DIT-MCO, Inc. , 
of Kansas City sell an automatic 
wiring tester that will check 15 
miles of wire in the British-French 
Concorde supersonic jetliner. The 
tester, costing only $6,000, will 
check voltage, resistance and 
grounding conditions. In eight 
hours, including setting up and dis
mantling, it does the work of 200 
million manual probe tests over 20,-
000 electrical terminations. Actual 
test time is only three hours. 

Northern Ireland 

Influx of industry 
It's the "other" Ireland, the famous 
six counties that chose to keep their 
union with Britain rather than join 
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New plant of Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd ., an ITT 
subsidiary, occupies 300,000 square feet in colorful rolling 
countryside of Northern Ireland. Company expects employment 
to climb to 2,500 when present expansion plans are completed. 
At lower right is a soccer field , adjacent to a sports pavilion. 

Eire and independence; many peo
ple's knowledge of the country is 
confined to that single fact. Here's 
another: as a tax haven, an area of 
cheap labor and relatively high un
employment (6% to 9% ), and as an 
aggressive seeker of manufacturing 
plants, Northern Ireland is rapidly 
becoming an industrial center. 

Since World War II, the tiny land 
with 1.4 million people in 5,242 
square miles-half the population 
of Connecticut in about the same 
area-has lured 180 concerns to its 
shores. A government development 
council in Belfast has representa
tives in London, Stuttgart and New 
York who plug the country's will
ingness to help new industry and 
its advantages of membership in 
the British Commonwealth and the 
European Free Trade Association, 
also its proximity to the Common 
Market. 

Lure for electronics. Because of 
its position across the Irish Sea 
from England, Northern Ireland 
says it is an ideal base for electron
ics manufacturers, whose products 
are small and easy to transport, and 
of high value. 

Companies seem to agree. Stand
ard Telephone and Cables, Ltd., a 
British subsidiary of the Interna
tional Telephone and Telegraph 
Corp. , opened a 50,000-square-foot 
plant near Belfast in 1962, replaced 
it a year later with one six times as 
large that employs 1,700 people; 
and the company plans to expand 

further. Grundig GmbH of West 
Germany began making tape re
corders in Northern Ireland in 
1960, now employs 800 people, and 
is planning to double the size of its 
78,000-square-foot plant. Interna
tional Computers & Tab.ulators, 
Ltd., is keeping a 562,000-square
foo t plant busy. 

The latest entry is Centralab, 
Ltd. , a joint venture of the Globe 
Union Co. of Milwaukee and Brit
ain's NSF, Ltd. , a member of the 
Simms Group. Centralab will be
gin making radio and tv compo
nents this summer at a temporary 
plant while its new 18,000-square
foot facility is being built. It ex
pects to employ 70 persons by 1968. 

Inducements. Shortly after the 
war, the largely autonomous gov
ernment in Belfast took stock of its 
economic situation, and was un
happy with the tally sheet. It found 
high unemployment, industry con
centrated on shipbuilding and linen 
weaving, and difficult accessibility. 

It created the development coun
cil, planned improvements to the 
Port of Belfast and the nearby Al
dergrove Airport, and enacted some 
of the most attractive and flexible 
systems in Europe for government 
assistance to new industrial plants. 

The government offers ready
built factories, also housing, 
schools, churches and shopping 
centers. Early this month, the de
velopment council reported that 21 
plants were under construction or 
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Electronics Abroad 

being planned for future owners. 
Taxes are enacted in London for 

all of the United Kingdom, but 
Northern Ireland has added in
ducements. For example, under cer
tain circumstances a company can 
write off investments against profits 
to the tune of 130% in its first year 
of operation. The government also 
offers capital grants or assistance 
in financing a new factory and 
equipment. 

Since 1945, the development pro
gram has cost the government $237 
million. But Northern Ireland con·
siders this a good investment. 

Japan 

NC step by step 
A simplified approach to numerical 
control of machine tools has en
abled Fujitsu, Ltd., to offer a two
axis system for $3,400. Previously 
its least-expensive two-axis unit 
cost $6,000. The three-axis version 
is priced at $5,000, down from 
$8,500. 

In the United States, the Supe
rior Electric Co. announced a two
axis system early this year, priced 
starting at $4,800. 

Because Fujitsu's Fanuc 260 po
sitions one axis at a time, instead 
of two or three, it can use a single 
register and less circuitry than 
other numerical-control systems. 
Open-loop control simplifies instal
lation since there's no need for 
feedback devices; the pulse motors 
are simply mounted onto the ma
chine-tool frame and geared to each 
lead screw. 

Open-loop operation. Fujitsu says 
both versions of Fanuc, an acronym 
for Fujitsu automatic numerical 
control, can perform all positioning 
operations as well as straight-line 
milling. A two-axis system can po
sition a drill press or control a 
milling machine cutting horizontal 
surfaces. A third axis adds a ca
pacity for programed depth con
trol, permitting a milling machine 
to be used both on horizontal and 
vertical surfaces. 

Fanuc 260 is built around Fu
jitsu's electrohydraulic pulse mo-

tors, which rotate 1.5° for each 
pulse from the driving circuit. The 
motors operate open-loop with no 
cumulative error. Their maximum 
response is 4,000 pulses a minute. 
With usual gearing, every pulse 
advances the workpiece 10 microns 
(393.7 microinches) along the tool 
axis. 

No time lost. Controlling one 
axis at a time, rather than several 
at once, doesn't mean a slowdown, 
Fujitsu contends. The company 
concedes that Fanuc 260's position
ing speed of 2,400 millimeters a 
minute is slower than the maximum 
for conventional numerical-control 
systems. But it says those systems 
lose time when slowing down to a 
final positioning speed and then 
creeping up to the programed posi
tioning, whereas the Fujitsu sys
tem operates at maximum speed to 
within one millimeter of the desti
nation. 

While positioning one axis at 
a time restricts contouring to 
straight-line milling of horizontal 
or vertical surfaces, these opera
tions account for 80% of all con
touring operations, Fujitsu says. Of 
the remainder, about 15% are 
oblique and 5% are curved. 

Tape input. Systems controlled 
by dials or pinboards usually allow 
only about 20 operations on each 
workpiece. The Fanuc 260 punched
tape input permits programs of al
most limitless length. Tape is 
punched in a standard eight-hole 
code prescribed by the Electronic 
Industries Association of the U.S. 
The tape reader can handle 200 
characters a minute. 

The basic, no-frills Fanuc 260 
can be adapted for specialized jobs 
with extra equipment. 

West Germany 

Untangling traffic 
Next year, a British computer will 
try to do what the Munich police 
have failed to accomplish for a dec
ade: shake out the tangle of trucks, 
cars, buses and streetcars that 
clogs the Bavarian capital's narrow 
streets. It will be Germany's first 
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truly computerized system for traf
fic control. 

Initially, the plan will be con
fined to the bustling Karlsplatz, 
where traffic converges from six 
directions. A specialized computer, 
made by Elliott-Automation, Ltd., 
for $350,000, will select programs 
from a repertoire of 40 that con
trol the timing of traffic lights. 

Field reports. Every second, the 
computer will query each of 130 
traffic detectors consisting of pho
toelectric cells, radar, and ultra
sonic detectors. From this informa
tion, it will decide which program 
will permit each green light to 
stay on as long as possible without 
obstructing traffic too long in other 
directions. If the computer should 
fail, the lights would go back to 
the present system. 

The computer's storage capacity 
is 8,192 words of 18 bits each . The 
memory consists of conventional 
ring-core storage elements. There 
are 256 signal inputs and 64 out
puts. 

Within the next few years, Mu
nich traffic planners hope to extend 
the computer controls to other 
downtown streets. 

Around the world 

Italy. The International Business 
Machines Corp. will build a com
puter plant soon in Vimercate, near 
Milan. The facility will occupy 
263,000 square feet and employ 
more than 1,200 workers to produce 
the Model 20, smallest unit in 
IBM's System 360 line. The com
pany declines to disclose the cost. 

Taiwan. The Republic of China 
has opened a "multimillion-dollar" 
microwave radio network. No cost 
has been given, but the Collins 
Radio Co. says its share of the 
project was about $9 million. 

Lebanon. Telephone service has 
b egun over Lebanon's first micro
wave communication link, 50 miles 
1between Beirut and Tripoli. In
stalled by the General Telephone 
& Electronics Corp., the $250,000 
system eliminates delays that had 
held up phone calls as muoh as five 
hours. 
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Lewis P. Favorite, 
Vice President and General Sales Manager, 
Aluminum Company of America, says ... 

"Industrial advertising finds customers we didn't know existed." 
"Our sales force couldn't possibly be expected to 
recognize and call on every potential Alcoa® Alu
minum products user in the world. It just can't 
be done. That's where our advertising comes in. 
It delivers sales messages to thousands of people 
-some we know, some are strangers. It may tell 
them how to cut costs with aluminum. It may in-

Advertising cuts the cost of selling ... 
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troduce some new Alcoa developments. Or it 
may merely point out the advantages of one of 
our products. At any rate, it stimulates interest 
in what we can off er-interest oftentimes leading 
to inquiries. Hence, it's an excellent source for 
sales leads. Frankly, we'd hate to try to get along 
without our industrial advertising programs." 

ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS 
271 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016 
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Cleveland, Ohio 44113: Paul T . Fegley, 55 
Public Square, [216] SU 1-7000 

Dallas, Texas 75201: Richard P. Poole, The 
Vaughn Building, 1712 Commerce Street, 
[214] RI 7-9721 

Denver, Colo. 80202: Joseph C. Page, David 
M. Watson, Tower Bldg ., 1700 Broadway, 
[303] AL 5-2981 

Houston, Texas 77025: Kenneth George, 
2270 Humble Bldg ., 
[713] CA 4-8381 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90017: Ashley P. 
Hartman, John G. Zisch , 1125 W. 6th St., 
[213] HU 2-5450 

New York, N. Y. 10036: 
Donald R. Furth [212] 971-3615 
Frank LeBeau [212] 571-3615 
Georqe F. Werner [212] 971 -3615 
500 Fifth Avenue 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103: William J. Boyle, 
Warren H. Gardner. 6 Penn Center Plaza, 
[215] LO 8-6161 

San Francisco, Calif. 94111: 
James T. Hauptli , 255 California Street, 
[415] DO 2-4600 

London WI: John W. Patten, Edwin S. 
Murphy Jr., 34 Dover Street, 
Hyde Park 1451 

Milan: Ludovico Greco, 1, via 
Baracchini Phone: 86-90-617 

Frankfurt/ Main: Gerd Hinske, 85 
Westendstrasse Phone: 77 26 65 and 
77 30 59 

Genva: Michael R. Zeynel, Joseph Wuensch, 
2 Place du Port 244275 

Paris VIII: Denis Jacob, 17 Avenue 
Mat ignon ALMA-0452 

Tokyo: Nobuyuki Sato 
Shiba, Minato-Ku (502) 0656 

Osaka: Kazutaka, Miura, 163, Umegee-cho, 
Kilta -ku [362] 8771 

Nafioya: International Media Representatives, 
Yamagishi Bldg ., 13, 2-Chome, 
Oike-cho Naka-ku 

Hugh J. Quinn: [212] 971-2335 
Manager Electronics Buyers' Guide 

David M. Tempest: [212] 971-3139 
Promotion manager 

Milton Drake: [212] 971-3485 
Market research manager 

Richard J. Tomlinson: [212] 971-3191 
Business manager 

Theodore R. Geipel: [212] 971 -2044 
Production manager 

• For more information on complete product 
lone see advertisement in the latest Elec· 
tronics Buyers' Guide 
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This is the Brush Mark 200, Series 17 0 7 

... and so is this ... and so is this 
It's the only custom-built recorder that's standard 

Your choice of combinations is almost infinite ... with 
this new generation of the pace-setting Mark 200. Now 
you can eliminate "special" engineering time and costs. 
You specify your recording requirements. Then Brush 
quickly meets them with the perfect combination of off
the-shelf modular sub-systems. What's off-the-shelf at 
Brush ... isn't even on the drawing board elsewhere. 
All the electronics are solid state. 
Take your choice of penmotors: two channel 40 mm ; high 
resolution 80 mm ; eight channel "yes-no" event markers 
(all on one recorder ... in any combination ... on the 
same chart .. . on a common time base!) 

Take your choice of oscillographs: vertical, pull-out hori
zontal or wide-view horizontal. 
Take your choice of 32 different preamplifiers. 
And you' re way ahead with Brush innovations that set 
new standards in oscillography. A con tactless super sensor 
called Metrisite ... "polices" pen position to assure better 
than V2% accuracy. Useful frequency response to 200 
cps. True rectilinear motion . Pressurized inking produces 
traces so crisp and accurate you can't misread the signal. 
All this with over 10,000 channels of field performance! 
A new booklet has the complete story on the Mark 200, 
Series 1707. Write for it. Brush Instruments, 37th & 
Perkins, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

--I> rush 
CLEVITE 
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RCA Power Tube Designs are versatile 
- from watts to megawatts, from LF to UHF. Total tube capability 
at RCA, however, embraces more than hardware. It includes assist
ance to circuit designers through application engineering, backed by 
design, research , testing, and production ... performed to solve your 
RF power generation problems. For more information on how RCA 
tubes can meet your standard and custom requirements, see your 
RCA Representative, or write: RCA Commercial Engineering, Sec
t ion El9Q-2, Harrison, N.J. 

RCA-8501 , an outstanding example of RCA 
Power Tube capability, is now being incor· 
porated in modern lO·kw UHF-TV trans
mitters. It delivers 5500 watts cw power 
output at 900 Mc. 

ALSO AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR RCA 
INDUSTRIAL TUBE DISTRIBUTOR 

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N. J . 

• The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 


